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THE popular demand for the latest and most 
improved A C power receivers calls for the 
latest development in A C tube construction. 

Cunningham A C tubes CX-326 and C-327 are 

outstanding in their performance and will bring 
your A C power receiver up to its highest efficiency. 

See that these two tubes are doing their duty 
along with other Cunningham tubes in your A C 
receiver. 

E. T. CUNNINGHAM, INC. 
NEW YORK  CHICAGO  SAN FRANCISCO 

BES 

With A C Pottier 
Receivers Use 
Cunningham 
A C Tubes 



Iron and wire-plus 
long proved suc-
cess-plus exacting 
scientific research 
--p/us service --plus 
guaranteedquality 

Insist on 
Acme Transformers 

So thorough was 
the research pre-
ceding the manu-
facture of the first 
Acme, its design 
has never changed. 

Insist on 
Acme Transformers 

4 

Acme Purchasers 
have at their dis-
posal the free serv-
ices of a highly suc-
cessful engineering 
department. 

Insist on 
Acme Transformers 

Skilled workmen, 
superior  factory 
equipment, rigid inspec-

tion, and an absolute 

guarantee, make it worth 

your while to 

Insist on 
Acme Transformers 

ACME 
TRANSFORMERS 

ACME APPARATUS CORPORATION  CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 
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TRANSMITTING 

WHEN you crave to raise the 
iollY old power, and you need a 
flock of new stuff, and you dig 
down into the bottom of the sock 
for the last lone jis 

then 

want to be dawgawn sure 
that you can trust the bird you're 
buying thru to see that you get 
good stuff. 

OF course, if it's Cardwell Con-
densers you demand you know 
they  be fine business, but the 
rest of the order— h-ni-m-m ? 

ek O W, we know darn well that 
for Cardwell stuff to show up 

best, it's gotta be in a set with 
other good parts 

SO 

HERE are some jobbers who do 
business on the basis of—Best et 
Quality, Honest, Quick Service, 
No Substitution, and an iron clad 
Guarantee that Anything they 
sell has got to be good. And they 
handle all the other GOOD parts 
along with Cardwell Condensers. 
You can deal with them with abso-
lute confidence that they'll treat 
you right. 

They're 

Carbtnett 
jobbers! 

so they're good! 

0 
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For the Best in Short Wave Reception 
Build the 

Aero Short Wave 
Receiver 

Superlative performance in  every 
respect assured by carefully selected 
parts around which set is built. 

If you want a real short wave receiver--a set possessing unusually long 
range, line selectivity, great power and splendid tone qualities —build the 
AERO SHORT WAVE RECEIVER. 

This excellent receiver is neat and compact, and is flexible to an unparalleled 
degree.  It has a normal range of 15 to 130 meters, and completely covers 
U. S. bands 20, 40, and 80 meters.  Range can be reduced or increased if 
desired (see note below).  Any amateur desiring the very best in short 
wave reception should certainly build this set. 

These Prominent Manufacturers' Products 
Make Possible Its Excellent Performance 

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc. 
Supersensitive AERO Coils, in the form of the AERO Low Wave Tuner Kit, 
play a big part. This kit consists of 3 interchangeable coils. Special patented 
construction reduces high frequency losses to a minimum.  Price of kit, $12.50. 
You can lower range of set to 13 meters with AERO INT. 0, or increase range 
to 725 meters with AERO INT. 1 and INT. 5. These coils priced at $4.00 
each. The AERO Choke 60 and AERO Foundation Unit are also used. 

AMSCO PRODUCTS, Inc. 
.AMSCO Condensers are another important factor in the AERO SHORT WAVE. 
One .00014 condenser and one .00025 condenser are used. These list at $2.75 and 
$3.00 respectively. AMSCO parts are noted for their accuracy, dependability 
and fine construction. 

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
THORDARSON radio transformers are particularly desirable in the AERO RE-
CEIVER. For code work the R-151 6 to 1 ratio transformer gives maximum 
amplification at 500 cycles. For short wave reception of broadcasting. type R-152 
or R-200 will give excellent volume and tone quality.  As used in this set, 
these transformers leave nothing left to be desired. 

YAXLEY MFG. CO. 
You'll like the outstanding quality and neat finish of the YAXLEY battery 
switch, resistances, and rheostat.  These items contribute much to this re-
ceiver's beautiful finished appearance and electrical efficiency. 

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC CO. 
Benjamin sockets insure utmost electrical efficiency. That's why they're speci-
fied in this receiver. 

Any or all of these specified parts are available at your radio dealers. Get 
them today. For literature or further information regarding the AERO 
SHORT W AVE RECEIVER address 

Dept. 16 

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc. 
1772 Wilson Ave. Chicago, Ill. 
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About 800 13, C. the Greeks 
sent messages by means of 
the Clepsydra, In twostations 
were water jars of equal size 
in which floated marked rods. 
Un signal by torch or flag, 
plugs were pulled. When the 
reda lowered to a certain 
mark, at another signal both 
pine; were reinserted. The 
roda in both toweni dropping 
to the same mark, the riles'. 
sage was known. 

Selectivity —Turn the dial of a 
Grebe Synchrophase Seven. Sta-
tions corne in—clean, full-toned. 
No overlapping ofproerams—sia-
ton separation is sharply defined. 
The tone of the Synchro-
phase Seven, especially when 
combined with the Grebe 
Natural Speaker, is unri-
valed in naturalness. Its one-
dial control assures simplic-

9 . er-tee, 

ity of tuning that is remarkable. 
Grebe construction, backed by 
eighteen years of making nothing 
but the highest grade radio ap-
paratus, guarantees the durability 

of these superior qualities- . 
Grebe Synchrophase Seven, 
$135; Grebe Natural Speaker, 
$35. Send for Booklet 0; then 
ask your dealer to demonstrate, 
in your home, that you can"get 
it better with a Grebe." 

%,„„„oltsirLefeems 
RADIO 

A. H. Grebe ED Company, Inc., 109 West 57th Street, New York City 
Factory: Richmond, Hill, N. Y. Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angela, Cal. 

Makers of quality radio since 1909 
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The American Radio Relay League 
The American Radio Relay League, Inc., is a non-commercial 

association of radio amateurs, bonded for the promotion of interest in 
amateur radio communication and experimentation, for the relay-
ing of messages by radio, for the advancement of the radio art and 
of the public welfare, for the representation of the radio amateur in 
legislative matters, and for the maintenance of fraternalism and a 
high standard of conduct. 

It is an incorporated association without capital stock, chartered 
under the laws of Connecticut.  Its affairs are governed by a Board 
of Directors, elected every two years by the general membership. The 
officers are elected or appointed by the Directors.  The League is non-
commercial and no one commercially engaged in the manufacture, sale 
or rental of radio apparatus is eligible to membership on its board. 

"Of, by and for the amateur", it numbers withiri its ranks prac-
tically every worth-while amateur in the world and has a history of 
glorious achievement as the standard-bearer in amateur affairs. 

Inquiries regarding membership are solicited.  A bona fide in-
terest in amateur radio is the only essential qualification; ownership 
of a transmitting station and knowledge of the code are not prere-
quisite.  Correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary. 
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EDITORIALS 
IN December QST on this page, from the bottom of a heavy heart, we wrote a very 
black story of the very black outlook at 

the International Radiotelegraph Confer-
ence.  It will now be apparent, from the 
article elsewhere in this issue, that the story 
of our impending demise was greatly exag-
gerated.  The two accounts are not as much 
in conflict as might superficially appear, 
however.  There was every justification for 
the December report; the outlook was at 
least that black; that we were unreasonably 
successful does not alter that fact.  As this 
month's article relates, we have received 
international recognition to an extent that 
a month ago seemed altogether impossible 
of happening, and the combination of hard 
work, a few smiles from the Fates, and the 
loyal backing of the United States; Delega-
tion has produced privileges for us many 
times beyond what Europe wanted us to 
have and many times more than one could 
reasonably have expected from the situa-
tion which confronted us about midway thru 
the Conference.  We succeeded beyond the 
wildest dreams to which we were entitled 
at that time. 
At this writing, just at the close of the 

Conference, we are unable to state the offi-
cial A.R.R.L. view of the Conference's pro-
visions  for amateurs.  Official  A.R.R.L. 
views are made only by our Board of Direc-
tors and our Executive Committee.  To us 
at Headquarters, tho, it seems that these 
provisions offer us every assurance of a 
continued happy existence; and, in view of 
the many wild rumors which have been flit-
ting about, it seems necessary that we 
say so. 
The nations which ratify the Washington 

Convention are obliged to put it into effect 
by January 1, 1929.  They may do so as 
much sooner than that as they desire, of 
course, provided such action does not conflict 
with the London Convention of 1912, which 
remains in effect, presumably, until that 
(late.  It is to be imagined that during the 
coming year our Federal Radio Commission 
will not make any assignments or regula-
tions that will be found to conflict after the 
first of 1929 with the Washington Conven-
tion.  We sincerely trust, tho, that they will 
permit the amateur regulations of the 
United States to remain in status quo thru-
out the year 1928, to give us the maximum 
time to contemplate the new situations 
which will confront us and to permit the 
amateur societies of the world ample time 

to make their plans for the new order of 
international cooperation which will then 
be essential. 

URING the past month th ct members 
of the A.R.R.L. Experimenters' Sec-
tion and the operators of A.R.R.L. 

Official Relay Stations have been requested 
by the Federal Radio Commission to conduct 
a survey of broadcast-reception conditions 
in their respective towns, particularly from 
the standpoint of heterodyne interference. 
The Commission wanted skilled observers, 
and neutral ones. 
We are proud of this opportunity to assist 

the Commission.  It is an honor.  It is like-
wise another example, for the world to see, 
of the utilitarian value of the American 
amateur. 

TROUBLE comes in bunches.  The in-
ternational conference was not yet over 
when we were informed that the Fed-

eral Radio Commission was again experienc-
ing a flood of complaints against interfer-
ence to broadcast reception by amateurs. 
The situation is very serious.  We do not 
know whether the trouble comes from in-
creased listener-interest at the return of 
cold weather, or increased amateur activity 
for the same reason, but there is no doubt 
of the increase of complaints.  So serious 
is the situation that we are informed that 
the Commission is contemplating an exten-
sion of amateur quiet hours, when they are 
imposed, to six o'clock to midnight.  This 
will be about as bad as sudden, death to the 
amateur who experiences it. 
And so we are again waving the old 

Rettysnitch and we here and now call upon 
every amateur to take stock of his station 
and clean house.  Do you interfere with 
your neighbors?  If you do, you are very 
liable to have quiet hours from 6 to 12 
hung unon you.  It seems up to us, in-
dividually, and for our individual preserva-
tion, to take the necessary steps to avoid 
any such interference.  If you don't know 
whether you interfere or not, it is really up 
to you to find out lay inquiry, and to remedy 
it if interference is occurring.  Practically 
every case of BCL interference can be cured 
easily.  It's an annoying job, we know, but 
it seems that each one of us had 'better 
tackle it.  If there's trouble, take a look at 
the affected BeL set.  Perhaps it's ob-
solete, or too tightly coupled to the antenna, 
or with too long an antenna.  Probably the 
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trouble can be cured completely with a 
simple trap made from parts in the junk-
pile. 
But it may be the transmitter itself. Most 

amateur transmitters are too tightly coupled 
Lu the antenna—too tight for best com-
municating efficiency as well as too tight 
from the standpoint of causing interference. 
There is no single thing that may be done 
to an amateur transmitter which will so 
effectively decrease its interference as to 
loosen up the coupling.  Most of the trouble 
in amateur stations comes from the keying, 
either front the actual impact of keying or 
from the wobbling of the wave as the power 
goes on and off.  Loosening the coupling 
helps these things a lot.  But key filters or 
other devises minimize the effect of keying 
upon neighboring antennas are often neces-
sary in addition.  There can be no dearth 
of data on these things--QST has had 
worlds of material on them; so has the 
Handbook.  And in particular all the ills 
to which an amateur station is heir can be 
detected right at the station bz the use of 
a monitor-box such as described on page 
24 of our July issue.  Every amateur sta-
tion ought to have such a device and use it 
frequently to cheek the quality of the sta-
tion output. It will quickly show up troubles 
and indicate what ought to be done about it, 
as is explained in the article referred to. 
There is really little or no excuse for in-

terference to-day with modern-day BCLs. 
And the Commission is not sharing as whole-
heartedly as it used to the view that if an 
amateur station complies with all the speci-
fications of its license and still interferes, 
it is the listener's hard luck.  Next to the 
I.R.C. story, the chief news of. this month is 
the tip that every amateur owes it to him-
self to investigate and clear up any inter-
ferences from his station, or we won't be 
able to stop this 6-12 business. 

IN February the A.R.R.L. Board of Direc-tors will meet in its annual session, to 
formulate the League policies for another 

year and to instruct the officers how to 
carry out these policies.  This Board is com-
posed of Directors whose names and ad-
dresses appear just before the editorial page 
in every issue of QST.  There is a director 
from each A.R.R.L. division in this country, 
and one from Canada.  in the determina-
tion of A.R.R.L. policies these directors 
speak for their respective territories. Mem-
bers having views to express on A.R.R.L. 
policies should communicate them now to 
their respective Directors, in preparation 
for this meeting. 

W ITH  the  International  Radiotele-
graph Conference safely behind us, 
we have five years in which to 

speculate upon what will happen to us at 

the next conference and  in which  to 
ponder upon the motives behind the atti-
tude of the European nations this year. 
The general purpose of that attitude was to 
come as close as possible to abolishing 
amateur radio, particularly international 
amateur contact. That this was not done is 
attributable to the very tine support given 
to the amateur cause by those liberally-
disposed administrations which have en-
couraged amateur radio and have found it, 
as it indubitably is, a great national 
asset.  The European arguments against 
the amateur were numerous, diverse--and, 
for the most part, fallacious.  It is in-
teresting to examine them.  During the 
eight weeks of the conference I cataloged 
the following: 
I)  Fear that amateurs will violate the 

state monopoly on communications, thus de-
priving the state of revenue.  Fear that a 
regulation prohibiting this violation would 
not suffice, that the very number of ama-
teurs makes it impossible to police them 
adequately in this respect, and that the 
only safe control is to do away with them 
or make their operations so difficult tech-
nically as to prevent them from accomplish-
ing much. 
2)  The general denial of the right of 

any group to participate in communication 
other than governments and authorized 
commercial systems.  Europe does not per-
mit private enterprise to engage in com-
munication, as is exemplified in this coun-
try not only by amateurs but by our limit-
ed commercial services, and it is an age-old 
policy to attempt to deny this privilege. 

8)  Fear of a general lack of control of 
amateurs, not only as to the nature of their 
communications as mentioned in the :first 
item but with respect to technical features 
of their operating, and particularly a fear 
that they will cause interference with other 
services. 

4)  The general selfish desire of govern-
ment and commercial interests to retain for 
themselves all useful' wavelengths, and an 
unwillingness to allow privileges for non-
government or non-commercial purposes. 
The value of an established international 
communicating service on a single .short-
wave channel, based on its potential earn-
ing power, might be said to be a million 
dollars.  Why give away hundreds of such 
channels to amateurs, who merely ptay and 
never really discover anything?  One such 
commercial service is worth more than 25,-
000 amateurs.  This attitude was beautiful-
ly summarized by the gentleman who rep-
resented Canada in the frequency alloca-
tions when he said that he did not think 
that amateurs should ever be given any 
wavelengths that are known to be useful 
for any commercial or government com-
munication, and that lie  thought they 
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should always be obliged to stay within ter-
ritory which was regarded as completely 
useless for any commercial or government 
communication. 
5)  The delicate business of war talk. 

The astounding impression, based upon the 
fact that the technical representatives of 
the United States Delegation who spoke 
for that delegation in upholding the ama-
teur were Army and Navy officers, that the 
American amateur is primarily an auxil-
iary of the armed forces of the United 
States—and therefore to be discouraged. 
6)  Hysterical fear that the needs of 

new services in the short-wave field; such 
as shipping, aircraft, navies, etc., were 
about to create so great a congestion that 
it was impossible to spare any waves to 
amateurs even if it were thought otherwise 
desirable to do so. 
7)  Fear that amateur licenses might be 

granted to unscrupulous persons who would 
use such stations to undermine the security 
of the state, as by fostering revolution, 
spreading Red propaganda, etc.  It is to be 
remembered that when amateur stations 
are permitted in such countries they are 
the only agencies of communication in the 
whole country which are not under the 
direct and absolute control of the state, 
particularly as regards censorship.  There 
is hardly a government in Europe so stable 
that it does not have to take account of 
these possibilities. 
8)  General unwillingness to be bothered 

by something that would make additional 
administrative work.  The feeling that the 
United States Government is little short of 
insane in having encouraged amateur radio, 
and determination to avoid taking on that 
administrative work themselves. 

9)  Fear of the political power of ama-
teurs if permitted to grow to large num-
bers.  Being completely unable to compre-
hend that our own Government can and 
sincerely does regard us as a national asset, 
Europe has the idea that American .ama-
teurs must be forcing their Government to 
support them through political pressure 
and the power of their votes—and so the 
resolution to avoid that in their countries. 

It should be perfectly apparent to any 
informed North American amateur that the 
long experience of the governments of the 
United States and Canada, obtained in not 
only freely permitting but actually foster-
ing amateur radio in this continent since 
the first days of wireless, offers abundant 
proof of the fallacy of these arguments. 
Fortunately the unfriendly European ad-
ministrators of radio have in many cases 
returned home with greatly softened views 
of amateur radio, based upon a much better 
acquaintance with its nature than they 
ever had before.  But these arguments open 
to view in some measures the difficulties 
that confronted the amateur representa-
tives at Washington. 

. IC. B. W. 

Election Results 

NOMINATIONS in the biennial elections 
for Director in six A.R.R.L. divisions 
were examined by the Executive Com-

mittee on November 1st.  In three of the 
divisions there was but one candidate and 
as a result, in accordance with our By-
Laws,- the following Directors have been 
declared re-elected to succeed themselves, 
for two-year terms which commence on 
January 1, 1928: 

Dr. E. C. Woodruff, Atlantic Division 
Prof. C. M. Jansky, Jr., Dakota Division. 
Mr. Benj. F. Painter, Delta Division 

Mr. A. H. Keith Russell had no competitor 
as nominee for Canadian General Manager, 
and has similarly been declared re-elected 
for a two-year term. 
In the Pacific Division Mr. A. H. Babcock, 

the incumbent, and Lt. Col. Clair Foster 
were nominated.  Col. Foster withdrew his 

naine, leaving Mr. Babcock as the only 
nominee, and the latter was similarly de-
clared re-elected for 1928-29 without bal-
lotting by the membership. 
In the Midwest Division three candidates 

were nominated: Mr. Porter H. Quinby, the 
incumbent, and Messrs Ray E. Bolin and 
Frank J. Sadilek.  The result, as ascer-
tained by the Executive Committee  on 
December 2nd, was as follows: 

Mr. Quinby  213 votes 
Mr. Bolin  194 votes 
Mr. Sadilek  55 votes 

Mr. Quinby has therefore been declared re-
elected for 1928-29. 
In the Southeastern Division no nomina-

tions were made and there is consequently 
no election,  in accordance with the Con-
stitution, Director Harry F. Dobbs remains 
in office until provision is made for a new 
election. 

K. B. W. 
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A General Purpose Device 
A Combined 15-to 2500-Meter Portable Receiver, Audio and Radio 

Oscillator, Amplifier and Wavemeter 

By Howard Allan Chinn4' 

F
OR those who for one reason or an-
other find it necessary or convenient 
to be able to move the receiver 
around easily and for the man who 

wishes to get the most possible use from 
his limited supply of apparatus the set 
described in this article may be of interest. 
While it is fundamentally a plug-in coil 
receiver of the usual circuit arrangement 
the small set shown herewith will be found 
useful around the amateur laboratory for 
many purposes.  The panel size is only 
61,4 x 8 inches, the cabinet depth 5 inches 
and besides providing a receiver covering 
all the wavelengths from 1.5 to 2500 meters 
(20,000 to 120 kilocycles) the set will be 

EXTERNAL VIE W OF THE DEVICE 

found handy for use as a 'heterodyne oscil-
lator or wavemeter, as an audio oscillator, 
as a variable condenser unit or as an ad-
ditional stage of audio amplification for an 
external set-up. 
The photographs show the general panel 

layout and Figure 1 gives the circuit dia-
gram together with the constants of the 
various pieces of apparatus.  A two section 
Cardwell condenser is used for secondary 
tuning and is arranged to permit the use 
of one section of 65 paid. maximum ca-
-   *Electrical  Corrumanication  Laboratory.  Pelk ffla-
ehusetts Institute 0r Tcchnblogy, Cambridge, Masa. 
This article is a contribution .from the Col. E. H. 
R. Green Radio Research. 

paeity for short. wave reception (below 200 
meters) or both sections of 400 itit.fd. maxi-
mum for the longer waves.  The small sec-
tion consists of three rotor and four stator 
plates, the rotor plates being cut (original-
ly  semi-circular,  straight  capacity  line 
plates) to give approximately straight fre-
quency line tuning for the first 70 of the 100 
dial divisions.  The plates were eut this 
shape merely for convenience in tuning 
the higher frequencies, the plates in the 
large section of the condenser being un-
altered.  Figure  2 shows the  resulting 
shape of the plate.  If one uses the usual 
straight capacity line plates only two rotor 
and three stator plates, arranged so that 
there are three active dielectric spaces, 
will be necessary to obtain the maximum 
capacity of 65 mild.  The small section of 
the condenser provided a tuning range of 
about 1  to 1. That is to say, if the set 
tunes to 30 meters with a particular coil 
with the tuning condenser at a minimum 
capacity the maximum wave reached with 
that particular coil will he 45 meters.  For 
the two sections combined a tuning range 
ratio of 3 to 1 is obtained. 
A  miniature  single-pole  single-throw 

switch is mounted on the side of the dual 
section condenser (directly on the stator 
terminals) to provide selection of one or 
both sections.  It is arranged with the 
switch arm connected to the large section 
and the switch jaw connected to the small 
section thus providing the minimum amount 
of extra hardware tied to the section of the 
tuning condenser that is used for the short 
wave reception.  A National vernier dial 
is use d for  the tuning control, while the 
particular throttle condenser used was pro-
vided with a geared vernier control. 
The radio frequency choke r.f.c. la a Sam-

son helical wound choke and has been found 
very satisfactory on all the waves which 
the set covers.  The use of a choke wound 
in this manner is strongly recommended 
in preference to the ordinary layer wound 
affair in a .receiver of this nature where it 
is essential that the choke operate properly 

- over a very wide band of frequencies.  Be-
cause of the construction of these chokes 
there is no pronounced resonance point and 
therefore no critical region within which 
the coils give non-uniform or undesired 
results. 
The amplifying transformer used is a 

high  grade  broadcast  transformer  (de-
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signed for broadcast reception) but one 
whose physical dimensions were such as 
to permit its being incorporated in a set 
of this limited size.  The use of a good 
transformer is desirable because of the high 
amplification obtained on all kinds of ama-
teur signais and the good quality broad-
cast reception that results. 
To protect the tubes from mechanical 

injury and to reduce tube noises to a mini-
mum, spring sockets were used. Tt is also 
advantageous  to provide a means  for 
damping the vibration of the detector tube, 
as for instance by stuffing some of the felt, 
the. tubes are wrapped in when bought, 
around the detector.  AIX sockets are 
handy, in that, they permit the use of the 
different types of tubes that are now avait-
able with 1.TX bases.  A 50-ohm rheostat 
is used to permit the use of any battery 
from a to 6 volts with either one or two 
tubes (of any of the usual types) in the 
sockets.  Battery  connections  are taken 
care of by means of a flexible multi-con-
ductor cable.  This was found to be more 

THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE PARTS 
Note in particular the trimmed rotor plates of the 

two-section variable condenser. 

convenient than fussing with connecting 
wires each time the receiver was set up. 
Phone tip jacks are used since they per-

mit a quick and easy way of connecting the 
phones to the circuit and do not require a 
large amount of space back of the panel. 

The coil system is one that has been des-
cribed many times in Q T and has the 
desirable feature that the coils may be 
plugged in either way without affecting the 
operation of' the set in the least.  The plug 
spacing is the same as that found on the 
General Radio coil forms.  The  outside 
plugs and jacks (grid and filament) are 
spaced 1 15/16" and the inner plugs (plate 
and B plus) are '-U" apart.  All manners 
of colis and coil forms may be mounted on 
the plug strip. some of those which were 

actually used are shown in one of the pho-
tographs.  The Samson coil forms will be 
found handy for those who wish to make a 
bank winding for the longer wave coils 
(above 1000 meters) because of the ends 
provided on the forms which gives one some-
thing to wind "against" and does away with 
the unpleasant slipping of the first turn 
which one experiences when attempting a 
bank winding in ordinary tubing. 

W AVEMETER AND SIMILAR WORK 

A coil plug strip with binding posts or 
Fahnestock clips it may be used in place 
of the usual coil and by removing the tubes 
from the sockets we may connect • to the 
secondary terminals and thereby obtain the 
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FIG. 1. THE CIRCUIT 

AMP 
Bi 

Cl Antenna  coupling condenser.  Two  plates 
square, separated 1;44". 

C2  Secondary tuning condenser.  Small section of 
Cardwell dual condenser.  65 iidd. maximum. 

C3  Secondary tuning condenser.  Large section of 
Cardwell dual condenser.  335 itufd. maximum. 

C4  Sangamo grid condenser,  100 !idd. 
C5  Throttling condenser.  500 add. maximum. 
RI  Grid leak.  5 to 10 megohms. 
112  Filament Rheostat.  50 ohms. 
RFC Samson type 125 radio frequency choke 
T  Samson symphoniz transformer. 

use of the secondary condenser for an ex-
ternal circuit arrangement we may be 
working with.  Also, by connecting to the 
proper terminals the throttle condenser can 
be used in other circuits.  There is no 
reason why either one or both of these con-
densers cannot be calibrated so as to furnish 

FIG. 2. SHAPE OF THE TRIMMED ROTOR PLATES 

a calibrated condenser unit for laboratory 
work that does not require too great pre-
cision. 
It is also possible to plug-in a single coil 

aeross either one of the variable con-
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densers and provide an ordinary wavemeter 
which is not much larger than the usual 
one found around amateur "shacks" and 
one whose calibration will probably hold 
as well as most of those in said shacks. 
If one prefers the heterodyne wavemeter 

the usual coils may be plugged-in and with 
the throttle condenser set at a given point 
to obtain good oscillation the set may be 
calibrated and it will be found that its 
calibration will hold quite well (Within 1% 
or 2%).  A heterodyne with a rough cali-
bration of this nature will often be found 
very handy around the amateur laboratory. 

AS AN AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

If an additional stage of amplification is 
needed for some purpose or other one mere-
ly plug-in the binding post strip„ places 
the amplifier tube in the socket, connects 

TYPICAL TUNED-COIL-AND-TICKLER 
COMBINATIONS 

No dimensions need be given since everyone can 
easily make coils to meet his own requirements. 
A —A home-made space-wound coil combination. 
B—A Coil-combination based on the Hammarlund 

celluloid-supported windings. 
C—Lorena or basket weave coils. 
D—Honeycomb tolls for long waves. 
E—Coils on a Samson coil form for intermediate 

wavelengths, the same forms also being suited to 
long-wave banked windings. 
F—Single-layer windings on a General Radio bake-

lite form. 

to the proper terminals and uses the last 
tube and its associated apparatus, thereby 
obtaining one stage of good transformer 
coupled amplification. 

AS AN A UDIO OSCILLATOR 

To use the set as an audio oscillator, the 
detector tube is removed from the socket, 
terminal No. 1 of Figure 1 is connected to 
terminal No. 2 and the detector B plus lead 

disconnected from the B battery and con-
nected to the phone tip removed from 
terminal No. 1..  The wave form of the 
resulting oscillation is, of course, far from 
sinusoidal but the thing will oscillate at an 
audio frequency and a source of noise is 
often useful.  The frequency can be varied 
to some extent by adjustment  of the 
throttle condenser (it now being a tuning 
condenser) or by variation of the plate 
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ria. 3. THE SET AS A VACUUM-TUBE VOLT-
METER 

A—Low reading milllam meter —not larger than 0-1 
mil. 

R—Resistance 5 to 10 times meter resistance. 
R1 -200 w potentiometer for coarse control 
RI -2 w potentiometer for fine contrul 

resistance of the tube which can most easily 
be accomplished by varying the filament 
temperature. It has been found that the 
tube usually must be run at a very low fila-
ment voltage to obtain oscillation in the 
order of 1000 cycles with the particular 
transformer used in this set. 
Binding posts are provided on the panel 

for the antenna connection which may be 
to the grid through the small coupling con-
denser, directly to the grid or through any 
capacity that may be inserted in series with 
the antenna external to the set.  Direct 
connection to the grid is sometimes neces-
sary for certain laboratory work and it was 
therefore thought desirable to provide. the 
additional binding posts, which, incidentally, 
permits even the small coupling condenser 
to be used for other purposes.  The ground 
is connected to the A battery plus terminal. 
By connecting the proper apparatus 

(meter, balancing resistances and bat-
te'ries) as shown in Figure 3 between the 
tickler binding posts we have a vacuum 
tube voltmeter of the grid detection type. 
The uses of an instrument of this type in 
the laboratory are innumerable and need 
not be mentioned here. - If one uses the set 
as shown as a thermionic voltmeter and 
wishes to measure the voltage across an 
open circuit (as far as d.e. is concerned) 
it will be necessary that the circuit be ar-
ranged so that the grid leak goes from grid 
to filament instead of across the grid con-
denser as shown in Figure 1. This change 
can be incorporated in the original circuit 
without affecting the operation of the set 
as a receiver. 
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The Amateur and the International 
Radiotelegraph Conference 

By K. B. Warner, Secretary, A.R.R.L. and I.A.R.U. 

THE International Radiotelegraph Con-
ference is over!  The Washington 
Convention of 1927, signed on Novem-
ber 25th, attests the eight weeks of 

strenuous work of 200 delegate's, 178 special 
representatives, and uncounted function-
aries, attachés and clerks, representing 55 
countries and 23 do-
minions and colonies. 
The London Conven-
tion of 1912 is no 
more—a new order 
prevails.  In it, for 
the first time, the 
radio  amateur re-
ceives an  interna-
tional  status  and 
recognition as a fac-
tor  in  radio,  the 
rules governing his 
conduct are set forth, 
and his - rights and 
privileges  are  de-
fined.  Those priv-
ileges in most re-
spects are entirely 
adequate.  We have 
achieved a great vic-
tory. 

It  is extremely 
difficult to compress 
within the • confines 
of a single -maga-
zine article an ac-
curate  account  of 
the  eight  busiest 
and  most  anxious 
weeks of one's life, 
weeks when the ulti-
mate fate of  the 
amateur hung momentarily by a thread.  I 
do not know where to begin.  I have written 
much about this conference in my editorials 
of the past several months, not only because 
it was the most important news of the day 
but also because it was a subject that had 
been occupying rue almost exclusively dur-
ing those months and I knew more about it 
than anything else.  In those editorials I 
have attempted to depict the gradual un-
veiling of the Washington picture, and I 
ask our readers to accept them as the back-
ground for this account and let me go on 
from there. 
Vice-President Charles H. Stewart and I 

were in attendance during the entire eight 
weeks of this conference. We didn't miss 

a day.  •We were joined at critical times by 
Mr. Maxim, president of the League and of 
the Union, under whose leadership we 
worked. We were gloriously backed and 
represented by the Ameriean Delegation and 
valiantly assisted from time to time by 
delegates from Canada, Italy, Australia and 

New Zealand. Most 
of the rest of the 
world was against 
us.  Even Canada, 
thru no fault of the 
estimable Command-
er  Edwards,  was 
against us when it 
came to wavebands 
—of  which  more 
anon. 
I have previously 

described how the 
conference was di-
vided into commit-
tees.  Some matters 
affecting the ama-
teur arose in most 
of  the committees 
but most of our mat-
ters •were centered 
in  the  Technical 
Committee, presided 
over  by  the  re-
nowned and beloved 
General Ferrié of 
France.  This com-
mittee  had  three 
sub-committees, pre-
sided over respect-
ively by Professor 
A. E. Kennelly of 
Harvard, of Kennel-
ly-Heaviside  Layer 

fame and a former A.R.R.L. Director; Mr. E. 
H. Shaughnessy, assistant chief engineer of 
the British Post Office; and Professor G. 
Vanni of Rome, who amongst other titles is 
president of the Italian Section of the 
I.A.R.U.  The amateur matter first arose 
in Mr. Shaughnessy's sub-committee when 
Great Britain's proposal for amateurs was 
reached for examination, and the battle was 
on when Japan led off with the devilishly 
ingenious suggestion that all transmitting 
amateurs be obliged to use phantom an-
tennas. Mr. W. D. Terrell, Chief of the 
Radio Division of the Department of Com-
merce, stemmed the tide with a splendid 
address on behalf of the amateur, and served 
the first notice that the American Delega-

Highlights 
Recognition of amateur radio. 
Amateur bands near 160, 80, .40, 

20, 10 and 5 meters. 
Amateurs of every 

same bands. 
Ample bands for domestic work, 

ample for experimentation, probably 
enough for DX day work, uncomfort-
ably restricted band for international 
night work. 
Power of amateur stations fixed by 

each, nation. 
Each nation free to permit or pro-

hibit amateurs as it desires; each na-
tion free to withhold from amateurs 
any or all of the bands. 
International  amateur  message 

traffic forbidden except by special 
arrangements between nations. 
New system of amateur calls to 

indicate nationality, restoring inter-
mediate "de" and abandoning "inter-
national intermediates". 
Convention effective January  1, 

1929. 

country in the 
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tion was expecting its amateurs to get a fair 
shake. And so a sub-sub-committee on the 
amateur was appointed, consisting of eleven 
members with Professor Mesny of France as 
its chairman.  Thru the kind efforts of the 
American Delegation 'I was made a member 
of this sub-committee, as a representative 
of the amateur. 

It is necessary to pause here and say that 
the preservation of amateur radio on the 
face of the earth to-day is very largely 
attributable to the efforts of the United 
States Delegation.  Amateurs  in every 
country of the world are indebted to them 
for their preservation. There were liberally-
minded representatives from other countries, 
most notably Captain Montefinale of Italy, 
Commander Edwards of Canada, Mr. Brown 
from Australia and Mr. Gibbs from New 
Zealand, and of course the amateur rep-
resentatives were doing their very best. 
But all of us would have been sunk if it had 
not been for the American Delegation. Our 
people served notice from the first that they 
would demand that the amateur be eared 
for.  At first the opposition was equally in-
taistent but gradually it wore down a bit, and 
the eventual result, as in all such things, 
was a compromise.  But for one reason or 
another, chiefly the economic demand for 
international waves and the fear that the 
activities of amateurs in various directions 
couldn't be controlled, the bulk of the world 
was bitterly opposed to us.  I shall say 
something on the editorial page this month 
about these reasons.  This seems the proper 
place, too, to retract the hymns of praise we 
sang in a recent editorial about the remark-
able friendliness and openmindedness of the 
British Delegation, as judged from a first 
impression at Ottawa.  We regret that we 
must alter our opinion of them. The leaders 
of the opposition, they were the amateur's 
most bitter opponent, and unremittently and 
relentlessly they pursued us and hacked at 
us in every committee.  The British are said 
to be the best negotiators on earth.  We 
presume that from their standpoint they 
may feel that they did a good job at Wash-
ington.  For our part, we offer our apologies 
to the British amateurs for our inference 
that they didn't know their officials. 

And now to get back to that sub-sub-com-
mittee on amateurs.  It met the next day, 
and Messrs. Terrell, Edwards, Brown and 
Gibbs spoke, as delegates from their re-
spective countries, on behalf of the amateur. 
It was evident that there were going to have 
to be amateurs.  The British delegate at 
this meeting was Mr. F. W. PhiBins. as-
sistant secretary of the G.P.O.  Mr. Phillips 
believed in amateurs too —had they not 1200 
of them in England?  But of course the 
amateurs would have to expect to be re-
stricted to narrow territory.  Mr. Phillips 
had a little paper all ready, as it 'seemed 
every British delegate always (lid, and he 

thereupon proposed that amateurs be as-
signed a band in the vicinity of 150 meters 
and not more than six narrow bands, dis-
tributed thruout the short-wave spectrum 
in harmonic relation and located, for ex-
ample, at 109.33, 82.00, 54.66, 27.33, 13.66 
and 6.83 meters.  These unusual figures are, 
with the exception of the 82-meter wave, 
harmonics of 2750 Itc.  They were no 
strangers to us, for we knew that the British 
had a scheme for the division of short waves . 
which provided a boundary between mobile 
and point-to-point services at 11 megacycles 
(about 27 meters) and that, using this as a 
starting point and working in both direc-
tions, they had arrived at this set of figures 
for us.  We had other ideas, but this petite 
coinité could do no actual allocating—it 
was merely making a recommendation, and 
of course we were in sympathy with the idea 
of  -harmonicly-related  short-wave,  bands 
thruout the spectrum and this was but an 
example.  The argument then hinged on 
the word "narrow".  The friends of the 
amateur did not want that restriction, as 
this committee at, best, was but recommend-
ing, but Mr. Phillips (and he was not alone 
in it) stuck out for "narrow", offering at one 
time to replace the terni "narrow bands" 
with "bands not over 100 kc. wide". Finally, 
by a vote of 6 to 5, the word "narrow" was 
retained.  The meeting then decided to 
recommend that each nation remain free to 
determine the power of amateur stations; 
that amateur stations be under the obliga-
tina of keeping their waves within their as-
signed bands, stable, and free from har-
monics; and that they sign their calls fre-
quently.  When the meeting adjourned it 
was freely predicted that we amateurs 
would eventually get, 100-kc. bands at the 
British ligures, and nothing more. 
This amateur report was accepted by Mr. 

Sh.aughnessy's sub-committee and eventually 
by the whole committee under General 
Ferrié, and from there the recommendation 
for amateur waves went to the considera-
tion of Professor Kennelly's sub-committee, 
which dealt chiefly with the allocation of 
wave-bands.  There a considerable delay 
ensued, for that committee was then work-
ing on the allocation of waves down to 200 
meters, in which we did not figure, and it 
was some weeks before the short waves 
were agreed to. 
In the meantime the question of the 

nature of communications to be permitted 
amateurs came up in the Committee on Gen-
eral Regulations, where the Chief United 
States representative was the Hon. Wallace 
H. White, jr., Congressman from Maine, 
father of the numerous White radio bills, 
and our friend for years.  In practically 
every country outside of North America, 
the governments own and maintain all of 
the  communication systems as a state 
monopoly, and they were all very insistent 
that this monopoly he protected against in-
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fringement by amateur messages.  Many 
countries had made proposals about this, 
some of them amazingly drastic.  France 
formulated a compromise between the pro-
posals  of Germany  Great  Britain and 
Switzerland which would confine amateur 
signals in every country to those relating 
to experiments under way and prohibit 
code, secret language, commercial language, 
"personal or actual information", or in-
formation for a third party.  This was ter-

tween private experimental stations of dif-
ferent countries is forbidden, if the ad-
ministration of one of the interested coun-
tries has given notice of its opposition to 
this exchange.  When this exchange is per-
mitted the communications must, unless the 
interested countries have entered into other 
arrangements among themselves, be effected 
in plain language and limited to messages 
bearing upon the experiments and to re-
marks of a personal character for which, by 

AMATEUR FREQUENCY BANDS 
assigned by The Washington Convention of1s27 

Kilocycles %/fell in 
Kilocycles 

Assignment Approx.Meters 
on basis factor 3 

Meters on basis 
factor 2.998 

Harmonic family 
eafeinete„. Amateur 

Purpose Kilocycles Meters 

171 5 -2000 285 
Amqieur; Mabee, 
pomt-to-point 150 - 175 149.9 -174.8 177 5 168.92 Domestic 

3500-4000 Soo .tt  t . 75 - 85. 7 74.96 - 85.66 3550 84.46 9/ 

7000 - 7300 300 Amateur- Exclusively 41. 1 - 42.9 41.07 - 42.83 7100 42.23 International 
Night 

14,000-14,400 400 t t i t 20.83 - 21. 43 20. 82 -21.42 14,200 21.11 Internaticee pay 

23000 -30,000 200b kfloigUr6E•eperimst941/ 10.00 - 10.71 9.99 - 10.71 28,400 10.56 Expenmental 

56,000-60,000 4000 J,  I, 5.00  - 5.36 4.997-5.354 56,800 5.28 71 

rible.  This was an international confer-
ence and its findings should not concern the 
domestic policies of any country; a country 
should be free to permit her amateurs to 
handle messages internally if she wishes; 
even internationally if both countries agree. 
It looked like the rest of the world wanted 
to prohibit our American amateur traffic 
just because they didn't want their ama-
teurs to handle messages.  We rushed to 
Mr. White; he was already looking for us, to 
help.  The British had a less obnoxious 
counter-proposal —they felt that the French 
proposal went too far, artho why we don't 
know.  We seized upon the British com-
promise as a basis, but this text forbade any 
international messages under any circum-
stances and even international contact be-
tween amateurs if one of the countries con-
cerned should object.  Mr. White nego-
tiated a further compromise for us, and by 
the next meeting had the agreement of the 
British, French and Germans.  At that 
meeting he made a fine and able plea for the 
amateur and eventually we had the pleasure 
of seeing the compromise text adopted. 
Without his assistance we would again have 
been sunk, with useful message-traffic ab-
solutely denied us.  When the text finally 
came out of the Drafting Committee it read 
as follows: 
"The exchange of communications be-

reason of their unimportance, recourse to 
the public telegraphic service might not be 
a consideration." 

if this sounds hard, consider what it 
avoids!  It is cruel to hear talk of an ad-
ministration denying its amateurs the right 
to communicate  internationally,  but  of 
course that has always been a nation's 
privilege if it wanted to exercise it.  As to 
the necessity for special arrangements be-
tween countries before international traffic 
is permitted us, we've never had any par-
ticular  international  traffic  except  with 
Canada, and that we feel sure can be ar-
ranged.  The amateurs of other countries 
have been prohibited from message handling 
anyway —which is possibly proper enough 
in the case of actual messages whose 
handling actually denies • revenue to the 
state —and so they lose nothing.  The gen-
eral freedom of action allowed under this 
provision I rind quite gratifying, and cer-
tainly infinitely superior to the original pro-
posal which would prohibit every amateur 
from saying anything in the way of "per-
sonal or actual information". 

And now let us return to our wave-
lengths, where the real story remains to be 
told.  The sub-committee on allocations 
was an unwieldy body.  Its work was of 
vital importance to everybody, so its meet-

• 
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lags were attended by the delegates of 78 
nations and the representatives of a hun-
dred special interests.  It had to conduct 
its business formally, with recognition from 
the chairman, interpretation of remarks into 
French or English, and its minutes had to 
be kept carefully, paralyzing free speech. 
In the case of the long waves, then, it was 
early recognized as hopeless to attempt an. 
agreement in so large a body, and so the 
committee adjourned while the various dele-
gations attempted to get together and agree 
informally on a tentative program to be set 
up as a basis for discussion.  Specially-
trusted representatives of the bigger powers 
met each other informally and discussed 
wave-lengths, over the afternoon, tea-cups 
or in hotel rooms at night.  Gradually the 
"tea-cuppere, as they came to be called, 
found themselves approaching an agree-
ment.  Then two of them would meet the 
representative of another 'country, reach an 
agreement that the three of them could 
accept, and so progress to the point of tak-
ing in a few more countries, until eventually 
a tentative agreement had been reached be-
tween the eight or ten leading powers. This 
had all been done entirely informally, out-
side the actual conference, without official 
committments, with no records kept and 
with everybody therefore able to speak free-
ly.  Ten. days or so were thus consumed, 
and then the sub-committee reconvened and 
received the suggestions.  By that time it 
had the endorsement of the leading coun-
tries and provided an admirable basis for 
discussion, 'being of course altered in the 
Process of discussion but eventually being 
adopted closely as negotiated over the tea-
cups. 
When all the waves down to 200 meters 

had been decided upon it was determined to 
employ the same method for a preliminary 

agreement on the short-waves, and the sub-
committee again adjourned to await a 
recommendation.  Our anxiety then can be 
imagined.  "We had seen the long-wave 
agreement negotiated informally, the only 
possible way hut with many people unable 
to participate in the original formulation, 
and ve had seen that plan subsequently 
adopted with little alteration.  The short-
wave problem was admittedly much more 
difficult, so difficult that the possibility 
existed that there would be no agreement at 

all.  But if one were eventually secured, 
what chance would there be to get altera-
tions in it if we didn't like it ? About zero, 
we figured.  It was therefore a tremendous 
relief when I was personally- invited, to 
participate in the short-wave discussions, to 
represent the amateurs. 
Altho elated that I was to be a lea-capper 

myself, we had our grief even then, for they 
informed us that the roma where the get-
togethers were to be held was so small that 
there was room for but one amateur rep-
resentative.  And so we had to break up the 
old Stewart-Warner firm and I went alone. 
I cannot tell you amateurs of my emotions 
as I sat for days in those meetings, the only 
amateur representative.  I felt that my re*- 
sponsibility was a very heavy one.  The fate 
of the amateur world rested largely on how 
conducted myself.  I had loyal friends in 

the United States representatives present, 
and an occasional one from another country, 
but the rest of the world was frankly against 
me.  Would I be able to put it over, even 
with all the help of powerful friends ? 
Would I be able to tell our story eonvinc-
ingly enough to get our modest requests 
from an assemblage which was determined 
not to give it to me?' I had no one with 
whom to consult during the meetings; I 
could only keep my wits about me and do 
my  best.  But  between  meetings  Mr. 
Stewart and I had long sessions of our own, 
analyzing the work to date and altering our 
plans as the situation changed, and then 
would go back to another meeting to carry 
on. 
It is necessary here to digress a moment 

to explain the informal American organiza-
tion which represented this country in these 
wave-length discussions.  All technical mat-
ters of the American delegation were under 
the direction of Major General Charles McK. 
Saltzman, Chief Signal Officer of the Army. 
General Saltzman is a loyal friend of the 
amateur, and he proved it thruout the con-
ference.  Amongst the technical advisers 
attached to his staff for the conference were 
Lieutenant Colonel Joseph O. Mauborgne, 
for the last several years in charge of re-
search and development for the Signal Corps 
but now on duty at the Chief's Office; Cap-
tain S. C. Hooper, in charge of the Radio 
Section of the Bureau of Engineering., U. S. 
Navy; and Lieutenant Commander T. A. M. 
Craven, U. S. N., who was recalled from 
sea for duty at the conference on behalf of 
the Navy Department because of a previous-
ly demonstrated peculiar aptitude for this 
kind of work.  These three technical ad-
visers represented the United States in the 
wave-length negotiations.  There was the 
real meat, of the. whole -problem, and there 
was where their insistence on behalf of their 
Government that amateurs be provided for 
was really effective.  We amateurs have 
much for which to 'be grateful to them, for 
they saved the day for us.  Captain Hooper 
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presided at all the informal meetings of the 
"tea-q:uppers".  Commander Craven con-
ducted the actual negotiations.  In fact, the 
structure of wave-length allocations finally 
arrived at is largely his handiwork. This 
young Naval officer has made an enduring 
name for himself.  It may be said that he is 
personally responsible for the successful 
negotiating of the wave-length agreements 
embodied in the Washington Convention of 
1927.  What a monument to have to one's 
credit! The conference has praised him f or. 
it.  I sing his praises too, for he was the 
staunch and clever friend of the amateur 
and in large measure we owe what we got 
from the conference to his skill and per-
severance.  These three officers let no op-
portunity go by to stand up for us.  If we 
did not get all we want, it only shows the 
difficulty of the task and how hopeless we 
would have been without their help.  I want 
to tell you amateurs that our friendly bonds 
with the Army and Navy have paid the 
richest possible dividends! 

But I must get. on with the tea-cupping. 
It was a most difficult task. There were 
about twenty-five people present at most of 
the meetings, representing eight leading 
countries and a. number of special interests. 
Six meetings were held, stretching over 
eight days.  Gradually an agreement began 
to take form.  There were endless argu-
ments between mobile and point-to-point, 
conflicts with expensive beam stations, and 
what not.  It was really very difficult and 
only a splendid effort to secure agreement 
by mutual compromise made the result pos-
sible.  Amateurs were left out while the 
preliminary chopping between mobile and 
point-to-point was made, but with pointed 
insistence by the U. S. delegates that the 
meeting should return later and fit the ama-
teur into the picture.  I was on needles and 
pins for days, watching this part of the 
program in which I did not participate, in-
wardly pulling for a division which would 
put point-to-point bands at the places Where 
I wanted to see amateur bands. The United 
States wanted the same thing, and even-
tually the division was made along lines 
that made that possible.  In the meanwhile 
the upper amateur band, to be "in the 
vicinity of 150 meters", was located as from 
150 to 175 meters.  Higher territory seemed 
impossible; it had already been determined 
to give 175 to 200 to mobile exclusively, 
when the long waves were discussed; I 
didn't much care; that seemed ample for our 
needs in an upper band, even if it were non-
exclusive (as indeed it already is in this 
country).  Besides, I -was holding my fire 
for the short waves. 

At last they got thru the table, down to 13 
meters.  Then they started on some narrow 
bands for short-wave broadcasting but 
couldn't agree and decided to leave that 
for a still smaller group to discuss.  At last 

the amateur question!  I took another reef 
in my belt and prepared for action. 
M'r. Shaughnessy led off.  The table as 

agreed at that time provided certain ex-
clusive bands for point-to-point, some more 
exclusive bands for mobile, and some nar-
row shared bands. His proposal was that 
the amateurs share a small part of the al-
ready shared bands.  I had horrible visions 
of a senseless selection of amateur bands 
without harmonic relation and filled with 
mobile interference.  Some days previous 
we had prepared and circulated a paper con-
taining a suggestion for the amateur bands, 
proposing that they 'be centered at 20, 40, 80 
and 160 meters as locations where our opera-
tions of the last several years had un-
doubtedly served to keep them clearer of 
established commercial services than any 
other locations; and, instead of "narrow" 
exclusive bands, urging moderately wide 
"N.G.P." bands, that is, bands reserved for 
stations not open to general public corres-
pondence, such as government stations, ama-
teurs, etc., from which bands amateur sta-
tions might be provided.  The idea was that 
this would provide sufficient flexibility to 
make wider bands possible in countries hav-
ing many amateurs, yet leaving a nation free 
to assign her amateurs but small bands if 
the number of amateurs was small or the 
administration hard-boiled.  I countered 
Mr. Shaughnessy with this proposal, and 
Commander Craven backed me up with the 
request from the U. S. Delegation for more 
definite amateur bands.  But nobody else 
liked the N.G.P. idea, it seemed. The situa-
tion instantly was serious, for with this idea 
of flexibility lost we would be confronted 
with fixed bands which would inevitably be 
narrow—the maximum to which interna-
tional assent could be got.  Then Captain 
Gino Montefinale, of the Royal Italian Navy, 
the commandant at IDO, proposed a counter 
scheme, suggesting amateur bands centered 
at my figures and of variable width, as each 
administration desired, but not exceeding 
certain maxima, and these maxima were the 
same as the proposed widths of my N.G.P. 
bands.  Captain M.ontefinale was a fine 
friend of the amateurs thruout these meet-
ings, and in fact absolutely the only one we 
had outside of the American delegation, for 
even Canada worked steadfastly against us 
for all her delegate was worth.  The ama-
teurs of- Rome Should give Captain Monte-
finale a dinner—his assistance- was most ap-
preciated.  But nearly everybody objected 
to his scheme the same as they had to mine, 
and the battle waged on thru anxious mo-
ments. France would accept if the bands 
avoided the mobile waves. Mr. Shaugh-
nessy objected that our proposed waves 
would hit into the center of the point-to-
point bands and again, demanded that ama-
teurs be in the shared bands, with talk of 
800 kc. total for us, in which he was sup-
ported by aermany.  I objected again, 
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backed this time by all the mobile people, 
including the U. S. and Japanese navies. 
And finally we sold them on 20-40-80!  I 
thot that tremendously important, not be-
cause those were our American waves but 
because our occupancy of them had made 
them much less likely to conflict with estab-
lished commercial services than any other 
locations one might have named —and future 
events showed I was dead right in that. 
Mr. Shaughnessy would agree if the ama-
teur bands were narrow as the sub-sub-com-
mittee had recommended, and came from the 
edges of those point-to-point bands, and he 
proposed 400 kc.. near 18% meters, 200 kc. 
near $7  and 100 -kc. near 75.  This was a 
tremendous concession for him, but fixed 
bands of those width.s were hopeless and I 
said so, again urging my flexible scheme. 
A vote was taken and the KB W-Montefinale 
scheme was lost, and the general idea of 
the Shaughnessy proposal voted.  France, 
be it said, voted against both, thinking my 
plan too ambitious and. Mr. Shaughnessy's 
too restrictive.  Only Italy and the United 
States supported us at this juncture. Then 
abruptly it was found that no agreement 
could be reached readily on the width of 
the amateur bands —this meeting was still 
too large —and so this subject was referred 
to the same small group, more or less volun-
tary, which was going to meet that after-
noon to recommend some narrow bands for 
short-wave broadcasting, and the meeting 
adjourned. 

We took stock of the situation that noon. 
We had established the location of our bands 
where we wanted them.  The flexible N.G.P. 
plan had been discarded, and rigid amateur 
bands of small dimensions were proposed. 
In the certainty that we were going to get 
clipped badly on the international waves, 
it became more important than ever to work 
for wider territory in the national waves 
than would be afforded by a rigid family of 
harmonicly-related bands.  At once we de-
termined to abandon this idea and to nego-
tiate for each band separately, as we found 
conditions, and to ask for wider non-
exclusive territory in the 80-band rather 
than the paltry 100 he. that would be 
afforded by any true harmonic plan. 

It was an odd assembly which met that 
afternoon to decide upon the broadcasting 
and amateur bands.  "Sub-teacuppers" is 
the proper term for us. I suppose.  There 
were seven of us: Col. Mauborgne, Com-
mander Craven, Major W. Arthur Steel of 
Canada, Dr. Van der Pol, of the Netherlands, 
representing the European broadcasters, 
Mr. Charles E. Rickard, representing the 
Marconi beam stations, Capt. H. Abraham, 
of Germany, representing Telefunken, and 
f. Major Steel was the only actual govern-
ment delegate present and, aside from Col. 
Mauborgne and Commander Craven, the 
test of us didn't even represent a govern-

ment.  But this group was constituted for 
this purpose, and away we went.  I kept out 
while  the broadcast bands  were  being 
settled, and Dr. Van der Pol laid off when 
we got to the amateur matter.  At last the 
moment had arrived!  Now or never!  But 
what an odd group to say what the amateur 
should have!  It was a good enough group 
to decide the broadcasting question but it 
was only by chance that it was given the 
additional job of recommending the ama-
teur bands. 
I had explained to Commander Craven my 

idea for wider non-exclusive territory in the 
80-band, to which he readily assented, and 
in short order he personally sold the meet-
ing on 3500 to 4000 he. non-exclusively for 
amateurs, our present American assign-
ment.  This was immensely better than I 
had hoped for; it assured us "a place to 
live", from which to sally forth to narrow 
international bands if we got short-changed 
below,  as  seemed  unavoidable.  Non-
exclusive was quite all right, for we have 
always shared that band with army mobile, 
naval aircraft and naval vessels working 
naval aircraft, without trouble.  Then we 
tackled 20, for which the proposal was 400 
he.  There wasn't a chance to get. any more. 
It really seemed about sufficient for the 
rather limited amount of day-light work 
which we amateurs do.  We have had 2000 
he. there not because we needed it but be-
cause that width was dictated as the har-
monic of our 40-land in defiance of the in-
verse economic value of the respective bands. 
I also found amateur occupancy of the 20-
band entirely insufficient to justify a demand 
for any more, to say nothing of needing to 
hold my steam for the 40-band.  The 20-
band was located between 14,000 and 14,400 

those figures escaping the established 
services of the gentlemen present.  And 
then we tackled 40, the real rub.  That was 
our international night band, the place where 
we all assemble from every nation for our 
international communications.  Next to our 
national bands, territory there was our most 
important need.  I was asking for 800 kc. 
there and our own government was quite in 
agreement, as they had planned 7000-8000 
kc. for us on the N.G.P. basis.  But there 
was never a chance. for it---it was too much 
more than the British idea of 100 'Ice. or Mr. 
Shaughnessy's generous 200 he.  The meet-
ing attempted to find a place in the 7000-
region where no commercial services were 
already in existence, as indicated by lists 
available.  A start was made at 7000 kc. 
but only 200 kc. were available before a snag 
was encountered in the form of an existing 
German station.  I didn't know, and don't 
know to this day, just what that had to do 
with it, but the idea was to get unanimous 
agreement of all the other interests to what 
was given us amateurs, and here the Tele-
f unken representative couldn't agree be-
cause he had a station there!  He might 
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have been out-voted here but the main tea-
cuppers would have supported him the next 
day.  Another location was tried but 'Major 
Steel objected, claiming that Canada had a 
large number of stations established in that 
7000-8000 band which has been assigned to 
amateurs in Canada for four years.  In fact 
Major Steel steadfastly refused to give his 
agreement to any large amateur assignment 
in that area, and he hurt us a great deal. 
He had been appointed by his delegation to 
represent them thru all the allocation mat-
ters.  In these matters he sided most of the 
time with the European viewpoint, particu-
larly the British, and but rarely with the 
American.  It seems so strange, for surely 
Canada's radio destiny is the same as that 
of the United States, not Europe's —and 
that has been Canada's policy for years. 
But the Major's idea on amateurs was at 
least as had as that of any European and 
he worked against us steadily.  It will be a 
disappointment to Canadian amateurs to 
know that their representative did not up-
hold any of the usual policies of their gov-
ernment respecting amateurs, but instead 
was quite of the opinion that amateurs 
should not be permitted to occupy useful 
communicating waves, and that he did all 
he could to keep us out of them.  He joined 
the Telefunken agent in refusing to agree 
to anything as rash as 400 kc. for amateurs 
in the 40-band.  Eventually Capt. Abraham 
agreed to move one of his stations and a 
225 kc. band from 7000 to 7225 kc. was de-
termined upon.  It is interesting to note 
that this band was clear of any established 
commercial or government stations, and that 
its limits are defined by the maximum width 
to which Capt. Abraham and Major Steel 
would agree in consideration of their-estab-
lished stations! Our band was no more than 
the Telefunken agent would agree to!  Nor 
could it he widened or moved because of 
Major Steel.  It seems so odd that such 
considerations as these should have entered 
into the making of the recommendations of 
this meeting, yet this little group had been 
appointed to make a recommendation and 
of course this was what they were going to 
hold out for, and the best efforts of our 
American people were unable to change it. 
I couldn't assent to these figures, and didn't, 
but that didn't alter the maximum to which 
the meeting could get agreement.  Then the 
10- and 5-meter bands were easily fitted into 
the picture, and we adjourned. 

The next morning the sub-teacuppers re-
ported to the teacuppers and, strange to re-
late, the only objection was from me!  I 
was then holding out for 400 kc. at 40 in-
stead of 225.  By then I was prepared to 
recommend that we agree to the rest of the 
table but I thot we needed and rated more 
at 40 and I could see no good reason why it 
couldn't be spared to us.  Capt. Hooper, as 
chairman, supported me, but the British 

claimed that they had important services 
there and that it was out of the question. 
Capt. Abraham then said that the preceding 
day it had seemed too difficult to shift exist-
ing stations but that he would now com-
promise with 300 kc.-7000 to 7300.  Mr. 
Shaughnessy would shift his stations too 
and agree.  It meant 75 kc. more and it 
became apparent that it was the very maxi-
mum to which agreement could be got.  But 
the fireworks weren't quite over, for Mr. 
Shaughnessy objected to our 10-meter and 
5-meter bands being marked exclusively 
amateur, saying that we might succeed in 
developing the 10-meter band into useful 
communicating waves and that in that event 
we shouldn't be permitted any such exclusive 
possession of valuable waves.  It was at 
length determined to compromise by open-
ing them to "amateur and experimental". 
Altho a small point, it illustrates the deter-
mination with which the British pursued us 
at every stage of the game.  And finally 
everybody agreed upon these figures for us 
amateurs and the whole report was ac-
cepted. 
From that time on there was never a 

chance for any alteration in the figures. 
These meetings were strictly informal and 
not officially binding upon a soul present, 
much less upon the interests they rep-
resented.  But it was considered that an 
agreement had been reached and there was 
an unspoken pledge to stand by the agree-
ments.  This pledge was at once the weak-
ness and the strength of our position for, 
altho it made impossible any attempts to 
increase our 40-land allocation, it insured 
strong backing for the preservation of the 
table against any who might attack it.  It 

shortly became apparent that it was con-
sidered that our United States delegation, 
by having participated in the negotiations, 
was bound to support these allocations for 
amateurs, and in fact it was considered that 
we had accepted them too and for the same 
reason.  Careful sifting of the situation 
showed that there wasn't a chance to get any 
agreement on anything greater.  Besides, 
these figures really weren't half bad. 
To make a very long story decently short, 

the tea-cuppers laid their work before Prof. 
Kennelly's sub-committee on allocations as 
a basis for discussion.  It was hopped upon 
by various people, particularly folks who 
wanted to question the great width of the 
amateur assignments.  Here Prof. Ken-
nelly roundly defended us, and the very fact 
that it was considered that an agreement 
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had been readied amongst the major powers 
caused them all to stand their ground and 
defend the whole short-wave table against 
attacks.  As  a result,  it was  easily 
adopted  in  the  sub-committee  without 
alteration  and similarly adopted a few 
days  later  by  the  Technical  Commit-
tee.  At length it reached the Plenary 
Session and, there it was adopted just as 
easily, amidst great applause, for it was 
realized that a perfectly mountainous piece 
of work had been accomplished and that it 
was really a rather good job.  This was the 
largest international conference ever held 
in the history of the world, with nearly 
eighty nations represented, and they had 
unanimously agreed, upon the partition of 
wavelengths from 30,000 meters to zero. 
This is the true story of the determination 

of the amateur wavelengths in the conven-
tion of 1927.  Our wave-bands are shown in 
the accompanying table.  If the reader feels 
that we got a satisfactory deal, give the 
credit to our United States Delegation.  If 
they do not seem enough, they were the best 
that could be got in the face of united 
opposition.  But T feel that we  must 
consider that we have been most suc-
cessful.  We have received a great deal 
more than most of the world wanted us to 
have.  With the single exception of our 40-
meter band I believe we have all that we 
shall need.  For our international night 
work in that band we shall have to devise 
new methods, perhaps new apparatus, and 
certainly we shall have to employ a greater 
measure of international cooperation than 
ever before.  But all of these things are 
possible to us and we have always gloried 
in the necessity for licking a new job. 
There will be time in succeeding months 

to analyze the new problems confronting us 
and to arrange for their solution.  The con-
vention does not go into effect until the 
Orst of 1929, so there will be time to adjust 
ourselves to the new situations.  These new 
amateur wave-bands should he considered 
gorgeously ample for every country but 
ours, and we in this country will find a way. 
It should he emphasized, tho, that no nation 
is obligating itself to permit the existence 
of amateurs--that is strictly its own busi-
ness —and  unfortunately  the  conference 
offered no opportunity to insure the exist-
ence of amateurs in every country.  Nor is 
any nation obligated to put the entire width 
of these bands at the disposal of her ama-
teurs--in fact few of them will; the bands 

are merely those which nations have inter-
nationally agreed are to be used for ama-
teurs in countries which so wish.  We may 
feel sure, though, that we have gone a long 
way towards selling the amateur to the 
administrations of the different countries, 
and now that there is international agree-
ment on amateur territory and a nation 
may know that it is not stepping on the 
toes of another in giving certain waves to 
its amateurs, we may hope that there will be 
a much greater disposition in foreign coun-
tries to treat the amateur liberally.  Be-
lieve us, they have certainly heard about the 
amateur at Washington! 
And now, rapidly, some other amateur 

. matters.  Each administration will fix the 
maximum power of its amateur stations. 
The stations must be licensed and the ad-
ministrations must assure themselves of 
the proficiency of the operators.  The sta-
tions must comply with all the general re-
quirements of the regulations, particularly 
as to observance of wave-length, stability 
of wave and freedom from harmonics. They 
must sign their calls at frequent intervals. 
The calls are to be assigned from the same 
"national blocks" as the calls of commer-
cial stations, consisting of the one or two 
initial letters that indicate nationality in 
such calls, a single figure, and not more than 
three letters.  These calls will be used in 
connection with the intermediate "de": Thus 
the governments do away with the necessity 
for  our international  intermediates--be-
ginning in 1929.  The other important ama-
teur question was the nature of our com-
munications, and that I have reported pre-
viously. 
In the near future, probably the next 

issue, (2ST will print pertinent extracts 
from the Washington Convention applying 
to the amateur.  We shall advise where and 
how the document may be obtained as soon 
as it is available.. The coming year un-
doubtedly will see in QST much discussion 
and much new material and many new de-
cisions based upon our new conditions, as 
we analyze them and learn their possi-
bilities. 
It has been a great two months, the 

hardest but the most interesting in my life. 
It has been a wonderful experience.  I am 
proud that we may call it successful.  The 
unyielding world has yielded, and we ama-
teurs are safely written up in the greatest 
communications document of the age, the 
Washington Convention of 1927. 
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This Amateur Phone Business 
By P. C. Lackey* and Dean Spenced 

A
MATEUR radio phones have prob-
ably been the cause of more bad 
feeling under the head of, "Grief 
for the  Transmitting  Amateur" 

than any other thing he has ever been 
attempted. 
After operating an amateur phone for 

some years we have arrived at the con-
clusion that most of the bad feeling has 
been justified.  The im;ral is, "if you are 
going to use phones use a rig which will 
not disgrace the whole A.R.R.L. to say 
nothing of your own particular station." 
We plead guilty to "getting quite a kick 

out of" operating our radio phone sets. 
The idea seems to prevail that no one ex-
cept a "ham", a "lid" or a rank beginner 
even fools with phone.  'Unfortunately this 
is true to some extent but there are old 
timers who enjoy "chewing the rag" by 
phone.  These men are not DX crazy, they 
know they have no chance to get a WAG 
certificate with a 15-watt phone set but 
they can get the RCC certificate easily and 
they find it enjoyable to handle traffic with 
people who have something to say besides 
"VY GLD QS° CUL 73", even though they 
are only a hundred miles away, which for 
that matter is not always the limit for a 
good phone of low power.' 
We still remember when we started our 

-first phone set. 
Says Lackey to Spencer: "Where do you 

get the dope on a phone set?" 
"Ballantine," says Spencer. 
So we got it down and read it.  It is 

great stuff; every amateur should have it 
(phone or c.w.) but a lot of them don't. 
"Now, how about QST?" says Spencer. 
So we got down the complete volumes and 

looked them over.  Plenty of dope on e.w. 
on receivers and on everything else and all 
of it FB but almost nothing about phone.' 
How come?  We decided that (:,"S"T was 
"agin" amateur phone and were all heated 

*6A.T, Blanchard, Okla. 
t5,11J, 1302 Division St., Sulphur, Okla, 

1.  It is my sincere opinion that the operation of 
a phone should really not be permitted except to 
those who have demonstrated the ability to operate 
satisfactorily -a mw, set with (i.e. plate /supply. How 
many would pass that test ?—Tech. Ed. 

2. This has purposely been so because at HQ. we 
are convinced that phone operation should be touched 
only by those able to create a steady carrier wave 
which will not be wabbled whenever the modulator 
gees into action and thereby spread all over the 
tuner.  If a change in plate voltage changes the 
wavelength the oscillator is not good for telephony 
—for  that matter for use with me. and  a key, 

—Tech. Ed. 

up and ready to grab up a sheet of asbestos 
and write a letter on it when we saw that 
the League had persuaded the new radio 
commission that the amateur should retain 
the 150- to 175-meter band.  Right on top 
of that we see a "stray" saying that QST 
will consider some articles on amateur 
phone. 
"Let's write one," says Spencer. 
"Nix!", says Lackey.  "Who in Sam Hill 

told you we could write an article?" 
"Well," says Spencer, "we can tell them 

about our experiences and they might print 
it if someone doesn't take a notion to write 
a real article." 
So here we are. 
The first thing is to build the oscillator 

and as QST has often remarked. "the cir-
cuit you like the best is the best for you." 
Without even considering the modulation 

system, first get the oscillator going on the 
desired wavelength.  In this ease it must 
be one of the bands allotecl to amateur 
phone and must emphatically not be in the 
40-meter band.  We believe the 170- to 
180-meter band to be the most satisfactory 
as the very essential "DC tone" can be ob-
tained much more easily in that region than 
on 84 meters.  Our sets accordingly work 
in the 170- to 180-meter region though if 
one. insists on hunting for trouble they can 
easily enough be adapted to 84-meter work 
by  simply  changing  the  oscillator  in-
ductance.' 
For no good reason, other than the fact 

that we "like it best", we use the Hartley 
circuit with shunt feed.  Since this cir-
cuit has been thoroughly discussed' we will 
say no more about it but refer you to the 
diagram. 

8.  The staff is  of the opinion that because of 
selective  fading  the  80-meter  band  is much  less 
favorable.--Tech. Ed. 
4,  Before decent modulation can be hoped for, 

the oscillator must be adjusted so that the antenna 
current will be proportional to the plate voltage. 
This can be done with the grid and plate clips and 
the grid leak and should go before any thought of 
modulation.  Better put the modulator MT for a few 
weeks, or altogether, if you can't get this adjust-
ment.  See the following reference in QST April, 
1926, page  May, 1926, page 17 ; also page 43; 
June 8, 1926, page 29; July .1926, page S, also page 
29; August, 1926, page 19; Nov., 1926, page 22: 
December, 1926, page 9; January, 1927, page 14 and 
page  27;  February,  1927,  page  ; March  1927. 
column 2, page 17, and page 38 the same issue.  Be 
sure to read "Some Light On Transmitting Tuning," 
July, 1927, page 24.  None of the crystal control 
sets referred to operate in the 175-meter region but 
the necessary modification is obviously to multiply 
the constants all the way through by 2 or 4.—Tech. 
ad. 

§ This article was turned in before  the 80-meter 
band was closed to phone operation.  All information 
is applicable to the new 20-meter phone band. —Editor, 
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OSCILLATOR ADJUSTMENT 

Use any of the methods described in pre-
vious issues of QST to determine what kind 
of a tone you have, then juggle the filter 
and the oscillator adjustments until you 
have  an  absolutely  pare  d.r.  whistle. 
(Mainly. notes stay at the bottom of QST 

TFIE TRANS MITTER DIAGRAM 
Shown mainly to point out that it is perfectly normal as to 
wiring and that good results depend on careful adjustment, not 
on a new circuit. The constants given are for 175-meter region 
which is where a phone should work bet.  The antenna happens 
to be a 5-wire rage 60 feet long, 10 feet up and L connected, but 
may be larger.  The counterpoise is a 5-wire fan 90 feet long. 
1-1 12 to Di turns No. 6 bare copper on 5-inch tube, tapped each 

turn. 
L-2 25 turns No, 6 bare copper on 7" tube, tapped each turn. 
R.F.C. -1---Three hundred turns No. 26 on 3" tube. 
R.F.C. -2 15 turns No. 26 on 1" tube.  Mount on grid terminal 

of socket, 
.A..F.C. Iron cored audio frequency choke or modulation choke. 
inductance 6 henries.  Made as described or used R.C.A.---UP115 

or make from Ballantine-s design page 151. 
Grid leak, 5.000 ohms. 

R-2  Radiostat or other suitable variable resistance. 
X  Closed circuit jack for cutting in telegraph key. 
(1-1  Primary tuning condenser, 500 mad. or larger. 
C-2  Grid condenser 200 mad. or thereabouts. 
C-3  Plate stopping condenser, 200 aid& or thereabouts. 
C-4  Filament by-pass condensers, 600 µaril receiving condensera, 
V-1  Plate voltmeter. 

articles but this is highly important. Don't 
trust the other .fellow's statement as to 
your tone.  People have repeatedly report-
ed my 20-meter signal as d.e. When it had 
over 50 percent of 60-cycle modulation and 
three quarters of the people reporting 9XL 
call that signal dc. although it has per-
haps a 15 percent high frequency modula-
tion —as much modulation as is used by 
some broadcast stations!  Tech. Ed.) Past 
issues of QST have given the information 
on filters for everything from a motor 
generator to  a rock crusher!  If you 
will start with that information (or Bal-
lantine's) and do a little careful work you 
should have no difficulty. 

MODULATION 

You will notice that the usual D.P.D.T. 
switch for throwing all tubes in parallel is 

absent.  This is primarily a phone set, the 
switch causes losses, and the gain from put-
ting four tubes in parallel is usually not 
very much worthwhile. When the set is used 
for CW the key is plugged into the closed 
circuit jack in the "center tap".  This 
jack is indicated by "X" in the diagram. 

A glance at the diagram will 
show that a microphone, micro-
phone battery, microphone trans-
former, two additional r.f, chokes 
and an iron core audio choke (also 
called  "modulation  choke")  are 
needed to operate the two modu-
lator tubes.  Microphone trans-
formers appear to be scarce and 
a reasonably satisfactory one can 
be built from an audio transform-
er.'  Remove the leads from the 
binding post, tagging them as you 
do so, carefully remove the primary 
winding and replace it with as 
much No. 26 or 28 wire as pos-
sible.  Then reassemble the trans-
former and bring the leads out to 
the proper terminals. 
The plate reactor can be made in 

the same manner, if necessary, ex-
cept that both primary and second-
ary windings of the audio trans-
former should be removed and re-
placed with one winding of No. 26 
or 28 wire.  This plate reactor 
really should have an inductance 
of 6 henries at least, for the UX-
210 tubes. 
A good speech amplifier between 

the microphone transformer and 
the modulator tube is worth while. 
A stage of push-pull amplification 
works very well at 5A.I.  The 
thing can be supplied with the saine 
A, B and C voltages used on the 
transmitter but this is compli-
cated and we advise separate sup-
ply.  While speaking of the sup-
ply a.c. may be used on the modu-

lator and oscillator nlaments but the center 
tap must be right and don't forget that the 
plate supply must be pure 

ADJUSTMENT 

First, adjust the oscillator with  the 
modulator tubes removed and don't go a 
step further until this adjustment is per-

5. Awful quality will result if the core of the 
transformer becomes saturated or the microphone 
fries.  Keep the microphone voltage down.  If the 
reactor is  too small little modulation  will result. 

—Tech. Ed. 
6.. Be sure to use a voltmeter and to make the 

adjustment indicated in note J.  If that adjustment 
is not ruade you are simply clawing around in the 
dark.  Don't try to see how big the antenna current 
can be made or you will absolutely destroy the 
straight line ratio between plate voltage and antenna 
current.-'Tech. Ed. 
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feet.'  Now insert the modulator tubes, 
connect a 45-volt C battery, close the micro-
phone switch and put on the plate power. 
If the modulator tubes try to burn u" p add 
more C battery before going on.  We have 
used as much as 135 volts for IJX-210 tubes. 
When these tubes run at a decent tempera-
ture run a test with one of those very rare 
amateurs who really knows what decent 
modulation is.  Then make final adjust-
ments for best results. 

We acknowledge freely that there  is 
nothing new in the set we have described 
but we hope that our comments as to the 
extreme importance of adjustment may be 
of some benefit.  Such adjustment having 
been made, the transmitters at 5AJ and 
5JII have given very gratifying results. 
At 80 miles they have permitted communi-
cation by voice every afternoon for three 
weeks.  This has been during the static 
season.  Naturally, these transmitters have 
gathered in no extreme distance records 
(for that we have a 200-watt e.w. rig) but 
in four years of operation we have had re-
ports from both coasts, from some 33 states 
and three Canadian Provinces. 

As we remarked at the beginning we get 
much satisfaction from talking with our 
fellows and we really believe that the 
"amateur spirit" exists among the phone 
bugs. 

Standard Frequency Transmis-
sion from 9XL 

TATION 9XL is a special station, com-
prising one of the three portions of the 
"Gold  Medal Station",' WCCO-9XL-

9WI at Anoka, Minnesota.  WCCO oper-
ates as broadcast station, 9XL purely as a 
standard frequency station and 9WI as a 
general amateur station, the three trans-
mitters having independent equipment and 
antennas but a common  power supply. 
Through arrangements made by .K.V.R. 
Lansingh of the Official Wave Length Sta-
tion Committee of the Experimenters' Sec-
tion, A.R.R.L. 9XL is operated on schedules 
regularly announced in QST.  The work of 
operating the station is done without charge 
by Chief Operator Hugh S. McCartney and 
his operating staff. 

While no guarantee of accuracy is made 
on a gratis service, it is the aim of the staff 
to maintain an accuracy of 1/10 of 1%, 
which is materially better than can be 
"held" by most wavemeters.  The fre-
quency values are based on the Standards 
of the Bureau of Standards and have been 

checked by the Communications Labora-
tory of The  Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, also by Cruft Laboratory at 
Harvard University. 
Important Notice -The continuation- of 

this free service from month to month de-
pends on the response received.  Direct ac-
knowledgments  to  "Experimenters'  Sec-
tion, A.R.R.L., 1711 Park Street, Hartford, 
Conn.", using ordinary stationary or else 
the special blanks supplied by the Experi-
menter's Section, on request.  A goodly 
number of these blanks has been gathered 
and as the number grows we will gradually 
gain a unique and accurate record of trans-
mission phenomena possible with no other 
station.  Details on 9XL may be found on 
page 8 of the June issue. 
9XL now uses a small percentage of tone 

modulation to make the signal distinctive. 

SCHEDULES 

4Figures  are frequencies in  MEGACYCLES per 
sec.: approx. wavelengths in parentheses.) 

Friday Evening Schedules 
Central Standard Time 

Time  Schedule 
(PM)  A 

f 

Schedule 

13 

6.50 (46.1) 
6.75 (44.4) 
7.00 (42.8) 
7.25 (41.3) 
7.50 (40.0) 
7.75 (38.7) 
8.00 (37.5) 
8.25 (36.3) 
8.60 (35.3) 
8.75 (34.3) 
9.00 (33.3) 

Sunday Afternoon 
Schedules 

Central Standard 
Time 

Time  Schedule 
(PM) 

f 1 
8:30  3.60 (85.7) 
8:42 
8:54 
9:06 
9:18 
9 :30 
9 :42 
9:54 
10:06 
10:18 
10 :30 

3.60 (83.5) 
3.76 (80.0) 
3.90 (76.9) 
4.00 (76.0! 
5.70 (52.6 ) 
6.50 (46.1) 
7.00 (42.8) 
7.50 (40.0) 
8.00 (37.5) 
8.50 (35.3) 

3:00  10.0 (30.0) 
3:12  12.0 (25.0) 
3:24  14.0 (21.4) 
3:36  14.5 (20.7) 
3:48  15.0 (20.0) 
4:00  16.5 (19.3) 
4;12  16.0 (18.7) 
4:24  18.0 (16.7) 
4:36  20.0 (15.0) 

January  6 
8 
20 

February  3 
5 
I 7 

DIVISION OF TIME 
3 minutes -QST QST QST nu 9XL. 
3 minutes -5 sec, dashes broken by station call letters 

every half minute. 
1 minute -announcement of frequency in megacycles 

per second (8.75 megacycles per see, 
is sent as "8 r 75 MC." ! 

1 minute -announcement of frequency in megacYcle•,‘ 
cycles per second. 

Special Notice -If you use the transmissions send 
a note to Experimenters  Section, A.R.R.L., Hart-
ford, Conn. 

s tr c2.y s   

A 

ti 

The relay contest is coming. You haven't 
forgotten the dates--Feb. 6 to 19 inclusive 
have you?  Better mark them on your 
calendar pad.  If you live in the U. S. or 
Canada, get your entry in while there is op-
portunity.  It will be too late to enter after 
Feb. 1. 
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Municipal Ordinances on Radio Transmission 
Unlawful! 
By A. L. Budlong* 

I
N the excitement surrounding the deci-
sions of the International Radio Confer-
ence regarding amateur wavelengths, it 
is easy to lose sight of a less spectacular 

but nevertheless important victory that the 
amateur has just attained in another direc-
tion. 
We refer to a court decision in the Dis-

trict Court of Kentucky, where Judge A. M. 
J. Cochran has recently handed down an 
opinion that municipal ordinances designed 
to limit or regulate amateur radio trans-
mitting stations are unlawful and uncon-
stitutional, and cannot be. enforced. 
The story behind the decision is a long 

one and it is only now that it can be told. 
'Beginning about a year ago various towns 
and cities over the country began to pass 
local ordinances seeking to restrict and 
control the. operation of amateur and. broad-
cast transmitters within the city limits. The 
A.R.R.L. immediately recognized this as a 
great danger to amateur operation and had 
unpleasant visions of the dire consequence 
that might result if all the cities and towns 
throughout the U.S. got the same idea. 
After careful deliberation at its last 

meeting, the A.R.R.L. Board of Directors 
decided that the best; way to combat the 
ordinance proposition was to select some 
particularly obnoxious ordinance and en-
deavor to get a court, decision against it, 
which decision could thereafter be used as 
a precedent in discouraging similar moves 
on the part of other cities.  Director Segal, 
who is a bang-up attorney in private life. 
was appointed as League counsel, and we 
began  prowling around for  a suitable 
ordinance to pick on. 
it was finally derided to open the battle 

in Portland, Oregon, which city had some 
time previously passed an ordinance that 
prohibited all kinds of interference, includ-
ing amateurs.  Director Segal went to Port-
land to prepare a brief and take the neces-
sary steps to secure an injunction in the 
courts.  In this work he was assisted by our 
Northwestern Division director, Mr. K. W. 
'Weingarten. 

Just as they were ready to tile the ease 
with the courts, however, the city authori-
ties got wind of the suit, became panicky 
and upset the apple-cart by calling a special 
meeting of the town council and revising 
their ordinance so that it wouldn't apply to 
amateurs. 

*AeAstan 

It was a big moral victory, but it meant 
that we didn't have our court decision, and 
several months' work was lost. 
About  this  time,  however,  another 

ordinance had turned up which had all the 
earmarks of being just what we wanted. 
The town of Wilmore, Kentucky, had passed 
a measure which required the licensing of 
amateur stations, a $100-yearly license fee, 
and various other provisions designed to 
limit and control amateur operation. 
Fortunately there was an amateur station 

in that town, also, so again Mr. Segal went 
to work to prepare a case.  To make a long 
story extremely short he was successful this 
time, and after several months work our 
Counsel-Director emerged with a clean-cut 
court  opinion  against  such  regulatory 
measures, and, shortly after, an injunction 
preventing the town from enforcing the 
ordinance.  The court decision is so im-
portant that we print it in full: 
"This suit is before me on defendant's 

motion to dismiss the bill for want of equity 
and that it does not state facts sufficient 
to entitle plaintiff to the relief which he 
seeks. 
"The  plaintiff  is  an  amateur  radio 

operator.  He lives in and operates an ama-
teur radio station located in the City of 
Wilmore, a municipality of this State located 
in this District.  This he has done since 
October, 1924.  He has a license to do so 
from the United States.  It was granted 
October 19, 1925, for two years by the Sec-
retary of Commerce, under the Act of 
August 13, 1912, and was extended March 
15, 1927, by the Federal Radio Commission, 
appointed under the Act of February 23, 
1927, by General Order No. 1 until further 
orders therefrom.  The designation of his 
station is 9ALM. 
"On October 1, 1926, the defendant by its 

Board cif Council passed an ordinance re-
quiring all persons. firms and corporations 
to pay a license tax therefor and providing 
a penalty for failure to do so.  The tax 
provided is not on the property of the radio 
operator, but on the business of radio broad-
casting.  Radio communications are all in-
terstate.  This is so though they may he 
intended only for intrastate transmission. 
And interstate .transmission of such com-
munications may be seriously affected by 
communications intended only for intrastate 
transmission.  Such communications admit 
of and require a uniform system of regula-
tion and control throughout the United 

o Secretary, A RILL,  (Continwrii en cage; 7O) 
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The Grinding of Quartz Plates 
By E. G. Watts, Jr.* 

T
HE HIGH cost of finished quartz os-
cillator plates has prevented many 
amateurs from enjoying the unique 
advantages of crystal control. Since 

a large part of the value of a finished plate 
is presented by manual labor in grinding, it 
is not likely that existing prices can be 
lowered. However, the amateur, as he is ac-
customed to do in other things, can perform 
the labor himself. I have found no particu-
lar difficulty in grinding to a finish the 
blanks which are obtainable from optical 
houses, with no more equipment than a 
micrometer, some plate glass, and grinding 
material. The blanks are usually about one 
inch square, and somewhat over one milli-
meter thick, and are cut at a predetermined 
angle from the natural crystal. 
Experience has led nie to believe that the 

quality of a plate as an oscillator is in in-
verse relation to the amount of variation 
in the thickness. Most plates refuse to oscil-
late without added feedback if this varia-
tion is more than one-half percent of the 
thickness.  Another important factor is the 
condition of the edges.  Unless carefully 
rounded and free from nicks oscillatio.,. will 
be weak.  It is not uncommon to find that 
finishing the edges means the difference be-
tween strong free oscillation, and oscillation 
which  added  feedback  is necessary  to 
sustain. 
Keeping in mind these requisites for a 

finished plate, let us see what pit-falls beset 
us in obtaining them.  The plates are cut 
from the natural crystal at a definite angle 
to the electric axes.  This process has been 
described in QST for Nov., 1925 and Sept., 
1926.  In removing any amount of quartz 
from a plate, one van readily see that this 
angle could easily be altered enough to upset 
things. As shown in Fig. 1, the X and Y 
axis are only thirty degrees apart.  To 
make matters more precarious, plates are 
often cut at an angle between these axis to 
reduce the temperature coefficient.  The re-
sult is that an alteration of only a few 
degrees is sufficient to shift the plate's fre-
quency-thickness ratio from the 104-meter 
per millimeter ratio of the X axis to the 117 
ratio of the Y axis. This change can occur 
at a critical time in the grinding process, • 
and result in a ruined plate. Restoring the 
former relation is of course a very un-
certain process.  If the plate were to shift 
from the higher ratio to the lower it could 
neatly jump the band into which it was to 
be ground. 
To avoid this possibility it is obviously 

necessary to preserve the original angle of 
è4FM, 0)24 S.W. 9th St., Miami, Florida. 

cut._  One side of the plate is therefore 
identified and left alone in the grinding 
process, with the exception of a light grind 
to make it as plane as possible.  There is 
little evidence that the actual planeness of 
the faces has much to do with the oscilla-
tion properties as long as the faces are 
parallel. It is well, however, to remove any 
high spots which might make the grinding 
difficult on the other side.  Beyond this 1 
have not found it necessary to go to any 
great lengths to obtain plane faces. 
Having observed this precaution regard-

ing the angle there is practically nothing 

re--30f,y/ 

PIG. 1. ILLUSTRATING THE  ANGLE Or CUT 

else which can cause a plate to become a 
"dud" in the grinding process.  it was 
formerly  supposed  that  a plate  might 
suddenly cease to oscillate for some mys-
terious reason, but I have found no grounds 
for such a belief. 
The grinding process can be divided into 

five steps: 
1. Taking the light grind on the refer-

ence side. 
2. Grinding the other side roughly par-

allel for a test to determine characteristics 
30 that the finished thickness can be calcu-
lated. 
8. Rough grinding to nearly the finished 

thickness. 
4. Working the variation down. 
S. Finishing (edges etc.). 
It is necessary to have several pieces of 

plate glass which may be anything over 
about six inches square, and 1.4" thick, for 
the several steps of grinding, so that a 
change can be made when the surface be-
comes too concave. This has happened when 
the corners of the quartz insist on going 
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down too rapidly; but it is best. not to wait 
for this to show up, especially on the last 
few cuts, when it is very important to be 
able to control the grinding points. 
Plate glass is to be preferred to other 

kinds.  It would not want to trust ordinary 
window glass, as it is not always uniform, 
and unfortunately I know nothing about the 
uniformity of photo plates.  Automobile 
glass is the best quality plate glass usually. 
The idea is to have sufficient thickness to 
give a working surface with no resiliency, as 
well as a plane one.  Pieces as small as 6" 
square allow ample grinding surface, but it 
is well to have some margin, so that it is not 
necessary to run the abrasive over the edges. 
Two grades of abrasive are necessary. 
Grade  "A"  valve  grinding compound 

mixed with kerosene is not too coarse for 
roughing. In this stage several thousandths 
are to be taken off at a time, and this grade 

Metal Plate 

QziaAtz 
PIG. 2. GRINDING USING THE METAL PLATE 

mixed with kerosene does the job -well. 
Grade "A" is for finishing valves, and will 
not  be found too scratchy for roughing 
quartz, as the coarse grade "I)" might be. I 
have never had enough experience with 
emery, etc. to know the approximate grades 
of coarseness or fineness that the number 
indicate, but 150 emery is not far from 
the grade "A" compound in consistency. 
A grade of carborundum of about the 

granular size of pepper or finer does for the 
fine grinding. Here again, kerosene is used 
to "float the chips".  It has better con-
sistency for this purpose than water, and 
does not evaporate so rapidly. Carbor-
undum is to be preferred to emery, as the 
latter is not uniform.  A ten-thousandths 
reading micrometer is to be preferred, al-
though a thousandth reading one can be 
made to serve for plates over 75 meters, as 
it is possible to estimate closely enough. For 
40-meter plates, however, a ten-thousandths 
tool is none too fine.  Starrett's No. 218 C-
14-inch micrometer is an ideal tool for the 
job, as its anvil faces are smaller than in 
larger models. It is well to place the microm-
eter in a holder of some sort so that both 
hands are free to handle the plate when 
measuring. 
In taking the light cut on the refer-

ence side, place a flat metal plate over the 
quartz as shown in Fig. 2, moistening it 

with kerosene so it will stick.  This metal 
plate may be of brass, 14 thick, and about 
the size of the quartz plate, with a face pre-
viously ground flat using the grade "A" 
compound and kerosene and another piece of 
glass.  Using enough kerosene with the 
carborundum to allow easy motion, move 
the plate with a circular motion, describ-
ing a circle about two inches in diameter, 
and gradually working over the whole sur-
face of the glass.  When the plate begins 
to scrape, use more kerosene.  Turn the 
plate under the lingers periodically so as to 
generalize the pressure, using as little as 
possible, 

it is practically impossible to determine 
by any common methods just when the 
bumps have been worked out, but as this is 
not of great importance, it can be con-
sidered as accomplished after a short period. 
This completes the first step. 

Marking the reference side with white 
paint (do not rely on lead pencil marks as 
erasing may be disastrous) measure the 
plate in nine points: four corners, four 
centers of sides, and center as shown in Fig. 
:3, marking the thickness; noting the high 
points, place the quartz on the glass with 
the fingers properly distributed (without 
the metal plate this time) for pressure on 
these high points.  Since the plate will be 
quite thick at this stage, it will oscillate 
with a relatively large variation (that is 
comparatively deep hollows and large bumps 
do not keep it from working).  Measuring 
and grinding periodically, work the variation 
to a reasonable  value.  Washing  with 
Carbone (or any grease solvent) test the 
plate for oscillation, calculating from the 
thickness and wavelength the ratio, and 
thereby the finished thickness on the de-
sired wave.  This will complete the second 
step. 
Mixing the grade "A" valve grinding com-

pound with kerosene until it is quite liquid 
place it on the glass.  It is riot necessary 
to make any changes of glass until the 
roughing is done. It will not be neccessary 
to make more than two or three measure-
ments during the roughing.  Being very 
careful to keep the reference side up, use 
the metal plate again, and bear with some 
pressure taking moderate care to equalize 
the pressure so that it will not be difficult 
to work out the variation.  This will prob-
ably be several thousandths when the plate 
is within a few meters (by calculation) of 
the finished wave.  Make enough allow-
ance so that there will be no doubt about 
leeway to work the variation in before the 
finish is reached. 
The fourth step is the longest and most 

tedious.  Here we discard the metal plate 
again in favor of fingers and use the fine 
abrasive. Use just enough kerosene so that 
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it does not come up over the plate too much, 
as it is difficult to keep the thickness num-
bers easily legible.  The old numbers are 
tri be wiped out before each measurement 
of course, but it is desirable to be able to 
check how much has corne off each time on a 
certain point.  It is best to make measure-
ments during this step at an interval of 
from five minutes at first, down to one or 
two, when the variation is small, marking 
the thickness in the usual nine points.  A 
factor related to this stage of the grinding 
is what may be called "grinding efficiency", 
i.e., to be able to make a reduction in the 
variation without taking off from the lowest 
point on the plate. It is fairly easy, by care-
ful distribution of pressure, to maintain a 
100%  efficiency.  For  instance,  if one 
corner of the plate is lower than the rest, 
and it is desired to "lay off" that corner, it 
should be found that, while a reduction of 
several ten-thousandths may have been made 
elsewhere, the low corner remains the same. 
By careful application of this principle it 
is possible to work a variation down within 
very close allowances. 

While this treatise will relate to the 
preparation of plates as low as 40 meters, 
it is evident that the plates on the order of 
80 meters do not require nearly as much 
care to obtain good oscillation.  Thus, with 
plates designed for 80-meter work, the 
fourth step can be said to be terminated 
when the variation has reached a figure near 
five hundred-thousandths (half a ten-thou-
sandth)  or even one ten-thousandth as 
measured by the. micrometer, being sure 
that no high or low spots exist between the 
nine points of measurement.  This can be 
determined by sliding the plate thru the 
micrometer across these spots.  If an off 
point is found, it will be necessary to mark it 
specially and grind it out.  The grinding 
usually proceeds uniformly, however, and 
it is rare to find an off point. 

With plates which are to be ground to the 
vicinity of forty meters, the variation must 
be worked in as' closely as possible. With a 
ten-thousandths reading micrometer, it is 
possible to estimate to within five hundred-
thousandths.  Beyond this point, which is 
not fine enough for the forty-meter plate, the 
micrometer ceases to be of use as a measur-
ing instrument, and can henceforth be used 
only to compare different points on the 
surface of the plate. This is done by what 
may be called the "slip and stick" method. 
Hills and valleys on the faces can be felt 
very plainly by sliding the plate gently thru 
the micrometer.  It is very likely that 
variations of less than 25 millionths can be 
felt in this manner.  Differences so small 
as to not be discernible on the vernier scale 
markings can be plainly felt. It is a simple 
matter to mark these spots and grind them 

out.  The rapidity with which they dis-
appear also attests their minuteness. 
One must grind very lightly, or a valley 

may appear where there was a hill.  It is 
also necessary to be extremely careful not 
to strain the plate during this process, as a 
piece of quartz .010" or so thick is not very 
rugged. 
When the variation has been worked to 

within the desired value, the fifth and final 
step is finishing the edges. As stated before, 
these have a large effect on the oscillation. 
It has not been determined just what it is 
that is responsible for this, but nicks which 
exist on any sharp corner are suspected. 
Therefore it is desirable to smooth off the 
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Paine mark to identify 
reference side, which must 
erase. 

FIG.  =3 ILLUSTRATING  METHOD  OF  MARK-
ING THE THICKNESS AT THE NINE POINTS 
WHICH  HAVE  BEEN  MEASURED  WITH 

THE MICROMETER 
Specimen markings shown are in the thousandths, 
and indicate that the plate is high on the lower left 

hand corner 

edges so that there will be no nicks. A bevel 
leaves corners, so a rounded edge is pre-
ferred. The corners of the plate should not 
be rounded too much, however, as it is then 
difficult to place a round edge on them. Nicks 
which are visible must of course be ground 
out, even if a thirty second of an inch must 
be removed to do it.  Grinding off one edge 
or another does not appear to affect the fre-
quency, but has a somewhat. haphazard 
effect on the strength of oscillation.  I have 
not been able to lay down a rule for this 
effect, and grinding off of one dimension or 
another may either strengthen or weaken 
the oscillation.  Neither have I been able to 
find a particular relation between the shape 
of the plate and the output, although I have 
seen poor plates which I suspected might be 
caused by an oblong shape.  Rectangular 
plates are to be preferred to round ones for 
electrical as well as mechanical reasons. 
In selecting a plate which is to be ground 

to forty meters, it is unwise to use any hut 
those responding to the lowest thickness 
wavelength relation so that they may be as 
thick as possible. Plates cut with the thick-
ness parallel to the "X" axis show the 
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s.inallest number of meters per millimeter. 
This may mean a difference of several thou-
sandths in the finished thickness, and this 
is a gain well worth while.  With 80-meter 
plates, the ratio is immaterial, as the plates 
are plenty thick enough in any case. 
While it is considerably more difficult to 

prepare a forty-meter plate, 1 have not 
found any other difficulties. No trouble has 
been experienced with cracking, nor in ob-
taining sufficient power for any purpose that 
an 80-meter plate might be used for.  In 
fact, a frequency doubling power and am-
plifier with its necessary high bias battery, 
will cause more difficulty than a "straight 
thru" forty-meter outfit. 
A word about mountings will not be 

amiss at this point.  A forty-meter plate 
must have a very good mounting for best 
results.  It is preferable to keep the top 
plate pressure as light as possible, and it 
should be made of a thin plate, but not so 
thin that it will not hold a fiat surface. A 
thickness of 1/16" will be found convenient. 
The connection to the top plate must exert 
no pull in any direction, and will of neces-
sity have to be very light. A very excellent 
material for plates is German silver, or 
Mond metal, alloys of nickel, and are prac-
tically untarnishable.  The former is used 
in the construction of soda fountains, and 
some may he obtained from this source. 
Nickle-plated plates of any other metal will 
probably be just as serviceable.  There is 
little evidence that slightly tarnished plates 
have any marked effect on the output. 
A necessary adjunct to the grinding oper-

ation is a test oscillator. While it may seem 
that the conventional power oscillator eir-

FIG.  4 TEST  OSCILLATOR  CIRCUIT 

cuit will be best for this, it has certain dis-
advantages for test work. It is not possible 
to advance the feedback without producing 
self oscillation, and neither can the feed-
back adjustment be made independent of 
wavelength change.  A circuit which over-
comes these difficulties nicely is shown in 
Fig. 4. It will be recognized as a "modi-
fied Hartley" or "tuned grid with plate 
tickler" with the usual blocking condenser 
replaced by the crystal.  In this circuit, 

fundamentals can be brought out that will 
not appear with any other, and without the 
tube going off into self oscillation.  The 
amount of feedback is smoothly variable by 
the coupling between Li and 1,2.  It can be 
set so that only the principal fundamental 
of a plate will show up, or so that a collec-
tion of other fundamentals appear.  This 
circuit also gives a larger percentage of 
movement of the plate current meter when 
a fundamental is struck. The movement of 
the meter is upwards instead of downwards 
as in the conventional circuits using bias 
battery on the grid.  The response is so 
large, in fact, that if the meter is of low 
enough range to give good indication of the 
weaker fundamentals, the stronger ones 
will fun it off the scale. Using 45 volts with 
a 201-A tube a 0-5 milliampere meter will 
be found suitable. With the stronger funda-
mentals it may be found necessary to re-
duce the plate voltage to 22, to keep the 
current within the range of the meter. The 
tickler coupling can be loosened to provide 
the same effect.  The range of coupling 
should be such that it may be reduced to a 
value equivalent to the amount of feedback 
which occurs thru the tube capacity in the 
conventional tuned plate power oscillator. 
This value may be approximated by observ-
ing when oscillation is obtained on the main. 
fundamental only, although others can be 
picked out with tighter coupling.  In order 
to make the circuit. of wide usefulness, con-
denser CI can be made large enough to 
allow a tuning range from 40 to 150 meters, 
and further extended by the parallel con-
denser C2 when desired. No trouble will be 
had with critical tuning, no matter how 
large Cl is made.  The condenser C3 is 
necessary only when there is danger of hav-
ing the mounting plates short-circuit the 
plate suppiy. The choke X can be one such 
as would be used in a receiver.  With this 
oscillator it will be possible to follow the 
plate during the grinding process without 
having to work the variation down a great 
deal.  The circuit is not ,s/ell adapted to 
power and transmitting use as. it accentu-
ates the temperature coefficient of the plate, 
and  the  frequency  changes  also,  more 
readily than do other circuits. 

will be pleased to advise anyone who 
runs into difficulties, if they will write me. 
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Radio Frequency Chokes for Receivers 
By Glenn H. Browning* 

T
HERE seems to he a great lack of 
exact data on radio frequency chokes 
in general and somewhat hazy ideas 
in the minds of radio engineers in 

particular as to the method to be used in 
measuring their efficiency.  The \\Titer, in 
endeavoring to get some exact data on per-
formance of a choke for one particular pur-
pose, had occasion to talk to a number of 
well-known engineers and was surprised at 
the difference of opinion given. 
Every day, more r.f. chokes are used in 

various parts of radio circuits so that it is 

W4 vezeNo m 
FIG. I. GENERAL NATURE OF THE IMPEDANCE 
CURVE OF COILS USED AT FREQUENCIES NEAR 

THE ONE TO W HICH THEY TUNE 
In practice the curve is found to undergo consider-

able changes as to shape, steepness of the part A-B 
and by the appearance of additional humps and hol-
lows.  These are. occasioned by the coil resistance and 
the manner in which the tuning capacity is placed, 
that is whether it is lumped in a condenser or dis-
tributed along a coil with many turns.  The coil-and-
condenser, the single-layer coil and the complex coils 
all show different curves.  Which is preferable de-
pends on the effect that is wanted —very high im-
pedance at one frequency or fairly high impedance 
over a range, 

timely to analyze their uses and outline a 
number of different methods used to measure 
efficiency. 
R.f. Chokes may be used either above or 

below their natural period.'  Suppose, for 
example, that the distributed capacity tunes 
the choke to 600 meters.  This choke would 
act as a small condenser at wavelength be-
low 600, that is, it would have a capacita-
tive reactance, while at wavelengths above 
600 it would act as an inductance or a posi-
tive reactance.  Thus, the reactance curve 
plotted  against  wavelength  would  look 
something like Fig. 1, the exact shape de-

*Browning-Drake Gorporation, Cambridge, Mass. 

1.  See the remarks on Fie. 1, also note comments 
of Austin Lidbury on pages 27-81, October QST. 

pending upon resistance and the amount of 
distributed capacity per unit of inductance. 
Fig. 2 shows a receiving circuit with five 
radio frequency chokes, four of which are 
used in different capacities. Radio frequency 
chokes No. 1 and No. 3 are used for a 
parallel feed system and are employed to 
keep radio frequency current out of the "B" 
supply. Naturally, their impedance to radio 
frequency current, whose frequencies are 
within the range to be received by the set, 
should be as high as possible. Usually these 
chokes are worked below their natural wave-
length. Radio frequency choke No. 2 is used 
as a positive reactance in the plate circuit 
of the second radio frequency tube.  to make 
the grid oscillatory circuit tune sharply.' 
This coil might or might not be called a 
radio frequency choke, but we shall at 
least consider the definition of that quantity 
to be sufficiently broad to cover that phase. 
Radio frequency choke No. 4 simply acts as, 
an impedance grid leak, but should have its 
natural period with the grid-filament capac-
ity of the tube well out of the wavelength 
range being covered with the receiver. Radio 
frequency choke No. 5 is designed to choke 
back radio frequency current so that it will 
pass through condenser (1, and not enter 
the audio amplifier. 
Let us now see how we should go about 

measuring each coil for its respective pur-
pose. 
Radio frequency chokes No. 1 and No. 3 

should have their impedances as high as 
possible to currents whose frequencies are 
in the wavelength band covered by the set. 
The most convenient way to measure this 
impedance was found to be the method 
shown in Fig. 3. A source of E.M.F. whose 
frequency could be varied was supplied from 
a five watt oscillator.  The voltage across 
this source was measured by a Rawson 
thermal voltmeter.  The radio frequency 
choke to be measured and a resistance' of 
5,000 ohms were connected as shown.  A 
vacuum tube voltmeter, previously cali-
brated, was then connected across the 5.000 
ohm non-inductive resistance and the voltafxo 
across this resistor noted.  Knowing the 
voltage and the resistance, the current 
through resistance is easily calculated. Con-
s,eouently. E and I are known, from which Z 
(the impedance of the circuit) is deter-

'2. Most amateurs know that if there is  a nega-
tive reactance in the plate of a radio frequency ampli-
fier tube, the coil-condenser tuning system will be 
very broad because no regeneration whatsoever is 
introduced. —Author. 

I.  A 'robe Ventas resistor was found to be ex-
orlIret for bia purpose, —Author. 
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mined.  The resistance of 5,000 ohms in 
comparison with the impedance of the choke 
being measured, was so small that in some 
eases it could be neglected.  Of course, if 

FIG. 2.  A DIAGRAM OF' A BROADCAST RECEIVER To 
SHOW VARIOUS POSSIBLE USES OF CHOKES 

the chokes being used have a smaller im-
pedance, the resistance should be reduced. 
There are several slight errors introduced 
so that the method is not extremely accu-
rate, but is excellent' for commercial pur-
poses  A slight error is made in assuming 
that the resistance is negligible in com-
parison to the impedance of the choke. This 
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FIG.  3.  A  METHOD  OF  IVIEASU WIN " CHOKE 
IMPEDANCES 

The çoltmeter V is a thermo-voltmeter which is 
correct at radio frequencies.  The resistance R is 
chosen r,o that it will be small as compared to the 
impedance of the choke, thus it becomes fairly cor-
rect to asHutne that the current thru the choke is 
E2R and the impedance of the choke is Elf or :FIR 
ES.  Some thought must be given to the avoidance 
of any resonance effects from the input system at the 
left, 

be made as small as one pleases by 
making R small.  An error is also made in 
assuming that all the current f passes 
through the resistance R as some will pass 
through the capacity of the tube used as a 
vacuum tube ,voltmeter.  This, however, is 
very small as the UX-199 tube used has a 
small grid-filament capacity. 
The result of a set of measurements on 

two different chokes is given in Fig. 4. Choke 
A has an inductance of 1.4S.8 mh. and a 
natural wavelength of 1,397 meters. It was 
used below its natural period and, conse-

quently, had a capaciLy reactance over the 
hand from 200 to 560 meters.  It will be 
noted from the chart that it was a suitable 
radio frequency choke to be used for a 

parallel feed system in a re-
ceiver as its impedance  was 
never below 40,000 ohms.  Its 
curve of impedance was regular 
and, as would be expected, had 
a rising  characteristic  with 
wavelength. On the other hand, 
choke B, whose inductance .was 
49.4 mh. with a natural period 
of 3,500 meters, had an im-
pedance less than 1,200 ohms 
and a characteristic which was 
anything but uniform. It should 
he noted that in the broadcast 
band choke A had roughly three 
times the inductance  with a 

relatively  small  distributed  capacity  a 
combination which would seem to be more 
desirable. 
Let us now consider how to choose radio 

frequency choke No. 2 in Fig. 2.  As has 
been indicated before, this choke is to have 
a positive reactance so as to make L,C2 tune 
sharply without at any time throwing that 
circuit into oscillation.  By placing a cali-
brated variometer in the plate circuit of, 
tube 2, Fig. 2, the amount of positive re-
actance necessary to make LC, oscillate 
could be easily found. It would probably be 
about 3,000 ohms at 200 meters. Therefore, 
the reactance of this choke, minus the re-
actance of choke No. 3 (choke No. 3 react-
ance would be negative) should never exceed 
about 2,900 ohms.  The necessary measure-
ments on radio frequency choke No. 2 con-
sist in determining its natural period (this 
should for a broadcast receiver always be 
kept below 150 meters) and determining its 
inductance so as to give the correct react-
ance as indicated above. 
The most convenient way of determining 

the suitability of radio frequency choke No. 
4 is to place it directly across a vacuum 
tube voltmeter, noting the readings on the 
meter when different frequencies in the 
band to be used are induced directly in the 
choke.  Any  tendencies  toward  natural 
periods, such as were indicated in choke B, 
will show up by great variations of the 
meter as the input E.M.F. frequency is 
changed slightly.  Of course, this choke 
should have none of these periods for most 
satisfactory operation.  It should also have 
as high an impedance to radio frequency 
current as is practicable.  This may be 
determined as previously. 
Although radio frequency choke No. 5, in. 

Fig. 2, is used in somewhat different capac-
ity than any of the others, its prerequisite 
is large impedance to radio  frequency 
current with no natural period in the range 
of frequencies to be received when combined 
in the circuit shown, that is. with R,R, and 
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C.  Natural period could be determined by 
placing a vacuum tube voltmeter across 
either R1 or R, and noting the meter's read-
ing as different frequencies are induced 
directly in the choke. 
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FIG. 1. CURVES ON SOME RECEIVING CHOKE 
COILS 

Curve A is for a coil with an inductance of 149 
millihenrys and a natural wavelength of 139.7 me-
tors.  Curve B is for a coil with an inductance of 49.4 
millihenrys and a natural wavelength of 3300 meters. 
Note that coil A has a lower distributed capacity and 
a higher inductance, also that it is being operated 
within reasonable distance of its natural wavelength. 

The writer has endeavored to give a short 
analysis of the radio frequency choke prob-
lem and he sincerely hopes that these notes 
may be beneficial to those using chokes in 
various circuits. 

New Station Licenses 

IN last QST we announced the issuance of new amateur regulations by the Federal 
Radio Commission, and a new 'station 

license which was gradually to supplant the 
existing Department of Commerce licenses. 
Supplies of the -new license form have now 
been, sent to the Supervisors of Radio, with 
instructions to recall existing amateur sta-
tion licenses and replace them with the new 
F.R.C. form.  The Radio Act of 1927 re-
quires that all persons requesting a station 
license first make formal application there-
fore, and so the Supervisors, as rapidly as 
they can get around to it, are sending out 
notices accompanied by a blank application 
form, which is to be executed and returned 
with the old license, whereupon the new one 
will issue.  Holders of temporary station 
licenses issued since March last have al-
ready filled out the required application 
form, and therefore no new application will 
be required of them; they will receive a 
regular license automatically, based upon 
the original application. 
With 17,000 amateur stations to care for, 

this is a large order for the Supervisors, and 
it will be some months before the job is com-
pleted.  The work has already started in 
some districts, however. 
We mentioned last month that we were 

in general quite pleased with the new 
"blanket" form of station license provided 
for us.  Current instructions to Super-
visors state that inasmuch as all amateur 
stations, under the law, must be operated . 
in accordance with the provisions of the 
Radio Act of 1927, the Supervisors need 
not concern themselves with the details of 
the station for which a license is requested, 
and applicants for amateur station licenses 
need not be required to submit diagrams of 
their transmitters or to indicate the type of 
plate supply used, etc.  This is a nart of the 
new plan that an amateur station should be 
permitted to do anything legal which doesn't 
interfere with other services, but that quiet 
hours are going to be imposed upon it if it 
does interfere, regardless of apparatus 
used. 
It is to be emphasized that the new ama-

teur regulations and the new amateur sta-
tion licenses have no connection whatever 
with the new provisions of the International 
Radiotelegraph Conference.  The latter do 
not necessarily go into effect until 1929 
(altho they may before). The new licenses 
are based upon existing regulations of the 
F.R.C. and relate to the operating privileges 
which, with but minor variations, have been 
in force for the past four years. 
New instructions governing the issuance 

of portable amateur station licenses have 
also been issued.  Portable stations in gen-
eral are divisible into two classes. The 
usual roaming station for which a portable 
license is generally sought will carry the 
usual station license, with the usual ama-
teur call, but the license will indicate that 
the station is portable and bear the restric-
tion "Veid only for operation in the 
Radio District".  Portable stations desiring 
to leave the district will be permitted to do 
so only for definite trips, for the duration 
of which they will be given a term license 
carrying a special call which consists of the 
district numeral followed by the letters ZZA, 
ZZB, etc.  Supervisors of the districts in 
which the station will be operated are to be 
notified of the facts by the issuing Super-
visor, and at the conclusion of the trip the 
license will be cancelled and the call re-
stored for reissuance.  Tffe ZZA.-ZZB calls 
will be issued only to portables which con-
template definite excursions beyond the 
border of their home district. 

—K. B. W. 

,GEE HillIZ 
I'VE LOST 
ONLY yz, 1.6. 

LOW LOSS 
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A Portable Power Supply 
By Rudolph Sturm* 

I
HAVE done quite a bit of experimenting 
along the lines of portable and emergen-
cy transmitters and have never been sat-
isfied with the methods so far used to 

obtain the high voltage plate supply. 
I have used spark coils with the ordinary 

means of primary interruption (vibrator) 
and also with mechanical interruption using 
a chopper driven by a small 6-volt motor 
as shown in Fig. 1A.  The efficiency of an 
outfit of this kind is low and the maximum 
output limited to about 10 watts at which 
the input to the motor driving the chopper 
is about 18 watts and the input to the coil 
20 watts.  The over all efficiency is 26 per 
cent.  The disadvantage with this system is 
that if using one transmitter tube it util-
izes only one half cycle.  The voltage of 
the other half rises so high that it is almost 
certain to break down the tube somewhere. 
This trouble could be overcome by using a 

END VIE W OF THE COMMUTATOR OR MOTOR-
DRIVEN  REVERSING  SWITCH 

special spark coil with fewer secondary 
turns or by connecting enough capacity 
across the output of the coil, in which case 
the output voltage will be reduced, and 
with it the output too. 
The next method that seemed promising 

was to use a transformer instead of the 
spark coil retaining mechanical interruption 
of the input voltage.  This proved dis-
astrous to a perfectly good transformer as 
it promptly broke down.  After building 
a transformer for the purpose it was found 
that the characteristic was the same as the 

1565 West Minnebaha, St. Paul, Minn. 

spark coil but the output was quite a bit 
higher as was also the efficiency.  It was 
plain that one could not easily handle much 
power in this manner, therefore it was de-
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FIG. 1 COMPARISON OF INTERRUPTOR AND 
REVERSER OR COMMUTATOR 

The interruptor or chopper can be operated with 
some satisfaction if a spark coil is used hut even then 
the output will be low and there will rie a tendency 
toward sparking at the chopper.  The output of the 
commutator and transformer will he higher, there 
will be less trouble with sparking and if a center-
tanned secondary is used two tubes may be operated 
back to back. 

cided to rebuild the chopper into a motor 
driven switch that will reverse the current 
therefore make an alternating current out 
of the d.c. input which will have the same 
voltage characteristic on both halves of the 
cycle. 
The 6 volts of storage battery supply 

are changed to something less than 6 volts 
a.c. and then stepped up as high as wanted 
by the aid of a transformer.'  The output 
is limited only by the capacity of the bat-
tery if the unit is properly built.  My 
converter _puts 100 watts on the plates of 
two UX-210 tubes and also supplied 7.5 volts 
to the filaments. (See Fig. 3) With a 12-volt 
battery as the source of supply 250 watts 
were fed to three UX-210 tubes in parallel 
besides the filament power of 7.5 volts and 
3% amperes.  The a.c. voltage can of 
course be stepped up or down as desired by 

I. The voltage at the output brushes is somewhat 
uncertain and should he measured with a good a.c. 
voltmeter, which will give a nearly correct reading, 
The uncertainty as to IR drop and wave form makes 
calculations worthless, 
The ordinary 0-15 a.c. filament voltmeter is not of 

much value at voltage below 7.—Tech. Ed. 
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arranging proper windings and taps on the 
transformer. 
As to the construction of the converter 

I believe the photos are clear enough to 
show how the parts are arranged.  The 
4-section commutator shown in the draw-

atr etator 

shaft 
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FIG.  2 CONSTRUCTIONAL  DETAILS OF  THE 
COMMUTATING ARRANGEMENT 

jug of Fig. 1B is really a 20-segment com-
mutator taken from a discarded 110-volt 
motor.  Five segments are tied together to 
form one.  They are interconnected as 
shown in the diagram.  The output fre-
quency depends upon the speed of the mo-
tor and the number of sections in the 
commutator.  The formula for this  is 

P  R.P.M. 
F  where F = frequency, 

120 
p = number  of  commutator  segments, 
R.P.M. revolutions per minute and 120 is a 
constant. 
The commutator brushes will have to be 

arranged as many degrees apart as any two 
segments of opposite polarity. 
Example: 
4-segment commutator 90° 
6-segment commutator 60° 

8-segment commutator 450 or 105' 
10-segment commutator 3(V-108'-180° 

etc. 
The motor driving the commutator and 

slip rings should be shunt wound, mine be-
ing a 110-volt motor that I rewound for 6 
volts. 
As to the dimensions of my converter; the 

motor is 31/2" in diameter and 31/2 " long, 
the commutator 11:42" in diameter and *1" 
wide, the slip rings 3/4 " in diameter and %" 
wide.  The commutator brushes are U" x 
%", the slip ring bruhes 1,,,'t" square the 
base 7" x 81,,4,", the height is 5" and the 
weight 4U lbs. 
The advantages as compared to a motor-

generator are that the cost is low, the de-
vice weighs much less and is more com-
pact, also it is very rugged, not being in-
jured by getting damp or even wet.  The 
transformer can be put in a water-proof 
case. Since the transformer can be changed 
at will the whole rig is very flexible as re-
gards output voltage.  Summing up the 
whole thing I think it is the "berries" for 
a portable or emergency transmitter when 
am. mains are not available as the whole 
transmitter can be supplied by the battery 
that "Henry" puts in the "baby Lincoln." 
The circuit of the transformer primary 

winding is never broken, therefore no un-
safe potential is developed in the secondary 
winding.  The duration of the apparent 
short circuit is very small; practically no 
sparking will be evident.  If more than 12 
volts d.c. are used it may be a good idea to 
insert a small choke consisting of few turns 
of heavy wire on a core choke in the bat-
tery leads as shown in Fig. 1B in dotted 
lines. 
As to procuring the various parts, an old 

commutator can be had for the asking at 
almost any electric repair shop.  The only 
requisite is that it must have an even num-
ber of bars so as to divide up into an even 
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FIG. 3 DIAGRAM SHO WING CONNECTIONS TO 
A TRANSFORMER SUPPLYING BOTH PLATES 
AND FILAMENT CURRENT TO A TRANSMITTER 

OR A RECEIVER 
This permits the use of filaments which will not 
operate directly on the battery. 

number of sections.  As an illustration let 
us say we got a 32 segment commutator 
from a G. E. 1/4, h.p. d.c. motor and wanted 
to make a 4 section commutator out of it. 
We would divide 32 (number of segments 
by 4 (number of sections we want) which 
would give us 8 bars per seefion that must 
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he jumpered as shown in the drawing only 
that this is done on the risers —the com-
mutators instead of the front as shown. 
Most motors of ii h.p. have a it.,;!-inch 

shaft while at the commutator it is 9/16 
and back of that %.  To get the shaft out 
of the commutator. that has been sawed 
off the rest of the armature the commutator 
should be heated to around 2000 F., and then 
the small end of the shaft pounded through; 
this is done with a light hammer, not a 
sledge, striking sharply. 
The slip rings are turned out of brass 

or copper and have an inside diameter the 
same as that of the commutator -(nine-
sixteenths of an inch) so that a fibre rod 
can be pressed (not driven) through the 
whole arrangement.  A hole is then drilled 
in the fibre to fit tightly on to the motor 
shaft.  I believe that those who have no 
lathe would do well by having the com-
mutator and slip rings fitted on the fibre 
and the hole for the motor shaft bored or 
drilled at a motor repair shop or machine 
shop as this whole part ought to run true 
for best results. 
The brush holders for the slip rings may 

be made of 1/16" or 3/32" copper sheet. 

TOP VIE W OF THE COMMUTATOR DEVICE 
Nearest the motor Is the commutator into which 

the battery current is fed as shown in Fig. IB.  The 
inter-connections between the commutator bars can 
be seen in this view or the end view.  At the end 
of the motor shaft are the two slip rings from which 
the alternating current  is drawn and fed to the 
transformer. 

This is available at any copper and brass 
supply house and is easily bent into the 
shape shown in the drawing.  The brush 
spring is made of a clock spring bent into 
a loop as shown in the drawing.  This 
can be done by heating the end of the 
spring to a good red and then bending it 
around a nail with the aid of a pair of 
pliers.  The spring is then hardened again 
by heating to redness and plunging into 
water.  Particular care must be taken to 
heat the spring uniformly and hot enough 
without burning it. 

The commutator brush holder can be made 
more simply than mine by using sheet cop-
per.  The spring tension against the brush-
es can well be made as shown since the con-
struction is simple. The brush -holder open-
ing should not be quite as broad as the 
commutator and I believe not more than 

wide. 
The brush material and pig tails can be 

bought at a motor repair shop.  It is 
cheaper to buy enough material for all the 
brushes and cut it up with a hack saw 
rather than to buy small brushes of the 
exact size wanted.  The brushes are drilled 
and tapped for the 6-32 screw ends of the 
pig tails and these are screwed in tightly. 
If another type of pig tail is used it is 
easy to contrive a way of fastening, re-
membering that it is important to secure 
good electrical connections since this is a 
low voltage outfit and therefore all resist-
ances must be kept down.  For the same 
reason when buying the brushes try to 
secure the special low resistance graphite. 
If you cannot get that you can buy Ford 
generator brushes which will have to be 
sawed and sand-papered to size. 
Because of the low voltage it is also 

advisable to wind the transformer primary 
with No. 10 wire or larger.  A transform-
or whose core has it cross section of one 
-square inch will require about 7 turns if 
the commutator is operating at 200 cycles. 
Knowing what secondary voltage is want-
ed one can figure the secondary turns by 
direct ratio. 
An interesting test of the smoothness 

of the output was accidentally made one 
evening when the power supply went off so 
that our broadcast receiver could not work. 
connected the 110-volt convertor output to 
the B eliminator and we listened to the end 
of the program. 

3foorace  er e, Ir. 

With the passing of Horace A. 
Beale, jr., the League has lost a 
staunch friend and supporter. 
Mr. Beale, who was a director of 

the League for over two years, was 
the owner of stations 87,0, 301 and 
3XW located at Parkesburg, Penna. 
8.Z0 was probably the largest and 
best equipped station that amateur 
radio has ever known. 

As the result of a long illness, Mr.. 
Beale became inactive in amateur 
matters and died on September 6, 
1927, leaving many friends among 
the amateur fraternity. 
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The Helpful Audio Filter 

W
HEN one has reviewed all the 
different opinions it seems that 
there is no audio system that will 
suit everyone nor even an audio 

system that will suit the same person 
under all weather conditions and for all 

cycLes 

FIGURE  I.  PURELY  IMAGINARY  AUDIO 
CURVES  TO  SHO W  HO W  A  FILTER  MAY 

SOMETIMES IMPROVE RECEPTION 

varieties of signals or music.  In the ease 
of telegraphic signals one may for instance 
ordinarily wish to use an audio system hav-
ing a curve like that of Figure 1A, so as 
to gain the full benefit of the "body" which 

+5 
FIGURE 2.  THE AUDIO REJECTOR SYSTEM DE-

SCRIBED BY MR. BATEY 

the lower tones lend to the signal, but on 
a night when interference is bad and static 
worse it may be a great relief to whittle 
this curve down to something like Figure 
1B, so as to lose most of the horrible 
noises, even if the signal suffers in the 
process.  This particular job can be done 
by the simple rejector system of Figure 
2 which has been repeatedly described in 
this magazine by Mr. %try.  As sug-
gested in the label of Figure 2 such filters 
are largely a matter of cut and try, es-
pecially as the inductances of the trans-
formers depend on  the tubes  and the 
tube voltages. 
When it comes to the reception of a 

broader band of frequencies such as en-
countered in radio telephony the .filter is 
even nieve useful, of this Frederick Dellen-
baugh, Jr., says in a letter, "This is a. 
perfectly standard way of correcting am-
plifier and loud speaker behavior.  It is al-
most axiomatic that volume and quality 

are mutually exclusive and a sacrifice must 
be made in one to improve the other. 
Therefore filter systems :for correcting de-
fects appear to be reasonable since if 
the same correction were to be made in 
the transformer or loud speaker it would 
usually mean lower amplification per stage 
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FIGURE 3. THE CIRCUIT AND WINDING FORM 
OF THE COLONIAL "'TONE PERFECTOR" 
The switch ti is opened when speech only is to 

be received. 

or greater damping and the loss of loudness 
is about the same." 
Mr. Jack Ward of (IKC has furnished the 

details of one simple filter which are given 
in Figure 3. This device is of the low 
pass variety and is devised to correct am-
plifier systems having a had bump in the 
vicinity of 3500  or  1000 cycles which 
(though it ordinarily helps out most loud 
speakers) is had when one is working with 

THE  COLONIAL FILTER W HOSE  CONSTANTS 
ARE GIVEN IN FIGURE 3 

a good head set or a good loud speaker, 
especially if there is .a noisy background 
since the noises are usually on the higher 
frequencies.  It will be seen in the photo-
graph of this particular filter and in the 
diagram of Figure 3A that a switch is 
provided to be opened when speech only is 
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being received.  The effect of this is to 
eut the higher pitches off still further. 
Dr. Dellennaugh suggests a modification 

FIGURE 4. AN ADJITSTAI3LE LOUD SPEAKER 
FILTER SUGGESTED BY DELLENBAUGH 

of this 'filter system which is shown in 
Figure 4. This figure differs slightly in 
its constant and in having two additions 
of which C, is to allow the higher fre-
quencies to pass to some extent, the prin-
ciple effect of the system then being to cut 
down frequencies around 2000 or 3000 
cycles most of all, and to reduce those 

AN  ADJUSTABLE  BAND 
FILTER 

FIGURE  5. PASS 

above these figures somewhat.  The amount 
of this "somewhat" repends mainly upon 
the size of C.  The other addition is the 
resistance R which should have a range 
from 5000 to 50,000 ohms and controls the 
effectiveness of the system as a whole. This 
is a refinement of the switch D in Figure 
3A.  Dr. Dellenbaugh also suggests the 
filter system of Figure 5 which is a band 
elimination filter stopping everything be-
tween 500 and 3500 cycles.  Since one does 
not wish to have complete elimination but 
only some depression the controlling re-
sistance R is provided as before.  Such a 
filter has characteristics the reverse of 
most of the loud speakers ordinarily used 
and it may therefore be used to correct 
them. 
Where the problem is simply to eut 

down the high end of the curve one can 
frequently do the job with as simple a con-
traption as shown in Figure 6A. which is 
taken from an article by H. J. Barton 
Chapel in Antaleyfr Wireless.  The part of 

the system to the left of the dotted line 
will be recognized as bein.g the usual thing 
in loud speaker filters designed to keep 
the current of the power tube out of the 
speaker.  The group of condensers and the 
flexible leads are provided to give an ad-
justable cut-off on the high frequency end. 
This part of the device can also be built 
with a fan switch OY with a comparatively 
large condenser in series with a resistance 
as shown in Figure 6B.  These  variable 
filters have the advantage over oédinary 
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FIGURE 6. ADJUSTABLE FILTERS WHICH ALSO 
KEEP THE PLATE CURRENT FROM THE LOUD 

SPEAKER 

fixed ones that it is easier to secure some 
sort of an agreement of the set with any 
loud speaker it may happen to be called 
upon to work with. 

S. K. 

Southeastern Division—Florida 
Convention 

january 13th - 14th, Hotel Alcazar, Miami, 
Florida. 

LOOK at the above dates and put red 
circles on your calendar.  The Miami 
Amateur Radio Club is sponsoring the 

convention and is planning a wonderful 
program. 
Don Mix is expected to be the guest of 

honor.  Director Dobbs has promised to be 
with us and Headquarters will send Treas-
urer Hebert to represent it. 
All members of the Southeastern Divi-

sion are cordially invited to attend —and 
hams from other parts of the country 
spending the winter in Florida.  Write E. 
G. Watts, Jr., Secretary, 1024 S. W. 9th St., 
Miami, Fla., and tell him you will be there. 
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nu3CAB 

T
HE ether stresser known as radio sta-
tion 3CAB is located at 38°-56'-13" 
North and 77°-2'-2" West, a point 
known to the Post Office Department 

as 1311 Spring Road, N. W., Washington, 
D. C. 
The tall 3CAB comprizing the initials of 

the owner and operator, C. A. Briggs, was 
secured by the virtue of self-restraint.  He 
put in his appli-
cation  for  this 
call before it was 
issued and then 
waited patiently 
until  its  turn 
arrived. 

The station 
was first put on 
the air in the 
spring of 1922. 
With the aid of a 
spark coil and a 
borrowed VT, 
signals were put 
out and reported 
by local stations 
as QSA. The ex-
pression "FB" 
had not come in-
to use. 

A VIE W OF THE STATION 
The short-wave equipment is on the table to the left and 

the other table holds the broadcast set.  The cardboard pockets 
holding the blank messages are at the left, attached to the 
lamp stand. 

The first circuit used was the well named 
"sure-fire" 'arrangement.  Frequently, the 
result of tightly coupled grid and plate coils, 
such a transmitter showed a versatility not 
suggested by the amount of wire in sight. 
Care had to be taken or else in addition to 
transmitting on two hundred meters, signals 
would be dispatched on 360 meters or there-
abouts. 
After two years the station was moved 

about half a mile to its present site.  NAA 
could still be tuned in and heard plainly on 
2650 meters. This was marveled at as the 
new site was surrounded by three systems 
of tin roofs bounding an enclosure laced 
over with a wonderful screening system of 
telephone wires.  Viewed from the upper 
floor they seemed close enough together to 
walk on, and helped to explain the reason 
for the dividends of the Telephone Com-
pany during the last few years.  The an-
tenna hugged closely one corner of the 
triangle and extended upward into the metal 
maze. 
Due to the inferiority complex arising 

from the surroundings aggravated by the 
appearance  of  BCL  antennas  nobler 
in equipment and competency for space 
above the housetops, the boundaries of the 
District of Columbia for a long time marked 
the active range of the station, However, ex-
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perimenting was continuous.  Finally, in 
the summer of 1926 the accumulation of 
equipment in preparation caused an attempt 
to be made to extend the range of the 
station.  Results followed at once.  It 
seemed that everyone reported the signals 
from u five watter.  Improvements have 
continued and the present transmitter con-
sists of a 203-A in a Hartley circuit. 

T h e inductance 
consists of eleven 
turns of 4-inch 
copper tubing. 
The tuning con-
denser is placed 
across the whole 
coil  and trans-
mission may be 
had in either the 
forty-or  eighty-
meter band by ad-
justing this con-
denser.  It is not 
necessary to shift 
the clips on the 
inductance when 
changing f r o m 
one band to the 
other.  The key 
is located in the 
primary of the 

plate transformer.  The filament of the 
tube is supplied from a separate trans-
former. 
As may be seen in the view of the sta-

tion, the transmitter is mounted at the left 
end of the table on an extension to the 
table top.  The pole transformer giving 
1100 volts and the chemical rectifier may 
be seen underneath the same table.  Direct-
ly below the table extension holding the 
tube  are mounted the  filament trans-. 
former, plate milliammeter, plate choke, 
grid leak and grid choke.  This last 
choke is necessary because the leak goes 
from the grid to the filament center tap and 
is therefore in shunt to part of the helix. 
Two keys are provided at the right of the 
table.  These -are covered by a small ele-
vated shelf protecting the keys from acci-
dental closing and affording a place for 
messages disposed of.  One key is a side 
contact key for regular use and the other 
is a straight key for visitors. 
The Zeppelin type of voltage-feed Hertz 

antenna is used. The amount of space for 
erection being small, its dimensions are 
scant and it is necessary to use 16 turns of 
14-inch copper tubing in the feed circuit. 
The condenser is used in a series connection 
for operation in the 40-meter band and in 
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parallel to the inductance for the 80- and 
20-meter bands. 
Detuning the oscillator from the antenna 

will produce a steady note on a wind-driven 
antenna, when the signals could not be read 
while exact tuning was used.  Although this 

A. CORNER OF THE LABORATORY 
The particular set-up shown is for the calibration 

celf a wavemeter.  Measurements of resistance, capacity, 
inductance, voltage and current have been made in 
conjunction with  various undertakings.  The table 
now and then serves for a radio clinic and has been 
the operating table for removing appendices of sets 
or testing parts.  The loud speaker mounted up in 
the corner  furnishes entertainment when  that is 
desired. 

requires relatively tight coupling between 
the circuits, the results are excellent. 
The receiver may be seen in the center 

of the operating table.  A close-up is also 
shown.  It is mounted or. three legs which 
provide a desirable increase in the effective 
table area.  The circuit is of the familiar 
regenerative type employing one variable 
condenser for tuning and one for the con-
trol of regeneration.  Instead of employing 
plug-in coils for changing the range of the 
receiver, a fixed condenser is used and when 
shunted across the tuning condenser, it shifts 
the range from the ferty- to the eighty-
meter band.  Clips are provided for this 
fixed unit and it may be connected in the 
circuit in very short order.  Although the 
receiver is not a "thing of beauty", it works 
excellently which, after all, is what a re-
ceiver should do.  It has a characteristic of 
all the tuners built at this station during 
the past few years, the detector tube is 
mounted up-side-down.  This enables the 
shortest possible leads to be obtained in this 
circuit. 
The chemical rectifier bears somewhat the 

same relation to the station as a flea to a. 
dog —it receives a great deal of attention! 
First starting with 500 volts on the plate 
the twenty mule team product was used on 
twenty jars. The rehabilitation of aluminum 
and lead was a mussy process.  Then the 
voltage was increased to 750, the jars to 30; 
and special solutions used.  These did fair-
ly well, but evidence for any conclusion could 
be selected.  Some solutions turned brown, 

some black, some stayed clear, and some of 
each color worked and some of each shade 
did not. 
The voltage was then increased to 1100, 

the jars were decreased to 20, and in defer-
ence to the much advertised desirability 
of thrift, a new batch of solution, courage-
ously diluted, was used. 
Forthwith things began to happen.  After 

sending "cq" the dial seemed full of re-
sponses, a "grand and glorious feeling". 
The innocent and quiet coils belied their 
looks and nipped brutally the skin of in-
cautious fingers.  This caused a revision in 
several ideas that the lesson was learned that 
the frequency of high frequency burns 
should be low. 
On the table to the left of the one holding 

the transmitter is a broadcast receiver and 
when it is tuned to a. local station, and the 
plate voltage of the transmitter is kept 
down to 550 volts, the transmitter does not 
affect the BOL set aitho both are using 
the saine antenna.  The BOL set is con-
nected to the antenna thru the capacity of 
the change-over switch.  Key clicks may be 
heard but these come entirely from the 
primary a.c. supply and are not affected 
whether the transmitting tube is in its socket 
or not. 
The BOL set is connected to the loud-

speaker shown above, and also to others,up-
stairs and in the basement.  The set is 
turned on or off by pushbuttons located at 
convenient points throughout the house. 
Flash light bulbs are placed in series with 
the tubes, each serving the quadruple pur-

THIS WORK TABLE SHO WS A NEATNESS THAT 
MIGHT WELL BE COPIED BY MANY 

Everything is within sight and reach which should 
be of a considerable help in getting work done. The 
"roving" lamp may be seen in the upper right hand 
corner. 

pose of a rheostat, a light for a dial, a pro-
tection fuse for the tube filament and an 
indicator of trouble from poor and noisy 
contacts which might otherwise be errone-
ously recognized as static.  The filament 
current is 0.20 instead of 0.25 amperes and 
the strength of signals does not seem to he 
materially reduced.  The tubes seem to last 
indefinitely and the last one purchased cost 
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$3.50.  This gives an idea of how far in the 
past they were bought. 
A "B" battery charging system is pro-

vided for the Edison Battery below the 
table.  Plug connections for operating the 
"A" battery charger in the basement below 
are also at hand.  One plug is used for 
operating  the  transmitter  and  all  the 
charger and auxiliary devices such as solder-
ing irons, etc.  But one thing can be done at 
a time with the result that there are no 
accidents from crossing circuits. 
The work shop of the station has several 

interesting features.  By means of a simple 
arrangement, the light may be shifted to 
any position in a large area.  The light is 
hooked over a wooden pole running from left 
to right and may be moved to any position 
along it.  Eyelets are screwed into the ends 
of the pole and two wires.which run at right 
angles to the wall, pass through the eyelets 
allowing the pole to be moved either away 
from or towards the wall.  It is also pos-
sible to remove the light from the pole in 
a few seconds so that it may be used else-
where. 
A pilot light for the soldering iron plug 

reminds the worker not to leave the shop 
with the iron connected.  Swinging service 
brackets are provided for soldering equip-
ment and for drills. 
The arrangement of the tools is the re-

sult of evolution, those being most fre-
quently used at any position along the 
bench are placed nearest that point. 
Supplies of screws, nuts and a quantity 

of parts are kept in glass jars.  Just a small 
portion of these are shown in the photo-
graph, the majority being on shelves not in 
the picture. 
It is probable  that this  station has 

handled more messages without schedules 
than any other amateur station.  This is 
due to special circumstances.  Since the first 
of September, 1926, over a thousand mes-
sages have been handled, a negligible por-
tion being the result of schedules.  A con-
siderable portion of the traffic has related 
to government business. 
Organization has done what otherwise re-

quires schedules.  The owner is in one of 
the government departments.  He has busi-
ness dealings and friends in practically 
every one of the larger cities in the country. 
Attached to the lamp stand at the operator's 
left is a series of cardboard pockets.  In 
these, addressed message blanks are placed 
according to localities.  When good con-
tact is made with a station, and there is any 
event of incident or business that can be 
advantageously handled by radio„ it is placed 
on the partially filled blank and sent„  In 
this way the other operator is given a live 
message which he can deliver. 
Innumerable times the other operator has 

been able to phone the message and get a 

reply at once.  In this way a series of mes-
sages of special interest and potency are 
exchanged. 
However, in addition to this traffic a 

large amount of other messages has been 
handled.  A perusal of them is engrossing. 
Births and deaths are announced.  A young-
ster in a distant city sends a message from 
his own station to his uncle.  The uncle is 
profoundly moved, and in acknowledging it 

THE THREE-LEGGED RECEIVER 
The plug-in fixed condenser may he seen just above 

the tuning condenser.  The two-pronged plug is used 
to connect the set to the "A" battery circuit. 

states that it was some time after he was 
born that the pony expresa started across 
the plains, and now, boys flash news about 
the country in an instant. 
Many rubber-stamp messages are in the 

lot but they are often of importance. When 
they are from or to a person for the first 
time they should be given great weight. 
Most people, when they receive a radio mes-
sage by phone are somewhat stunned, and-
their reply is generally rubber stamp in 
type, but the message is really very im-
portant under the circumstances.  Some 
people are tremendously interested in re-
ceiving or sending a radio message, others 
are not.  The persons may or may not be 
important, their interest is a matter of 
temperament. 

lep.S t ytl  
A copy of the index to volume XI, the 

1927 series of QST, was included with all 
membership copies of the Dec. 1927, issue. 
Newsstand readers, or members requiring 
additional copies, can obtain them from 
QST's Circulation' Dept., 1711 Park St., 
Hartford, Conn., at 10e per copy, stamps 
acceptable. 

- — 
Don't forget to send your card to Inter-

national  Contest  Headquarters  if you 
want to enter the Tests. Entries close Feb-
ruary 1!  No chance for U. S. or Canadian 
amateurs to win prizes or get the official 
test messages if they forget to enter before 
that date. 
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Rotten Bunk 
By The Old Man 

S
AY, Warner, what's all this bunk 
about writing to our Senators to 
chase all the rest of the world out of 
radio so we amateurs shall have it 

all to ourselves?  I copied something out 
of the air to this general effect the other 
night.  Is it possible that some of us think 
that the results of the Washington Con-
ference call for this sort of action? 
I suppose because  we shall  have. to 

shrink down some on our forty-meter wave 
in 1929, some of these hair-trigger young 
squirts think amateur radio is on the skids. 
Looks like it's time to send out for a small 
bottle of common sense.  A few drops of it 
on the end of the Wouff Hong just before 
sticking the latter into the patient would 
do a heap of good. 
I have followed what they pulled off in 

Washington fairly closely, and if I remem-
ber aright, there were about half a hun-
dred separate and distinct nations that sat 
down to parcel out the wave-lengths. Also, 
if I remember aright, there were several 
interests besides amateurs that wanted a 
smell at the spectrum.  There being only 
one spectrum, it was voted early in the pro-
ceedings that the amateurs could not have 
it all.  I have a more or less misty impres-
sion that all but a very few of the nations 
had very definite ideas on this subject. 
After all the fireworks had been set off 

at the Washington Conference, it turns out 
that our A.R.R.L. and the I.A..R.U. have 
secured international recognition for ama-
teur radio, and in addition a band between 
150 and 175 meters, another between 75 
and 85 meters, another between 41 and 43 
meters, another around 20 meters, another 
between 10 and 10.7 meters, and another 
down in the slums around 5 meters. 
Pretty rotten, c-h what?  So frightful 

that we are asked to write to the United 
States Senate to scrap the whole works. 
Say, if these young squirts had operated 

before the war, with spark coils and ro-
tary gaps and with 200 meters as the top 
limit, they would not be writing their 
Senators.  We used to think we were lucky, 
and we used to work DX.  I don't suppose 
any of them ever heard of Paul Godley and 
those first transatlantic sigs at Ardrossan, 
Scotland, with Paul sitting up all night in. 
a tent in the pouring rain.  That was all 
done on 200 meters.  I don't suppose they 
ever heard of Fred Schnell and Deloy in 
France, working back  and  forth  every 
night for weeks on 110 meters?  And of all 
the other things we did as we gradually 
slid down the wavelengths, discovered the 

new things and pointed them out to the 
Radio Corp. 

Instead of writing to our Senators, we 
ought to be inquiring into what kind of 
osteopathy it was that you and Stewart were 
using on them down at Washington to get 
as much as you did.  We've got enough 
frequencies to do everything that anybody 
can think of.  The  forty-band  may  be 
squeezed some, but it isn't all gone, and 
even if it were, there are all the others. 
The trouble with some of us is that we 
get the notion that the frequency we hap-
pen to be on .is the only workable fre-
quency in the spectrum. 

Our eighty-meter band is the best band 
we have for all the working back and forth 
inside our own country.  It doesn't skip 
much, and it works late into the morning 
and starts early in the afternoon.  And the 
150-band is just as good as it ever was. 
What's the use of writing the Senators 
about either one of these bands being worn 
smooth, when they have just as good mile-
age in them as they ever had? 

And enough of the twenty-meter band is 
still there.  Nobody has pinched it or put 
it in hock or fed it hooch.  It's just as good 
as it ever was.  And Final Authority said 
at the Radio Club the other night that the 
upper end of the new ten-meter band had 
indicated positively that it could do things 
that would make an old timer's mouth water. 
His language was considerably more ele-
gant than mine and Radical's, but he had 
us all haired up just the same. 

Now listen:  If these nuts who want us 
to write to our Senators could be sent to 
Washington and made to go up against 
those hard-headed boys they call statesmen, 
it would he the best dose of medicine any of 
them ever had in all his life.  Those folks 
in Washington have a way of making the 
proponent of an unreasonable measure look 
like the worst plugged nickle that ever came 
out of Chicago.  I can imagine a committee 
of red-headed amateurs appearing before a. 
Senate Committee and asking them to make 
reservations in the Radio Treaty -because 
the amateur's forty-meter band had been 
pinched in a little at the waist, and then 
having one of those smart fellows from the 
Radio Supervisor's office point out that the 
150-meter band, the 80-meter band, and the 
mutilated but still peppy 40-meter hand. 
the 20-meter band, and the 5-meter band 
were still there--with a new band at 10 
meters to boot.  The result would be too 

(Conduded on Page 14') 
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Matching the Transmission Line to 
the Antenna 

By Walter Van B. Roberts* 

/
F a transmission line for current feed is 
connected right into an antenna as in 
Fig. 1 without any transformer, not only 
will the range of the station be reduced, 

but meters placed in the transmission line 
can no longer he. trusted to read the antenna 
current.  Hence both for the sake of in-
creased output and •convenience it is worth-
while to give some attention to the method 
of connecting the line to the antenna. 
Suppose the transmission line is made of 

two round wires of diameter d, with their 
centers D apart.  It is easy to derive from 
first principles the formula for the charac-
teristic impedance of the line —that is, the 
impedance of an infinite length of the line. 
The formula is: 

2D 
Characteristic impedance L-.-- 276 log., ---- -

d 
very approximately. 
Next suppose the antenna is a plain open 

oscillator--a straight wire a little less than 
half a wavelength long —say about 14% of 
a wavelength long.  (See (ST p. 16, Oc-
tober, 1926).  The radiation resistance of 
such a wire working at its fundamental 

FIGURE 1. THE TYPE OF ANTENNA 
UNDER DISCUSSION 

If used in the simple form shown it is operating 
with various currents and voltages along the line 
and the (turrent in the top cannot be foretold with 
certainty from a meter in the line. 

is in the neighborhood of 70 ohms, what-
ever the wavelength.  Hence the total re-
sistance of the antenna will be probably 
somewhat less than 100 ohms. 
Now the problem is to match the trans-

mission line whose characteristic resistance 
we will call R1,, to the antenna whose total 
resistance we will call RA. The first thought 
would be to choose D and d in building the 
line such that the formula given above 
makes Ri. come out about 100 ohms, so as 
to match RA.  But in order to do this it 
will be found that the wires would have to 

..*Fngineer.  Radio Corporation of  America.  155 
Hodge Reed, Princeton, New Jersey, 

be kept too close together to allow main-
taining an even spacing.  Hence it is bet-
ter to build the line with a convenient spac-
ing, calculate Ri,, and then interpose a step-
clown transformer between the line and the 
antenna. 
A simple and highly efficient transformer 

(it is not the usual sort of transformer with 

Ls 

Frge the Anëe.n.va. 

FIGURE 2.  A TYPE  OF  SIMPLE  NET WORK 
%Armen MAY BE uSED AS A TRANSFORMER 
TO MATCH THE IMPEDANCE OF THE ANTENNA 
TO THAT OF THE R. F, TRANSMISSION LINE. 
The two roils Li  and L2 may conveniently be 

halves of the same cylindrical winding which has 
been cut at the center to provide antenna terminals 
and across the outer ends of which the r. f. line and 
the condenser CI is connected.  This is the output 
transformer and goes at the antenna end of the line. 

primary and secondary windings, but much 
better for the particular wavelength for 
which it is designed) is shown in Fig. 2. 
The transmission line is to be connected to 
the left hand terminals and the antenna is 
cut in the middle and connected to the right 
hand terminals.  The capacity  of the con-

1  / Ri,-R, 
denser should be     farads, 

RÀ 
where f is measured in cycles per second 
and R in ohms. 
The coils are preferably equal, and if 

coupled  at all should preferably be  so 
coupled that if the condenser were short 
circuited and the inductance between the 
right hand terminals then measured, the 
coupling would increase the total induct-
ance.  This total inductance 

so  measured  should  be 
/Tti, 

21d .Ri.-RA 
Henrys 
so  that  if  the  two  inductances  are 
equal and are not coupled to each other, 
the inductance of each would be half of the 
above value. 
The input end of the line can be coupled' 

to the oscillation circuit as shown in Fig. 

L  As has been noted repeatedly in (1ST it is de-
cidedly preferable to couple the line rather than 
to tap the roil P.  The same statement holds good 
for single-wire lines.—Tech. Ed. 
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by a coil of any convenient size, in series 
with a condenser of proper capacity to tune 
out the inductance at the frequency used. 
Fig. 1 shows the complete set-up.  Any 

desired oscillator or amplifier may be used. 
The coupling coil La is shown split with the 
condenser (1 in the middle for the sake of 

To the Line 

ralrernfri 
FIGURE 3. THE (NPIPI7 TRANSFORMER 

FEEDING THE LINE 
P is the inductance of the transmitter oscillator or 
the output coil nf the amplifier if one is used. The 
circuit with which it operates does not matter, L3 
is any convenient coil split at the center by the 
tuning condenser C3. The coil and condenser must 
be able to tune to the working wave when the line 
is short circuited. 

symmetry.  The transformer L, L, C, is 
mounted on a small board held up by the 
two halves of the antenna. 

AN EXAMPLE 
For the sake of illustration suppose the 

wavelength is to be 40 meters then frequen-
cy f = 7,500,000 cycles per see.  The over-
all length uf the antenna will be about 44% 
of 40 meters or 17.6 meters.  Let us sup-
pose the antenna is a single wire of stnall 
diameter so that the total resistance of the 
antenna, RA, is about 1.00 ohms.  Suppose 
also that the transmission line is made of 
wire one millimeter in diameter, spaced 50 
mms. apart.  Then by formula, 

100 
= 276 log,,  = 552 ohms 

Knowing RA. = 100 and FL = 552 the 
formula gives us 

Ci=     =81..7>,(10' 
2.rr (7,500,000) (552  100 

Farads  81.7 1tfd. L, and Lr will have a 
total inductance of   

552-100  / 100 
—1/   =4.5X10  henrys or 

21t(7,500„000)  552-100 
4.5 !thy. 
We  will  suppose  that  L,  and  L, 

are the two halves of a single straight cyl-
indrical coil which is cut in the middle to 
allow the insertion of the antenna as shown 
in Fig. 4. Then this coil before cutting 

would have 4.5 .microhenrys inductance. (The 
coil should be firmly mounted before cut-
ting so that the halves won't move.) 
Coil L, may be of any convenient size, the 

only requirement being that 11,,, and G are 
related by the formula 

1 
f 

2.TrAIL3 G 
For definiteness, suppose LA = 10 micro-
henries =T. 10-" henrys.  Then we must have 

1 " 
7,500,000 -=    

..x-y10-" 
whence G =, 44.5 x 10-'s farads approxi-
mately, or 4,1.5 micromicrofarads. 
After the antenna and transformer and 

transmission line and coupling device L C,, 
have been constructed according to the fore-
going formulae, it should be only necessary 
to vary the oscillator frequency and coupl-
ing to the transmission tine to obtain maxi-
mum output.  If everything is built cor-
rectly a meter in any part of the line will 

Antenna  

C, 

EIG. 4  
FIGURE I. THE COMPLETE SYSTEM 

The output transformer LI. L2, Cl is mounted au 
as to be supported by the antenna while the input 
transformer is naturally located in the station. The 
line may be sev-eral hundred feet long without notice-
able harm, 

read proportionately with the antenna cur-
rent.  The actual antenna current will 
however, be larger than the line current by 
a constant factor because the step-down 
transformer increases the current in the 

ritT 
ratio •\/ — 

RA. 
It is particularly pleasing to note that 

several hundred feet of transmission line 
may he used without any noticeable loss of 
antenna current. 

Rotten Bunk 
(Continued from  pogo .4.0 

painful to dwell upon.  'Tis better that we 
draw the veil. 
Better get out the old Wouff Hong, son, 

and send down to the store and get a few 
drops of common sense extract, and pro-
ceed as per directions, 
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The Unimportance of Short Leads 
By L. W. Hatry* 

S
'HORT-LEADS have their place in set 
design.  However, we often use leads 
too short for best results, convenience 
or appearance.  The first of these 

things is italicized because there seems to be 
a strong belief that leads cannot be too 
short. In the italicized words we have a par-
tial explanation of the fact that often an ex-
perimental layout with long leads outper-
forms  a supposedly  "decent"  duplicate 
assembly with short ones.  (Of course, 
there are plenty of set-makers who use long 
leads and fail in both best results and con-
venience.) 
The conditions under which to judge the 

need for shortness of connections can be 
settled by answering this question "Can the 
leads be harmful?". 
The answer to the question will be, "Yes," 

when the leads add excessive R, L or C. We 
can guess closely at R and the rest, (they 
are interlocking effects as usual) if we 
consider the placing of the connections as: 
(1) Leads within a tuned r.f. circuit; (2) 
ri. leads outside a tuned circuit, and (3) 
other than r.f. wiring. 
Fig. 1 shows a tuned circuit.  The coil 

and condenser are shown with terminals 
which we may pretend are attached in the 

i 
FIG. I. TUNED CIRC UIT FOR DISCUSSION 
Because the coil L and the condenser C are most 

talked about the builder is inclined to think that the 
wire between them are to be made as inconsequential 
as possible but shortening them too much is quite 
likely to make trouble instead of curing it. 

usual way.  The coil and condenser are 
drawn heavily to make sharp the dis-
tinction from the leads which are drawn 
lightly. .Within this tuned circuit the cur-
rent at resonant frequency oscillates back 
and forth, suffering no opposition save 
from the resistance of the circuit.  Conse-
quently if we have gone to considerable 
trouble to produce a good coil and con-
denser it is important not to harm that 
achievement by using German silver leads 
or by adding resistance in some other 
fashion.  We can most effectively add re-
sistance to the tuned circuit by placing 
L so close to C (while trying to get short 
leads!) that eddy currents are set up in the 
plates of C, or by getting L too close to 

*Radio Department, Hartford Times, Hartford, Conn. 

any other mass of metal.  This exact 
method is used in more than one receiver 
to prevent oscillation on the lower broadcast 
wavelengths.  The coil L ought to be kept 

SCHEMATIC 

ox,tef 

OUT 

FIG. 2.  A TYPICAL LAYOUT THAT DID NOT 
PROVE GOOD 

Note that the part of the filament bus marked 
"Ret." is in the tuned circuit therefore has an r.f. 
drop along it.  This makes it impossible to have both 
the filaments and the condenser at ground voltage. 
Note also the mop made by the circuit. 

at least 2/3 of its own diameter distant 
from the large metal areas.  The actual 
resistance of copper leads not smaller in 
gage than the coil wire is of no importance 
in the usual hookup. 

Leads in a tuned circuit can produce 
several effects by adding capacity and in-
ductance.  If close together and insulated 
the leads can add resistance by becoming a 
poor condenser but uninsulated leads can 
seldom do worse than add "good" capacity 
which builds up the circuit minimum.  As 
no length of connection within reason can 
do worse, why worry?  In a multi-stage 
tuned r.f. job long leads can couple by 
capacity or inductance but even these things 
are unlikely to be important compared to 
coil-to-coil coupling.  Not  until  the  set 
has become fully neutralized are these 
effects the largest ones.  In the usual re-
generative set, hand-capacity will result 
from a large field due to .long tuned-circuit 
leads, which may seem short.  In Fig. 2 
the heavily drawn leads seemed short but 
they produced a single large turn that had 
a large field and with which the hand in-
terfered although the variable condenser 
itself was grounded properly as touching 
the finger on the shaft proved.  Not even a 
metal dial will always cure a ease like 2. 

..... 
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,I ran the leads in this set directly from 
the coil to the condenser, behind the con-
denser, and placed the leads close to each 
other to restrict their area of operation. 

LAYOUT 
PIG. I. TIIE CIRCUIT REVISED TO CURE THE 

DIFFICULTY MENTIONED IN FIG. 2 

The hand effect was now eliminated, even 
on 40 and 20 meters.  The revised version 
is in Fig. 3. 
In a tuned r.f. circuit the leads connect-

ing the coil and condenser should he direct 
but in the average plug-in-coil 20-, 40- and 
80-meter receiver are practically never too 
long nor can they reasonably be made so. 
R.f. leads outside the tuned circuit are 

unimportant as long as the concentrated 
inductance capacity in the condenser are 
much larger than the distributed L and C 
of the outside leads; all of which usually 
is the case at 20, 40 and 80 meters. In fact 

EM, 4,  THE CURRENT IN 'FITE TUNED cinema. 
IS LARGE AND A RESISTANCE A.T R-I WOULD 
BE DEADLY BUT THE CURRENT TO THE GRID 
IS SMALL AND RESISTANCE AT 112 DOES LIT-
TLE HARM UNTIL IT HAS BECOME QUITE HIGH 

the G to F capacity of the tube used 
generally is far greater than any practical 
grid lead would have unless one actually 
lays the grid lead along a filament lead or 
a shield.  About the only thing a long grid-
lead could add is resistance. This resistance 

can be either actual resistance or a poor 
condenser effect, the latter being impossible 
if air insulation serves between related 
leads. ..As the losses are determined by the 
simple formula PR and as the r.f. grid con-
trol is largely by voltage with very little 
current flowing to the grid added loss do 
not occur importantly with resistances less 
than 200 ohms, as experiment will prove. 
See Fig. 4. As the G to F capacity of the 
tube and the grid-lead to filament-lead ca-
pacity can become an important part of 
the tuned-circuit capacity. (see Fig. 5) 
when the variable condenser capacity is low 
(so much so as to carry over half the r.f. 
current within the tuned circuit) a short 
lead may become important at .ronic dial 
settings.  This fact may account partlY 
for the observation made by myself and 
some others that a small grid-condenser 
(which helps to reduce the importance of 
lead and tube capacity) is of advantage. 
Experiment shows that this is not a com-
plete explanation. 
The inductance of leads may come into 

account at very high frequencies.  As has 
been mentioned in other articles in the 
magazine, a straight wire can act as an 
r.f. choke. 
A more practical discussion may be based 

on the well known circuit of Fig. 6. The 
outside r.f. leads are drawn heavily and 

A rw.wl 

.; 
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FIG. 5.  WHERE  THE  TUNING  CAPACITY  IS 
SMALL THE OTHER CAPACITIES MAY 

BECOME IMPORTANT 

This is one reason why it is not advisable to make 
the tuning capacity very small, for instance lems than 
.25 micromicrofarads.  In the diagram if one puts the 
grid leak and condenser at A the effect may be quite 
different from that obtained at ft, therefore its loca-
tion may be important.  This is quite noticeable at 5-
meters. 

are numbered.  The lead 1 may have im-
portant capacity relations to leads 3, 5 or 
6. The results in any case are "dead-
spots" (due to antenna resonance) even 
with P and S loosely coupled.  Lead 3 is 
active to .4, 5 and 6 but the effects to 4 
largely may be ignored.  The effects to 5 
and 6 result in excessive tuning effect from 
the regeneration control, or in freak tickler 
sizes, usually extra small.  Little else is 
likely to result importantly.  My prefer-
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able arrangement for 4 is not to have this 
filament lead included in the tuned circuit 
for there its resistance (not its inductance) 
can provide an r.f. across its dispropor-
tionate to its size.  The current within the 
tuned circuit is at maximum and across 

-re 

4 

5 
 r 9-9-1 + B 

6 
FIG.  6. THE  RADIO  FREQUENCY  CIRCUITS, 
EXCEPTING THE SECONDARY CIRCUIT, ARE 
HERE NUMBERED FOR DISCUSSION OF 
THEIR  EFFECTS ON  EACH OTHER 

any unit or F in it the voltage drop E is 
equal to IR. The current outside the tuned 
circuit should be small so that an E equal 
to the product of this smaller I with R will 
be less, so that the voltage above reference 
of the rotary condenser plates will be the 
practical minimum.  The correct connec-
tion is shown in Fig. 3. 
The d.c. circuit, the filament wiring, of 

course can be of any length and may be 
placed any desirable way.  The wire need 
only be sufficiently large to carry the cur-
rent since excessive "A" voltage, which we 
reduce with rheostat, is normal practice. 
If we carefully terminate our r.f. circuits 
at the socket terminal F as suggested in 
Fig. 3 then the filament circuit carried d.e. 
only and its length is unimportant. 
The a.f. circuits are those of the phones 

and B-battery and whatever portion of the 
A line is included from B minus.  These in 
general in a small one- or two-tube set may 
be as long or as indifferently arranged as 
desired.  Where in a det.-one-stage job we 
meet with hand-capacity to the headset the 
cure is generally a large by-pass condenser 
across the amplifier B-battery from "B 
plus" to the detector grid-return whether A 
plus or minus. 

The cord of the headset provides a rela-
tively large bypass capacity so that its only 
r.f. has to come from the drop across the 
resistance of the B's which resistance is 
common to detector and amplifier alike. By 
shorting this resistance with a very low re-
actance (1 afd. or as much as necessary) 
the drop "livening" the headset is reduced. 
In general then it is not short leads that 

are so necessary as the hdelligent placing 
of leads. 

have not yet seriously touched on con-
venience  or  appearance.  Under  con-
venience one example serves to illustrate: 

I like bare bus-wire because it is rigid and 
can be soldered to at any point.  Under ap-
pearance we may consider sub-panel work 
(which knocks repair convenience into the 
rough), square-cornered wiring, spaghetti, 
etcetera, all of which can he used harm-
lessly. 

Admiral Bullard Dies 

REAR Admiral Wm. H. G. Bullard, 
U. S. N., retired, chairman of the 
Federal Radio Commission, died sud-

denly in Washington on November 24th, 
aged nearly ill.  His death occurred on the 
final day but one of the international Radio-
telegraph Conference, where he was also an 
American delegate.  He was the second 
member of the Commission to pass on, 
Colonel Dillon having preceded him in 
September. 
Admiral Bullard was long connected with 

American radio. He was the first com-
mandant at NAA and the first Director of 
Naval Communications, serving in that 
office from 1912 to 1916.  After duty at sea 
he again became D.N.C. from 1919 to 1921. 
He was instrumental in the formation of 
the- Radio Corporation of America as an 
all-American communications agency which 
would retain control of American coin-
municat'ons within this country. 
It is fitting at this point to quote an As-

sociated Press despatch from Washington: 
"Admiral Bullard was a great friend of the 
amateur operators and guarded their com-
munication h-and with zealous care. 'Fo 
them he attributed much of the progress of 
radio in America and he often expressed 
the belief that they would keep this country 
in the foreground of radio development." 
Vale! 

—K. B. W. 

Readers are requested to make the fol-
lowing correction in the 1927 Index, which 
was published as a supplement to December 
)ST.  Under the bead "Amateur Radio 
Stations" a. number of references to page 
numbers and issues incorrectly appear as a 
group at the end.  These references are to 
editorials bearing upon "Amateur Regula-
tions & Legislation" and belong in the sec-
ond line of the following section, which 
bears that title. 
This index has been furnished without 

cost to all member-subscribers.  Others may 
obtain a copy upon request. 
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Experimenters Section Report 

T
HE 5-meter test reports have come 
in very slowly indeed and thru sick-
ness of two of the men prominent in 
the test it has become unavoidable 

to carry the whole report over another 
month.  It must be realized that this is 
being written at the last possible moment 
for this issue —which is to say, December 1st. 

STANDARD FREQUENCY TRANSMITTERS 

The standard frequencies from 9XL will 
be continued.  We were considerably dis-
turbed when a change of station manage-
ment took place but it seems now that Chief 
Operator McCartney and his crew will he 
able to continue as before with these trans-
missions and station WCCO-9XL-9 WI will 
continue to occupy its wholly unique posi-
tion of combined broadcast station, stand-
ard frequency station and amateur station. 
There is also a good chance that another 

station will be added before the winter is 
over. 
Meanwhile  it is suggested  that  the 

acknowledgments of the work of the sta-
tion be made on the standard blanks sup-
plied by the "X"-section or in the complete 
manner shown by the following letter. 

O. W.L. Radio Station ne-8FC. 
266 Queensdale Ave., 
Toronto, 5, Oct. 14th, 127. 

S.F. Radio Station nu-9XL. 
Anoka, Minn., U. S. A. 
Dear OM's: 
Your Standard Frequency transmission to-night was 

followed without any trouble from the time I reached 
the set here at 10:30 E.S.T. until 11:50 when you 
were on C.C. at 42.5 meters with your QST.  I after-
wards heard the music modulation, but owing to some 
rather severe fading at that time, the music was not 
all that could be desired, 
At 10:80 on 5.70 Me, signals were steady R7.  At 

10:47 on 6.50 Mc, signals were steady R7 to Ra. At 
1.0:55 on 7.00 Me. signals were steady R7 to Rs.  At 
11:10 on '7.50 Mc. signals were steady R7 to RS. 
At 11:20 on 8.00 Me, signals were steads R5 to er. 
At 11:30 on 8.50 Mc. signals were R7 and still steady 
except at times a slight tremor was noted.  At 11:42 
on ex, control on 42.5 meters signals were 1l6 to R7 
with a very pure note.  The tremor spoken of before 
was also noted at this time and fading began to be 
apparent soon after the laST was finished.  Signals 
faded from R7 to 114 at fairly regular intervals of 
about one minute.  The music modulation seemed to 
fade to a greater extent than the e.w. appeared to do, 
but perhaps that is a fallacy of my ear.  When fading 
was at its worst, distortion was also quite noticeable, 
in fact the two seemed to peak together. 
I much prefer the tone modulation now used on 

these S.F. transmissions, to the pure OW used before. 
although I do think that the pure OW allowed a 
greater percent of accuracy on attaining the true zero 
beat in the receiver.  The receiver used, by the war, 
was an ordinary 2 coil affair with detector and one 
A.F. tribe.  The antenna 15 feet high and 3(1 feet long 
all told including lead-in. 
I want to congratulate you all on your very nice 

work and your exceedingly good signal strength as 
usual.  Keep ur) the good work, and more power to 
you Ill 
Many thanks for the timely checks. 
E. C. Thompson, Assist. ACM. Ontario, Central 

District. 

PROBLEM G-13 IS ALIVE 

The following letter and circular are a 
splendid illustration of the way an active 
problem should be handled. 

Fairmont, Minn. 
Experimenters' Section, 
A.R.R.L. 
You have at intervals sent me schedules of O-meter 

testa. ere.  Now I am interested in these things and 
lilce to know what is going on but it is a waste of 

section resources to send that kind of stuff to me 
as 1 make no use of it that will ever give the Section 
returns.  I am working on problem G-13 to avoid 
static and other interference and devote all the time 
have to spare on such work to that problem. 
I do not know if the headquarters gang know that 

any of the G-13 men are still alive or not but as a 
matter of fact there are several quite active "ritatie 
dodgers" hammering away at the SO-called Trzzer 
System of radio. 
H. R. Starkey, 158 Cowan Ave., Toronto 3, Ont.. 

Canada, acts as a sort of correspondence clearing 
agent for the gang arid is building a receiver for the 
teats we expect to run. 
H. 13. Rennet of Rockford, Ill- is also building a 

receiving set.  Krebs expects to do both xmitting and 
receiving.  He is a navy yard man and has access to 
plenty of equipment. 

G. E. Gustofson of Mt. Prospect, Ill., and operator 
at W.IAZ is also expecting to put an xmitter on.  His 
old 5XN equipment is available.  Think he is not an 
"X" section member.  There are also a few others 
interested.  I am expecting to put on some testa 
myself before long.  How long depends on amount of 
time I can spare and number of bugs I have to 
eliminate.  Have xmitter ("one UX-210 power") and 
receiver built and have tested over a few blocks with 
very good results but have found several of the before 
mentioned bugs which have to be picked before trying 
for longer distance and serviceability data.  Expect 
to run test over a distance of about 120 miles if pos-
sible and over a period of time long enough to get 
data on the system's possibilities for amateur work. 
If you have any data along this line or new G-1,8 

men on the list let me know. Also Mr. Tyasees present 
address if available, also where any information can 
be had on single side band transmission as it seems 
to :gone of us that it could be -worked in en the 
Tyaser system to advantage. 
J. A. Nightingale, Radio 9ABE, 228 S. Main St., 

Fairmont, Minn, 

(We do not know Mr. Tyzzer's address, 
having been unable to reach him by mail 
for some 'months.  Information will be 
appreciated.) 

A STARKEY BULLETIN 

The following is a sample of the sort 
of mimeographed material sent out by Mr. 
Starkey: 

158 Cowan Ave.. Toronto, Ont., 
Canada. 

"Some Want circuits, so here are a couples—rather 
crude but giving the basic circuits without new ideas. 
If you fellows will send in your circuit plans I'll 
devote the next bulletin to them so that we may all 
pick out the ideas we like best in each.  Please send 
complete details, including aerials, power supply, and 
keying with description of apparatus. 
The first circuit, usrng Heiaing modulation, needs 

two similar tubes.  The 2nd, using grid modulation, 
could use a smaller tube for the lower frequency. 
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H. E. Bennett, 1515 Burton St., Rockford, SIL. has 
come in for the receiving end. 
Krebs, M EA, says he is busy building two navy 

transmitters, but that when he does get started it 
won't take him long to get on the air, as he has all 
the necessary "junk". 
Gustafson, WJAZ, says "Will try to make some tests 

next week."  Fast work! 

Nightingale---too busy to report, "I haven't done a 
thing but draw and redraw my circuit plans and 
'cuss' the railroad for non-arrival of my material 
which is following me to Canada by freight." 
We seem generally agreed on the l3.5-4 megacycle 

band, at least until we can put an amplifier between 

" FIRST TRANSM I TTER CIRCUIT " 

the transmitter and the antenna to pass only one side-
band.  Are we also agreed on keying in the high 
frequency to start with?  Later, when radiating only 
one sidehand, it will make no differenee where we 
have the key and we can hope to use a modulation 
frequency in the B.C. band with B.C. receivers for 
LP. amplifiers. 
Don't be afraid to report no progress.  No report--

no bulletin!  WE've got to keep in touch with each 
other if we want to accomplish anything.  If you find 
it possible —write to di the active men as well. 

Your Secretary, 
Healdon R. Starkey. 

CONCERNING TELEVISION 

There seem to be experimental  possi-
bilities in the Cooley "rayfoto" method of 
transmitting  pictures.  The  details  are 

A 5-METER RECEIVER USED IN THE WGY TESTS 
Note the general resemblance to the sets used by this 

section in some of our tests. 

gradually coming forth in a series of 
articles in Radio Broadcast.  Unfortunately 
the series is getting at the principle last, 
instead of first so that a bit of study will 

be necessary.  Who will be first to shoot 
an amateur picture across the country? 

Some Special Uses of the UX-222 
By Harold P. Westman 

HE object of this work was to obtain 
a circuit arrangement whereby with 
a tetrode and a single coil and con-

denser not requiring any taps off either, 
it would be possible to generate oscillations 
dependent upon the constants of the coil 
and condenser which could be used for a 
laboratory  oscillator.  An  indicator  of 
resonance  having  characteristics  closely 
approaching those of the grid meter in an 
oscillating circuit employing a triode was 
also required in order to make the instru-
ment capable of competing with such a 
driver.  The output of the oscillator was 
not considered as a matter of prime im-
portance as it was not to be used where 
high outputs were needed. 
Figure 1 shows a circuit that will oscil-
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FIG. I. THE B BATTERY TAP IN THIS CIRCUIT 
IS NOT CRITICAL AND THE TUBE WILL OSCIL-

LATE WITH BOTH CLIPS AT  E-45 
The currents change about 5% between the Oscillat-

ing and non-oscillating condition in all cases. 

late.  It is not known just why this circuit 
should be able to oscillate as there seems 
to be no definite feedback paths in the 
external wiring.  It is quite possible that 
there may be some sort of coupling or an 
unbalanced condition within the tube itself 
which accounts for this action.  It is, per-
haps, due to the "reverse action" of the 
inner grid current (1,1).  The current in 
this circuit increases as the potential on 
the outer grid becomes  more negative. 
This is due to the fact that when the outer 
grid becomes more negative it repels some 
of the electrons that would normally pass 
through it and these are then forced back 
to the inner grid which is positive in re-
spect to both the outer grid and the fila-
ment.  The plate current decreases as the 
outer grid becomes more negative. 
As the outer grid is at a radio frequency 

potential above that of the filament, it can-
not be connected back to the filament di-
rectly.  To prove that the radio frequency 
choke was not acting as an inductance, 
causing the three inner electrodes to act 
7,"ïast. Technical Editor. 
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as a triode connected in an Armstrong cir-
cuit, the choke was substituted for with a 
resistor of 8,000 ohms.  The circuit still 
continued to oscillate at approximately the 
same  wavelength though with a decided 
drop in output.  The resistor was of the 
coated glass filament type commonly used 
as grid leaks, therefore having a negligible 
inductance. 
Neither the voltage on- the inner grid nor 

the plate was critical and both could be at 
the same potential.  That the oscillating 
energy in the circuit was but a small part 

À  5-METER  TRANSMITTER  USED  . N  TESTS 
FROM WGY, OR RATHER FROM ONE OF THE 
MANY 2X -STATIONS AT THAT TEST-POINT. 

of the total energy was apparent when 
oscillations were stopped.  The currents 
in all the circuits (not counting filament 
heating current) increased by 
about five per cent over their 
values when oscillations were 
being generated.  The current 
in the inner grid circuit was ap-
proximately 5.5 mils; in the 
plate circuit, 2 mils, and in the 
outer grid circuit, -42 mil. The 
radio frequency current in the 
tuned circuit  was  dependent 
upon the C/L ratio and is there-
fore  meaningless  unless  one 
knows not only the C and L 
values but also the amount of 
resistance in the circuit. 
The fact that no large current changes 

took place when the oscillations started 
and stopped made this circuit unsuitable 

as this did not allow these conditions to 
be indicated on a meter.  The meter in 
the tuned circuit gave the greatest indica-

•secoND TRANSMIrTER CIRCUIT  

tion but as this was sluggish in action (be-
ing a thermogalvanometer) it was by no 
means a competitor to the sharp, rapid 
readings that are characteristic of the grid 
meter on an oscillator employing a triode. 
Another circuit that can be made to os-

cillate is shown in Figure 2. Suppose we 
were to leave out the outer grid which 
would then give us a triode.  The circuit 
would not oscillate because while there 
would be plenty of power available to be 
fed from the plate to the grid circuit, the 
phase relation between the two circuits 
would not be such that the circuit would 
oscillate.  The circuits would not be "pull-
ing together" but would be "bucking" each 
other.  Now if we were able to make either 
the plate current increase when the grid 
became more negative or else reverse the 
plate current and still have it decrease 
when the grid became more negative, we 
Would have reversed the phase relations 
and this type of coupling would allow the 
circuit to oscillate.  The use of the extra 
grid allows one of these things to be ac-
complished; we can reverse the direction 
of flow of the plate current. 
Let's go flack to the triode again.  Sup-

pose the grid is made positive in respect 
not only to the filament but also to the 

'RECZ 'YE W 

plate.  That is, the grid is at a higher 
positive potential than is the plate.  Elec-
trons emitted by the filament will be at-
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tracted toward the grid and will attain 
velocities that are quite high due to the 
grid being located so close to the filament 
and there being such a large difference of 
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FIG. 2.  THE LO WER NUMBERS ARE FOR 'l'HE 
NON-OSCILLATING  CONDITION.  THE  UPPER 
ONES FOR THE OSCILLATING CONDITION 
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potential between the electrodes.  Not all 
of these electrons are going to be caught 
by the grid and some, due to their high 
velocities, are going to slip through its 
mesh and travel on to the plate.  Now 
when the speed or velocity of the electron 
is high enough, it may, when it impinges 
itself upon a piece of metal, liberate from 
that metal, one or more electrons.  These 
electrons are  logically called  secondary 
electrons and the phenomenon, secondary 
emission.  Now, the velocity of the sec-
ondary electrons is comparatively low and 
they will be attracted to the grid which 
is at a higher positive potential than the 
plate from which they originated.  If the 
velocity of the initial or primary electrons 
be great enough to dislodge more than one 
secondary électron, it is obvious that the 
plate current will be in a reverse direction 
to the usual flow.  While secondary emis-
sion occurs in the usual circuits in which 
triodes are operated, the plate is always 
the electrode of the highest positive poten-
tial and the secondary electrons are at-
tracted back to the electrode from whence 
they originate making a net gain or loss 
of zero as far as this secondary emission 
is concerned. 
To get back to Figure 2. If the poten-

tials applied to the plate and outer grid 
are properly chosen, the secondary emis-
sion can be made large enough to cause 
the plate current to be reversed and the 
circuit will oscillate.  These voltages must 
be quite close to the necessary values or 
no oscillations will be generated.  The 
potential on the outer grid may be left con-
stant and by means of a variable resistor 
in the lead to the plate, the voltage applied 
to that electrode may be varied until the 
correct value is found.  This value is 

critical and the circuit will not oscillate 
for any value which gives a reverse plate 
current but only for values over a limited 
range.  In the particular set-up used, the 
plate voltage was 56 and the outer grid 
voltage was 95.  The inner grid was re-
turned to filament minus. 
In going from an oscillating to a non-

oscillating condition, the currents in the 
various circuit made these changes; inner 
grid (grid leak circuit current) from 3/4 mil 
to zero; outer grid, from 6.8 mils to 5.9 
mils and plate current from .9 to .63 mils 
(in reverse direction).  As the changes in 
the currents in these circuits did not com-
pare favorably with the change that is had 
in the grid circuit of a triode oscillator, 
this circuit was also considered as being 
impractical for the purpose. 

Re: The International Test 

HE first International Contest held 
last May was so successful and so en-
thusiastically received that it is being 

followed by another somewhat similar con-
test which is scheduled to open February 
6 next.  Complete details were given in 
December QST so that they might be dis-
tributed to the most remote parts of the 
world before the contest opens.  Such con-
tests have a number of important objectives. 
They promote international fellowship and 
goodwill.  They create opportunities for 
making new records.  The coming tests in 
addition offer a chance for you to win valu-
able apparatus prizes at the same time 
you engage in two weeks of rare inter-
national sport.  Stations at each end of an 
international contact must help each other 
in turn with the test messages to add 
equally to their scores.  New friendships - 
will be cemented through the teamwork 
thus 'brought about.  Every amateur sta-
tion in the world is invited to participate. 
Attention is called to the fact that entrie3 

are required of U. S. and Canadian con-
testants.  The closing date for entries is 
midnight of February 1, 1928.  Before you 
get next QST the chance to enter in the 
tests and to become eligible for a prize 
award will have gone.  A. QSL-entry-card 
mailed today will put you in line to receive 
a set of official test messages and a serial 
number assignment which will be necessary 
if you expect to participate. To delay will 
mean that you may later be denied the op-
portunity to enter.  Rule 10 (see p. 33 Dec. 
1927 QST) will be rigidly enforced as will 
all the other rules of the contest. Mail that 

enWtrye  caalrrdea tdoyd ahye.a  r of plans being made in 

(Continued on page 68) 
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pERHAPS you have had some inquiries 
relating to a short-wave station signing 
xoa5MA.  If so, you may find the fol-

lowing information to be of interest. 
"I have been intensely interested in ama-

teur radio for many years and have been 
in communication from Australia (oa5MA) 
with many foreign countries. I was finally 
overtaken with a desire to meet these fel-
low hams personally and saw an opportun-
ity of satisfying this desire by signing on 
the six-masted American barquentine, E. R. 
Steriiiw, the largest of her kind in the 
world.  She was loaded with wheat and 
bound for Europe via Cape Horn, 
"Accordingly, April 16th found me look-

ing over the rail watching Australia be-
come just a faded blue mass on the horizon. 
"Of course, I had some short-wave equip-

ment aboard with me.  The transmitter 
consisted of a 210 in a Meissner circuit 
with three 201-As for modulators.  Plate 
power was obtained from an Esco dyna-
motor running off a 6-volt storage battery. 
The output of the machine was rated at 65 

THE  E.  R.  STERLING  UPON  ARRIVAL 
AT ST. THOMAS 

watts at 500 volts.  An 8-volt battery sup-
plied  the filament.  Besides  this  trans-
mitter, I had the main ship's set, a 11/2 - 
k.w.  1,000-cycle, quenched spark trans-
mitter and a 10-inch spark coil for emer-
gency late. 
"The main antenna had a flat top 140 

feet long and was 120 feet above sea level. 
This aerial gave the best results on the 

short-waves.  Many others were tried arid 
some brought back quite good reports on 
signal strength. However, none approached 
the big antenna in the steadiness of the 
wave during rough weather, and I'm about 
to tell you that we met some rough weather 
before we again reached port. 
"The receiver was a three coil affair 

with plug-jn coils and a switching arrange-

aj3 W W 

ment with parallel capacities making it 
possible to tune from 15 to 20,000 meters. 
"The trip lasted six months and for five 

and a half of them we didn't have a sight 
of land.  You will probably think that 
during that time I Should have been in com-
munication with land every night.  That is 
just what I expected to do and the reason 
for thinking so was that T had never been 
to sea before on a sailing vessel. 
"After leaving New Zealand, we went 

south to 52 degrees and encountered south-
erly winds.  They were so cold that you 
seemed to be frozen stiff all over, especial-
ly the finger tips.  Due to this, the exhaust 
pipe of the gasoline driven lighting plant 
interested me much more than did the radio 
installation.  It was the only means of 
heating that was available. 
"While off Melbourne, the main lighting 

generator burned out due to high frequency 

(Continued on page 
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Çalls Heald R 
EFLF, Yacht Ripple.  6BUR Operator. 

Aug. 10 to October 14.  Honolulu thru the south 
Pacific and return.. All 40-meter. 

laao lai lai lama last laxx layl lbha lbkp lb! lbqq 
Ihr lbze lean led Ifa lye lxv lyb lzh 2aan lagp bagaio 
bai bajx lakv bal 2anm law! leug 2dep lhh 2ra 2sq 
2tp luo Sal aboz See Ses amb Stir Iwo 4aba 4aey 4ae 
itatn dia 4iq 4js 4km 411 4ng 4rik 4px dqb 4rm 4rn 4si 
40' daz lags, laaw Gm, laet Sara lagg 5ahp lai latf 
lava Iba lee let 5d1 5fh 5gt lid Ike lm  s lot Sal 
Gof lux lzav Ini fiant Saak fiaby ladra lady tagd 
timer fiahe lab! labo labia tala tam lamw lagm lavn 
lay lbah tbaj abb thbn tbdw abeh lbhj abhq lbik 
tbjh alajl fibjx 6bnk thaw lbq thrd lbuy abyek abwt abxd 
lbai lebd leer Ceda lefn fiery fiogn tehl ficho labs 
lehz fio  lean tare lose less teto loua true lewj 
level leww leaf ldau lddo ldep ldev Idle Mfm 
lidfs ldfw 6dgy adja adju ldkj 6dkx atiln 6dog tdph 
lidoe &Mg lee 6th 6ix Sin lilt api 6q1 6rj Sta Sty and 
tut lye fixas fixf lad Tabh Tadj 7ael Tala 7agn Talk 
Tasi 7bb 7bd 7bq Tbs Tka 7ml 7mo 7nix Too Tri 
7vci Two 7a1 ilaef tars Sawa Sava abbg 81a5x Sbok 
Sbxe Seky Scljt Sdpa Sett Sea ley Sit Sit Sjci Sow 
ihalt Sol Ssx Say lia.bn tadg tadk ladn tara toue 
lana tbea thew lbgb 9bhi Ibmm 941 913pm lbtb tbwn 
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leal torkin Meg Ides Idle Idih ldma ldraj Mon Mr 
leev talk lap 9hp ükb 9mn 9nz lsa 9wr oh-tail 
oh-lalm oh-lavi  oh-lboe oh-tibue oh-exy oh-tdeu 
oh-tdey oh-lidju  oh-ldIr oh- Mph oh-ldpu 
oh-lwa oz-bal oz-lap  oz-lbg oz-Site  on-Sat  oz-lai 

oz-lad ac-dam oa-ljw oa-2mh oa-lai 
na-2yi os-Saw oa-aler as-4go oa-4nw os-Ida on-fimu 
oa-Tdx oa-7131 óo-barn oo-geo oo-yglaj op-ide op-1hr 
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gbk kdgri kfho kfdu kdkv kudt kzn knt wwdy wnp 
wwv wva aalt oh-fil. 

etTPAR, J. Ziembicki, Lwow, Bielowskiego 6, 
. Poland 
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bevj bear lahm laah 2burn blahm 2mb 2akz beau 2baa 
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rip-4k up-din np-dsa rig-fox nw-baqw af-geft ai-di 
rel-2kw ai-bka ag-Ids ar-afbh as-lira fa-Firra fa-apl 
fa-Irgo fe-lyo fe-egen fi-lta fi-lew fm-apmr fm-Sjo 
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xen0H.Q. in Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Oceati 
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falhj Mhp Mao 6hj toe Ira 7agn 7Iz Tal 
ne-lho ne-lar ab-lak ab-lar sh-leg sh-lah sb-law 
sh-las nm-al nm-xchl tnn-xe n nr-2fg no-ink oh-6dng 

oh-fal (ma'a m oa-buk oa-bra oa-Sal oa-Sea oa-3wm 
oa-dnys oa-law oa-lern oa-Ida oa-lar oa-linu oa-tgrn 
cia-7h1 oa-7eh ma-ew oz-lao oz-lbp oz-2me oz-Inn 
oz-liar oz-dar oz-4ae oz-4am se-lfg cg- Mh cg-law 
eg-Syn ep-lae ek-dud ek-duah am-saint eb-4zz eb-4au 
eb-4ae  eb-4xx  eb-4ww el-tel el-lgi  of-Sfiz 
et-d'or el-San el-Sul el-Sep ef-Ska ef.-8sm arex arch 
ate sib xed-oik aef-aarm ce-earl ea-gth 

nullifV, aboard S.S. Charles Christenson. enroute from 
San Pedro to Balboa, C. Z. 

(20 meters) 
lejh lbyl ldm lsz beg 2vi 3mb Say Ira awb aagY 

Sajn 8arx Saab taxa 8brf 8eug Sjj 9aa1 tara tbdm 
tbgq tibif /lima lbsz Ibtw trie ilekg tartly tea Itike 
Mod Mow laws leag leaj tenu leob 9jm triad Ilah 
tam amnia tbq leuh ne-Slat so-Sag satin ank. 

(40 meters) 
lais lbed Lenz III lxv 2a1v lahb laow lax bawl 

lea! lhh 2rd aitr awe axad Saks Slims Ibn ltar, 
lmv apr ladp fihay lbprn teat less tiidf w Matt Mgt 
adky adlj tau 7auk 7mt Tof 7ta Sagg Snip abki 
Shoo Slipa Seau Sep Mba 8eg San Shb Son Ibbw 
Ibgq 14bge lekv lem Pen ilopq IcYm tdfr Idli lof-' 
Mint leky Peep figj 9hb Ill 9Iz Ink tnr Step 9xi ne-Ira 
ng-lit ng-trm no-ley ng-Tea ea-gp eh-dae ef- Mmf 
f-$fd er-Sjf er-Ssm cg-lsz eg-lyet ek-idtia op-lab 
to-pm oa-2dy oa-2mh on-brb oa-lre oa-ltm oa-2uk 
oa-Ses oa-lhg °a-Taw rib-tail oh-6bue oh-Idle oz-lap 
oz-lae oz-bat oz-lga oz-Sam oz-dao oz-dam area arch 
arts age tris oedj ngm nite nwq. 
3ANR, A. Sinclair. aboard S.S. H. L. Pratt, anchored 

off Cienfuegos, Cuba 

la = lehg lekp lyb babe 'UM lulu lag' lawf beau 
bbda ffiagh 2k1 Iva Sagf laso Sly 4aca 4by 4hy 4nh 
dob 4to 5jy 5nh lyb lam lbpa lefr Saky Sbqr Irai 
liejb Idne /tint 8dod taco lama lase lbeg tbany Joel 
93fz leaj ileki Icon teem lkd ne-les ne-dar rim-lags 
nr-lea et-Slof cg-lmq eg-lyg ab-lab algo irl oedj 
vil wnp. 

50X, Robert E. Franklin, 1806 Valentine St., 
Houston, Texas 

(Aboard S.S. Olvigore enroute Mediterranean and 
European ports) 

lane laba labt inch lads loar lix lai lala lalf 
bu lamf tans lana la« laqi lasa lavk bal laxa 
'beg lbdx lbez lbha lbke 1.bnl lbsb lbux lbax ibvv 
leaw lelo lej lejh lemf lama lcra lcue lap I.kk 
lmv lmy Ink lot ion 1mo lro try lud lataw lab las 
2aeu ladl lace 2ahf halm lak balm lacin lapd lane 
bar! base lasa 2atk lava bawa lay() lbaa lbuo lbvd 
abwn bbxu brig bait, laid I'da betia :Mug levj lax] 
2gk lie bis ljk bjm 2 mb 2md lms lox 2px brs 
28e 2tp lab 2uo lwr lag 2al 3abr Sao Sadd Sahl 
Sait 3akw Shed fiblp Shins Scab Seda lee ackl lee 
Sfz 3ha Sie lint low 3tt Say 4br 4cv 4ea dei 
She thz 4i0 4jI 4ki 4mi 4nh 4nri 4oe 4ok dpk 4rm 
4rn 4rr 4s1 4to duo 4xe Sang la& la lb 5afg 5aop 
lapo lata limb lab Sim 5ke lkk Ink Is! abzd 6dgy 
Shm try 7uj lade Sadg Sad  f 8afq Sand Sala Sala 
ably Snob Saab Sacie laxa abaj Sbau abbk 8bf /box 
Sbqi libre Seem liedb Seed 8elp licor Serp Sear iiswb 
adbb 8ddn 8dgp /lax Sdnax Sag Sim alt ant Sar Ssy 
lax Sae Sag tadk laex la w ilbe thgy 9bnp lbuz 
'Awl. Idle Idnm Mr Mul telb lea 9Iz Snr tax. lvo 
:Um liai ea-gp ea-es eb-dau eb-4ax eb-dek  eb-deo 
3k-Aft eb-4au eh-4ww eh-Aya eb-7ee  eb-k6 eb-k44 
eb-n33  eh-08 ce-earl  ce-ear18  ce-ear50  es-ear  59 
ef-Saro ef-libro el-Set of-Md el-Sdge ef-Ida cf-Ida 
ef-lea ef-aez ef-Stiz ef-afr ef-Sgi el-Sil ef-Sil el-Six 
ef-ajf cf-Inox ef-Ism el-Sa  ef-awel et-Say ef-Synb 
cf-d'or of-jhp eg-lak cg-bao eg-lez  cg-Ira 
eg-5c1h eg-6vp ci-ldm ei-lno es-lrra ek-dabg ek-dabf 

(Continued on paue 84) 
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Correspondence 
The Publishers of QST assume no responsibility 
for statements made herein by correspondents. 

QSLL Percentages 
Henderson, Ky. 

Editor, QST: 
Much has been said concerning the ac-

knowledging of signals by card but no one 
bas given any statistics about it.  While 
the following figures are not exactly ex-
citing, they are worth glancing at. 
At this station out of 685 "nu" stations 

worked, 411 or 60% QSLed by card.  To 
give an idea of how the various districts 
stand in this matter, the percentage of re-
turns from them are as follows: sixth, 74%; 
seventh, 69%; first, 64c,; ninth, 63%; third, 
61%; second, 601/4 -' eighth, 58%; fourth, 
569'n'and the fifth, 49%. 
These are just plain facts.  What say, 

now, let's try to boost these averages.  The 
old heads should remember that although 
they may have enough cards, there are lots 
of others who are anxious to get them and 
so have their reports in black and white 
or whatever other colors may be used. 
I am one of the many who QSLI, to every-

one worked or else this wouldn't be written. 
--George P. Taylor, 9BA.N 

Pse QSR 
Hq. Btry. 2d U.S.F,A. Btn. 

Gatlin, Panama Canal zone 
Editor, QST: 
I've certainly got a grudge to get off my 

chest and I guess that some of the gang 
have it coming to them, too.  It's about 
this traffic business and the handling of 
messages. 
Why is it that some of the fellows have 

such a long hook?  Why don't they cut it 
off some so that they can get to those mes-
sages.  I have sett% many and relayed many 
but never has one hung on my hook longer 
than twenty-four working hours, but it looks 
as though some messages intended for me 
are going to be on some hooks for twenty-
four years.  One sender has beat his mes-
sages down here and it looks like he will 
be grey-haired before they catch up with 
him. 
I have spent lots of postage money get-

ting messages to places I couldn't get to by 
air and I don't see why the other fellow 
can't do the same.  I have received one 
message out of thirty that were headed this 
way.  Where the others are, I haven't the 
least idea, but I'll bet someone feels guilty. 

I know that I did when I let one slip by at 
first, and it's never happened since. 
Although I am now off the air indefinitely, 

I'd like to let the gang know just how 
feel about it.  I feel cheated after working 
hard to be of service to them.  However, 
I want to thank those fellows who kept 
skeds with me and you may be sure they'll 
hear from me when I set up in the U. S. A. 

—Henry P. Karr, ex nzEZ5 

Pse QRX 
4114 N. Kedzie Avenue 

Chicago, Ill. 
Editor, QST: 
You may or may not have come across 

this new form of super-obnoxious pest who 
is now darkening the horizon of Hamdom. 
This wretch in question after having QS0d 
with you long enough to acertain your QRA 
and get a report on his signals will ask you 
to please QRX for a few seconds while be, 
presumably, makes some minor changes or 
answers a phone call.  Blissfully unaware 
of his wiles, you say, "Sure thing oh glad 
to QRX."  He then QSYs to another part 
of the band or perhaps a different one and 
in fiendish glee begins a CQ to Europe or 
Australia. 
The courteous innocent at the other find 

is still QRXing.  After ten minutes or so 
you begin to wonder, then doubt and finally 
shut down thinking that something has gone 
bad at the other end.  By running over the 
dial, you might find your erstwhile partner 
working the same trick a couple of meters 
away. 
My only delight in the matter is in think-

ing of the everlasting torture that must 
await him after he crosses the River Styx. 

--Morton Ffigen, 9BOA 

Bugs 
Box 272, Omaha, Neb. 

QST: 
I have been out of the radio game for a 

couple of months and just got, my receiver 
going again the other night.  I was greatly 
surprised and almost horrified at the num-
ber of poor bug senders on the air.  In 
most cases, it sounded like a poorly adjusted 
'bug rather than an inability on the part of 
the manipulator.  Perhaps a little informa-
tion on the subject of adjusting these bugs 
for best operation will not be amiss. 



()RV? 

W HAT would happen if your an-
tenna ammeter should fail during 

the February contest?  Think of the 
long nights of vigil, and the many hours 
of constant service required of this one 
instrument!  Stamina, accuracy, and 
ability to withstand accidental overloads 
are highly important considerations if 
you would avoid anxiety in the crucial 
test. 

W hy take chances?  Make sure that 
you have the best instruments obtainable. 
However you decide, do not be misled 
by superlative statements of perform-
ance or unfounded claims.  Words are 
available to all, and imitators usually 
employ them with rash extravagance. 
If in doubt consult a reliable laboratory. 

We merely claim the privilege of re-
minding you that Thermo-couple type 
instruments are an original Weston de-
velopment, and that other makes are 
necessarily only imitations. 

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRU MENT 
CORPORATION 

158 Frelinghuysen Ave.,  - Newark, N. J. 

WESTON 
RADIO 

I N $ T  RU  E 

N1/49   

Much depends upon the 
Instruments you use 

during the February 
International Test 

Thermo 
Milli-

ammeter 

W hat you will find in Weston 
Thermo- Milliarnmeters 

—Definite assurance of your output. 

2—Accurate readings after hours of 
constant service. 

3—Extra large overloads will not burn 
out these meters. They will stand the 
following currents without damage:-
500 milliampere range-1 Ampere 
250 milliampere range-75o M. A. 
125 milliampere range-50o M. A. 

4 -Model 425 is ideal for short wave 
transmission, as it has a very low in-
ternal electrostatic capacity. For this 
reason it gives the true value of the 
current in the circuit, and does not 
disturb the constants of your trans-
mitter. 

Model 
425 

Radiation 
Am-
meter 

Model 425 is made in ranges from 125 
M. A. to 20 amperes. 
Overload capacity of ammeters, from 
r to 20 ampere ranges -50%. 
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RADIO PARTS 
jer Discriminaikbe 
Set Builders 

This fixed resistor is scientifically heated to resist 
moisture. h is not affected by temperature, moisture 
or age. Provides the ideal resistance for B-eliminator 
hookups requiring fixed resistors of qualay. 

Eleçtric Controlling Apparatus 

The remarkable accu-
racy of the Bradley-
ohm-E has caused it to 
become standard equip-
nient for accurate plate 
voltage control on many 
leading B-eliminators. 
Use it for hest results on 
your power-unit hookups. 

This variable grid leak 
provides the precise grid 
leak value for best results 
with every tube. Try it 
on your set and notice 
the greatly improved 
reception that results. 

The perfect filament con-
trol. Easily installed in 
place of rheostats now in 
service. Gives noiseless, 
stepless filament control 

for all tubes. Use Bradleystats on your next set and 

learn the difference. 

MIL WAUKEE,    WISCONSIN 

156 Say You Saw It In 

I have used a bug on both Morse and 
Continental and I believe it to be a wonder-
ful saver of time, anergy and religion but 
let me say, never try to set a bug for good 
Morse work and then use it on radio.  If 
you do, chances are that 50% of your dots 
will not be heard by the other operator. The 
reason is that for Morse work, a very light 
dot is required.  For radio work, a very 
heavy dot is necessary.  I got the best re-
sults from my bug by screwing up the dot 
contact so that the thing closes after seven 
or eight dots.  That gives a good heavy dot 
that is easy to read. 
And another thing, just because you have 

a bug and like to hear yourself send fast is 
no reason that the rest of the gang like it. 
Pull all the weights out to the far end of 
the bar, buy another one if necessary to slow 
it down and you will find that QS0s will 
increase and QTAs will decrease,  There is 
nothing prettier to listen to than good bug 
sending on a bug set as outlined above but 
nothing is a greater abomination than the 
bug sender that thinks he should send at a 
breakneck speed just because he can. (Half 
of those fellows can't do it anywayS.) 

H". hex 

Appreciation 
3086 Eastern Blvd. 
New York City, N. Y. 

Editor, QST: 
I would like to recommend the work of 

Charles  Heiser  of  55  Frances  Street, 
Auburn, N. Y. for recognition by the 
American Radio :Relay League. 
My husband, Donald A. Cadzen, left on 

June 11th as ethnologist with the Putnam 
Expedition to Baffin Island.  Through the 
efforts of Mr. Heiser who has been in al-
most constant  communication  with  the 
schooner Morrissey of the expedition, I have 
been able to keep in touch with Mr. Cadzen 
practically all summer. 
Many times, Mr. Heiser has been able to 

get in contact with the ship when other 
stations have been unable to hear her sig-
nals.  He has also relayed some articles 
from Mr. Putnam for the New York Times. 
I really believe his work warrants some 

mention in your magazine, QST. 
— Helen H. Cadzen 

Superheterodyne 
Newton Center, Mass. 

Editor, QST: 
I have been re-reading with interest and 

appreciation, the several articles which have 
appeared during the past year on the use 
of the superheterodyne for • high frequency 
reception.  As you know, I use the super-
heterodyne exclusively for all my work, 
from the broadcasting band up to over 20 
megacycles, pricipally because it lends it-
self so well to metrical work. 
Using an autodyne oscillator-detector for 

conversion to intermediate  frequency, I 
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PO WER FOR YOUR 
210 TRANSMITTER 
This Thordarson 130 M.A. power supply unit will 
operate your 210 Transmitter at full capacity. The 
excellent filtering improves audibility by "sweeten-
ing" your note. This unit when in operation in the 
9-J C Transmitter was reported from coast to coast 
at R-5 with a pure D. C. note. 

FULL WAVE RECTIFIER USING 
TWO 2I6P TUBES 

.NE  VIE 2 NE 

600 V.  600 1L 

T: TÓR.SU«. 

FILTER FOR 400 VOLT 
120 M.A.12ECTIFIE2 

Power Supply Transformer T-2098 

Designed for use in amateur trans-
mission and heavy duty power am-
plifiers using two UX-281 or two 
Ux-216-B rectifiers. Primary 110-
115 volts 50-60 cycles.  Secondary 
No. 1-550 volts each side of cen-
ter.  Secondary No. 2-71/2  volts, 
21.) amperes center tapped. Second-
ary No. 3 same as secondary No. 2. 
Price $20.00, 

T-2099 

Double Choke Unit T-2099 

Consists of two individual chokes 
of 30 henries, 130 M.A., each. De-
signed as filter chokes for power 
supply transformer T-2098. Chokes 
mounted in crackle finished com-
pound  filled  case.  Dimensions, 
$l4" x 47/8" x 55/8" high.  Price 
$14,00. 

NE W 

THORDARSON 
Plate and Fila ment Transfor mers 

A Complete new line of Thordarson long distance transmis-
sion equipment has just been released including filament 
supply, plate supply and microphone transformers and filter 
reactors for use with all existing transmitting tubes. 

WRITE FOR YOUR CATALOG TODAY 

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING, CO. 
Teurnsformer spectaltsts sznee 1895 

WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST escrl  USTVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS 

Chicago, U.S.A. 3574 
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Cest outdoor an-
tenna you can buy. 
Seven strands of enam-
eled copper wire.  Presents 
maximum surface for recep-
tion, resists corrosion; this 
greatly improves the signal. 
Outside diameters equal to sizes 
14 and 16. (We also offer solid and 
stranded bare, and stranded tinned 
antenna.) 

Loop Antenna Wire 
Sixty strands of No. 38 bare copper wire for 
flexibility, five strands of No. 36 phosphor 
bronze to prevent stretching.  Green or 
brown silk covering; best lorq; wire possible 
to make, 

Flexible Celatsite Wire 
A cable of fine, tinned copper wires 
with non-infla m mable Celatsite in  ESt 
sulation.  Ideal for sub-panel or 
point-to-point wiring.  Strips 
easily, solders readily. Nine 
beautiful colors) sold only 
in 25 ft. coils, in cartons 
colored to match contents. 

iiitl  Acme 
Celatsite Wire 

Tinned copper bus bar hook-up wire 
with non-infla m mable Celatsite in-
sulation, in 9 beautiful colors.  Strips 
easily, solders readily, won't crack at 
ends. Sizes 14, 16, 18, 19; 30' lengths. 

Spaghetti Tubing 
Oil, moisture, acid proof; highly dielectric 
--used by leading engineers,  nine colors, for 
wire sizes 12 to 18; 30 lengths.  (We also 
make tinned bus bar, round and square, in 
2 and  ft. lengths.) 

Battery Cable 
A rayon-covered cable of 3, 6, 7, 8 
or 9 van-colored Flexible Celatsite 
wires for connecting batteries or 
eli minator to set. Plainly tabbed; 
easy to connect.  Gives  --
set an orderly appear-
once.  • «•e ' , 

Send for folder 

THE ACME WIRE CO., Dept. S 
New Haven, Conn. 

M A K E S  E 'T T E Fi 

WIRE 
R A DI O ; 

have repeatedly verified your observation 
that a more favorable signal noise ratio can 
be obtained than when the conversion is 
directly to an audio frequency.  But the 
purpose of this letter is not to discuss this 
fact, but rather the means by which an 
audio frequency beat note is produced in 
the second detector. 
It would appear from the columns of QST 

that there is some question whether it is 
better to use a separate low frequency os-
cillator, or allow one of the intermediate 
stages to oscillate.  Most of my experience 
has been with a completely neutralized in-
termediate train, so that I had to use a 
separate oscillator, but I have recently com-
pared the two methods, finding that the 
separate oscillator is decidedly better. One 
reason for this is that if the oscillations are 
produced in the intermediate train there is 
no easy way to clear the oscillations of 
harmonics, which for reception of all fre-
quencies under three or four megacycles 
produce an annoying series of "birdies" 
from end to end of the condenser dial. 
With a separate oscillator, it is a simple 

matter to shield, put chokes in the filament 
and plate leads, and then a simple filter cir-
cuit in the output, so that only the funda-
mental of the low frequency oscillator is 
applied to the second detector, and none of 
the harmonics get into the first detector. 
Not only do the "chirps" cease, but the self 
generated noise of the receiver is notice-
ably lessened. 

--Greenleaf W. Pickard 

Help the Beginner 

3 West State Street, 
Gloversville, N. Y. 

Editor, QST: 
Being an ardent reader of the "Cor-

respondent" columns of QST, I would like 
to say a few words about communication 
between beginners and those who have had 
more experience.  Much of my time has 
been spent working with new operators and 
the indifferent attitude of many hams has 
prompted this short missile. 
It seems that within the past few months 

I have been in contact with several be-
ginners and with a little patience have been 
able to carry on some interesting chats. 
During these chats, they say that they are 
not getting the amount of fun from their 
amateur operating that they had antici-
pated and upon questioning, one gets an 
answer similar to this, "Sa Oh u r the first 
ham t hy ever QS0 who cared to talk with 
me."  The reason!  Just this, the poor be-
ginner has all he can do to receive his ten 
per and some of them have difficulty in 
copying at that speed even.  The average 
"speed demon" considers it too much of a 
bore to carry on a conversation at such 
slow speeds and considers it to be much 
greater sport to carry on with someone 
who can rip it off at twenty-five to thirty 
words per.  About the only thing such men 
are interested in is the report on their sig-
nals and, after that is had, the QS0 is fin-
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Raytheon  the one rectifying tube 
that maintains constant voltage 

--SUSTAINED VOLTAGE OVER LONG HOURS OF SERVICE 

HOUR e0  1Q00 CONTINUOUS SERVICE 

The reason ? 
"IONIZED HELIUM" 

Type BH 
An improved Heavy 
Duty  Rectifier  for 
radio power service. 
Maintains a constant 
how of smooth, silent 
power, at full voltage 
throughout  its  life. 
Type BH is standard 
in  those  units  de-
signed to supply type 
171 Amplifying tube. 
Guaranteed for 1000 
hours over it period 
of one year. 
Rating:  125 m.a. at 
300 y. Price $4.50. 

Raytheon Long Life Rectifying Tubes have dem-
onstrated the advantages of Raytheon's principle 
of ionized helium gas over all other methods of 
current rectification.  But the possibilities of this 
superior principle are almost beyond comprehen-
sion.  In the Raytheon Research Laboratories a 
group of scientists are continually discovering 
new  properties  and  further  capabilities  of 
ionized helium gas which will be incorporated in 
future developments when manufacturers have 
advanced their products sufficiently to accommo-
date them. 

Today, the simplest and most satisfactory method 
for receiving complete light-socket operation is 
the series filament receiver powered by an A-B-C 
power-unit using but one rectifying tube —the 
Raytheon type BA.  Tomorrow may see still 
further advances and Raytheon is ready for them. 

Raytheon Manufacturing Co. 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Type BA 
Only One Tube for 
Complete  Battery 
Elimination.  Due to 
its unique character-
istics,  the  Raytheon 
type BA tube, when 
incorporated  in  the 
proper  circuit,  pro-
vides ample noiseless 
and dependable power 
for receivers employ-
ing any  number of 
type 201-A tubes in 
aeries.  Any battery 
Bet can be rewired to 
operate directly from 
this one-tube power-
unit. 
Type RA-47.50 

aytheon't 
LONG LIFE RECTIFYING TUBE 
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Precision 

Resistance 
at Low Cost 

You'll appreciate the Volume Control Clarostat. 
it's a little fellow, compact, good looking, in. 
expensive, handy-----just the thing for the receiver 
itself.  Hot ctutf for controlling regeneration 

, in short-wave reception.  Can't be beat for 
regulating ri. and detector plate voltages 
It's there as a means of matching trans-
formers, controlling volume and other ap-
plications requiring precision resistance. 
Practically  zero  to  500.000  ohms  in 
several turns of knol:.  Ample current 
carrying capacity for receiver appli-
cations.  Holds  resistance  adjust-
ment.  Silent  in  operation.  One-
bole mounting.  Screw terminals. 

And all for $1.50! 

VOLUME CONTROL 
cLAR DSTAT 

oF ecurse you roust continue to use 
the Standard Clarostat for handling 

heavier currents, and the Power Claro-
stat for the heaviest currents, as here-
tofore. 

7- HERE'S a Clarostat for every "ham" need.  Make an re, however, you get 
a genuine Clarostat —look for distinctive 
green,  box  and  name  (,7LAROST AT 
stamped on nickel shell. Don't be fooled, 
O. M!! 

You know more about how to use Clarostats 
in your work than we do.  But if you want. 
¡air done, just address: 

American Mechanical Laboratories, Inc, 
Specialists in Variable Resistors 

'285 N. Sixth St. 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 

ished as far as they are concerned.  This 
lets the beginner out. 
When I first started, I know I had both 

hands full to get my ten per but I will say 
that with but very few exceptions all the 
hams I ever tied in with gave me an even 
break.  I wonder what is responsible for 
these changed conditions?  We all had to 
go through the same stages and I suppose 
that we just forget for a moment about 
this.  I am sure that the man who now 
rips it off at thirty per will agree with me 
that he was no "speed demon" when he 
made his first QS0.  Many of us laugh 
when we think back of the thrill of the first 
real QS0 that we had.  If we would only 
remember that this is the same thrill that 
the beginner is getting, we would lay aside 
a little more time for an encouraging chat 
with him. 
Is DX more thrilling than a slow, drawn-

out QS0 with a beginner?  Certainly, but 
remember we are not doing this for our-
selves, but for the other fellow who is fol-
lowing along in our footsteps.  Let's make 
it, "one for all and all for one" and give 
that beginner a little more time than just 
enough to find out our QRK.  What say, 
OMs? 

—Charles S. Robbins, 8CRF 

Another Angle 

808 East 7th Street 
Superior, Wisc. 

Editor, QST: 
Sometimes I get so sick and tired when 

I read of the new hams that say the old 
timers won't give them a hand that I want 
to go out and shoot the works or else blow 
my fifty. 
Why?  Because the old timers won't 

help them?  No!  Because the young 
squirts have the crust to ask for it. 
I'll tell you why.  First, when radio was 

young, or rather when .K.DKA first started 
tormenting the ether with strains of heaven-
ly (?) music, several fellows came to me 
and asked me to help them build sets so 
that they could receive aforesaid music — 
adding that code work might interest them 
later.  I helped them and received a bare 
thanks. 
That was all right.  Being naturally 

modest, I didn't care whether they said 
thanks or not.  I rested peacefully in the 
thought that radio was to have several 
more amateurs in a short while. 
Then, when stations began to be smeared 

all over the band, my transmitter happened 
to cause a little disturbance to those re-
ceiving near 200-meters.  And here came 
the surprise. 
These BCLs that I had helped when they 

were green as grass, were the first to jump 
on my neck.  I shared hours with them and 
still they kicked.  They wrote the Radio In-
spector instead of coming to me.  They 
cut down my counterpoise and threatened 
bodily injury. 
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TRANSMITTING  • 

INDUCTANCES 
There are more REL Transmitting In-

ductances in use throughout the world than 
the combined output of all other inductance 
makers. 
Equip your station with them now. 
Double unit —$11.00, complete with glass 

coupling rods and 6 clips. 
Single unit--$5.50 (3 clips) 

,=‘  

TRANSMITTING KITS 
Tuned Plate Tuned Grid (pictured), Hart-
ley, M. 0. P. A. and Beginner's Transmit-
ter are all noted for their peerless construc-
tion and tine performing qualities.  We 
have a transmitter that will rill your need. 
Prices on application. 

RECEIVING 

RECEIVING COILS 
These were the first short wave coils made 
for the Amateur and are now a part of the 
receiving equipment in every well known 
amateur  station  throughout  the  world. 
Wavelength range 15 to 100 meters with 
.0001 mfd. condenser.  Kit includes six 
coils with base mounting.  Price $6.00. 

No. 130 RECEIVING KIT 
This was the first Receiving Kit over 

produced for the Short Wave enthusiast. 

Its popularity is increasing every day. The 

price is unusually low at $36.00. 

REL's catalogue is something you shouldn't be without.  The stock of complete 
Dope on S. W. "or what have you" will come in mighty handy many times. Send 
for your copy today.  25e cash or M. 0. —and we keep it up to date for you by 
issuing timely bulletins. 

REL owns and operates experimental Station N U2 X V on 15.1, tO. 2, ana' Oa 4 meters 

Radio Engineering Laboratories 
100 Wilbur Avenue, Long Island City, N. Y. 

(LEG CiYO U Coil. FOREerir  e0 WATT 
7'0I3E //OLDER  devPLED HA MM 

tifx-"Drz 
71/4e lbeteDet 

xpEceAEseicetr WAVE 
con OtIT 
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RECTOBULBS 

Our NEW ENLARGED FACTORY 
has enabled us to meet the large demand 
for our products: 
Rectobulbs—the answer to the plate 
supply problem—SIMPLE —EFFICIENT 
—DURABLE and LOW PRICED. 10 volt 
Filament (Regular 50 watt) 8000 volts 
on plate and 250 'Milliamps on plate: 
200 volts drop at full load; a beautiful 
job. Price $15.00 each. 
National  Type  203 — Guaranteed 

against stem puncture. 10 Volt Tungsten 
Filament-1500  Volts  on  plate-150 
rnilliamps.  Price $20.00 each. 
National Rebuilt tubes--burnt out tube 

must be forwarded--203 rebuilt . . . . 
$15.00 ea.  203A with Tungsten Fila-
ment . . . . $19.00. 204 and 204A with 
Tungsten Filament  $50  00 each. 
All goods shipped Express C.O.D. and no 
crating charge on shipments where cash 
accompanies order. 
We guarantee delivery in perfect condi-
tion.  (All our Australian and New Zea-
land shipments have arrived in perfect 
shape). 
We guarantee our products against all 
defects in material and workmanship and 
unsatisfactory operation. 
Watch this space next month for an-
nouncement of the New short wave coils 
—plug in base—sealed in tube and evac-
uated —calibrated to each ham band—a 
Little Big Thing for the Ham. 

NATIONAL RADIO TUBE CO. 
(6EX) 3420 18th St. San Francisco, Cal. 

(A ham institution) 

Still, when anything went wrong with 
their sets, who did they call for but "the 
amateur around the corner." Two faced— 
And now, when a BeL says that he is 

interested in learning the code and would 
like to get into the amateur game here is 
one brasspounder that looks at him twice 
and tells him to help himself--I did—and so 
can they. 
If he has made an effort to collect the 

stuff for a transmitter and tries to make it 
work and can't, then, and then only, do I 
offer to help him.  Look that over, you new-
comers, and still say that the average ama-
teur won't help you get started. You can't 
say that amateurs are a snobby lot for they 
aren't. If you will subscribe to QST, buy 
some junk to make a transmitter, I'm will-
ing to bet my bottom dollar that the "ama-
teur around the corner" will help you get 
into the game. 

—Earle Hanson, ex9BOB 

Financial Statement 

BY order of the Board of Directors the following statement of the income and 
disbursements of the American Radio 

Relay League for the third quarter of 1927 
is published for the inform'ation of the 
membership. 

K. B. WARNER, Secretary. 

STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES FOR 
THE THREE MONTHS ENDED SEPT. 30, 1927. 

REVENUE 

Advertising sales, QST 
Newsdealer sales 
Handbook sales    2.540.68 
Dues and BUbseriptions   0,169.87 
Back numbers, etc.   442.22 
Emblems   214.25 
interest earned, bank deposits  188.65 
Cash discounts earned   314.18 
Bad  debts recovered    30.92 640,935.45 

—......,—..._ 
Deduct: 

Returns and allowances   4,915.58 
Discount 2% for cash   216.20 
Exchange and collection charges  .41  6,132.14 

316.478.94 
11  561.24 

Net :Revenue   35,803.81 

EXPENSES 

Publication expenses, QST  12,659.47 
Publication expenses, Handbook  44.00 
Salaries   13,671.40 
Forwarding expenses   506.40 
Telegraph, telephone and postage  1,821.64 
Office supplies and general ex-
penses    2.158,96 

Rent, light and heat   922.05 
Traveling expenses    1.778.35 
Depreciation of furniture and equip-
ment    293.70 
Had debts written off   696.65 
Communications Dept, field ex-
penses 

Total Expenses   

Net Gain from Operations 

80.36 

34,573,10 

,230.21 
Additional net gain due to restoration of 
litigation  expenses  in first  and  second 
quarters, now charged against Surplus ap-
propriation    1,152.70 

2,382.91 
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Quality 

Instrument 
Pattern 

No. 190 

Panel Mounting 

.4. G. Voltmeter 

A. C. Filament 
Voltmeters 

Transmitting and receiving tubes using A. C. excited filaments re-
quire an accurate means of determining the exact voltage applied to the 
filaments.  This can best be accomplished by the use of a suitable 
alternating current voltmeter. 

For amateur use the Jewell 3-inch instrument Pattern No. 74 has 
been the favorite for many years, but the advent of alternating current 
tubes for receiving sets required the development of a smaller instru-
ment and which Jewell has provided in their Pattern No. 190, illustrated. 

Pattern No. 190 is a flush mounting instrument of the conventional 
moving vane type with special modification for its small two-inch ease. 
It is accurate and neat, and in general appearance matches the Jewell 
Pattern No. 135 direct current type.  It is designed for continuous serv-
ice and consumes a small amount of current.  It is made in ranges of 
0-1.5, 0-3, 0-5, 0-15 and 0-150 volts.  The 1.5 volt range is suitable for 
tubes' using directly heated cathode, the 3-volt range is used for tubes 
having indirectly heated cathodes and the 150 volt range for primary 
control. 

The Jewell 15C Radio Instrument Catalog gives a complete descrip-
tion of Jewell miniature A.C. instruments.  Write for a copy of it. 

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co. 
1650 WALNUT ST.,  - - CHICAGO 

"28 Years Making Good Instruments" 
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:34.573.10. 

2MA Co. is now largest concern run by hams 
for barns in the U. S. No delays—prompt 
service  Money back guarantee. All standard 
apparatus. Lowest prices in the U. S. 

BEL 20-40 or 80 meter transmitting inductance 88.85 
double with coupling rods. complete  .  sara 

AER0 20-40 or 80 meter transmittng coil kits  $(1.i5 
Also 15-130m, S W. Receiving sale  . Pass 

( THORDARSON Combined plate and fil• trans-SC .20 
(  NEW TYPE  formers; 060 v. plate and 71/2 u 

v. fil, winding. mid-tap  , 
So watt fil. trans. 8 v, with mid tap  .  86.10 
150 "  •'  " 12 v.  "  " "  .  87.Sb 
100 " Plate " 850 and 550  " "  810.90 
50 " "  " 1000 and 1500 v. mid tap . . $16.40 

JE WELL 3 in. Flush mount"g AC or DC voltmeters $5.95 
milliarreneters—any scale readings  . 

Antenna thermo-ammeters, any scale reading  $0.100 

'ARD WELL New tape Condensers T 199 .00025 mfd 
' cond. T 180 13 .00015  . 5Q.90 

147 B .00045  . ‘-'argn  
G RI D  Large General Electric 5000 ohm  $t. 4 5 
LEA KS Small = t e e  Cent, tap 0000 rt 02 440 

Crescent Levitt, 5000 olmo special  , tee.go 

FIXED CONDENSERS 
SANGAMO Large .002 mfd. 500 volt 

CorsienSerS .90.2 mid., 5000 volt  . 
By-Pase Up to .805, 3200 volt  ,  .  Lao 

Ell .50 

1.15 
FLECRTITEIM 2infd 1000 volt  2.15 

) 
ltd 2000 volt  .  6. 5 irn' :  4.2.5 e 1 erranteed  td 1000 volt 

4>  Condensers  2infil 20..1) volt   4.35 
(  mud 2000 volt  .  . ,  ,  6.90, 

irlechtheim filter condensers are guaranteed against 
break down, Blown condensers will be promptly replaced 
without charge_ i . 
PYREX STANDARD SOCKETS (For 202s. 210e, etc, 65e 

( Products at Lowest Prices Ever Sold, Money Back Guarantee. 
( 

-"';•,114idio 2 t68-alashinoton ,5t.wg-, 

UNI Experimentere Here is Your Book at Lasts" 
(Review, let Ed., Q. S. T.) 

EXPERI MENTAL RADIO 
THI R D EDI TI O N 

ay 

Professor R. R. Ramsey, Indiana University 
117 experiments, 150 figures, printed and bound 

n permanent form.  Just off the press. 

"Then as now we recommend it very strongly to 
the Radio -Experimenters."  (Review 2nd Ed., QST.) 

Not a text-book but an experimental manual.  "The 
author contends it is not a text book.  It is the best 
text we have ever seen."  N.  Sum 
The hook that tells you HO W as well as Why. 

Price $2.75, postpaid or C.. O. .D. 

Ra msey Publishing Co., 615 E. 3rd Street 
Bloomington, Indiana 

REFERENCES and BOOK REVIEWS I 
By R. S. Kruse, Technical Editor 

Le fax Radio Handbook revised 1927, by 
Dr. J. H. Dellinger.  Published by Lefax 
Inc. 9th and Sansom Sts, Philadelphia. 
Price $3.50 or with one year's supple-
mentary leaflets $7.50. 
Like the preceding editions of this well known 

reference handbook this particular one is divided 
into seetions marked by heavy pages with index tabs 
with headings such as "What Radio Does," "Funda-
mental  Principles,"  "Receiving and Transmitting." 
"Assembly of Receiving Sets."  The headings already 
given suggest that the book attempts to eover an 
enormous territory and must therefore not be ex-
pected ta be exhaustive in any one field.  On the 
whole the attempt is successful and the information 
given is concise and useful.  One unfortunate excem 
tion must be noted.  The transmitting circuits are 
confusingly drawn and are without exception con-
ductively coupled to the antenna in  manners not 
permitted by law in the station of an amateur.  This 
is doubtless one of those accidental "carry ovens" 
from an earlier edition such as sometimes escape even 
the most careful reviewer. 

Le  s,i Ondes Electriques Coartes by Rene 
Mesny, Professeur d'Hydrographie de la 
Marine.  Published by Les Presses Uni-
versitaires De France.  Received for re-
view through the courtesy of E. M. Zan-
donini, Radio Section, Bureau of Standards. 

It is unfortunate that this book is not printed in 
English as well as French for we have nothing of 
the sort insofar as I know.  Not only is the f.(eneral 
subject of short 'wave propagation well covered but 
in addition to this there is material regarding direc-
tive transmission with reflectors and  with special 
antennas in which either the horizontal or vertical 
portion of a bent system is caused to cancel out. 
There is also a discussion of linear antennas in sev-
eral attitudes and the operation of antennas at a 
harmonic.  There is quite a generous amount of 
material on extremely short waves (below 1 meter; 
of which the larger part is known to the short wave 
experimenter but is not ordinarily available in one 
place.  Above all, there is that very important thing, 
good bibliography. 

.Everyntan'e Guide 10 Radio, Vol 1. Edited 
by Raymond Francis Yates, 187 pages, 
liberally illustrated.  Published by Popular 
Radio Inc. 
The title page of this book carries a list of 12 

"contributors to this volume" and it is presumed that 
-the bulk of the text is supplied by them.  If this 
surmise is correct one must credit the editor with 
a remarkably well unified piece (if work for it is 
no simple trick to combine  :e writing of different 
people.  Besides this the hook is illustrated much 
more liberally and much better than is the custom 
so that one does not need to overcome an unpleasant 
first  impression.  There does not seem ta be any 
reason why "Everyman'a Guide" 'may not become 
an institution by the comparatively painless proe ms 
of making additions and changes from the same 
sources which served so well in this case.  It is very 
probable that this has been  in the mind of the 
editor and that for such a reason he has adopted the 
weird system of labeling the different figures "F-8," 
"1-5," "NN" and the lik.e, thereby very definitely 
preventing the reviewer from discovering how many 
ligures there actually are. 

The following list of references makes no 
pretense at completeness but includes sim-
ply such material as is encountered through 
the ordinary activities of this desk. 
X-ray and Radio Valves, J. Taylor, E. 

W. & W. E. Nov. 1927. 
The Performance of 'Valves in Parallel 
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What Power Unit are You Building? 
Dubilier Condenser Blocks for these well-known B and A B C power 
supplies are all that the care-taking experimenter could ask for in rug-
gedness, accuracy, safety and long life.  Dubilier Type PL 574 is de-
signed especially for the Thordarson R 171 Power Compact, and all 

light-socket devices employing the Ray-
theon BH Rectifying Tube.  Maximum 
transformer voltage should not exceed 700. 
TYpe. PL 575 block is the approved con-
denser for Thordarson R 210 Power Com-
pact, AmerTran, Samson and all other 
power supplies using 216 B or 281 type 
filament rectifiers.  Maximum transformer 
voltage not to exceed 550 V. per plate. 
Full instructions enclosed.  Your dealer 
has them.  Type PL 574 —$16.50.  Type 
PL 575 —$17.50. 
A bulletin covering power packs and Con-
denser Blocks for every radio need will be 

So why bother with a troublesome, ex-
pensive outdoor antenna?  Just con-  sent upon request.  Write for it. 
nest the Dubilier Light Socket Aerial 
to your set and plug in.  All the dis-
tance you need, all the volume you 
want,  and  clarity  that  an  outdoor 
aerial can't touch.  Less static, less 
interference and no lightning hazard. • 
You risk nothing to prove it, for all 
good dealers sell the Dubilier Light 
Socket Aerial with a 5-day money-back 
guarantee.  Price $1.50. 

You Can't Build a Better Aerial! 

Dubilier Condenser Corporation 
4377 Bronx Blvd. 

New York, N. Y. 

Dubilier CONDENSERS 
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KARAS A-C-FORMER 
FILAMENT SUPPLY 

Type 12 
LIST PRICE 

At last you can step down your 110 volt A. 0, house current 
to operate smur set with standard A. C. tubes such as Cun-
ningham, Re& end Ceen, without having to use separate de-
vice for center tap, and with A RS01, CTELY NO BIlaL  Let 
tho kaetos &-C-Former Filament Supply, Type 12, replace your 
"A" Battery iind charger.  Will operate S 1% volt Type 225 
or 326 Tubes, 2 2,4i,issiiit Type 227 or 327 Tubes. and 2 5-volt 
Type 177 Tubes at one time.  Compact, powerful, sturdy and 
built the Karat Way —by precision methods.  Write fur com-
plete information about the new haras -CsFormer and also 
data on the Knickerbocker 4 and hams 2-Dial EquamatIc. 

KARAS ELECTRIC  COMPANY 
4030 -A North Rockwell St.,. Chicago 

• • ̂ 
Model"N" 
Vario Denser Pep Up 

Your Set 
With 

X-L Products 
Easier fuming--correct tube oscillation—more volume and 
clearness with an X-L VARIO DENSER in your circuit. 
Specified sod endorsed by foremost Radio Authorities an all lead-
ing circuits. 
MODEL "N" —Micrometer adjustment eosily loade, assures exact 
oscillation control In all tuned radio frequency circuits. Neutrodyne, 
Roberts  2-tube,  Browning-Drake,  Silver's  Knockout.  Capacity 
tance 1.8 to 20 Mrd. Price $1.00. 
MODEL "C"--Obtains the proper grid capacity on Coekaday circuits, 
filter and intermediate frequency - tuning in super-heterodyne and 
positive grid bias in all sets, Capacity range, 
Model G-I ,00002 to .0001 Mfd. Model G-5 
.0001 to .0005 Mfd. Model G-10 .0003 to .001 
Mtd. Price each with grid clips $1.50. 
X-1. PUSH POST —WCW!  Bakelite Insulated, 
Bush it down with your thumb, Insert wire, 
remove prestare, wire is firmly held.  Vibra-
tions will not loosen. releases Instantly. Price 
each 15c. 
Alen in strips of 7 on block panel marked in 
white,  Price $1.50. 
FREE New pp-to-date hook of wiring dia-
grams showing use or x-r.: units in the new 
LOFTIN- WRITE constant coupled radio ire-
ottency circuit, and in other popular hook-ups, 
also the Goodwin &periodic Detector Circuit. 
applicable to any set: odds a stage without 
sibled toning  controls.  Write today. 

X-L POSH 
POST 

R. P. G. Denman, E. W. & W. E., Nov. 
1927. 
A Plea for Choke Coupling, A. L. M. 

Sowberry, Wireless World, Nov. 9, 1927. 
Changes in Frequency Due to Shielding, 

H. A. Zahl, Radio News, December, 1927. 
A Versatile Testing Outfit, J. F. Rider, 

Radio Engineering, Nov. 1927. 
Theory of Receiving Aerials, F. M. Cole-

brook, E. W. & W. E., Nov. 1927. 
The Telefunken Broadcast Transmitter 

in Germany (apparatus at all classes of 
stations)  W. Meyer.  Same reference as 
above  Transmitting  Antennas,  M.  A. 
Cremailh (Part 2). Very good discussion 
of antenna  possibilities  QST  Francais, 
August 1927. 
The  Horizontal  Hertzian  Aerial  For 

Transmission,  M.  G.  Scroggie,  Experi-
mental Wireless, March 1927. 
Daily  Variations  in  The  Heaviside 

Layer.  H. Lassen, Elektr. Nachrt, Tech-
nik, July 1927. 
Approximate Theory of the Flat Pro-

jtctor (Franklin) Aerial used in Marconi 
Beam systems.  J. A. Flemming, Wireless 
World, July 1927. 
Automatic Modulation Control In Ger-

man Broadcasting Stations, Austria Radio 
Amateur, July 1927. 
The  Rheinland  Sender  (50  kilowatt 

broadcast station)  Austria Radio Ama-
teur, May 1927. 
A Study of Coil Resistances at 40 Meters, 

L. B. Root, general radio experimenter, 
February, 1927. 
The making of Paper Condensers, Muter, 

Radio, July 1927. 
Articulation Curves, Radio Broadcast, 

July 1927. 

letta tr áy. 0  

Here is a date to paste in your hat! The 
Third Annual Convention of the Institute 
of Radio Engineers will be held on Janu-
ary 9th, 10th and 11th in the lobby of the 
Engineering Societies Building, 33 West 
89th Street, New York City. 
The program will include the installment 

of the new officers for 1928, presentation of 
the Liebniann Memorial Prize by Dr. A. 
Hoyt Taylor, eight technical sessions and 
some trips.  These trips will give all a 
chance to see the new high power experi-
mental transmitter of the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories at Whippany, N. J., and also 
the opportunity of going through the new 
Holland Tunnel under the Hudson River. 
The other trips will be to WJZ at Bound 
Brook and to the new Roxy Theatre where 
demonstration of the making of talking 
movies will be given.  On the last evening, 
a dinner-dance will be held. 
All who have attended previous conven-

tions of the I. R. E. will want to come 
to this one and those who have not here-
tofore had that pleasure should make sure 

X-L RADIO LABORATORIES, 2428 No. Lincoln Aye.. Chicago, M.  that they don't miss it this year. 
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AILU4INUS 
'The mark of Quality in Radio 

Used in the Q. S. T. 
December s. w. Set 

Aluminum Box Shields 

rOR greater selectivity, finer appearance, 
longer life, lighter weight, use Alumi-

num Box Shields in the set you build—and 
look for Aluminum Shielding in the set 
you buy. 

Designers agree on the superiority of Alu-
minum for shielding. It has become an 
established factor in radio design—recog-
nized alike by advanced amateur set build-
ers and engineers responsible for commercial 
production. 

Aluminum Company of America's stand-
ard box shields, designed especially for 

amateur sets, are made of heavy Alcoa 
Aluminum with satin-dip finish, size 5 in. x 
9 in. x 6 in. high. They are easily adapted to 
smaller sizes. They require no soldering. 
Three of these standard Alcoa Aluminum 

box shields are called for in the Q. S. T. 
Short Wave Set described in the December 
issue of this magazine. 
if your dealer cannot supply you with 

Aluminum Box Shields send us his name 
and we will see that he is put in position to 
service you promptly. Be sure to send, also, 
for a copy of the new edition of "Aluminum 
for Radio." it is free. 

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
2460 Oliver Building  Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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'Mello:no ofR ADI 
45 VESEY STREET 

NE W YORK 

Ne w York's Headquarters for 
Trans mitting Apparatus 

Full line of Ac me -- Thor darson -Jewell Fisch-
theixn -- General Radio --Signal -- Bradley 

SPECIAl S 
garadon  1802 Condenser cap. .00002540.000 volts 9 .45 
Oublier Mies Condenser .0011 cap. 6.1100 working volt  1.55 
Cardwell Condensers ,irotble spaced tor transmitting  5.45 
Genuine Bakelite Panel 10x1.4xM,  1.50 
Teco-50 Watt Socket  1.45 
R.C.A. -U.V. 7,12 A-1:' transformer  2.45 
11..O.A.--U,V. 1716 $uper Het. ,.  1.45 
R c.a.-u.v. 1714 It-k'  1.45 
Como 20  1.85 
Erin Push pull Trans.  (iet)  2.45 
Bristol  50 Henry Choke  2.45 
pubiller 4 tad, filter cond. tested at 15004. DO. 

working voltage ;AO  1.75 
Pongan $6 type B trans., for McCullough A C tubes, 

tanned for 11.4-2 1/2 -8-3%  "dui  2.95 
General Radio 24tH .001 road, plain or with vernier 1.75 

Electrad Wire Fined  Resistance 
Tyne B, 2.1 watts, 2" long 
5,1100 ohm. centre tapped  .55 
10.000 .  1.10 
T,V1R C. 50 Watts, 4" long 
0,000 ohm, centre tapped  1.45 
10 ,000  „  1.75 

General Radio 24717 varlab.le eond. .00035  2.95 
ArYets *,5 4141 volt Pet. or Amp tube, complete with 

mounting clips  .95 
Mogen Buzzer sat. Rey and buzzer  1.95 
DeForest audio transformer, built for 100 v. $10. 

list  3.45 
Dabilier Duration It. P. transformer  2,95 
Larite Resistance 1.000 to 150.400 ohms, all sizes  .69 
Irani  Leonard  Resistances: Oto standard  Mtge 

receptacle; sites 000-000-900 -1200 and 2000 
ohms  .95 

$15. Imported German bead sets; very senvitive  3.45 
Sv.; He Vs-ou adjustable arni mierce-tranandeter tor 

panel mounting  2.45 
lioneycomb Coils, unmounted, all sizes in stock at 1/2 price. 

M AIL ORDERS FILLED SA ME DAY 
10% Must Acco mpany All Orders 

DEPENDABLE! 
"B" BATTERY PO WER! 

100 VOLT EDISON ELEMENT, NON-DESTRUCTIVE: 
RECHARGEABLE "B" BATFERY WITH CHARGER 

Shipped dry with solution  $12.00 
140 VOLT WITH CHARGER  $17.00 
100 Volt PO WER UNIT with TUBE  $16.00 

Sample Cell 20c.  See how it operates. 
Complete  knockdown  hatterie.s  all  sites  at 

REDUCED PRICES 
16.0 Volt U NITS built to your specifications. 
SEND NO MO NEY -PAY EXPRESS MAN 
Write for Free Illustrated 24 I'aife Booklet. 

SEE JAY BATTERY COMPANY 
917 BROOK AVE. NE W YORK CIT Y 

Say You Saw It In 

Re: The International Tests 

(Continued f ro-ne page 51) 

some quarters for "signing on" a friend 
as extra op to keep the station on the air 
more hours per day than otherwise possible. 
Another individual is scheming to use an 
automatic transmitter to help him win.  A 
third is entering two stations to better his 
chances of winning.  The opportunities for 
getting a friend to help as op, for tuning 
the station to the highest degree of efficiency 
for different useful waves, for working up 
schedules in advance of the tests, are equal 
for everyone or as nearly so as we can 
make them at any rate.  Frankly, we must 
admit we can't get the viewpoint of the 
man who surrounds himself with unfair 
advantages to assure success.  We believe 
in competing fairly or not ut all.  Every 
participant is on his honor as a gentleman 
to abide by the spirit as well as the letter 
of the rules of the contest. 
The award committee  (representatives 

of several departments of Headquarters 
will be asked to serve on this) may also 
consider itself appointed to consider any 
irregularities and rule if they are un-
ethical or unfair should occasion require a 
ruling.  This committee on irregularities 
may set up any general policies it deems 
necessary in carrying out its work, basing 
these on the rules and printed announce-
ments of the contest of course.  It is neces-
sary to draw the line somewhere to protect 
the interests of the average station owner 
who takes part in the contest -hence the 
committee on irregularities.  This commit-
tee will consider any complaints brought to 
its attention and investigate if necessary. 
It will be assisted by a staff of specially 
qualified observers in different locations who 
will be selected and appointed just before 
the beginning of the contest.  These ob-
servers will be non-participants on observ-
ing duty for the period of the tests, Three 
or more independent reports of off-wave 
operation (or other irregularities  from 
reliable sources may be accepted by the com-
mittee as sufficient to disqualify any par-
ticipant.  In other matters than off-wave 
operation, the committee shall have power 
to decide whether the penalty for irregu-
larities shall be loss of points or disquali-
fication depending on the evidence submit-
ted.  The active functioning of this com-
mittee and its observers will be even more 
important than during the last tests when 
the. need for such a committee was shown 
due to the fact that there are prize awards 
involved in the decisions this time. Enough 
about the award and irregularities corn-
mittee--remember all the rules and watch 
your step! 
If a station shall be heard making sched-

ules for another station for the purpose of 
handling test messages during the contest 
this shall be considered unsportsmanlike. 
This station shall be reported by whom-so-
ever shall hear it and shall be penalized 
to the extent of losing all points that it is 
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FRONT OF PANEL 

RADIO FREQUENCY 
AMMETERS 

FLUSH MOUNTING 

Since the hot-wire type meter is independent 
of frequency it may be used for any purpose 
in the transmitter from radiation ammeter to 
regulating the battery charging rate. 

The 127 line of meters is supplied in front of 
panel and flush mounting, and portable types. 

Ranges — 100 milliamperes (full scale) to 
10 amperes (full scale) 

Prices  $7.25 to $10.00 

GENERAL RADIO CO, 
3o State Street  Cambridge, Mass. 

A. R. R. L. MEMBERS ATTENTION!  You are not all located within 
shopping distance of a dealer stocking G. R. parts. Remember that we 
will deliver, postpaid, anywhere in United States any of our radio parts on 
receipt of current catalog price. Also we welcome your correspondence. 
Have you Bulletin 928 in your files? If not a postcard will bring it. 
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Capacities and prices 
Series A  Series 13 
400 you "any Audi,  800 Volt Duty 

$ .85  .1  $1.25 
95  .25  1.50 

Centrale 

PówerRjieos 
This new unit is a k ock-out for warp-proof, 
heat-proof performance.  Its construction permits 
continuous operation at temperatures of 482' F. 
and beyond.  Resistance wire is wound on metal 
core, asbestos-insulated: core expands with wire, 
insuring smooth action.  Narrow resistance strips 
give small resistance jumps per turn, further 
assurance of even regulation.  Compact 2" di-
ameter.  Ohms -500, 250. 150, 50. 15, 6, 3, .2, .5 — 
price $1.25.  Can also be furnished as a poten-
tiometer.  At dealer's, or C. O. D.  You need this 
new Power Rheostat.  Send postal for new cir-
cuit literature. 
CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES 

25 Keefe Avenue  Milwaukee, Wis. 
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apparent were gained through such collu-
sion or unfair assistance or the station may 
he entirely disqualified at the discretion of 
the committee on infractions. If any U. S. or 
Canadian entrant shall accept and tender 
for credit reply test messages totalling 
more than 5% of the whole number of mes-
sages originated bearing the official serial 
number of one particular entrant, this shall 
be considered prima facie evidence of either 
the operation of agreements between con-
testants or at any rate of unfair means of 
point-winning thru closely following the 
operations of particular contestants to too 
great an extent.  Suitable penalties shall 
be prescribed by the award committee.  The 
figure given (5%) is based on a considera-
tion of reports submitted in our last con-
test.  We must point out that it is equally 
fair to all and that it is simply designed 
to provide a penalty for unfair collabora-
tion between stations.  The committee shall 
view the logs and all evidence for and 
against and be the sole judge as to whether 
collusion exists, providing suitable penalty 
therefor. 
As a final suggestion to the U. S. and 

Canadian entrants —don't forget to look for 
the "np" and "oh" stations right in the 
U. S. band.  They are competing with the 
outside world even though licensed in U. S. 
bands.  The "eg's" on 23, 45, and 90 meters 
should not be neglected either. 

—F. E. H. 

Municipal Ordinances on Radio 

Transmission Unlawful 

(Continued from page .2 6') 

States.  And Congress has covered the field 
by appropriate legislation.  It follows that 
the ordinance is void as a regulation of in-
terstate commerce. 
"The motion to dismiss is overruled. 

A. M. J. Cochran, Judge." 
We hope everybody realizes to the fullest 

extent just what this means.  Where other 
local ordinances already exist, we now have 
the most clean-cut kind of precedent to cite 
in seeking an injunction.  What is more im-
portant, however, is that it is extremely 
unlikely if any city will attempt to pass 
such an ordinance, with the above in mind. 
The city-ordinance danger no longer exists 
as a menace to amateur operation. 
It is most unfortunate that space will not 

permit the inclusion of Director Segal's 
brief in the case.  It required a tremendous 
amount of work and research.  It was a 
great case, a masterly and air-tight job, 
and the amateur fraternity will be forever 
indebted to him for it. 
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Cross section of 
cone showing grad-
uated diaphragm. 

Corte Speaker wilick. FaittifitiEy 
Portrays a Stromber-Carlson's Tone 

T HROUGH correct proportioning of the size and 
-I- shape of the cone, the new Stromberg -Carlson 
Speakers are able to reproduce exactly every note 
and vibration sent to them from the scientifically ad-
justed Stromberg-Carlson Receivers. 
The apex [center} of the cone is thinner than the outside 

edge, gradually increasing in thickness from the center to the 
outer rim. This thinning of the"radiator"at the center makes 
possible accurate reproduction of the higher frequencies, 
while the rest of the cone gives a faithful portrayal of the 
low and intervening frequencies. The objectionable "paper 
rattle" usually found in large cones is eliminated by this 
graduation of the cone thickness. 
Fashioned of tough paper fibres, gathered on a cone shaped 

form there is no grain or seam, thus insuring uniformity of 
tone and great durability. Another feature of these excep-
tional Speakers is the specially designed "baffle board" pla ced 
on the back so as to prevent rattling and resonating at the 
lower frequencies. 

Stromberg-Carlson Cone Speakers are built expressly for use 
with Stromberg-Carlson Receivers. Their Superior reproduc-
ing qualities will, however, greatly improve the reception 
from any other high class Receiver of the same rower. 

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y. 

No. IO Cone Speaker, Pedestal 
Type, as shown above. Price, 

East of Rockies  .  . so.po 
Rockies and West . . . 44.00 
Eastern Canada  .  . 50.00 
Western Canada  . . 53.50 

No. 11 Cone Speaker, similar to 
No. 10, but Wall Type. Price, 

East of Rockies   $35 . 00 
West of Rockies  . .  38.00 
Eastern Canada  . .  45.00 
Western Canada . . . e.00 

No. 523 Stromberg-Carlson as 
shown above. Price, with Audio 
Power Unit and 8 R.C.A.Tubes 
butnot including Cone Speaker, 
East of Rockies . . . $295.00 
Rockies and West . . 315.00 
Eastern Canada . . . 390.00 
Western Canada . .  400.00 

StrombereCarlson 
&fakers of poke transmission and voice reception apparatus fir more than 30 years 
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paospgiumo FROST- RA M facer•Ranto "ROSY-RA M I MP 

I 
FROST RADIO 

ICity   State   

OFFERS Q.S.T. READERS TWO VAL-
UABLE NEW BOOKLETS FREE! 

Write For Them 
W E OFFER readers of (I.S.T.  Iwo valuable new 
"  Frost-Radio publications free on request:  "What 
Set Shall I Build?" the answer to a question which 
puzzles many set builders, and the new Frost booklet 
"Rot  'Better  Reception,"  a complete  and  helpful 
manual of Frost  Parts,  Every set  builder  should 
have  both of these booklets.  They will be found 
chock-full of usetu i information that i s right UP to thy 
minute. 

What They Contain 
"What  Set  Shall 
Solid I" tells much about 
the  newest  and  most 
popular  circuits  "For 
Better  Reception"  tells 
you proper size rheostat 
for multi-tube sets, has 
wiring diagrams for high 
resistance nuit, and con-
tains valuable facts about 
Frost-Radio Parts, 

Mail Coupon NOW! 
To secure these two book-
lets FREE 1111 out and 
mail coupon below. print-
ing «!:our name and ad-
dress  carefully.  These 
books  will  amaze  you 
with  their completeness. 
Write for them to-day — 
NO W. 

HERBERT H. FROST, Inc. 
Main Office and Factory, Elkhart, Indiana 

ilticago  New York 

Please send me free your ttvo booklets, ss advertised In 
(.S'L'. tor :January, 

Name    

160 North La Salle Street, Chicago 
HERBERT  H. FROST, lee. 

Street Address   

1 
"RosT eAnto FROST-RADIO "ROST-RADIO FROST-RA M "ROOT, 
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RADIO 
INTERFERENCE 

FILTERS 
Take out 
noises in 
your radio 
caused by 
motors and 

household 

appliances. 

Requires NO attention. 
Over 1000 now in use. 
Size No. 1 for small motors, $10 

Up to 1-4 b.p. 
Size No. 2 for larger equipment 

up to 3 Al,. ® 220 volts  $15 
WRITE FOR PRICE UST 

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CO. 
AI \  CAMBRIDGE, MASS.  4011011è 
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I. A. R. U. News 
(Continued front page 52) 

energy from the radio transmitter getting 
into it. An electric motor was encouraged 
to act as a generator after some of the 
field turns had been removed.  It was belt 
driven from the flywheel of the gas engine 
and had to travel at 3,000 revs per minute 
in order to deliver enough power.  During 
bad weather that belt played all sorts of 
tricks and power for charging batteries 
was strictly limited.  While I could not be 
on the air very often at this time, some fine 
contacts were made when  we  reached 
warmer and finer weather.  While off New 
Zealand, nc4FZ was worked. This was the 
best DX while at sea. 
After leaving New Zealand waters, all 

short-wave signals became weak, even WIZ. 
However, on 600-meters several California 
coast stations were copied.  Gradually, 
amateurs in Chile, Brazil Uruguay and 
Argentina were worked and while oit Cape 
Horn the sea became as calm as a mill pond. 
"A few days after sailing clear of the 

dense ice fields off the Falkland Islands, 
we were struck by a tierce squally gale 
which in a few minutes carried off our main 
mast and, half an hour later, the mizzen 
mast also crashed to the deck.  Both masts 
trailed over our starboard side held by the 
wire and rope rigging.  They struck the 
rudder several times with great force before 
we were able to cut them adrift. 
"After the gale moderated, the ship was 

once more headed toward - Europe, now 
under jury rig, four masts remaining.  A 
new antenna was erected and the weather 
conditions improved as we reached the 
tropics.  While still a few hundred miles 
from the equator and only four hundred 
miles from the nearest coast station (Per-
nambuco, Brazil), I tried for hours to push 
through news of the accident. Fierce static 
made this impossible and I tuned up the 
71,42 wafter and with 35 watts input sent 
the news via nu2RS and nu8DLD without 
any difficulty.  Many other stations also 
handled our traffic and I wish to thank 
them right here for the kind cooperation. 

"On September 4th at 2 a. ni., ship's time, 
I was QSO nu8DLD on schedule and told. 
him I would have to QRT as it was getting 
too rough to work.  So I closed down and 
turned in until 4 o'clock when I was 
awakened. The ship was in a roaring hur-
ricane. When I reached the deck, there 
was wreckage everywhere and shreds of 
sail were whistling and flapping in the 
wind.  At about 7 a. ni., the large steel 
foremast with its six square yards of can-
vas crashed to the deck and the mountain-
ous seas took charge of the ship.  Ven-
tilators, pumps and light woodwork were 
washed off flush with the deck.  Leaving 
us a pitiful wreck, the hurricane subsided 
shortly after eight o'clock. 

"The chief mate who was in a serious 
condition was carried to the after cabin 
where he died not long after. 
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QST 
BINDERS 
You'll NEED ONE 
of these for your 

1927 
copies of QST 

and some for your 
previous volumes, 

too 

Note the wire fasteners. 
Unnecessary to mutilate 
copies.  Opens and lies 
flat in any position. 

Maroon Buckram with title 
stamped in pure gold 

Just fits twelve issues of QST 

SENT POSTPAID 

1"  ea . 

Get a set to hold all your back is-
sues of QST —you know they de-
serve permanent preservation 

QST 

1711 PARK ST., 

HARTFORD, CONN. 
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Quality 
Amateur Apparatus 
Ensall Radio Laboratory Products are 

Quality Built for Transmission and Re-
ception. We supply Transmitters for 
Radiophone or C. W. Receivers of the 
Three to Eight Tube Designs with Wave-
length Range from, 15 to 210 Meters. Our 
Speech Amplifiers are supplied for Direct 
or Remote Control.  We also make and 
supply, Wavemeters, Inductances, Choke 
Coils, etc.  Distributors for Nationally 
known Microphones, Transformers, Plate 
Reactors, Motor Generators, etc.  We 
build to order using your parts if desired. 
Prices on Application. 

ENSALL RADIO LABORATORY 
1208 Grandview Ave.  Warren, Ohio 

Amateur  Broadcast  Marine 
'Pioneer Builders of Short Wave Apparatus" 

.t(I.Af I l4taiiUL 
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"Only the center mast now being in eon) • 
mission, we more drifted than sailed and 
six weeks later we reached Sombrero Island 
light (about 130 miles East of Porto Rico) 
where the U.S.S. Grebe who had been sent 
by the St. Thomas naval authorities found 
us and towed us to St. Thomas (Virgin 
Islands).  I have certainly been cordially 
treated by the two amateurs on the island 
np4AAN and np4ACF. 
"At the time of writing this, we are still 

at St. Thomas awaiting the arrival of a 
tug which is to tow us to England.  I have 
hopes of again QS0ing the gang while on 
the way over and believe this part of our 
trip will be less exciting than that already 
over." 

---M. B. Anderson, WIS. 

JAPAN 

The Japanese amateurs have at last won 
the right to build and operate amateur 
experimental stations.  The government 
has recognized the amateur to the extent 
of granting licenses for such stations. 
The only wavelength on which transmis-

sion can take place is 38 meters.  No other 
waves can be used.  The maximum power 
output is 10 watts and some licenses allow 
only 4 watts output.  This will most prob-
ably not be considered as a handicap as 
many of the stations now in existence are 
using powers of this magnitude. 
As all communication in japan is man-

aged by the government, these private ex-
perimental stations are strictly prohibited 
from handling messages and also from 
"chewing the rag".  Stations are allowed 
to communicate with each other only about 
matters necessary to the conducting of ex-
periments and a report on each and every 
such communication must be sent in to 
the government official who handles this 
matter.  However, all the licensed stations 
will be glad to get into experimental com-
munication with amateurs in other parts of 
the world. 
The call letters assigned to these sta-

tions will be four lettered ones.  The calls 
already issued are listed herewith and it 
will be noted that so far, three of the letters 
are the same for all calls, but one letter 
being changed to make the calls different. 
JXAX Kankichi Kusama, Hirano, Mika-

gecho near Kobe. 
JX.BX Takesi Sernba, 1-3 Sugarao, To-

kyo. 
JXCX Noboru Eimura, 1102 Nakanobu 

Hirazuka, Tokyo. 
jXDX Shiro Akuzawa, 25 Tatemachi, 

Maebashi. 
JXEX Hauro Horikita, (.457 Shimohebi-

kubo, Ebara, Tokyo. 
JZXFX Momoki Sumi, 1401 Shimo-shi-

buya, Tokyo. 
JXGX Toshio Seki, 33 Sakusabe, Tsu-

gamura, Chibaken. 
JXHX Hikotaro Takeuchi, 419  Ikebu-

kuro, Tokyo. 
There are four other licensed stations in 

Japan concerning which we have some in-
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In September we 
published this advertisement: 

$4 Worth of Book for $ 
SOMEBODY got to figuring not long ago and made some interest-ing discoveries about THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK. 
They show what we mean when we say the Handbook is the biggest 
dollar's worth of radio literature ever offered. 

This Handbook is not printed in the fashion of an ordinary 
book.  Books are printed in relatively large type, lines clear across 
the page, space between lines. We found it more convenient to print 
the Handbook after the fashion of QST—the same size page, the 
same size type, and the same two columns to the page. The result 
is that the Handbook has that same often-unrealized quality of 
QST----it has an astonishing number of words between its covers. It 
runs three times as many words to the page as .an ordinary book. 
If printed after the ordinary fashion of books, the Handbook would 
have over 500 pages! 

Let's get a complete comparison. Everybody knows Ballantine's 
"Radio Telephony for Amateurs", universally admitted to be an ex-
tremely valuable book for every amateur.  The A.R.R.L. Handbook, 
"The Radio Amateur's Handbook", has nearly twice as many words 
as Ballantine!  Is Ballantine worth its $2?  You know it is.  Is 
Ballantine profusely illustrated?  The Handbook has thirty more 
illustrations in it than Ballantine. 

If the Handbook had been produced like an ordinary book it 
couldn't have been sold for less than $4.  Now you know what we 
mean when we say the Handbook will represent the best dollar you 
ever spent. 

"THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK" 

A Manual of Amateur Short-Wave Radiotelegraphic Communication 

By F. E. Handy, A.R.R.L. Communications Manager 

Price $1 Postpaid Anywhere 

Published by 

American Radio Relay League, : Hartford. Conn. 

—and now the new, revised, 3rd edition, 
32 pages larger and up-to-the-minute, 

is available! 
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SANGAMO 
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 

For Organ or Piccolo 
From the lowest resounding note of the 
thundering organ to the highest pitched 
note of the piccolo, the Sangamo Audio 
Transformer amplifies every tone and 
every modulation with uniformity. 
Brings the silvery voices of great tenors 
and the thrilling vibrations of the low-
est bass into your home in all their 
original beauty. 
Best results are obtained by using two 

Sangamo Audio Transformers (one in 
each stage) but one will improve any 
audio amplifier.  A power tube should 
be used in the last stage. 
Completely shielded. Tested at equiva-
lent of IMO volts d. e. between wind-
ings and between each winding and 
case. 

3 to 1 ratio Price $10 

Sanyamo Mica Condensers 
are accurate and stay accurate. 

SANGAMO .ELECTR1C CO., Sprinafield,Tir. 

The truest and clearest AC Electric 
Radio is a standard set equipped with 
Balkite Electric "AB" $64.50 and 
$74.50. Ask your dealer. 

Bai kite 
1{adioPowerUnits 

formation.  JKZB is a purely experimental 
station controlled by Y. Imaoka who is on 
the research staff of the Tokyo Electric 
Company.  It is located at Kawasaki. 
JLZB is the station of T. Kusumoto. 

3256 Kakomi, Nakano, Tokyo.  We believed 
this station to be doing amateur work but 
find out that it is operated by a govern-
ment agent for the purpose of obtaining in-
formation concerning unlawful operation 
of stations.  We believe the same thing to 
be true of ;IMPB which is run by T. 
Kokumai,  1242  Nakameguro,  Meguro, 
Ebara, Tokyo.  The same may be true of 
,ILYB„ I. Arisaka, 84 Kami-Umahikizawa, 
Komazawa, Ebara, Tokyo although we have 
no  definite  information  concerning  the 
status of this station. 
All the owners of the licensed amateur 

stations are members of  the.  Japanese 
Amateur Radio League and all letters for 
them or other Japanese amateurs may be 
addressed  to the League,  1-3  Sugamo, 
Tokyo, Japan. 
We are showing a view of a.j3W W but 

unfortunately were unable to get any in-
formation as to Just what all his equip-
ment is.  The station is located near Kobe 
and has done some excellent work. 

AUSTRIA 

"The Austrian transmitters are still un-
licensed but notwithstanding this fact, the 
number of transmitting amateurs is in-
creasing every day.  Many of these are now 
in every night contact with all continents, 
the conditions for making contacts being 
very good just now, especially with the 
United States, Australia and Brazil. 
"The official QSL service is now handling 

a large number of reports and the ten thou-
sandth card has been received recently. 
All cards should be sent under cover to 
Radiowelt,  Wien  III,  Rudengasse  11, 
Vienna, Austria. 
"Many of our stations working on 45, 32 

and 22 meters would like to obtain schedules 
with nu stations.  Any nu stations inter-
ested in these schedules should write to the 
above address concerning them.  Receiving 
conditions are improving every day and 
many nu stations are to be heard with 
signal strengths varying from R5 to RO. 
"2XAF is still our favorite short-wave 

broadcast station and may he received on 
three valves with  loudspeaker strength 
'most every night.  Very little fading is 
noticed." 

--Th. Mossig, eaAC. 

BELGIUM 

"Although  the  40-meter  bands  get 
crowded each autumn, it seems to be even 
more crowded this year than any before. 
This, in spite of the fact that many of our 
best stations are working in the 20- and 
32-meter bands, is due to a large extent to 
the many phone stations that have come 
down to this wave.  It seems to be very 
much more difficult to keep within the ama-
teur laws, two or three phone stations than 
a hundred key punchers. 
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EVERY TRANSMITTING AMATEUR 
USES THESE FORMS 

a reminder that 
your supply may be low— 

AMERICAN RADIO REL AY LEAGUE 

LOG OF STATION 
SHEET 

Members' Correspondence 
Stationery 

Write your radio letters on League 
letter-heads--it identifies you with the 
biggest radio  organization in the 
world.  Lithographed on 8% x 11 
heavy bond paper.  100 sheets post-
paid for 15e or 250 sheets for $1.70. 
Sold to members only. 

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 

pApnyonu 

RADIOGRAM 

Lei   
I "  L 

.. . Me.. nit 

Message Delivery Cards 

Neatest, simplest way to deliver a 
message to a near-by town. On U. S. 
stamped pastels 2e each.  On plain 
cards (for Canada, etc.) le each post-
paid. 

A. R. R. L. Log Sheets 

Designed by hams for hams.  8% x 
11 bond paper, punched for standard 
three-ring  loose-leaf  binder.  125 
sheets postpaid for $1.00 or 500 for 
$3.50. 

Official A. R. R. L. Message Blanks 

Most convenient form.  Designed by 
the Communications Department of 
the A.R.R.L.  Well printed on good 
bond paper. Size 8% x 7 1/4 . Put up in 
pads of 100 sheets. One pad postpaid 
for 35e or three pads for $1.00. 

American Radio Relay League 
17u. Park Street  Hartford, Conn. 
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 ̂
ERE, AT LAST —is a filter condenser that's 

ALL CONDENSER.  No fancy frills or un-
necessary trimmings, just your full money's 

worth of quality all the way through. 

If there is one spot in your transmitter where 
you cannot afford to risk uncertain quality, it is 

here.  The tiniest defect in a $5.00 condenser is 
$5.00 gone op in smoke and possible damage to 
more expensive apparatus. 

Don't be misled by high ratings and low prices 
of some condensers.  Lincoln quality simply can-
not be built at Ford prices.  We have absolutely 

proved our product to be superior in actual tests. 
They are worthy of your confidence. 

1  2 
mfd. rold. 

600 Volt D.C.  Working Voltage $2.25 $3.00 

1000 Volt D.C. Working Voltage  2.00  5.50 
2000 Volt D.C. Working Voltage  write for 

A New HAMALOG is 
yours for the asking. 

4 
nifd. 

$ 5.75 

10.50 
prices 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY, 
Waseca, Minnesota. 

ilansfisetureedal S IL rEn PLI TED Trathsndling Inelue-
issees, No. 20 etand,tff Insulator*, High roildde Vidriubk 
C'n,etlenser,, and ¡Weer pîoduct.t. 

AUTO MATIC CODE SENDER 

T he T jJ i X 
Makes It 
Easy To 
Learn Code 
at Horne 

The only instru-
ment of its kind 
that REP R O-

C E S actual 
sending  of  EX-
PERT Operators. 

Cuts 
Learning 
Time In 
Half 
The Tele-
plex Pro-

vides  unlimited 
practice  anyti me— 

anywhere.  Sends mes-
sages, radiogra m, etc.- 5 to 80 words per minute. 
Simple, easy  and fascinating.  Records consist 
of perforated tapes. 
FREE Course (Continental or Morse) 
one tape sends FIVE Umes as many words as arty other 
lostrunent, and SIX are (urnished.  Tapes cannot he 
IheluOriZed.  Last indefinitely,  Used by leading 'Universi-
ties, Technical and Telegtaph Schools and 1.1, S. NMI.  in 
handsome, leatherette-covered cabinet with carrying handle. 
With or without key and sounder, or huzzcr.  Fully guaran-
teed.  Write tor literature. 

Canadian Representative Wanted 

TELEPLEX CO.,  76 Cortlandt St.,  NEW YORK 

78 o Saw It In 

"Half a dozen are busy working on 5-
meter sets and aerials.  Some interesting 
results have already been obtained and our 
first two-way contact took place in 1923 
between Vilverde and Brussells, a distance 
of 5 miles.  The transmitter used no regu-
lar antenna, the coils and wiring in the 
set doing all the radiating.  Later on in 
the same year, Mr. 1Vlussche, eb4BJ (old 
ebC2) who is our Technical Manager and 
who did this first work, made a good con-
tact on a wave of 8.5 meters between Ant-
werp and Brussels, a distance of 40 miles. 
A few days ago, the 5-meter signals of 
eb4BD were heard in Brussels which is 
100 miles from him." 
—Paul de Neck, President, Reseau Belge. 
The accompanying photo shows a view of 

eb4FT (ex eb08), the station of G. Neele-
mans who is the General Traffic Manager 
of the Reseau Belge. The station is lo-
cated at 15 rue du Luxembour.  Brussels. 
The transmitter employs two German 

Rs5 or two French 150 watt Fotos valves 
in a Mesny push-pull circuit having the 

eb4FT 



GROSS COILS 

Faithful Service 
The function of a power resistance 

is to control voltage and current --

accurately — permanently -- silently. 

AEROVOX PYROHMS used with 
GOOD equipment make a BETTER 
power unit. 

AEROVOX PYROlilvi$ are built to 
last—are used by more than 20 leading 
power unit manufacturers. —This is 
conclusive evidence of their reliability --
accuracy — worthiness 

Made in all values of resistance 
for continuous duty at 20. 40, 100 and 
200 watts. 

E RON'« 
"Built 'Better" 

70 Washington St., Brooklyn,'-4. Y. 

GROSS SHORT W AVE LO W LOSS "PLUG-IN" COILS 
The coils you will eventually use. Wound with  sufficient range to overlap with the next smaller 

number 16 double silk covered wire with turns  and larger coil.  There is one for each amateur 
spaced the diameter of a turn.  It is a recognized  waveband and it can be plugged in and out as 
fact that the space wound solenoid is the most  easily as a pair of phones. 
efficient  form  of  inductance.  The  distributed  The base which contains the jacks, also holds 
capacity  is  at  a  the antenna coil on 
minimum  and  die-  a  small  swinging 
lectric  losses  are  arm, which permits 
too low to be meas- all degrees of coup-
urable !  ling from zero  to 
An extremely thin  100. 

film  of  eel luloid  These  coils  will 
which only touches  unquestionably  im-
the  turns  at  the prove  the  appear-
very bottom, is the  :trice and oPe ration 
binder which serves  of any short wave 
to make this coil as  receiver. 
rugged as if it were 
wound  on  a solid  Price of base with 
form.  No impreg-  coil for one band, 
sating dope of any  84.50 
izind winis  applied to. Price o.f coils only: the  ding.  The 
winding is extreme-  20 meter band $2.75 
ly rigid and may be  40 meter band  2.75 

ghrea  sped d.  firmly  in 
80 meter band  2.75 t  han 

Each  of  these  200 meter band  2.75 
cons will  cover a  600-200 meters  3.25 

GROSS RECEIVER KITS  Gross Transmitter Kits, Tuned Grid, Tuned Plate. 
Composed of high grade material throughout.  714 w  $47.50 

2 rube Kit   $15.75  75 w  $75.00 
2 Tube Assembled Receiver   18.00 
3 Tube Kit    18.75  Transmitting  Inductances,  Tuned  Grid,  Tuned 
3 Tube Assembled Receiver   21.00  Plate $8.75 wound with copper Tubing 20, 40 or 
Above Receivers or Kits supplied with one Plug  80 meter bands. 

In coil for 20, 40 or 80 meters, as you select.  Send stamp for circulars describing full line of 
Extra coils $2.75 each.  S. W. transmitting and receiving apparatus. 

Dealers and Representatives Wanted. Write for discounts. 

J. GROSS COMPAN V  30 Park Place 

! New York City 
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$22 List 

!QUALITY  
ONGAN 

e 
Priae ZieS1 

Now That Everybody 
Demands Electrically-Operated Radios 

Dongan Is in Production 
on All Types 

Here Is the 
Newest 

A B C Power Unit for 
UX 226, Ur 227, UX 171 
and UX 280 Tubes, 

Order from your dealer 
or send cheek or .money 
order to factory direct, 

No. 6515 Transformer 
for .use with 4 UX 
226  1 UY 227 A C 
Tubes and 1 UX 171 
Tube.  Together with 
a B Eliminator, this 
new transformer will 
convert old type set 
into  an  efficiently 
operating A C set. 

$4.75 List 
This  is one  of  14 
types ranging in price 
from $8.50 to $8.00 
for use with the new 
types of A C Tubes. 

Dongan Electric Manufacturing Co. 
2999-3001 Franklin St., Detroit, Mich. 

FLECHTHEIM 
Superior Condensers 
For Amateur Stations 

B Y-PASS 
FILTE R 
B UFFE R 
IIIG H T ENSION 
T RANSAIITTIN G 

All Standard Sizes 
Accurate capacity rating 
Dependable for continuous duty 

Write for Catalogue 

A. M. FLEC HT HEI M & C O., Inc. Dept. Q T 
136 Liberty Bt.  Ne w York, N. Y. 

BECOME A RADIO OPERATOR 
See the World.  Barn a Good Income 

Duties Light and Fascinating. 

LEARN IN THE SECOND PORT U.S.A. 
Radio Inspector located here, New Orleans supplies oper-

ators tor the various 00It ports, Most logical location in 
the IT. S. A, to eonve Is tor training 

Practically ih eo of radio operators graduating on the 
Gall( during the pest flee years trained by .NIR, CLEM-
:MONS,  Supervisor of Instruction.  All graduates secure 
pontoons. 
Member of the A.B.ILL. —Call —1 0 R" 

Pay and Night Classes —Enroll anytime— Write tor cir-
cular. 

GULF RADIO SCHOOL 
844 Howard Ave.  New Orleans, La. 

f.V0 Say 

them.  These are, of course, all sent under 
cover or else these stations would be getting 
into difficulties with the authorities.  There 
are also many who will not take the risk 
of being caught while operating an un-
licensed transmitter and who have devoted 
all their energy to the matter of reception. 
"I understand that there are now about 

fifty who have petitioned the Government 
for licenses and it is thought that all will 
receive them." 

—F. Molnar. 
(It is not definitely known why these 

"under cover" stations do not obtain licenses 
but it is probably due to the lack of neces-
sary funds. —Assist. Tech. Ed.) 

SOUTH AFRICA 

We are showing a view of foA4L, the sta-
tion of Robert Oxenham who used to sup-
ply us with our South African news each 
month. 
On the right, mounted to the wall, is the 

transmitter  which  employs  a Mullard 
0/150 tube.  Plate supply is obtained from 

foA4L 

a motor-generator which applies 1400 volts 
to the tube.  The input is usually 100 watts 
although the tube is rated at 150 watts. 
The filament is supplied from a storage 
battery which may help account for the 
many  crystal. control  reports  received. 
In  the center is  the short-wave re-

ceiver of the "Reinartz" type covering all 
the amateur waves down to ten meters. 
The detector tube is a B. T. H. (for the 
manufacturer's name, British Thompson-
Houston Co., Ltd.) power tube which seems 
to work best with two volts on the filament 
and nine volts on the plate.  A wavemeter 
and a broadcast receiver comprise the other 
equipment on the table. 
A4L is a member of the WAG club and 

has made an enviable reputation not only 
on the air but as one of (-2ST's most con-
sistent correspondents during that time 
when he was detailed by the S.A.R.R.L. to 
keep us informed as to the doings of our 
South African friends. 

- — 
As the result of a vote of the I.A.R.U. 

members. in Australia, the Wireless Insti-
tute of Australia has been designated as 
the National Section of the Union in Aus-
tralia. 
Much credit for the successful negotia-

tions resulting in this step is due to the 
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GET TRUE MUSICAL RECEPTION 
TIMMONS Combination Power 

Amplifier and "B" Supply 

Power Amplifier 
Both of these high quality compact units 
use a U.X. 216B or 281 tube for rectifying 
and a U.X. 210 super power audio tube 
as an amplifier which gives distortionless 
and true natural reception with wonder-
ful tone quality and volume. 

Both instruments are identical in their 
performance as super power amplifiers. 
The Combination however is also a com-
plete "B" Eliminator furnishing all the 

List $70.00 SPECIAL  
ea 

TIMMONS Power Amplifier 

List $45.00  SPECIAL 15." 
(Without Tubes)  ea. 

"B" current required by the regular tubes 
of the set. No adjustments required and 
no output transformer or similar auxil-
iary equipment needed with either unit. 
For use with alternating current 105-120 
volts, 50-60 cycles. 
Every unit is brand new, packed in 
original factory sealed carton and fully 
guaranteed.  They have been approved 
by Popular Radio and Popular Science 
Laboratories. 

A MERICAN SALES CO., 21 Warren St., New York City 

Item 37, 2 unit four bearing set, delivering 1000 volts, 600 watts for plate 
and 12 volts, 300 watts for filament. The "ESCO" Set is shown here 
furnishing Power Supply for 4-50 watters in a phone or telegraph set. 
This is the item used by Cl38 in pioneer achievement of the first two way 
amateur wireless communication between North and South America. 

ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY 

522 South Street 
Mark "ESCOef Trade 

Stamford, Conn., U. S. A. 
Manufacturers of Motors, Generators, Motor-Generators 

Dynamotors and Rotary Converters, for Radio and Other Purposes 
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11111V.11111111,401ff Jaw Amut ame law, 

A Resistor 
Is Known by 

the Company It Keeps 
Ask any one of the companies listed below 
what they think of Hartield Resistors: 

Stromberg-Carlson Tele-
phone mfg. Co. 

Crosley Radio Corporation 
American Transformer Co. 
Faceted Products Co., Inc. 
Martin Copeland Co.. Inc. 
['scent Electric Co. 
Splitdorf Electric Co. 

Western Union Teleg'h Co. 
Sonora PhonographCo.,Inc. 
Conner-Crouse Corp. 
Magnavox Corporation 
JordaniCarisch Company 
Electrical Research 
Laboratories 

Samson Electric Co. 

They are but a few of the more prominent 
corporations who have turned to Harfield Re-
sistors during the past year. 

Tell us about the resistor you want 
and let us make up a sample for you 
with prices.  Write to 

HARDWICK, FIELD, INC. 

FACTORY 
215 Emmett St, 
Newark, N, J. 

HAR-FIEL 
Rsi efi es 

SALES DEPT. 
100 Fifth Ave. 
New York 

twaystramvatrimaraiwanramovâ 

DODGE RADIO SHORTKUT 
With Appendix and Hints for Better Key Work.  Fixes 

Signals in mind to stick—Mille Hesitation, Cultivates Speed 
and Good Fist—Produces Results,  Slow Hams raise speed 
ro 25 per in few evenings.  Previlnis Failures Qualify and 
eat» exam quickly.  Beginners master code and pass In 
tea days. 

DODGE HIGH SPEED METHOD 
(Intensive Speed Practice) 

Quickly puts f!" per Hams in :M-40 per class.  Five 
Barns report made this gain in few evenings.  One of 
them by 75 minutes total practice only. 

DODGE MORSE SHORTKUT 
Sadly mastered by Radio  tendency to mine 

el confusion.  Either code used as desired, 

REPORTS FROM  USERS 
Tell the  complete  story—Stalled en  request.  Radio 

$0.50.  High ;Irked 52.50.  Morse $2,50,  Money order. 
None C. O. D.  Foreign add 50 cents. 

C. K. DODGE.  MAMARONECK, NEW YORK. 
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1111 lin 
BIG RADIO CATALOG 
Fro m the "131g, Friendly 

Radio House" 
N E W MS Book  oilers finest, 

newest well-known sets; parts, 
eliminators, accessories at lowest 
prices. 
DEALERS — WRITE FOR THIS CATALOG 

111 
Westerrilladidifg.Co. 
124 West Lake St., Dept. 61 Chicago, 111. 

Say You 

Tasmanian Division of the Wireless Insti-
tute of Australia under the able leadership 
of P. Oakley Fysh, oa7PF. 
Our congratulations and 'best wishes for 

a long and healthy existence go to this, 
our latest, Section. 

- — 
Here is a summary of what to do about 

the international Contest if you live outside 
the United States and Canada in order to 
get in on the fun and to be in line for win-
ning a prize as the best contact station in 
-your locality for "nc"s and "nu"s. 
1. This contest will last fourteen days 

(Feb. 6, 1928 0000 GCT to Feb. 20, 19:28 
0000 GCT).  For complete details see pages 
81, 32, and 33 of December QST —also page 
51 of this issue. 
2. During the tests work just as many 

"nu" and "ne" stations as possible.  Each 
station worked will give you a short test 
message with a special long serial number 
which identifies the participant sending the 
message.  When properly acknowledged 
at the time and turned in to International 
Contest Headquarters as provided in the 
Rules of the Contest this counts one in your 
score. 
3. To each message you get write a re-

ply whose text and signature together con-
tains ten or more words.  Give each mes-
sage the serial number of the message to 
which it is a reply.  At the first opportun-
ity give the reply message to a different U. 
S. or Canadian station than the one from 
which you got that serial number.  When 
you have complied with all the Rules of 
the Contest this counts three in your score. 
4. Work as many stations as you can 

to run up a score.  You can QS0 many sta-
tions during the contest—and probably add 
four points to your score for each sta-
tion worked after the first one.  Turn in 
confirmations promptly at the close of the 
contest (Rule 7). 
The U. S. wavebands that may be used 

are: 18.7-21.4; 37.5-42.8; 75.0-85.7; 150-
200.  Canadian amateurs use the same 
waves and may also be found on 52.5 
meters for work with British Dominions. 
The U. S. gang now uses 20-meters regu-
larly and foreign amateurs who can use 
23 meters will find it to their profit to do 
so in these tests to make 100% use of 
the 24-hours in each day.  80-meters is 
again becoming more popular for interna-
tional work in some quarters and oppor-
tunities here should not be overlooked. 
You Should use any wave permitted by 

your government's regulations,  choosing 
the ones that are going to prove most effec-
tive for your purpose.  Take care that the 
stations you work are inside one of the 
bands mentioned above.  Better mark the 
limits of the band on your receiver and 
keep the wayemeter around.  North Ameri-
can stations working outside their assigned 
wavebands will disqualify both themselves 
and stations they handle test messages with. 
Better get your station ready for the 

tests right NO W —in readiness to go after 
your share of the prizes.  The prizes are 
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The New AmerTran Push-Pull Power Amplifier 
IS A new completely assembled two-stage unit con-

taining a first stage AmerTran DeLuxe followed 
by AmerTran Input and Output transformers for 
power tubes.  When operated from a power source 
supplying sufficient voltage, t such as the AmerTran 
A ES C Hi-Power Box) the Input to the speaker is 
almost perfect, and fidelity of reproduction is limited 
only by the ability of the speaker.  The energy out-
put to the speaker is increased, especially at the lower 
musical frequencies.  This means greater clarity of 
tone at low or high volume.  The amplifier is easily 
connected to the detector of any good receiver, re-
placing its audio amplifier. 

The AmerTran Push-Pull amplifier is built in 
several types, depending on the type of power tubes 
preferred.  Type 2 A P-I0 is designed for 210 tubes 
and Type 2 A P-71 for 171 Tubes.  The difference is 
only in the Push-Pull Output transformers.  This 
complete unit is licensed under patents owned or 
controlled by the Radio Corporation of America. 

See this new unit and a demonstration of it at 
stores displaying the sign "Authorized AmerTran 
Dealer". Price $60 without tubes, East of the Rockies. 

Fidelity of Reproduction 
A New Standard of Quality in 

Audio Amplification. 

Connects to the Detector of 
Any Good Receiver, 

American Transformer Co. 
178 Emmet St.  Newark, N. J. 

"Transformer Builders for Over 26 Years" 

cash with order, 

f. o. b. Peoria, 

Illinois.  Com-

plete with B. H. 

Raytheon  125 

m.tube. Money 

back guarantee 

with every unit. 

(Formerly $35. ) 
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ELIMINATOR 
VOLTMETER 
Made for hard service but always 

accurate and sensitive. 

Resistance, 1000 ohms per volt, —for Radio serv-
ice-men, dealers and manufacturers.  Precision 
d'Arsonval movement, 51,4  inch scale, hand-cold 
breed.  The damping is very fine.  Polished base. 

Ranges, 0-100 
0-500 volts 

Price---$28.00 
Write for booklet "Hoyt Meters for Radio." 

BURTON-ROGERS CO. 
Sole Selling Agents 

BOSTON, MASS. 

,mmo•• 

PACENT 
DUO-LATERAL 

COILS 

1DACENT Duo-Lat-
-a- eral Inductance 
Coils are specially de-

signed for laboratories, engineers, ex-
perimenters, as well as for special 
circuits. 
We are "Headquarters" for Duo-Lateral 
Coils and carry a complete line of all 
standard turn ratios. 
Write tbr information and prices. 

Pacent Electric Corp., 91 Seventh Ave, N.Y. City 

ey,  THE 8E5  $1 YOU EVER SPENT 

am— 
ave ti ordered ur copy of 
andy's 
andv 
andin o ok 

PUBL1SHEV BY 
: és..menc.  iiA010 921ke 
ccii o...98 5r, ielYOK9.0 

Our new 1928 catalog is jammed full of 
the newest offerings of nationally known radio parts, 
kits, sets, accessories, table and console cabinets, etc. 
Whatever your radio need may be its in our 1928 
catalog. Ahto contains Short WaveSeetion show-
ing the finest receiving and transmitting appar-
atus. (Vrite for this big catalog—and for our 
confidential discount sheet—but write immediately. 

SHURE RADIO CO., 343 H Madison St.. ahe m 
ffloome,  A m mo».   

every one of them worth while apparatus 
that you would like to have in your sta-
tion.  Just think of it, a chance to win some 
valuable additional equipment and to have 
some good fun at the same time.  You will 
be adding to the amateur radio prestige of 
your country as well as collecting a stack of 
new records for the shack and making some 
new friends. 
If you can't receive on 20, 40, and 80 

meters you may be handicapped in the tests. 
The transmitter should be able to QSY 
quickly from one band to another, too, if 
your administration permits you to use 
several bands and if you plan to make best 
use of all the operating time at your dis-
posal.  The tests open February six, so 
plan to do any rebuilding necessary NO W. 
Do your best in the February tests. Let's 

have a report of each and every score for 
QST however large or small it may be. 
There will be more about the prizes in an 
early issue and as complete a report after 
the test results are in as possible giving 
credit to everyone.  Luck and 73. Be ready 
for action at 0000 OCT February 6 and 
don't forget to report promptly at the end 
of the tests. 

Calls Heard 

(Continued from. pope 53) 

ek-ddlut ek-dj1 em-smuk en-Oga ep-lae ep-3co 
.Em-ocrb fn-a41, fm-adx ne-leo ne-leg ne-2fo ne-5go 
ne-5go ni-20z nm-9a  oft-lbb ou-2rc oa-lrt on-lei 
oa-trw oa-2my oa-8vvm os-lao oa.-41.11 os-Shy oa-hdx 
oa-7cw  oa-7cx oa4h1 oz-lac off-aai  sa-eb8 
sa-f115 sa-tidd sb-lab  sh-lam sb-lap oh-lar 
ab-lat sh-lbk sb-Ilar s-11h sb-lam sb-fig se-lai sc-lab 
si-lrd su-2ak. 

Heard on KOGR at San Juan, P. R., by nn5SR-5PG 

laem larou lank lbak lbbo ledp lek lend lmv lip 
1pf lx1 lxv 2abe lag lair lalp 2aa Inri tazw thf0 
lbir tbra lbp 2bv lejd lco letin teal thy lib tor ¡cg 
log tun 3aib 3apct laso Sbei lev Ids Ilia Shy hg 3qt 
fixav 4abe lajy Sickle Sarni Sao Saov Snow Sapm Sarg 
Sary 5gr Sig 5k1 Sus Sok Srg 5ry 5v1 dam dble (tbur 
dcgr dis Tem lerp 71m Tya fag) Inky fain faze 
8bbg Obole Obrf 8bre tent Sell Sesz 81f Sax Oar Sas 
9ayl Sbll 9cfd Sein Seim Semz Seue Mau Odnm Sdku 
9dr 9dte 9dwo Par lekw Sena Senr Sect 9x1 na-Shb 
nm-9a ns- Moi no-lit nc-tbb nq-2fg nm-laa. 

KLUX, S.S. Liberty Bell, QSL, nu9DPX, 1795 Lincoln 
Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 

Between New Orleans and Genoa, Italy 
R. J. Cotton, ()pr. 

(October 2 to October 20) 
Cape Hatteras to Azores Islands 

('0 meters) 

try law lsz iza lame lawe 2fu 2ju 2agn doh, 5zav 
Ove 8adg Sayu Saco 9mh 9adg 9baf 9eag nc-2a1 
we-4fv eb-4rs ef-8fd sb-laa sb-Isle wnp. 

00 meters) 

lag lek 1.di 111 ifs :Igp lim lin ika Ile llp ikh 
lmy lrf lue lut lye lxv 1.yb labd lage laqi laqP 
lara leak latr lank 1 awm lard lazve lbak Ibbc 
lbed Tibjj lbke lbsd lbvb Ibv1 lckp lemf lepd lag 
lbm lby lev 2f w lie 21n2 2k1 2md trim Ins lqs 2rts 
lob luz 2tm ltr tub  2vm lvt labp lacd 2afy 
tagb lagos lags Uhl lain laio 2ajb tain tarot laud 
taqu larb 2asb lase latr taub laun lad lavu lawi 
tayi layl Iban lbaz tbdi 2bdh lbeo 2bgh lame 2bnl 
2cdr lejo 2erb 2cuq hag 3au 3bk 3cc let 3di hep 3gi 
lid 3mb 3n1 3pr 3qi 3rb 3su let Sabo 3afw 3afx Sabi 
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VITROHM Transmitting Grid Leaks and Rheostats now cover the 
entire line of transmitting tube circuits.  IfThe prices on these 

amateur products are reduced materially.  11Your dealer should stock 
Vitrohm Transmitting Products.  1fIf you have difficulty in obtaining 
them, write us direct. 
CATALOGUE 
NUMBER  PRODUCT  RESISTANCE 

5-07-2  Grid Leak* 5000 ohms 
507-3 Grid Leak*   5000 ohms 
507-4   Grid Leakt '  50,000  ohms 
507-5   Grid Leakt   20,000 ohms 
507-51  Grid Leak*  10,000 ohms  200 watts  135 m.a.  1000 watts  4.00 
507-66  Grid Leak"  15,000 ohms 
507-63  Rheostatt 
507-59  Rheostatet 
507-83  RheostaCt 

DISSIPATION 

44 watts 
200 watts 

CURRENT 

90 m.a. 
200 m.a. 

MAX. TUBE 
RATING  PRICE 

100 watts --$2.00 
1000 watts  2.80 

200 watts  60 m.a.  1000 watts  6.50 
200 watts 100 m.a.  1000 watts  4.25 

200 watts 120 m.a.  1000 watts  6.00 
50 ohms 
20 ohms 
12.5 ohms 

50 watts 
$O watts 
60 watts 

1 amp.  5.50 
2 amp.  5.50 
2.2 amp.  5.50 

1' Center-tapped 
DePorest P or R. C. A. 852 Tube 
De Forest H Tube 

" Steps at 5M -10M -15M 
for R. C. A. 852 or DeForest P Tube 

t° For Primary Control 
'it Filament and Primary Control 

Ward Leonard ectric Compan 
37:41 South Street Mount Vernon, N. Y. 

HIGH VOLTAGE 

FILTER CONDENSERS 
Manufactured by Dubiller Condenser & Radio Corp. 

mfd. 1000 volts rated D.C. Working Voltage  Extra Special at $1.35 each 
7 mid. 600 volts. rated D.C. Working Voltage  Extra Special at $3.50 each 
3.9 mfd. 900 volts rated D. C. Working Voltage  Extra Special at $2.70 each 

Manufactured by Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co. 
3% mid. 600 volts rated D.C. Working Voltage  Extra Special at $1.75 each 

All of these High Quality Filter Condensers, are brand new. 
and guaranteed as rated. They are excellent for use in your Trans-
mitter, Eliminator or Experimental Work. 

A MERICAN SALES CO. 
4111111111111111111111111111RIRL  

21 W ARREN ST., N. Y. C. 

RADI O SC HOOL 
Send for Catalogue 

MASSACHUSETTS RADIO and 
TELEGRAPH SCHOOL 

NE W TERM JAN. 3 

18 Boylston St.  Boston,  M ass. 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS Processeg ethlaximum 

One inch sections ground to within 1% or sour specified 
frequency: 

75-100 Meters  $17.50 
160-2,60 Meters   10,60 
2,00-500 Meters    . 15.00 

Quotations on  request for sections of  any practicable 
specifications.  Thorough satisfaction guaranteed.  Imme-
diate Delivery, 

/NO. TIMM, 30bsulllott tlietlgt,  31 Calumet Bldg., Ilfihfic.11 Y. 
"Ten years  of  Crystallographic experience" 

THE BLUE RIDGE  end no your order or write tor 
7x18x10'' Mahogany or Walnut Finish  i="searvidr,flasig n: te: 

SoutbernToy Mari  acturers  Hickory N.C. 
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1'e NEW CHI-RAD 
Short Wave Coils 

20 -40 -80 Meter Band 

Designed by Chi-Rad engineers to meet the de-
mands for an extremely efficient short wave coil. 
Complete  with  mounting,  hardware and  three 
interehangable plug-in coils to cover 20, 40 and 
SO meter wave bands.  These coils are noteworthy 
for their convenience in design, neatness in ap-
pearance  and  sturdiness in  construction.  All 
plugs give positive contact. 

Chi-Rad Short Wave Coils Complete for 20, 40 
and so meter band  $10.00 

Extra coil for broadcast band  $ 4.00 
Dealers  and  Set-builders —write  for  further 
details and discounts. 

Chicago Radio Apparatus Co. 
415 South Dearborn St.  Chicago, Ill. 

FLECHTHEI M 
SUPERIOR CONDENSERS 

The new line of FLECFITHEIM condensers are 
reliable arid dependable in every way.  We recom-
mend them highly to the amateur and the experi-
menter. 

SPECIAL PRICES FOR or READERS 
T-100 1 MFD-1200 volts D.0  $2.45 net 
'F-2.00 2 MFD-1200 volts DX   4.40 net 
T-400 4 MFD-1200 volts D.0   7.50 net 
We  can  offer  the  remaining  entire  line  of 
FLECHTHEIM  CONDENSERS to  the amateur 
trade at list price lean 35%. 
For further information write for our folder. 

UNITED STATES RADIO SALES  COMPANY 
24 FRONT STREET  NE W YORK CITY 

EllEROLILIES 
AERIAL MAST 
10 and up. We pay the freight. 
All steel construction. 20 to 
100 ft. high. Roof or earth 
type complete with guy 

wires,rnastheadpul-
ley ete. Write for full 
details, 8.111.11un go.lapt.13 

  2048E79th St., Cleveland, Ohle 

RADIO THEORY AND OPERATING 
3rel Edition, Bert sed-ana Pareo-ido Illustrattous-prIre 53,50 

By Mary Texanna Loomis 
President Loomis Radio College; Member Institute of 

Radio 'Engineers, 
America's standard radio book. Used by Dept. of Commerce, 
13. Radio Schools, practically all Radio Schools throughout 

Tr. S. and Canada, Universities. Colleges and High Schools. 
Buy of your bookstore or order direct. Postage Paid. 

LOOMIS PUBLISHING CO., 
Dept. T-405 9th St.,  Washington, D. C. 
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Seib Sajh Sajx. Saks Safi tamm San= Sany Ohms 
idbnf ffinyt Scab 3edg 3cdu Saki 4bu 4ch 4e1 4f i 411.ti 
¿kw 4kz 411 411 41p 4mi 4o1) 4oh don ¿pa 4pri 4pe 
4pj 4qz 4rq ¿tu duo 4.vh 4wa dye daba 41ten 4act 
4acv 4aey Sas 5e1) 5jd 5oa fáry fisw fink 5yh lada 
lanx lair fiarg Sato 5awq 5ayl fizav fiaro See nals 
liju Poi Sa ab Sham 61)hr Sbj1 6hjv 61)wit Sein Seas 
Solj Scliw 6dpu Sec 86 Ses Sex Sit Sji Sil sit snip 
8131 trh tsf tax 8vd Ivy Sn) Safi 8gi 8air tait Saku 
Sahx talu Sane tapy taxh tax. Saye Shbg then 
Sbhz tbja 8bjb Sbjx thou Itimd Obre Shwa Slaws 
thyth &Jae tease teem tedt tehz 11ejv Sake Selo. temo 
&mil tent tepe Sepf Scpy licou Sew/ Sevd Sexd text 
(daq. Mee Sttdk Sdkl 8dmz tiled tattp 9ek Ohm 91d 
91f Span 9rf 9abm 9abu Saeg haez 9amo hash 9axz 
havg 9bad hbam Obaz 9bbm 9bab hbgo hbjw 91)IY 
hblk 9bmm 9bpw hhyv heev heel 9cfd heiv 9ckv hemz 
herd herj hest 9evn 9dbi 9dhj 9clek hdmj 9dpj 
9dro Occis heex 9enaj  9enp  ne-Ihr ne-the  ne-Sbk 
ne-lef nm-xeS1 nn-lnic nq-7ex sb-Soa av-Ixe. 

Azore Islands to Gibraltar 
(.20 meters) 

lag lgp lmv lvz lxv laff lahv lam lanr lave 
land lbat ibbe lbbo Ibk1 lbez lbvb awn lelo lejh 
term letp 2ag 2cv 2fx 21e 2kx 2me 2nh 2 m tow 2sz 
2tr Thy 2vm 2abe 2abp 2act 2agb 2aib 2aih 22./a taip 
2atnj 2aqu 2avq 2avr 2awk 2ayj 2bdh 2erb 2exl Sent 
Du 3nr Spy Sam Safx Ilajx Sams basil Sear tokl. 4ei 
4Eu 4jw 41k 4ob ,tob 4te 4to 4uo 5o,j Syh Sae) nayl 
5zav thb Ike Snip Spi 8sf tuy Sal* tait Sala Shelc 
tbh1 ilbjb tbwv ttiwz thzie Seca sent tesu texd solad 
tdnal tilmm telod 9mn 9x1 Sara übal 9cjw Ocrj lides 
lidws  heex 9emj  eftep enOja ewl14 nelbi ciclar 
nc2be 

Gibraltar to Genoa, Italy 
(20 meters) 

Ian lajm lawe lbux Dol Di See. 
(40 meters) 

tray Dien lbsd Ibvi 1eha tie 2md Ors 2em Sate 
2beo 2chl 3dh 8pf Sud 4eu 4ge 4by 4oc 4pk 4wc lqj 
Sago 8eke. 

lien B.. Skeete, 148 Halsey Street, Brooklyn, N. Ye, 
aboard S.S. Samuel Q. Brown in port at Amuay, 

Venezuela 
(20 meterai 

nu.  line luz Isz lie lbbm Oca 21n 2aey Ian! 2alu 
4dv Sve heap herd hadg no-dam. 

(40 meters) 
nu.  lick lieu las lzz lye ladw that latin 2uo D m 

2alu batee 2cyj 2amj 2aun Sag 11bnf abizz Seem Sbms 
lath 3pf 31d lee 3cE 3bwt 4si 4n1 4acy lia,) Dg link 4aua 
5air 5kg 5afn 5v-x. las Eiahn libjv Sdkx Shix 5eww 
Ewes libia lily Sham libjh Saar liche', See teml Selz 
Se e Sees Sit teke &ion Sauq Salo Seoj 9dfi Ike] Shea 
huy 9uz herd 9bfj 9amo Savg baza licev 9x1 hbaz 
libad Shi Sel ne-21aq ne-thici na-Shy. 

er ne, .loseph Sealabre, 37 rue des Carliers, 
Tourcoing (Nord), France 

(20 meters) 
izo 1xi lxu tag 2aj toe toy 2ahi 2acb 2afx 2agi 

3cdg 4oz 400 4yr 4aar fina texd 8rh 8gk 8vd 9acij 
Sefo ne-Ore fo-aa9 fm-live en-ea ep-iht ep-Ibk ep-lak 
en-lag ed-72g ed-Inc ,id-7fp ed-7nb eu-OS eu-Olra 
eu-09ra eu-08ra eu-15ra ore-aa ew-h4 set-pum et-2xq 

ee-ear42 ee-ear73 ea-fk ea-rtl ea-co' en-tire' 
en-Ole en-Oly em-smwg ern-Brett:al ern-smzy em-smar 
ern-smuf ek-4fn ek-4uz ek-4f1 ek-4aen ek-4h1 ek-4xy 
ek-4ab ek-4ga elt-4uab ek-40f elt-41v ek-4wx ek-4Ib 
ek-4ur ekeldbs ek-4kb ek-4ua 0k-40k ek-4yl ek-4aar 
ek-4h.f elt-4dka  ek-4vj  el-lfa  el-ihd 
el-lxw  el-lie si-lea ei-lub ei-idr et-ler 
cg-2es eg-edk ear-Iwo eg-nbi eg,-6wa es-Sae cg-lib 
eh-4ec eh-v8 eb-4ma eh-4zza eb-41m eb-4tra eh-4tel 

eh-41p  eb-4dg, eh-4as  eli-dial  eh-4d0  eb-4di 
eb-4be ef-Iba el-Say ,.'f-Siryd ef-tez ef-Sfim ef-8m09 
ef-tfd  el-tf  bef-tkl  ef-trz  ef-8ku ef-8pme 
cf-Deaf ef-trjr ef-Orar ef-tetn ef-8ae el.7-81itr ef-8rvr 
ef-Sfra ef-ter ef-Sbup ef-Sued ei-kifbm  ef-8si 
ef-8110 el-8bri  ef-Oeg ci-Sois ef-8kd cf-tout ef-8e1 
ef-Sbir ef-ttdo ef-ttgs ef-Sninap cf-Sono 
ef- Mot cf-811 el-82a ef-Sieb s'Ç-lgdb el-Sac. 

efR091, C. Conte, 24 Allee du Rocher, Clichy-Sous-
Bois (Seine et Oise), France 

labd labs lahv lajm tared lani lanz Iwo) laqt 
lasu lavj laud lace iap,•e lar Iasi ibed lbhm lbke 
Ibris lbsd lbad lbux lbvl lbwrn lbat rhea lbhs Ibkp 
Ibas lcaa lek temp lemx led lcmf idm igp lka 
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Me Big 192$ Radio Book contains tot-
estdeveleamentehlahortwase trews 
witting and receiving avparatoe. 
workable  odrigle,"¡",'„ gIZ eiri 

glees. Velvet e en -r'gatinn. Get FREE Co p e. 

AMERICAN AUTO 21, RADIO MFG. CO. 

Dept  neli0m00eri'l'iTitaAdio gliie.Q:KTnra;City, Me, F la n k 

Aqaternior 
,Proa'uci cmasc 

LA-vt 
faigMe5°' 

tse .DiVoreZoidese.,..teet ere_e 
12,050. 40,000, WP M 100,000 Ohms, List $1.50 

etoh, Special Sizes to Order, 92.50 each. Deal-
write for discounts. When Better Resistances 

are marie they will he Cresceots. 
Cresradlo Corp.,  166-32 Jamaica Ave.,  Jamaica, N. Y. 

Kenotron Rectifying Tubes 
(Type T. B. I.) 

e  MFR. BY GEN ERAL ELEC. CO 
These rectifying tubes operate 
on it filament voltage from 
O to 10 Volts and draw 11/4  
amps. They will safety stand 
an KC. input voltage up to 
750 Volts and pass plenty of 
current and voltage for the 
plate of the Transmitting 
Tubes. 
They are also very efficient 

rectifiers for  use  in  "B" 
Battery Eliminators, 

STANDARD BASE 
NEW IN ORIGINAL CARTONS 

PRICE ONLY $1.25 Ea. 
AMERICAN SALES COMPANY.,2IWarren 

A. R. R. L. Members -- What about your friends? 

YOU must have a friend or two who ought to be members of our 
A.R.R.L., but aren't.  Will you give us their names, so that we may write 
to them and tell them about the League and bring them in with the rest 
of us ? The A.R.R.L. needs every eligible radio enthusiast within its ranks, 
and you will be doing your part to help bring this about by recommending 
some friends to us. Many thanks. 

 1928 
American Radio Relay League, 
Hartford, Conn. 

I wish to propose 

Mr.  of   

Mr.  of   
Street & No.  Place  State 

for membership in the A.R.R.L.  I believe they would make good members.  Please 
tell them the story. 

,11111•11.1.1•111 
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Send the EASY Way 
With The Improved Martin 

IBROPLEX 
Reg. Trade Marks 
Vibroplex 
Bug 

Lightning Bug 

Japanned Base, $17 
Nickel-Plated,  19 
Easy to learn and easy to operate. Simply press 

the lever —the Vibroolex does the rest. Adjustable 
to any speed from 10 words per minute up. Saves 
the arm, prevents cramp and improves sending 50 
to 100%.  Over 100„000 users.  No station com-
plete without this up-to-date BUG. 

r Continental or Morse Code 
Any speed from 10 words 

per minute-no 

Special Radio Model 
Equipped with  Extra Heavy,  Specially  Cum-

structed Contact Points to break high current 
without use of relay. Sent anywhere on receipt of 
t' cire. Money order or registered mail.  $25 
Liberal allowance on old Vibroplex. 

Insist on the Genuine Improved Martin 
VibropTex.  The ‘ribroplex Nameplate is 
YOUR protection.  Order  N 0 W 1 

THE VIBROPLEX CO., Inc. 
825 BROAD WAY  NE W YORK 

Coble Address: "VIBROPLEX" New York 

RADIO OPERATORS WANTED 
THE EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE can train you 
quickly and thoroughly because: 

MODERN AND EFFICIENT METHODS 
THOROUGH INSTRUCTION under staff of 
LICENSED COMMERCIAL OPERATORS 

MODERN APPARATUS including SHORT WAVE 
TRANSMITTER 

FIFTEEN years a RADIO SCHOOL 
THE OLDEST, LARGEST and MOST SUCCESSFUL 
school in New England.  RECOMMENDED BY THE 

A. R. R. L. 
Day or Evening Classes Start Every Monday. 

SPECIAL CODE CLASSES 

Write for Illustrated Prospectus 

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE 
899 BOYLSTON STREET  BOSTON, MASS, 

ey, 
am— 
aye u ordered ur copy o 
andy's 

'O W M ST $/.101.1 VER SP.ENT  

•••••• •••• • •• 
'Yiii51.198kOitY"'•:  ••• 

geigiii(A5 54.015105LAY1,1%fifit, 
.94,98 ST HARtrogiyzoNic 

A SELF STARTER 
Your Mercury Arc naree into action as your filaments 
tight up.  A rectifier that puts a sharp cutting peak 
on your signals, has almost. perfect regulation, unlimited 
We and sower, easily tittered, toll wave, no fussing or 
fuming to keep it going.  Now you know you  want a 
*MUM' Arc.  4 pages diagrams arid data will convince 
ymt  Your rectifier problems solved. 

RECTIFIER ENGINEERING SERVICE, 
Radio MAL 4637 Rockwood Road,  Cleveland, Ohio. 
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Ikh ltno imp low tao 1po lad lql lqv lrf ltd lye 
1ww Iww lxv lyb 2nbp tabt 2a.d1 lath hal m 2aYb 
latir hand tapi lasa hato tavr hasp Sayi Sawn taz 
tabe :Inch hall, Sa e tahg tanoh taint late tatin tawk 
hay,' 2bbn tbdd 2bad hbbe fiber 2bgv thin 2buy 2eua 
fleur heyd herb heyx learn Sex Seuo texi hey figs Shy 
lin lie 2kg 2kr 2nm 2qh hmb tqc 2qs tau 2rs Sea 
2to 2tr hty tub tad Svm tarn Sae( 5a.fso ilafv Seidel 
Saks Sali Sa.uy Sail Sail) Sala Sams Sags Sbms nos . 
Shwt Sech•Seirj 1318nf Scab Sex 110w lijw SW 3qm SwIl 
limb Soo Se Spr Sqe 3qm Sop :Ise_ itaba daf 4am dap 
4ey del 4gy 4fi 4hr 4jd 4jr .411 41k 4111 4nf 4nq 4oe 
¿on drb drq drr doe 4so 4tk ,incv 4aey 'lei 4ftt /age 
¿oh 400 4rz 4rn dtk 5av 5ayl Orb 5yb ilabw Sadg Sagi 
Snit klaub 8avk Slaxa 8bis Shqi 8fith then ilbjb Shom 
Beau Seel Sees Seer Iiehp (tejw Saud Sexi Seem Mel 
&led Sulks 8dsy Ses Seq. Shx 8jr dice Sit 8rt Sil Sit 
Spi 8rt tad twk tabu tam() Sash Reund Rapj tarn 
9bxi albjw Sang terj 9dte Shi ne-lbh ne-tbg or-flew 
mi-Ito nr-fila sv-lite ne-tine ne-8rg nm-1,1 nq-trak wya 
wuby wut ea? kfzq. 

oz2BJ, Allan Evans, 169 Taranaki Street, Wellington, 
New Zealand 

if Heard during June, July. August and September) 
am-last 1vr lyb tety Sahli Strwrt 411 4qh 5ja 5rig tank 

dad tahl 6ahr dap *old 6bb 6b01 6bfp dbin tens: Scale 
facii Scsj dewy,' text 6dch 6det 6dgq 6dkx tdIj ildir 
Gee- 6fh 6gzaz tjn tud 6xf titi leer 7alk 7ink 7sf 7vo 
7xf Omni Sepq Siepu iabht thnb 9bpm Sect Seri facing 
9dr Skg Old na-lep na-7kn ne-5gt pj-tor on-teh 
on-20g on-She ii.aa-hhh ent-thm oa-hjw na-Shy on-hmh 
era-fino am-Sib ria-Ire oa-Ire oa-tiro on-trw on-2rx 
on-Yrz on-2wg cm-2xi pa-2v) oa-2yi on-earn im-Skad 
()a- no on-Ses oa-Shi on-iijk on-51g on-31s os-Sor oa-lut 
oa-13x.o oa-4a1 oa-4b0 oasiteg oa-4ein on-itgo on-dhg 
oa-4nw oa-5ax oa-5bg  on-511g oa-thw na-81f 
oa-5yx na-Osa oa-7ch oa-7evy na-7dx oie-7gb anz-7111 
tia-71j on-7pf or-tai or-las on-lie on-lia oz-San or-Sne 
or-Sae ou-lai or-Sal or-San or-hay ou-tag car-Sho or-hba 
on-fibs or-tga on- tag on-lita on-ltd  oz-4na 
oz-4ne oz-dae oz-4am or-4ar ab-taj eb-4ww 
ef-Ovy ef-Sxo oh-tail oh-takp oh-dayl oh-6h01 oh-dbue 
oh-deity oh-tdcu oh-6d11 oh-Odin oh-Sdpg oh-floa oh-two 
vim vis vit vlb vpd. 

oz2GO, Harold G. Fownes, 110 Riddiford St.. 
Wellington, N. Z, 

(Heard from Aug. 11 to Sept. 2) 

118hs lia lmv hats tee Use 3xo itaf 4du 411 4no 4on 
dos Snag 5agj 5amic 5asi tag 51p 5111 5ms Oras 5rn 
bay 6abh &tied Sake dakw der dais daod tap dapd 
GaPP deny dbfp 6bg-v 6biu dbmk tbmy Oboe dbrd 6bto 
tbu darn thvy tehr tank 6eud deur dewk dewl 6ewva 
tern 6dfp Odic ddkj talli 6dpn 6dmh Sf  thlik Old tri 
duo dye tut Ian ?add 7adj 7akr 7bm 7ckf 71)V Snell 
8bp 8dclk 8g1 8ke Saxo tarn tard thee thee Sbget 
9bld Shmj Stand Raul Sees Sekk Irks Sema Sc.:3c ficvp 
9exe iglha 9dpi tdpl Mpg tdqn Rdr Mud 9dYt Oriel 
Sku 911 trif tor 9rd na-7etbe na-Ido na-21e eb-4ww 
eh-4=  ef-Set cf-Sep  ef-8ei  ef-Sku  ef-Son  cg-hum 
el-lato sh-lid sb-lax se-2b1 su-She na-5ern on-5gm 
oa-15jh oa-5mb on-5rj on-5xar oh-ddpg oh-dbd1 oh-tdir 
oo-geo on-woe op-lcw cab jes j:krb kegg kzet no 
VOCi wax. 

oa5CM, Reg. M. Anthony, 3 High Street, Unley Park. 
South Australia 

laso Ibr lbux leer leje Scrap herb leur 131w 4du 
4js 41k 4nq 4rm dim 4tir 5asik 5agr Saba 5ahac 5ajr 
Sakn 5aqf 5atf 6kg 5rox 5q1 5rg Suk Sut dais tam 
tsar tap tapp data ditto dank 6avv-w 6bfr 6bif Objx 
tbrma thrd aboy 6buy thvb 6bvy abxi abyr iledx ?ell 
Gclu demo tcua 6dgy 0031 6dju Odor 6dph ddpn Srn 
7aat 7bd 7mh Oaxa Only llepq Sf1 Hen tiara 9bea Seni 
teks Wing tefw tekf Sekk Seky tdsh Ink Spu ne-Ire 
ran-mSy  Ete-1 el ac-tiff  ac-811b  ai-2kt 

ai-law aj-1sk  ai-Sby aj-drz oh-4zz 
eb-4ae cf-Sin  cg-lad  gi-5ni  fo-n9a 
fo-lar oc-Sicz no-areo oo-bam op-lad op-lat 
op-thr op-Sae oh-tbd1 oh-teary oh-ddki oh-tdpg oh-60v 
oh-darau WUCC jitrb Baulk. 

ed7ZG, H. T. Petersen. Norresundby, Denmark 

labd  I any loa layl  ibex lbsx lbsal  liwl 
lens lems lcmf lckp lepj Idi lka lkf Imo lmy loo 
lag hani hang hand 2agw tagn hag 2agh Shad tbe 
heyx herb fief 2px ?sr htpr lug huo tal nor tbq 3cla 
?cab 8gp 8hg Spf th &le dei 4fu 411 4rm 4rq ¿ta iOlxa 
Italy 8box Slaf 8bjb 8csd. 
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Seventh Edition Just Off the Press 

ROBISON'S MANUAL OF RADIO TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY 
Completely Revised and Up-to-Date 

Of the 6th edition of this book reviewed by QST it was said this is perhaps 

"The Best Radio Book That Ever Came To This Desk" 
The standard Navy book on radio originally prepared in 1907 by Lieutenant (last year Admiral and 

of U. S. Fleet) S. S. Robison.  The 6th edition and the present edition revised by Commander S. C. 
Hooper, U. S. Navy, late Radio O fficer, U. S. Fleet. 

Price $5.50 postpaid (former edition sold for $8.00) 

Address: Secretary-Treasurer, U. S. Naval Institute, Annapolis, Md., U. S. A. 

Get the ADVANCE 
ET this improved i'Sync  " Rectifier.  Su 
Periority proven by its prevailing use in 

International  transmitting.  Lower in wire in 
spite of higher quality. 
The  Advance  Sync  Rectifier  meets sil re-

quirements  for  heaviest duty.  Improves  all 
transmission—giving  clearer  tone  and  better 
vol sole.  Can  be  easily  and  quickly  filtered. 

"Sync" RECTIFIER 
Speedy starting.  Requires no attention —always 
ready.  With  IL P.  Westinghouse motor. 
tn. 00 complete. 
Get the best.  Write now for free descriptive 

folder 

ADVANCE  ELECTRIC  COMPANY 
1260-1262 West Second St., Los Angeles, Calif. 

 101111111 =1011Eilis 

To Our Readers Who fire Not .II. R. R. L. Members 
Wouldn't you like to become a member of the American Radio Relay 

League?  We need you in this big organization of radio amateurs, the only 
amateur association that does things.  From your reading of QST you have 
gained a knowledge of the nature of the League and what it does, and you 
have read its purposes as set forth on page 6 of every issue.  We would like 
to have you become a full-fledged member and add your strength to ours in 
the things we are undertaking for Amateur Radio, and incidentally you will 
have the membership edition of QST delivered at your door each month. A 
convenient application form is printed below —clip it out and mail it today. 

American Radio Relay League, 
Hartford, Conn., U. S. A. 

Being genuinely interested in Amateur Radio, I hereby apply for membership in 

the American Radio Relay League, and enclose $2.50 ($3 in foreign countries) in pay-

ment of one year's dues.  This entitles me to receive QST for the same period. Please 

begin my subscription with the   issue.  Mail 

my Certificate of Membership and send QST to the following name and address. 

 1928 

Station call, if any   

Grade Operator's license, if any   

Radio Clubs of which a member   

Do you know a friend who is also interested in Amateur Radio, whose name you 

might give us su we may send him a sample copy of QST' 

  Thanks! 
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C R O S L E Y 
AC BANDBOX 

11 0 
Without 
Tubes 

With the indmisition of a 'teens@ by The illrosley Radio 
corporation under a large groin) et patento controlled by 
The Radio Corporation of America, .American Telephone 
and Telegraph company, General Electric Company, West-
inghouse Electric and latanufacturing COLIWIIIIY, etc., the 
Crodey IC Bandbox is possible through the use of the 
new it C, A. alternating current tubes—TIP 226 and 
DX Pli. These tubes utilize tor their filaments and 
'heating regular alternating current from the houselighting 
eircuir. 
The emsley AC Bandbox with the new alternating current 
tubes is truly revolutionary, and brings to the radio user 
an entirely new inception of care-free radio.  This AC 
Model together with the battery type BANDBOX which 
works with standard power supply units and storage bat-
teries is the country's most talked of radio!  Sold at all 
(leesley Authorized dealers.  if you cannot locate one, write 
Dept, la for his name and literature. 

The Crosley Radio Corporation 
Powel Crosley, Jr., Pres.  Cincinnati, Ohio 
Montana, Wyoming, Coiorado, New Mexico and West, prices 

slightly higher. 

-GROS-LEY 
Ii emmo 

NATIONAL 
Power Transfor mers 

and Power Units for 

Plate Supply 

Send for Pamphlet Q-124 

N ATIO N AL CO., I NC. 
W. A. Ready, Pres.  Malden, Mass. 

Don't Forget 

(1\ That the A.R.R.L. Em-blem is the  badge of 
4 /) 

every real Amateur. 
It is available in various sizes 
for button, pin, auto or radio-
mast. 
"That ham may recognize ham 
—display the A.R.R.L. Emblem." 

American Radio Relay League, Hartford, Conn, 

eglASL, 124 'Eversleigh Rd., Battersea, London, Eng. 

labd labk labp lac! throat tape lagl intox lakm tang 
laqi lar la« larx las Iasi lad land that lbbr 
ibm  abed lbke lbhs Ibms ibnh ibas ibr lbs lean 
brew leop ledt lejf lemi 111 lfq iga ilx 1mG Irma 
lux Ipo lqi ley I.ry lye lxv Ube /'abw lacil lados 
laff lafr laf y lagb lag') 2asew 'Men 2a.g laha lab!) 
lahi Indu lang lary lase lasa late 2ats 'luau thug 
laYk lava law! lawq 2ayi lay lbad Ibas, lbbc lbes 
lbeh liber 2bea llify a we lbs 2ejd Irma tired licox 
leob lee) lety leue leux leyx lew lent- Me 2hr 
2kg 2tub 2in lqh lut lor 2oe lag lsj 2tr buy bye 
2za Saaf Rae Saes lined left, bajh 3afti 3riih Ihdy 
Rah Sayer lain lbms Shop 3bq 8bqj Iibqp 311qm 3baz 
Rear Redl 3chg acbt Ilegf acne ilee 3fe 3hh Sib 3hu 
Rim like 3ku 3mw 3iny 3mb linj 3pr 1ioa Row lige 
hap Ivy ltiez this lef 4c1 4cy Irk 4du 4.it Ii?, lid 
Ijas 4je 4jw lee 4oh lok 4pf 4qb 4qz Irk ,ira 4rr 

4um 4uo 4th 4yo labp balk bay! bel Idl Sill lick 
nil lea 15q1 Sala Irg led 5zav lair lut 5uk lux Iwo 
fityx lad layn 6ij 6dhj Gai Gait Said Sail/ Salu 8amt 
Sara Saya tiara Pitch 8atii Shag Shbg sbha 8bjx 8bki 
bbkm Sbm Sbnh She, than Sepa Seth 8bwa Sbyn liceo 
Iced Sefr Schu Sejb Sejv Pelt 8.enj Scpc Semi ben] 
&ice Sdce Sacra Sddk Sddc Sdgl 8dgf Sdld Sdme Sdnia 
8dyg Serna 8.hwz Site Sol 8wIt Spa Set San 9acu labia 
lei° laiw laid laid lares lama lak bald) lingz laxes 
lbab lbeg lbey Wary lbjw lbkx Idinp 9Sz Icej licito 
Sen 9cnc 9cpq lemy lerj lerd leg liege Mee Melt 
lakh Mtn 9dr lds1 :Mud  lief° lefw Inky lhr 
!jinn llu tier 'Max. ley Ink Pear 'abed ldyh 9blk lgd 
911 leiw »re laok 9deg leph lrp 9rlih leyp. 

eg2BVG, R. S. Foskett, 48 Woodland Ter., Lend. SE7 
lasf lbbo Info lvw lejj Sara Save Pack Some led. 

eg211J, K. E. B. Jay, 19 Elm Close, A.mersham, 
Bucks, England 

(20 meters) 

Lod laba laep lait lakz lapv lawe iba lbhs ibux 
lbw lbyy lbzj lcmx lfl lia imf Sed thy Item hut lxi 
izad lamp lees lain ?lee /bg nee la° 2f n 2gp 2md 
lip lys laud Iiadm Sank 3akyr 8efg Sgp 31q brut 
Sra 4dv 4rm haras, air Way Pang Papi Saya Sayn 
Sbub Sebi Sena) thug lidie Sdpo  lbmq :hey lbws 
limbe leu lib lug ne-lap ne-lar ne-lbr tac-lai nc-Ill 
ne-4dp ne-Swg rap-4e.a sb-law ab-lib wisp sen-step. 

(40 meters) 
Uhl Rapti Sauw bbms Sligo bbqz 2bwt &bra 8ebt 

beet) behg bekj lick! hep 111th him fuit fild 31w amy 
ang 3pr hash hua bug bel Ittvj them Ilyav 4ce Ife 
4.fu 4ge lid 4jw 4km 41k 411 4n1 len  4oe lob 4ok 
400 4rm 4rn  4uo 4yh 4ws Sao Say 15,11 Ihe Ski lute 
&hi 9brnm 9bwo 913x1 Sexe lejh lea lime lee lend 
9cpq Serb lerj ildku dr lde leek legh liii lep ttfss 
ljk lia 9pm fi-lcw fa-pm ne-lbr ne-libe rat-- lug no-31ic 
nm-la  nipiex tir-21g ties-lam s:,a-2fc 
oalrb oa-Izo oa-lyi oa-bbq ria-lis ran-twin na-lbq 
oa-ich  oa-7gd ea-7111 ea-71j oh-6bue 

oz-lbg on-Sep  oz-3ae oz-lap  oz-Sau 
oz-4aa oz-4ae sa-ebb  oh-law sb-lem oh-leg sb-2a1 

ab-Iba se-lab  wnp area yei-irp. 

R. A. Rowden, 12 Pennsylvania Rd., Exeter, England 

' inch lag lanw lana lath lasu lawe land Ihkp 
lbyx lejc irez lemf b m lei lxv ladl lafb lafr 
2amd lanai laub lax]. layj lbbc llh lkr lair lqf 
2tr Ial u Safy 3ahr halt Sant Sbgg 8bgs bbms 3bwt 
Reaq Ilegf bell Rep lee 31,11 31q Smy lath Scie SsYS 
daba damn lee 4h1 4hy 4js 4.jw 4Ik 411 41p 4nq loe lob 
4qh lay  Irm 4rq 4sh 4mi 4th 4um lux 4we lirios 
flask lac! hait lath hulk 5ahp lajk bane littqf Sat' 
lato lavo fiaxp lee hew 5he Ike Ikg big Ims 5ino 
lug 5qj fish Suk hex Iwo Spun Szay (Mgr Ghai 'id Saes 
Sago babe Salto Slily Sapp Swim bay' Savo Saxa tibbas 
Sear Sejv Scro Seri, Selig bead Men' Rdia Scion hit 
Into bane lank tiafa lajj lane larp lawn laxb laxo 
lean 9bal Iban abel lbeq ably lbmx 9bpd lbqy Wash 
lbuy 9byh tint n liernq lemy ticrj lIste Dorn levy legit 
ldah 9dka 9dr Mrs :Mud lchys :Mew 'Jet Polk legh 
leky 11m 91b lid lia 1pu. tira, 

400, A. K. Edgerton, 18 -40 Street South, 

'St. Petersburg, Fla. 

el-8ba  ef-bc1 ef-leo cf-bkg  ef- Sen si-les- en-oja 
ewh4 frpocd1 ne-Sae nhca  nmba nr-cto nr-lea 

nu-7abb nu-Tafq nu-7ail nu7ajh nu-7bm nu-
7iz nu7sf ny-Seq ea-lrb os-lam on-lip oa-513j 
na-Sdx ea-5mb oa-Swp ott-lew os-7j1 oz-lrj oz-lbp 
oz-2go sb-law ab-bag eh-bay su-bak wnp. 
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HAM-ADS 
NOTICE 

Effective with the :Idly Issue of (1ST the policy of the 
"Ram Ad" Department was altered to conform more 
nearly to what it was originally intended that this de-
pAtrilllerd  should be.  it will be conducted strictly as 
a service to the members of the American Radio Relay 
League, and evhertisements will be accented under 
the following conditions. 
(1)  "Ram Ad, advertising will be accepted" only 

from members et the American Radio Relay League. 
(21  The signature of the advertisement must be the 

name of tile individual member or his officially assigned 
call. 
i8)  Only one advertisement from an individual ran 

he accepted for any lesas of gar, and the advertise-
ment must not exceed too words. 

Advertising shall be of a nature of interest to 
radio amateurs or experimenters in their pursuance ut 
the art. 
(5) No display of any character will be accepted, 

net egn any typographical arrangezneni, such as all Cr 
part capital letters. be used which would tend to make 
one advertisement btaud out from the ethers. 
(6)  The "Liam Ad" rate la 7e per word,  Remit-

tance fur full amount must accompany 
(7)  (losing date: the 25th of second month preeed-

ing publication date. 

THE life blood of your set -plate power.  Powerful per-
manent, infinitely superior to dry celle, lead-acid, Bs, B 
eliminators.  Trouble-free, rugged, abuse proof, that's an 
_Edison Steel-Alkaline Storage, B-battery.  Upset elec-
trically welded pure nickel connectors insure absolute 
quiet. Lithium-Potassium solution (that's no lye.). Com-
plete, knock-down kits, parts, chargers.  Glass tubes, 
shock-proof jars, peppy elements, pure nickel, anything 
You need.  No. 12 sulid copper enameled permanently per-
fect aerial wire $1.00, 100 ft. Silicon steel laminations for 
that transformer 15e lb.  Details, full price list.  Frank 
Murphy, Radio 85,1E, 4837 Rockwood Rd., Cleveland. Ohio. 

SALE -20 watt transmitter, phone and OW. Also parts. 
GE Dynamotor 241500, $40.00. One h.p. 32 volt SC 
motor $20.00.  Se/ling on account of sickness.  W m. 
Hansen, jr.. Niles, Michigan. 
FELLO WS we have obtained more wonderful bargains, 
just take a look at 'cm, Navy VT1.4 5 waiters, new and 
in original boxes $1.30 each 0-10 AC filament voltmeters, 
flush mount $2.25. 0-10 to 0-400 flush mount milliarneters 
$1.80, state range wanted.  0-500 DC voltmeters $4.50. 
Amplifying transformers 5-1 $1.10.  Western Electric 500 
volt I MF!) condensers $1.00.  30 Henry 150 milliampere 
chokes $2.50.  Cardwell .00085 condensers $1.50.  Pyrex 
sockets 50e. Federal 2200 Ohm phones $2.50. Large Neon 
tubes 81.50. Plugin coils 15 to 200 meters $4.75 per set. 
Orders sent C. O. D. Please include posing-c.  E. P. 
Hufnagel 879 So. 18th Street, Newark, N. J.   
NE W Bradley radiostat, price $5.00.  John Brabson, 
Greeneville. .Tennessee. 

NEAT. accurately calibrated wavemeters in hardwood 
cabinet, with genuine Bakelite panel and Marco Vernier 
Dial. Coils wound on grooved Bakelite forms -$7.25 each. 

heavy 'copper tuning inductance.  4" diameter-12c 
per turn 3", Oc. Milliameters, 0-100, $1.90 '•  0-800, $2.75. 
Pure aluminum, lead, pair, complete, 1" x4" 7e, 1" x G" 
loc.  Extra heavy, 12e. 16e.  Send for free catalog. 
William Harrison, 35 Ft. Washington Ave.. N.  Y. C. 
ROTARY spark gaps.  Motor 110-60 cycle.  15000 volt 1 
kw .002 le condenser moulded preferred 16000 volt. Any 
experimental electrical equipment -must be in good con-
dition.  Joseph D. Brown, 2 Colorado St., Ashtabula, 
Ohio. 
TRADE:  G.  E.  type  dynamotor  12/550  for  R.C.A. 
transformer UP1016 1500/3000. Geo. H. Smith, Stanislaus, 

HIGH grade chokes with adjustable core to vary from 30 
to 100 Henry, 150 M.A. capacity. 6000 turns and .98 watt 
Loss Silicon core adjustment give efficient filter opera-
tion, $5.75. Transformers -1.00 watt 825-825 and 71/2  volts 
$7.25. 50 watt 275-275 and 5 volts $4.00.  Low voltage 
wound to specifications $4.50.  3011 chokes -100 M. A. 
$8.00,  5011 chokes -1.00 M. A. $3.00.  U M chokes -60 
M. A. $2.25. "B11" Raytheon kit $16.75. 3x4  steel 
M  0. tn  .5o. Write for list of meters, chokes etc.  M. 
Leitch, South Park Drive, 'West Orange, N. J. 

LICENSED  amateurs  only -Aero  Short  Wave  Kit-
$8.18.  $60.18 Aero 7 Kit -$36.89.  $146.34 Tyrman Ten 
Kit -$87.81.  $25.00 Browning-Drake Kit -$16.25.  $10.00 
Ensco 36" Cone Kit -$6.18.  $31.00 Modern B. Eliminator. 
with Raytheon -$19.23.  Discounts on Cardwell (trans-
mitting items -15 %), AmerTran, Jewell  (transmitting 
meters -25 %),  Thordartion,  Benjamin,  Samson -35 %. 
On Sangamo, Daven, Karns, Deutschtnann, Aero, Ha m. 
marlund, Kodel, Silver-Marshall, Abox, Yaxley, Bodine, 
Gee° Raytheon -40%.  Postpaid.  Our weekly data sheets 
give more "dope" than all radio magazines combined. 
Twenty weeks -$1.00, 52 weeks -n.50.  Over two pounds, 
catalog, data, circuits, prepaid -25c. Fred Luther Kline, 
Kent, Ohio.  (Established 1920.) 

FOR sale -Orningraph, 15 dials, heavy key, coil, buzzer. 
phone.  On one base.  I. J. Story, Wessington Springs, 
S. D. 
SALE, half price or less:  Remler Capacity Units, 0-.5000, 
$2. ea. Fada Detector Stand and extra crystals, 50c. 
Welding and soldering pencil with cords and clips (attach 
to any 6 v. battery), $1.  Baldwin Type C fone, with 
cushions, $4. Rasco cord-tip jacks and tips, 3 for :30e; 
12 for $1.  Cabinet 20x9x8, unvarnished clear wood, extra 
base and genuine h.r. panel,  $1.  Marshallstat.  60e. 
Electrad vernier Variohm, 14,430 meg.. 10e.  Univernier 
geared tuning control, 300  dial, 75e.  Westinghouse chg.-
dischg. ammeter, 75c.  Tonga/. bulb 6 amp. 75 v. and 
porcelain socket, $5.  Remit with order.  A. B. Tripp, 
237 St. Helens, Tacoma, Washington. 

YOUR ARRL emblem will look twice as snappy if you 
wear your call with it on a radio rail pin attached with 
a gold guard chain (fraternity chapter style).  Pin with 
chain only three becks!  9FZ, R. C. Ballard, 306 E. 
Green St., Champaign, Ill. 

ARE receptacles are fb for those baseless tubes you're 
using for  and 5 meter work. 75e prepaid.  A. Mallins. 
89 Webster Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.   
QUARTZ crystals ground to your desired frequency for 
use in the various amateur bands as follows. 160 meter 
band $15, 80 meter $25, 40 meter $50.  Quotations on 
other sizes at your request.  J. C. Fountain, Radio 8IM, 
8591 Springle Ave., Detroit, Mich.   

THE new Kennedy 15 watt tube oscillates at 5 meters. 
Ideal for crystal stage.  Postpaid $6.50.  Satisfaction 
guaranteed or refund. W. K. McCulla, Waukegan, Ill.  
PO WER transformers -1 kw. 2000-2500 v, each side, $30. 
100 watt 350-550 each side. $8.50.  200 watt filament 
transformer 8-11 V. $7.50.  700 watt 1000-1500 v. $14.50. 
700 watt 2000-2500 v. $17.50.  250 watt 550-700 v. $10.50. 
250 watt 25 cycle 600-800 v. $14.00.  700 watt 25 cycle 
1(100-1500 v. $18.50. 700 watt 25 cycle 2000-2500 v. $22.00. 
200 watt 25 cycle filament transformer 8-11 v. $11.00. 
30 Henry 150 mil. choke $10.00.  F. Greben, OCES, 1927 
S. Peoria Street, Chicago, Ill.   

OMNIGRAPHS, vibroplexes, "S" tubes, teleplexes natro-
meters, perfectographs, transmitters, receivers, chokes, 
meters, transformers, 50 watters, motor generators, port-
able superheterodynes.  Bought, sold, exchanged.  L. J. 
Ryan, BINS, Hannibal, Missouri. 
SELL: Used Apparatus.  Acme 200 watt O. W. Trans-
former, $8.00.  Jewell  A.  C.  Voltmeter  0-15, $6.00. 
Roller-Smith R. F. Ammeter 0-2.5. $2.50. EEL Inductance 
$5.00.  Condensers,  Rheostats,/  Receiving  and 
Transmitting equipment.  3WX, 8211 Cedar Rd. Elkins 
Park, Penna. 
SELL -two 204s used but O. K. mountings.  Priced right. 
Want 80 and 850 meter crystals. Fowler E. Macy, Con-
verse, Indiana.   

BARGAIN -500 volt 200 mill. 110 volt Emerson MG. $40. 
John Williams, Winnfield, La.   
No. 2 OMNIGRAPH with buzzer on base.  Set 16 begin-
ners dials and set 15 regular dials.  $15. prepaid.  Also 
late Browning-Drake broadcast receiver semi  finished 
mahogany case, Daven amplifier with two 99s two mu 
20s one mu 6 power tubes thirty dollars.  Gilbert 'Myers, 
Andover 4, Harvard, Cambridge, Mass.   
I am not selling out, but I have a lot of stuff I don't 
need and want to sell.  Write for list.  50N, Box 205. 
Montgomery, Ala. 

FOR sale or will trade.  Complete new mercury are recti-
fier oil cooled with keep-alive transformer and reactor. 
5AKY. 
SELL complete transmitter or parts separately.  Omni-
graph, wavemeter, etc.  Write for list.  8RNX, 1255 
Blackstone Dr., Toledo, Ohio. 

FOR sale or trade for transmitter parts, one 7A Western 
Electric amplifier, fifteen dollars.  G. N. Karnes, Sea-
graves, Texas. 
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COPPER strip. ta inch.  Ten foot, forty centa.  Harry 
Sonneborn, 1228 Michigan Ave., LaPorte. Indiana.   

BARGAINS;--W.E.212-D 250 watt tube new $50.: 
7-A amplifier with tubes $16.: UV 203A new $20.: R.C.A. 
UP 1016 power transformer $10. Acme Plate transformer 
1500 and 1000 v. 500 watt $12.; Four fifty watt sockets 
$2.: *Sewell 0-5 amps antenna meter $5.: UP 414 modula-
tion transformer $2.: Two Ra ms orthometric receiving 
condensers .0001 $6.: One Leach 6 volt heavy duty relay 
$10.: One UTI367 Magnetic modulator $2.: Receiving 
condensers of all types and capacities, state kind wanted; 
Willard Storage B's 48 volt blocks $8, per block.  J. O. 
Gill, 125 Gill Ave., Galion, Ohio: 8 B C A. 

FOR sale:  Almost new Westinghouse M.G. set 1000 v. 
250 watts 110 volt A.O. drive $75.00.  2 new 7% watt 
tubea $9.00 pair.  New 200 watt transformer 550 each 
aide 2 71as volt filament windings $8.00.  Send for list. 
Harry Wiedeman, 6407 Central Ave., Tampa, Fla.   

FOR sale--Aero two tube short wave receiver -16-130 
meters, Karam condensers, Marco dials, UV712 trans-
former, $95.  Write Andrew Bohn, 109 1/2  Lincoln Ave., 
West, Fergus Falls, Minnesota. 

'ONE-HALE and one KW Navy Transmitters; 14 Ks1Si 
portable field type; 64 feet sectional poles: small one 
cylinder 14 K W 500 cycle power outfits: also four cylinder 
triode's With AC and Dé outputs: ta to 5 K W motor 
generators; la K W 500 cycle transformers easily tamped 
$12.50.  Westinghouse 27.5-35(1 volt and General Electric 
12-850 volt .143 ampere dynamotors $18. 6-400 volt model 
$15.00 SE 1012 receivers unused minus condensers $20.00. 
Waverneters direct reading calibration no curves.  $85. 
Photographs,  All ex-Navy material.  Henry Kienzle, 501 
East 84th Street, New York. 

1000 volts 300 watts Esco motor 110 volts single phase, 
$95,00.  400 volts 100 watts Esco couples to 220 volta 3 
phase A.G. motor $25.00.  400 volts 100 watts generator 
only $5.50.  750 volts 300 watts double commutator with 
110 volts single phase motor $65.00. 2500 volts 2 kilowatt 
generator double commutator, couples to three phase 
220 volts 1750 speed motor.  Filament motor generators 
5G to 200 amperes capacity.  Also many others.  New 

b.p. 1/0 volts 3500 speed alternating current motors 
8.50.  Prices f.o.b. Chicago.  James Smat, 1734 Grand 
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

QS!, cards 2 color $1.00 per 100.  Free samples.  F. L. 
yaarig, 90KA, Corwith, Iowa. 

liAND calibrated filament voltmeters 0-10 v. A.C. $1.50. 
Ed. -Keers, 9CJR, 2300 E. Washington St., Joliet, Illinois. 

W ANT stedi DC note?  Now ready, New Thordarson. 550 
volt 130 Mill center tapped and mounted plate supply 
completely assembled including two sockets, two TTX 216 
rectifiers and filter block.  Lists at $40.00, Your price 
$29.75 F.O.B.  W. Ryder. Jr., Stn 9 CSII Hibbing Minne-
sota. Write at once for dope. 

RECTIFYING tubes corresponding to CX316B and CX313, 
$1.86 each. Sonotron CX310, $5.50.  Nick Davanzo, 8BLD, 
1107 Emma St., Youngstown, Ohio. 

PURE aluminum and lead rectifier elements holes drilled 
brass screws und nuts, pair  lax4"  13c,  1"x6"  15e, 
IS ett6" 17e, lta"x6" 19e.  Sheet aluminum 1/16" $1.00, 
lead $1.00 square foot prepaid, $1.00 or more.  Silicon 
transformer steel cut to order .014" 10 lb. 25e, 5 lb. 30e, 
lesa than 5 lbs. 113e lb.  .022" Sc less per lb.  Not eut 
2-7" wide 15e lb., minimum 10 lb, postage extra.  Edge-
wise wound copper ribbon 7 sizes, see January QST.  Air 
pocket and stand off insulators 25e each.  4 for $1.00. 
Glazed porcelain 5 and fil e long prepaid on 4. Electro-
lytic condenser parts, $1.50 prepaid.  Geo. Schulz, Calu-
met, Michigan. 

HIGHEST quality QSL cards.  As per your copy.  No 
stock forms, all different  Write for prices and samples. 
5 dial Omnigraph $18.  Want used portable typewriter, 
(mote price and condition.  8C1TJX, Millington, Mich. 

SELL. Kennedy Universal receiver, nearly new, fifty 
dollars.  Also other apparatus,  John Longley, Coulter 
Ave., Maplewood. N. J.   

60 HENRY 100 milliampere filter chokes for use in filter 
system of 2 TJX210, 1 DeForest "H" or 1 11X852 tube. 
Heavy 2 inch Silicon steel core, Mica insulated heavy 
construction throughout, a real choke for your filter sys-
tem, -weight 16 pounds.  $9.35.  50 Henry 150 milliampere 
chokes, same construction as above suitable for filter 
Systems of 1 50 watt, 2 DeForest E or 2 UX852, weight 
22 pounds.  $13.25.  For 20 and 30 Henry chokes deduct 
10 % from above prices, for 100 Henry add 26 %.  Add 
postage to all of above.  Nat G. Scott, New Albany, 
Mississippi. 
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POSTPAID and guaranteed brand new. R.E.L. make :a-. 
Transmitting Inductances, Type L, double unit with glass 
coupling rods and clips, 58.90; 50 watt sockets, $1.89; 
"H" Tube mountings, $1.89; Short Wave Coil Kits, 10 
to 110 meters, $8.75.  General Radio Wavemeters, TalSa 
858, 14 to 224 meters, $19.25.  Write for complete list. 
G. F. Hall. 585 West Hortter St., Philadelphia, Pa.   
BARGAIN -one  W.E. 50 watt 211-D tube and 112-A 
special socket slightly used, $15.  Borsoa 5,346 Wee. 
ford Rd., Phila., Penn. 

WANTED -Radio  Corporation  transformer  UP1016. 
aALIE. 

TWO new W.E. fifty matters, $24.00 each. Few peanut 
tubes $2.00 each.  2BYJ, Levy, 2050 69th Street, Brooklyn, 

ARE you tired of ordering from concerns who sub-
stitute cut prices and rotten service for good merchandise 
and quick deliveries?  Try us and note the difference I A 
new "Hamalo.g", the original Ham Catalog is waiting for 
you, free.  See our new Transmitting Filter Condensers 
advertised this issue.  They'll stand up where others fail. 
Order DeForest, transmitting and receiving tubes front us 
--we ship quickly.  Latest Amateur Call Book 75e.  Our 
No. 20 Stand-off Insulator, 20c--use it for supporting 
wiring and instruments, etc.  Get details of our Silver 
Plated Short Wave Inductances.  E. Is, Johnson, 9ALD, 
Waseca, Minnesota. 
HEADQUARTERS for .Hams: -Immediate deliveries on 
Mueller 1.50-watt input tubes $15.00.  RCA 5-matters 
$8.15.  15-dial Omnigraphs $20.00.  Aerovox  1000-volt 
tested 1-mfd condensers $1.75.  Potter 1-mfd 2000-volt 
tested  condenser  $2.50,  2500-volt  1-mid $3.25.  New 
"Ham-list" 4e.  Robert Curtis. 1109 Eighth Avenue, Fort 
Worth, Texas.   

CURTIS-Griffith  250-watt  power-filament  transformers 
350-550 each side $10.50.  Thordarson  power-filament 
transformers for 7.5-matters $6.90.  Thordarson power 
transformera 850-550 each tide $1.1.00: 1000-1.600 each 
side $16.00.  Edgewound inductance 6-Inch turn 12e; 
4-inch 10e; 2.5-inch 7e.  Aluminum square foot 85e; 
Lead square foot 85e.  New Edition of the "Ham-list" 
4e.  James  Radio  Curtis,  NU-5-A-Q-C,  1109  Eighth 
Avenue, Forth Worth, Texas. 
QSL cards, two colors, government post cards, $1.90 per 
hundred, white cards $1.00.  Real ham stationary e 
$1.40  per hundred  sheets  and  envelopes,  pad  form. 
Postage 10e.  Free samples.  8DTY, 257 Parker Ave., 
Buffalo. N. Y.   
S B? -$8.00 list Dudlo wound chokes.  60 henry, 160 

.niilliampere only $2.95; Flectheim filter condensers.  1000 
v. 2 mf. $2.25; 1000 v. 4 tuf. $4.50; 2000 v. 2 mf. $4.26; 
2000 v. 4 ma $6.75; Corwato No. 12 enameled antenna 
wire, $0.90 100'; Pyrex insulators. 81/2 " 50.45, 71/4 " $1.50, 
12ta" $3.50; TJSL S. L. F. condensera i00035, single $1.25, 
double tandem $2.50; CP. aluminum 51. 0 ft. Myers 
tubes.  Grid and plate leads at opposite ends, $0.95; All 
sizes unmounted honeycomb coils.  Low prices, write for 
list.  Please add some for postage.  Articles sent COD 
if desired.  Shipments made same day.  Send your name 
for our bargain list.  D.  L. Moon, 3844 Boulevard, 
Jersey City, N. J. 

HAMS; Here are some of our holiday specials.  Power 
crystals.  Guaranteed within 1/10 of one percent. of 
stated frequency.  180 meter band. $15,00; You fellows 
all need a good wayemeter, but a thertnogalvanometer le 
expensive, so why not try one of our neon tube indicators. 
Type "A" is only $0.85; Type "B" ultra sensitive $1.50; 
Type "C" for lower power transmitters $2.00; Acme and 
Cardwell Condensers .0005 $1.50; Electrad 75 watt grid. 
leaks 10,000 ohm $1.75; Complete line of transmitting 
and receiving apparatus, at lowest prices.  Many excep-
tional bargains.  Send for list.  Articles sent COD if 
desired.  Please include postage.  G. L. Lang 2W W, 
2A WFI., 1128 Springfield Ave., Irvington, N. J.   
QST -December  1920  to (late, $10.00.  Ralph Kunati, 
Sabula, Iowa. 

GENERATORS, new 275 volt de 120 watt gives up to 
500 volts, $8.  General Electric new double current 
generators 600 and S volts $18.  6 volt input dynamotors 
output 400 volta $15.  Slightly used 500 cycle generators 
200 watt $10. ta kilowatt $15.  900 cycle generators $10. 
900 cycle dynamotors 16 volta drive $15,  120 volt dc 
drive 500 cycle new motor-generators ta kw and I. kw 
microphones $1.26.  Vt ones $1.  Send stamp for list, 
express collect.  R. Wood, 46-20 102nd St., Corona, N. Y. 

QSL cards -150, two colors. $1.20; 150 government cards. 
$2.50; Ham stationary, radiogram blanks. etc.  H. M. 
Selden, Cranesville, Pennsylvania.   
SEE these January specials:  Cunningham CX 310's for 
56.82, here's your chance.  Also Radiotron Model UV 
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202 6 watters at $2.25 each.  Get the new Power Claro-
stat for smooth filament control, will handle lots of power 
$3.35.  Twin Coupler short wave kit, tunes from 18-220 
meters, space wound only $4.93 per set.  Everything sent 
prepaid.  Send for our Bargain List.  Bernard Mitchell 
3520 Sheridan Rd., Chicago, Ill. 

POSTPAID Bargains.  All goods new.  Aero receiving 
coils $8.75.  Aero Transmitter coil Kits $8.95.  Majestic 
B Eliminators  $22.50.  Sonatron  7  wattera  $5.25. 
Raras receiving condensers $4.75.  Baldwin Phones $6,80. 
Special offer—Receiving coils that can't be beat for looks 
or dx performance, complete for 20-40-80 $7.25.  Money 
back if dissatisfied.  W. B. Weinacht, 7515 East End 
Ave., Chiang., Ill. 

FOR sale —two new Sonatron 210s, $5.75 each.  9DYM, 
2019 Sherman St., Anderson, Indiana. 

AMATEUR station equipment; factory job on specials. 
Stamp brings details free calibrated wavemeter offer. 
Roger Curran, Dundee, N. Y. 

ACCURATE milliameters, 0-100, $2.00, 0-300, $3.00, 0-400, 
$3.25.  Motor generators,  500  volt,  150  watt.  RCA 
UX201-As, $1.19, TJX210s, $6.90, UX200s, $1.50, IIV202s, 
88.05.  Power, filament transformers, Silver Marshall for 
11X210a, $6.25 for IIV208-As, $9,00.  Power chokes 30 
henrys. 100 milliampere $2.50, 30H. 150 milliampere, $4.75. 
Imported 10 watters, $4.90, Fifties, $9.00.  Grid leaks for 
fifties, $1.84.  Rectifier elements, aluminum lead, pair, 
ex4", 7e. 1"x6", 10e.  Calibrated wavemeters, 17-160M, 
$5.00. QSL cards, $1.00 per 100. two colors, Free samples, 
radio catalogue free.  William  Green, 207 Cathedral 
Parkway, New York City. 
N'OR sale very cheap.  /.2 w transmitter used by ORS. 
8CYR, complete with remote control, meters, rectifier, 
filter and 2 transformers.  Price $55.  2 pr. new Brandes 
navy phones at $4.  Federal modulation trans. $4.  QST 
1924-25-26-27  in  One  condition  all  for  $7.  Carroll 
Henkel, Martinsburg, W. Va, 

67 Ways to increase Income.  96-page book Spare-time 
Money Handbook contains 67 practical  and complete 
plans to operate sparetime business.  For everyone who 
wants more money.  Price only 50 cents.  Ellert 593 
Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal,   
SELLING out,  Write for list.  W. E. Van Valkenbutat, 
1005 S. 17th Street, Fort Dodge, Iowa. 

FOR sale -1 G.E. 750 watt 10000 volt transmitting tube, 
.2  RCA  250  watt  transmitting  tube,  2  W. E. 
205 D tubes also sockets.  2 Thordarson microphone trans-
formers, 1 0-15 volt A.C. Jewell voltmeter, 1 two button 
W.E. microphone, $200.00 list.  O RCA 250 watt tubes 
with grid leads broken suitable for rectifiers.  Miscel-
laneous unmounted chokes.  Will sell all or part.  Name 
your price.  W, F. Brink, 1442 E.  Park Place, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. 

1,011DSPEAKER units rewound and magnets recharged 
$8.00.  21 hours service.  Henry Wagner, East Chicago, 
indiana, 
DODGE Radio Shortkut.  See display section page 82 
C. K, Dodge, Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

Q R A SECTION 
7,0e straight with copy in following address form only: 

1BNS — Witoldo Bokanowsk2TBox 1227, .Jewett City. Con-
necticut. 

'I-BR —M. G. McCarron, 32 Laurel Ave., Wellesley Hills. 
Mass. 

1 W V—Miles W. Weeks, 40  Norfolk Road, Brookline, Mass. 
2B1.10 -1llichael Kaplan, 9430 77th Street, Long Island, 
N. Y. 

aHL —Edward N. Dingley, Jr, 3715 Livingston St.. N.  W.. 
Washington, D. C. 

4A DI —John  Anderson  13raba0n,  Westerly, Greeneville, 
Tenn. 

5A.EK—V.  H. Thurmond,  Gray County  State  Bank, 
Pampa. Texas. 

i'MU —San Francisco Radio Club, 454 Bright St,, San 
Francisco, Calif. 

RA c,t—P̂ ,,1 danti. 33 Sheridan St.. Auburn, N. Y.  

Kelwin Kearney, 16580 Outer Drive, Detroit, 
Michigan. 

8RD —C. H.  Vincent, Packard Motor Speedway, Utica, 
Michigan. 

90PH —H. L. Durflinger., 502 Caroline St., Peoria, Illinois. 
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oz1FE--Alf F. Wood, P. W.D. Substation, Waihou, New 
Zealand. 

sclAH —C. K. Topping, Chuquicamata, Chile.   

The following  stations belong to  members of the 
A.R.R.L. Headquarters gang.  Mail for them should be 
addressed care A.R.R.L., Hartford, Conn.  When oper-
ating IMK they use personal sines as indicated. 
IMK Headquarters  1BUD A. L. Burilong "bud" 
1AL H. P. Weidman "tea"  1ES A. A. Hebert "ah" 
I BAO R. S, Kruse "lq"  1G0 L. A. Jones "lj" 
1BDI F. E. Handy "fh"  IKP F. C. :Beekley "heck" 
I BH W K. B. Warner "kb"  10A R. S. Kruse "IQ" 
I BIZ C. C. Rodimon "rod"  ISZ C. C. Rodimon "rod" 

QST Oscillating Crystals 
Prices for grinding POWER crystals for the various Amateur 
hands as follows: 

150-170 Meter hand  815.00 
75-86 Meter band  $27,00 
37.5-42.5 Meter hand  $40,00 

We will state the frequency of the crystal accurate to better 
than a tenth of one per-cent.  All crystals guaranteed. 

BROADCAST BAND 
We will grind for you a crystal accurate to plus or minus 500 
cycles of your assigned frequency for $50.00 unmounted, or 
$60.011 mounted. This crystal is our POWER type and is 
absolutely guaranteed. PROMPT DELIVERIES. 
We grind crystals to any frequency between 40 and 10.000 kilo-
cycles.  Let Us  quote prices for your particular requirement. 

"The Crystal Specialists" 
SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE 
P. 0. Box 86  Dept. T  Mount Rainier, Maryland 

GRIDLEAKS 
15,000 ohm, tapped at 5,000 and 10,000 ohms 

with 85 watt capacity   -Price, $1.50 
20,000 ohms, 85 watt for UX852   1.50 
6,000 ohms, 85 watts  1.00 
5,000 ohms, 20 watt for one UX2I0 — -----  .75 

Postpaid  Send For Catalogue 

UTILITY RADIO CO. 
80 LESLIE STREET  EAST ORANGE, N. J. 

01,50 Airplane Came proof key with blinker light; $2500 
U. il. Signal Corps.  Western Electric 8 line portable switch-
board complete without battery.  Cam switch operated: $0,50 
Cutting & Washington Airplane quenched spark transmitter; 
325.00 Western Electric Co., 'Radio Phone Transmitter 
Receiver, type CW 918. oscillator, modulator and power am-
plifier, used with 2 V T.  2. tubes I V T 1 tithes detector 
and 2 stage amplification; $10.00 New Portophone Airplane 
Telephone Outfit, I helmets with microphones, either crash 
or regular, 2 pair receivers, lack boxes, wire and Instruction 
sheet, U. S. Air Service Equipment.  Ddison Storage bat-
teries. 10 volts, 8 twin cells in case. type L-4.  Price $5.00. 
Largest stock of Government Radio Transmitting and RP. 
relying material in U. S.  Send 2e stamp for our new, 
and latest reduced price list.  We ship to any part of the 
world.  WEIL'S CURIOSITY SHOP,  20 South  2nd  St., 
Philadelphia, Pa, 

yleg1928Radio Cat-
slog, Call Book and Trou-
ble Mader. 132 pages about 

Radio. Chock full of newest air-
cults—kits, transmitter parto, short 
wave outfits, eliminators and speakers. 
Thousands of bargains at lowest wholesale price.. 
A regular RadioEncyclopedis—rr•e. Write today. 
American Auto & Radio Mfg. Co. 

S WIRL SCHIVARTZ13680, PRI M 
Ole 135 Americas, Radie tilde. Kansas City, lie. 
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'STERLING" 
POWER OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

R 160 

Don't 
burn 
out 
your 
Loudspeaker! 

make it more responsive 
to weak signals —I M-
PROVE TONE QUALITY 
—eliminate tube noises. 

THE STERLING PO WER OUTP UT TRANS-
FOR MER connected between the radio set and 
the loud speaker absolutely prevents the high 
voltages now delivered by "B" Power Units 
from ruining the speaker and large "13" Bat-
teries make it necessary to protect the loud-
speaker fro m da mage. 

This transformer is more than a protective 
device —it permits closer adust ment of speak-
er  diaphragm  increasing  its  sensibility  to 
wpak  signals —prevents  shocks  when  using 
herolphones —eliminates tube  noises  and IM-
PROVES TO NE QUALITY OF TH.b.. SPEAK-
ER,  Attach  in  two minutes,  leave perma-
nently connected.  Price $5.00. 

Cell« 
POWER OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

STERLING PO WER VOLT METER 

A high resistance volt-
meter specially designed 
for  accurate  testing  of 
high voltage outputs of 
"B" Power Units, heavy 
duty  "B"  batteries  and 
all D. C. Circuits up to 
300 volts.  Indispensable 
for every amateur —a low 
priced, accurate meter, 

E-415 
$8.50 

THE STERLING MFG. COMPANY 
2831  Prospect Ave.,  Cleveland, Ohio 

94 

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 

QST'S INDEX OF ADVER-
TISERS IN THIS ISSUE 

Acme Apparatus Company   1 
Acme Wire Company   58, 70 
Advance Electric Company   89 
Aero Products, Inc    6, 3rd cover 
Aerovox Wireless Company   79 
Allen-Bradley Company   58 
Aluminum Company of America   417 
American Auto R. Radio Mtg. Company   87. Pit 
American Mechanical Laboratories   nn 
American Sales Company  81. 85, 87 
American Transformer Company   63 
A..R.R.L. Apparatus   77 
A.R.R.L. Application Blank   811 
A- KILL.  Emblem    91) 
AR E L. Handbuk   75, 87. 88, 84 
A.R.11.L. Recommendation Blank   57 
Autienaa, Inc., Ad,   74 

Borges,s Battery Co  Otis cover 
Burton-Rogers Company   84 

Cardwell 111fg. Corp„ Allen D.   5. 3 
Central Radio Labs.   70 
Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.   85 
Cresradio Corp.    97 
Croat es Radio Corp.   90 
Cunningham, Inc., E. T.  2nd cover 

Deutschmann Company, Tobe   
Dodge, C. K.   
Pongan Electric Mfg. Co.   
Babiller Condenser Corp.   

R2 
80 
65 

.Eastern Radio Institute   811 
Electric Specialty Company   81 
Enna1.1 Radio Laboratory   74 

Fansteel Products Company   76 
Flechtheim & Company. inc.. A. M.   80 
Formica insulation company   96 
Frost, Inc., Herbert EL   72 

General Radio Company   ea 
Grebe & Company, Inc.. A. H.   
Gross & Company. J. 
Gulf Radio School   

liardwiek. Field Inc 
Hull & Company. S. W.   86 

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co   
Johnson Company, E. P.    

'Maras Electric Company   

Leeds Radio Company   
Loomis Publishing Cs   

.alassachusetta Radio & Telegraph School 

National Company, Inc.   
National Radio Tube Company   

Panent Electric Company   

UST Binders 

Radio 2MA Company   
Radio Engineering Labs.   
Ramsey Publishing Co.   
Raytheon Mfg. Company   
Rectifier Engineering Service   
Rooney, john T.    

Reagent) Electric Company   
Scientific Radio Service   
See Jay Battery Company   
Shure Radio Company   
Southern Toy Company   
Sterling Mtg. Company   
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.   

TeSeeley Company   
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Company   

United States Naval Institute   
United States Radin Seleas Co.   
Utility Radio Company   

Vibropley Company   

Ward Leonard Electric Company   
Warren Electric Company   
Weirs Curiosity Shop   
Western Radio Mfg. Company   
Weston Enectrical Instrument Corp.   
%Vales., specialty Apparatus Co,   

1i-L. Radio Laboratories   
..•••••••••• 
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New Formica Kit 
Panels 

RECENT additions to the list of hand-
somely decorated panels for famous 

kits include the Madison Moore Interna-
tional One Spot (A. C.) E. T. Flewellings 
Super Eight, and the new B*T Power 
Six Electric Kit.  There are also front and 
sub panels for Karas (two dial), World's 
Record Super Ten; Carnfield Nine; Tyr-
mann; Magnaformer, H. F. L. Victoreen 
and many others. 

These panels are sold by all leading jobbers 

The Formica Insulation Company 
4618 Spring Grove Avenue  Cincinnati, Ohio 

Any jobber or dealer 
can get Formica pan-

els for you. 

Formica has a com-
plete insulating service 
for manufacturers 
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W MS in every district will 
ell you that dependability, 

convenience and long life are 
•three of the outstanding advan-
tages of Faradon Capacitors. 

When buying fixed condensers, 
for kits, or replacement, make 
sure that you get Faradon—the 
choice of men who know radio. 

There is a high grade radio 
dealer near you who carries 
Faradon Capacitors in the ca-
pacitances you want, or if more 
convenient, write us direct. 

WIRELESS SPECIALTY 
APPARATUS COMPANY 

Jamaica Plain  - Boston, Mass., U. S. A. 

Established 1907 

The 
choice of 
men who 
know 

Electrostatic Condensers for All Purposes 
1431 
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INDUCTANCE UNITS 
The Perfect Inductances for All Low Wave Work 
  AERO LOW WAVE TUNER KIT  Price $12.50 

FOR 

RECEIVING 

Completely interchangeable.  Adopted 
everywhere.  Range  15  to 
130 meters.  Includes 3 coils 
and base mounting, covering 
U.S. bands, 20, 40 and 80 
meters. You can increase or 
decrease the range of this 

short wave tuner by securing the .AERO Inter-
changeable Coils described below.  All coils fit the 
same base and use the saine condensers. Use Code 
No. INT-125 in ordering. 

INTERCHANGEABLE 
Coil No. 0 

Range 13 to 29.4 meters. 
This is the most efficient 
inductance for this low 
band.  Code  number 
INT-0. 

Price .... $1.00 

by experts and 

PRICE $12.50 

INTERCHANGEABLE 
Coil No. 4 

Range 125 to 250 meters. 
Fits same base supplied 
with low tuner kit. Code 
number INT-No. 4. 

Price  $4.00 

THE NEW AERO INTERCHANGEABLE COIL No. 5 
Normal range 235 to 550 meters.  However, by using .0001 
Sangamo fixed condenser across the rotor and stator of the .00014 
variable condenser, the maximum wave band of this coil is increased 
o 725 meters.  This gives you coverage of the following bands: 
Airplane to Airplane, Land to Airplane, Ship to Shore (Great 
Lakes) Ship to Shore (Atlantic and Pacific Oceans).  Code num-
ber INT-No. 5.  Price   

FOR 

TRANSMIT-
TING 

KEY 2040 KIT  Price $12.00 
Kit contains 2 AERO Coils, 17 to 50 
meters each, 1 AERO Antenna Coil 
Mounting Base, 1 AERO Grid Coil 
Mounting Base, 2 AERO Essential 
Choke Coils. 

KEY 108() KIT  Price $12.00 
Kit contains I AERO Coils, 36 to 9.0 meters 

cach. 1 AERO Antenna Coil Mounting Base. 
AERO Grid Coil Mounting :Base, I AEI«) 

Essential Choke Coils. 

KEY 9018 KIT  Price 612.00 

Completely  interchangeable  with  either  or 
above kits.  Range 90 to 180 meters.  Con-
tains I coils and mounting base. 

COMPLETE AERO TRANSMITTER KITS 
Complete Aero Transmitting Coils for the 20-40 
and 40-80 bands. $20.00.  Complete for 20-40. 
40-80, and 90-180 bands, 818.00. 

PLAN FOR D. X. RECORDS NO W! 
Order these coils direct from us if your dealer hasn't them and start now for 
wonderful records.  Specify eode or key numbers when ordering.  Or write 
at  once for complete descriptive literature. 

AERO PROD UCTS, Inc. 
Dept. 16  1772 WILSON AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 

amateurs 

AERO PARTS 
Transmitter coils 117 
to  20  meters,  Key 
2040C.  36  to  90 
meters,  Key  4080C 
and 911 to 180 meters, 
Key 9(118C) $4.00 ea. 
Antenna  Base,  Key 
CRI-300, $3.00 ea. 
Grid Coil Base, Key 
GRID-100,  $1.00  ea. 
Choke Coils, $1.50 ea. 
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muk 
iegge, 

kath in a .irame ? 
That depends on what is back of it 

The four Burgess Plants: 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Freeport, Illinois 
Niagara Falls, Ontario 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

The name Burgess has a real back-
ground.  The Burgess Battery Com-

pany has come- to be one of the 
outstanding figures in the dry battery 
field.  Burgess Batteries  for years 

have been recognized as a standard 
of quality.  They have been selected 
for use on expeditions to all corners 
of the globe where dependability was 
an absolute necessity.  They have 
back of them. years of scientific re-
search and a record of satisfactory 
.service. 

And in the Amateur field Burgess 
Batteries stand out like a beacon 
light.  From the days when the 
"Ham" game was all there was . to 
radio right up to the present —Bur-
gess has been a name to conjure with. 

 _ ek.seennasres» 

BURGESS RADIO BATTERIES 



gÁie Communication 

P. E. Handy, Communications Manager 
1711 Park St., Hartford, Conn. 

Amateur Radio Work in New England Flood 
By Davis S. Boyden* and Robert D. Russell t 

T HE breaking down of all lines of communi-
cation between the New England flood areas 
and the rest of the country has again brought 
vividly before the people the great emergency 

service of which the radio amateurs of the nation are 
capable. 
While scattered reports on the morning of Novem-

ber 4 told of devastation unheard of in Ncw England, 
efforts from innumerable sources were being made 
in a frantic effort to establish communication of 
any kind with the stricken territory in Vermont. 
Once again  rose our great brotherhood of the 

ether, to reassure the people of this country, and of 
other countriea, that they were ready then, as always, 
to give their all. for the common good.  Almost 
immediately the Army and Navy ealled upon their 
reservists  § enrolled in this great. multitude of radio 
amateurs to handle messages. 
When the call rame and the wires were down it 

was found that the radio amateurs were not only 
ready to try to establish communication —they were 
s/ready in communication with points in the devastated 
area. 
Few  persons  outside  the  stricken  area realize 

how heavy the rain preceding the disaster was.  It 
has been estimated that about seven billion tons 
of water fell in the drainage area of. the Connecti-
cut River alone, and  this on top of one or the 
wettest Octobers the river valley has ever known. 
The cause of this torrential downpour is given in 
the report of the New England Weather Bureau. 

"The disturbance developed over the Virginias and 
Carolinas Wednesday night, November 2, 1927 which 
emerged into a tropical storm moving generally north 
from Cuba.  In the succeeding 24 hours it increased 
in energy and moved northward from :Hatteras to 
Western New England.  The central part of this 
storm passed northward over western Connecticut 
and Massachusetts early Friday morning with the 
barometer 29,08 at Concord N. H. and Quebec where 
it merged with another continental disturbance from 
the Lake region.  High pressure over the maritime 

alst. Lieut. Sig. Res., Radio Advisor on Amateur 
Matters to the First Corps Area Signal Officer, nuiSL. 
fLieutenant  USNR, Volunteer Communica-

tion Reserve, First Naval District. 
§If interested in participating in the Army Ama-

teur Nets being formed in various parts of the coun-
try, send your application for appointment as Army 
Amateur Radio  Station  to  A.R.R.L.  Headquarters 
and it will be forwarded to the attention of the 
proper Corps  Area Signal Officer  via the  Army 
Amateur Representative (or Radio Advisor) of that 
Corps Area.  it is not necessary to enroll in the 
Signal Corps to get in on the interesting Army-
Amateur activities.  A QSL-eard will put you in 
line for A.A.R.S. appointment if you have the interest 
and are qualified. 
Address your request for information concerning 

or enrollment in  the U.S.N.R. to Communication 
Division, Office of Naval Operations. Washington, 
D. C. Your District Commander will then be asked 
to get in touch with you.  As soon as you are 
enlisted properly you can take part in the radio 
drills.  E. H. 

areas obstructed  the passage of this  disturbance, 
and forced  it northward.  The movement of the 
storm brought in large quantities of warm, moist 
air from the Atlantic Ocean, which was suddenly 
followed by the cooler air from the West, causing 
the torrential rain which followed.  The rainfall 
has been  officially reported from western  Massa-
chusetts in amounts as high as seven inches.  High 
winds were general along the coast from Hatteras 
to Eastport, Maine, with highest velocity of 62 miles 
per hour at Portland, Me.  The most intense rainfall 
occurred in central Vermont, central and southern 
New  Hampshire,  and  western  Massachusetts  and 
Connecticut." 

The flood conditions produced by the storm complete-
ly crippled communications, transportation and power 
service.  The story of the loss of lives and property 
has been told by the press.  It was the amateur 
radio operator and his station in this great emergency 
who provided the only rapid means of communica-
tion between the isolated affected area and the out-
side  world.  With  practically  no  warning  these 
operators were called upon to provide the necessary 
communications.  The traffic occasioned by the flood 
undoubtedly would have exceeded the capacity of the 
normal communication systems. 

The manner with which these amateurs tackled the 
herculean task is worthy of much praise.  Some sta-
tions were put completely out of commission and 
many of those intact were without suitable power to 
operate their transmitters.  Some stations were de-
signed to operate in the forty meter band, others in 
the 80 meter band.  While 40 meters  was neces-
sary for operation during daylight :hours, it was 
useless for local traffic at night, due to skip distance. 
On the other hand 80 meters during daylight hours . 
was not satisfactory while at night it was abso-
lutely necessary.  The story of the rehabilitation and 
reconstruction  of these  trnasmitters  and antenna 
systems to successfully meet the immediate demand is 
a tribute to the ability and ingenuity of the amateur. 
Onee again on the air they were confronted with a 
huge amount of traffic of the most important char-
acter, relief, assistance, railroad, press, personal as-
surances. etc.  Exactness and despatch were essen-
tial.  It, is astonishing the number of hours of con-
tinuous operation by many stations during the in-
terruption of commercial communications which cov-
ered periods ranging from three to ten days. 
Many exciting and perilous situations were en-

countered by the amateurs located in the affected 
areas.  In Montpelier, Vermont, 1-BBJ Thursday, No-
vember 3 about IP.M., realizing the gravity of the 
situation left the Machine Works, where employed, 
for home in his Chevrolet.  The water bad risen to 
such depths in the street that he was unable to 
proceed, so turned back, parked his car on high 
ground and attempted to walk.  He had gone but 
a short distance when due to the depth and violent 
flow he was obliged to take refuge in a nearby 
house.  Here he was marooned until the gray of dawn 
on the morning of the 4th when he left the house 
from the second story window and by boat landed on 
high ground.  Now to get on the air as quickly and 
efficiently as possible.  There were two active ama-
teur stations in the city 1-BBJ and 1-BEB.  They 
got together and decided that the latter's station 
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being nearer the greatest number of broadcast re-
ceivers, upon which they depended for A and B 
battery supply, should be the first station to get 
going and at about 4 P.M. I-HEP was on the air 
nnd in contact with 8-BTO at Binghamton. New 
York, 1-Bar then turned to his own station and with 
the cooperation of the Electric Power Company suc-
ceeded in restoring power service to his transmitters 

STATION  M SS,  MONTPELIER,  VT. 
Messages received at this station were delivered by 

Boy Scouts.  Messages to nearby towns were routed 
by the First Relief Expedition after receipt of same. 
Left to right: Ralph .1. Harris of 1BEB, Montpelier,: 
1BBJ, George Walistrom; H. B. .Iones, who was a 
radio op  during the war.  His father, II. J. SL 
.iones, was Acting Food and  Fuel Administrator, 
Montpelier, during the flood emergency.  Although 
Mr. Jones had been out of the brase-pounding game 
for some time, he was of great assistance to the 
local amateurs. 

over a line of temporary construction and got on the 
air on the afternoon of the lith.  Operating schedules 
were promptly arranged  by both etetions -1.-BEB 
operating daytimes in the 40 meter band and I-BBJ 
nights in  the 80 meter band.  Similar conditions 
existed at ether stations. 

Extracts of a letter to the A.R.-ILL. from Col. 
Earl D. Church of The Travelers Insurance Co. go 
further to show this and are included in this story 
with his permission. 
"My first contact with your League was an un-

usual one.  I was marooned in Barre, Vermont, arriv-
ing Thursday afternoon. November 3.  All telegraph 
and telephone wires 'were down, railroad tracks were 
wesbed away, bridges in every direction were gone. 
and so far as communication with the outside world 
was concerned, we might just as  well have been 
isolated on a small  island  in the middle of the 
Atlantic. 

"I was due home the next night at seven o'clock 
and feared  the consequences if my  wife got no 
word from me and did learn of the distressing and 
dangerous flood conditions.  I might say some forty 
or fifty of us were in the name fix in the barre 
hotel, and every half hour alternated in making trips 
to the telegraph and telephone offices.  On inquiry, 
r learned that there was an amateur radio operator 
there by the name of G, E. Cruickshank, 186 South 
Main Street, Barre, Vermont, operating under the 
call letters 'of 1BDX.  This boy was one of three 
caught the afternoon before  in a cellar  when a 
wall gave way and completely flooded it, and barely 
escaped with his life, the other two being drowned 
and it being impossible to get their bodies for two 
days afterward.  Ile had been working steadily for 
nearly two (Jays, notwithstanding which he not only 
willingly offered to try and get a message to Hart-
ford for me but also went to the hotel and picked 
op fifteen or twenty more meeeages of people who 
were in the same position as myself.  Ho worked 
all Friday afternoon trying to get th e messages 
out. 
"He reached someone in Providence, who in turn 

telephoned the message to my wife so that she re-
ceived it atiout the time my train was due.  I am 
writing this letter to let you know of what great 
value this  amateur operator was to me and the 
others whose messages he got through." 

The principal stations operating and the amount 
of flood traffic handled may be indicated approxi-
mately by listing figures compiled from replies re-
ceived in answer to a letter to the 200 Army-Amateur 
Stations in New England supplemented by pereonal 
requests to other active amateur stations  in the 
affected areas.  The Radio Advisor realizes that this 
in not a complete report and that some unreported 
stations undoubtedly did creditable work.  Comments 
un errors and additional information will be iippre-
dated so that the final report may be as complete 
as possible. 

Stations in the affected area, message totals, and 
stations  worked  are  indicated  as"  follows:  1AD 
(Bellows  Falls),  125,  lii  Lome  lazw  lag;  1APL 
(Springfield Mass.), station flooded and inoperative; 
IARY (Burling-ton), tfc not reported, laqf leo led 
lank leaa lin lje lta lyb; lATU (Quechee), no re-
port; 1BBJ (Montpelier), 257, teed lach lank latj 
lazw lje BAT lgp lin 11m; 1BEB (Montpelier), 229, 
elite lii lung  21(1  app  lepb  lve .latz Scab  3nr 
lkf lbdq 2aba lee 2kr auh 2fx. ltd %any ifi lavj 
lek lie  2hh evt  taxi 2tify :Mee  lbdx  3ef g Ini 
lbox lazw 'big teih 3agw 8don lin lek; 1BDX (Barre), 
no report; 1BJP (Newport), 117, ifl lemc lace lky 
leop lin tech lane lbeb lip lie lach • lEZ (Pownal), 
no report, loch ladw larek lin llm  11T (North 
Troy), 08, lit lad! latj Da; lYB (Hanover, N. H.), 
63, lacy lagf lank lin lahv; 1YD (Noreviehl, no 
report, Lek. 
Stations and flood messages outside the flood area: 

lAAE, 4; IAAO, 27; lACH, 105; lAD W (not re-
ported tho 14 stations report working him); 1AFB, 
20; 1AHV, 29; lAKILL 41 • lAMTJ, 4; IAPK, 36; 
1A.QF, 7"' IASI, 15;  lATZ (not reported); 
1A W W, 10; IAXA. 56; lAZ W, 79; I BAK, 5'; 1BDI, 
9; 'BET, 10; IBIG (no report) ; 1BQH, a; 1CML, 
1CNG no reports); I.FL, 304; 1GA, 89; 1GP, 3; 
ITN, 86 .: 11P, 20; 1JC, 155; IKE, 5 IKY, 35: ILM, 
14; ILT, it; IMK, 8; 1QY,  1SK, 12; 1SL, 44; 
vrA, 2o; [P L,  1WQ, 8; 1ZD, 6; lZK, 100; 1XM, 
)unknown(.  In Washington, D. C., C. A. Briggs, 
:ICAB, handled large numbers et' message"; for the 
American Red Cross and the Army Signal Corps and 
maintained contact for long periods with amateurs 
in the flooded area,  William Irwin, 2C1.1Q, and Ed 
:Morhaus, 2CTM, handled a lot of Vermont -N. Y. 
messages and press direct by amateur radio.  There 
are few reporte from other men outside New Eng-
land though several were heard taking traffic and 
relaying it south and west or delivering as necessary. 
Much of the news eagerly awaited by the rest 

of the U.S. 'ame from New England via, the trans-
mitters and receivers of amateurs.  Stations handling 
press and the approx.  number of words known to 
have been handled by oath: lAAO, 1500; 1ACH, 200; 
1AFIV, 1000; IAXA, 1175: lAZ W, 300: 1BBJ, 71; 
1BEB, 1500 ;WXM, 17; 1GA, 1200; IZE, 2000.  Three 
portable transmitters with battery power were taken 
(with an A. P. man)  by automobile into flooded 
Vermont working on 45 and 85 meters, This M. I. T. 
Flood Radio expedition covered 500 miles experienc-
ing many difficulties; and thrilling experiences.  Much 
lefts was bandied and credit for this work belongs 
to H. A. Chinn, IXM, Cambridge; J. K. Clapp, A. H. 
Brolly, P. S. Wolcott, portable :tXM, Ludlow and 
Bethel Vt.; L. T, Goldsmith, portable 1.XAN, Brattle-
boro, Vt.; G. G. Macintosh and S. L. Davis, 1XV-
H MS, So. Dartmouth, Mass. 

Very material assistance was rendered by stations 
maintaining a constant intercept of traffic channels 
to stations in the affected area (temples of which 
follow:  leaCH took a rush message from 1BBJ for 
New York after which 1BBJ's power was interrupted. 
During the interim a "2" got hold of lACF1, said he 
had  intercepted the message and would telephone 
delivery at once,  1.BAK arid LA W intercepted mes-
sages and made immediate delivery.  Other intercept 
stations W.2r0 1AFB, 1AKN, 1AQF, 1BBC, 1B WY, 
«MY, 1FP, 111.1K.  ICNG before abandoning his own 
flooded station sent several broadcasts asking ama-
teurs to help in the emergency.  1AD W helped 1EZ 
to locate 1BET.  IBBC assisted 1.BDI in  locating 
1BEB.  1WL emit two messages broadcast, reedy-
trig a reply te one next day.  :Many amateurs after 
getting a line on the hook-up of those stations work-
ing into the effected area rush to their assistance: 
1ARV to MACH, 9CKS to ISL. IAFC to 1FL, 1GA to 
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ON to 1APK, lES to 1 AW.  Message de-
livery was by messenger, telephone and telegraph 
many being relayed by radio —some being given to 
WBZ. WBZA and WEEI for broadcaeting.  Of 96 
messages given Western Union to go forward col-
lect but two were undelivered for lack of correct ad-
dress.  1SL between echedules raised several stations 
causing QRM on important channels and asked them 
to QSY.  Many other stations not in communica-
tion with stations in the flooded districts assisted 
in this work of keeping stations not concerned with 
flood work off the channels used by 1BEB, 1BBJ, 1BDX 
etc,  Stations approached in this connection showed 
readiness to cooperate and fine amateur spirit in 
promptly rind gladly complying with the request to 
QSY. 
In reporting the flood communication work from 

a U. S. N. R. standpoint ht. Russell writes as 
follows, 

"At the time of this crisis the master control sta-
tion, NRRA, was temporarily disabled, necessitating 
aid from two section commanders, Ensigns John M. 
Wells and Frederick Best, both of the Volunteer 
Reserve. 
"About 2:30 on the afternoon of November 5th, 

Wells received a telegram from the District Com-
munication officer requesting him to relay a Red 
Cross message to Montpelier.  At that moment neither 
the tra nsmitter or receiver at 1-ZD was in commis-
sion.  By three o'clock, however, 1-ARY on the other 
end was pounding back the information that nothing 
had been heard from Montpelier, but that the message 
would be sent from a local broadcasting station. An-
other schedule was arranged for 5 p.m.  When that 
hour came round, 1-ZD and 1-ARY were again in 
communication, and the latter station reported success 
in delivering the message by local telephone service, 
which had just been opened, then transmitted the 
answer for the DCO by  long distance, receiving 
another message for Montpelier in return.  lARY 
successfully delivered  this message also,  reporting 
back on the 7 pm schedule. 
"While all this was going on, 1-BIG, roared forth 

from Augusta, for Best had also been requested by the 
DCO to handle Red Cross traffic.  Hearing 1-11EB 
in Montpelier with a strength 9 signal on the forty 
meter band, Best shifted his transmitter to approxi-
mately the same frequency, and started a long battle 
for an audience.  In spite of the desperate efforts 
of 1-BIG, the Vermont station was completely tied 
up with traffic for New York, and kept working 
second district stations one after the other.  After 
calling in vain throughout the entire afternoon. Best 
Shifted to 75 meters, whereupon he heard 1-BBJ in 
Montpelier, who seemed to be having trouble in re-
eneving.  Finally, after much intermittent operating, 
1-BBJ called 1-ACD in West Hartford, Conn., with 
a message for the Red Cross.  Noticing that 1-ACD 
was having trouble getting the message through had 
interference. Best copied the message and relayed it 
through 1-ITE, who in turn phoned it to the Boston 
Navy Yard,  Almost before the message was received 
at 1-ACD, it was already on the Washington wire 
from Boston. 
"1-BIG notified six different New England stations 

of the message for 1-BBJ, and at one time there 
were seven calling that station advising him of the 
rush message at 1-BIG. I-ACH, whose reliable work 
is worthy of considerable mention, succeeded in hold-
ing up 1-BBS long enough so that he (1-ACH) could 
relay the message successfully. That ended the event-
ful career of that message as far as we are eon-
cerned. 
"Both 1-11E and 1-ACE did excellent work in co-

operating with the Naval Reserve stations.  Because 
of his proximity to Boston and also on account of his 
splendid record during the early part of the Vermont 
disaster, 1-ACE was assisted by Navy personnel at 
iris station who kept the telephone hot with memsages 
to be telegraphed by wire," 
It is not likely that the next emergency will he 

in New England.  Emergency service is one of the 
primary functions of the Army Amateur Radio Sys-
tem, however.  In the Mississippi valley, in Florida. 
in San Diego, California amateurs have done remark-
able and noteworthy work in emergencies.  No one 
knows when the next emergency will turn up.  It 
is therefore suggested that we look around today for 
a suitable source of emergency power supply and 
take note or the suggestions that have been sent to 
the % die Advisor based on actual experience in the 
New England emergency, so that we may adopt those 
that  are most  practical  and  render  even  more 
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perfect and expeditious service in the next emergency 
that confronts us,  The suggestions made re-emer-
gency operating are as follows:  (1) That a Corps 
Area amateur net control station and message center 
be established under the direction of the Corps Area 
Signal Officer.  (2) That army controlled frequency 
channels and calls be authorized to stations working 
in the affected areas and stations keeping schedules 
with the same.  (3) That all traffic be sent through 
the Corps Area amateur-net control station (meseage 
center).  (4) That certain stations be assigned by 
the net control station to accept traffic for the sta-
tions in the affected areas and deliver same to the 
message center for transmission.  (5) That stations 
not engaged in handling emergency traffic refrain 
from transmitting.  (6) - That stations near other 
stations in the affected area offer these statio ns their 
services and any equipment they may need. (7 That as 
far as practicable operation shall be in the 8.0-meter 
band.  (8) That stations in the affected area send 
out news bulletins at intervals, to be copied by in-
tercept stations for the Associated Press.  (9) That 
Military, Fire, Police, Telephone, and Telegraph head-
quarters in different cities be advised as to one 
or snore amateur stations in their city.  (10) That 
auxiliary power supplies be made available or their 
availability ascertained in time of emergency. (11) 
That all stations not handling emergency traffic act 
as intercepte and where possible expedite delivery 
of messages.  (12) That all stations should make cer-
tain even though engaged with emergency work that 
they do not create interference to other stations 
engaged in the same work. 
"Officials of the Federal  Radio Commission are 

enthusiastic over the work performed by the ama-
teurs, through  which  it was possible  quickly  to 
judge the extent of the disaster and make arrange-
ments for speedy relief," declared Admiral W.H.G. 
Bullard, Chairman.  "The commission has watched 
with the keenest interest and pleasure the reports 
of the fine work of the amateurs, which was in keep-
ing with what they did at the time of the Mississippi 
flood and at other times when emergencies have 
arisen. 
"This work on the parr of the amateurs justifies 

the attitude or the commission that their activities 
should be adequately provided for in the allocation of 
wave lengths.  The future of radio depends upon 
the amateur." 
Maj. Gen. Charles Saltzman, Chief Signal Officer 

of the U. S. Army speaking as a member of the 
American delegation to the international Radiotele-
graph Conference recently said. "Members of the 
United States delegation, realizing what wonderful 
things the amateurs have achieved  in  developing 
radiotelegraphy, dint everything they could for the 
amateurs.  There never has been a disaster or other 
emergency that hasn't found the amateurs on the 
job  with  splendid  service,  often  incurring  great 
personal inconvenience and hardship with no thought 
of any reward." 

Several hundred flood messages of various kind, 
were handled by 1FL during the repent New England 
emergency.  Since the flood has receded. 31 railroad 
message) have been taken care of.  At the time of 
thie writing (Nov. 26), the wires are still out be-
tween Newport, Vt.. and St. Johnsbury, so that all 
traffic from Montreal to Boston has to be routed over 
the RR wires through Maine, or else come by ama-
teur radio from 113JP in Newport. Ver FE work! 

- - - 

3CA, the SCM of Virginia, has a suggestion for 
clearing the book.  He says, "Arrange the station 
to work both the 4(1 end 80 bands.  Then when you 
can't get the traffic off to short distance stations on 
40 meters. don't send it to some distant -station, hut 
jump up to 80 and ham around a bit.  No doubt you 
will hear a station that will be able to work directly 
with you and near enough to handle the traffic effi-
ciently,  meters, although practically dead in the 
daytime, is perfectly good for dx up to and including 
1000 miles at night, and is a good niece to work.  A 
load of traffic can be handled on that hand without 
the usual QRIVI that you get on 40 meters." 

nidAn  OOffifficciiaall  Postal Guide, which can often be 
procured from your local postmaster for the asking, 
is a mighty handy thing for the shack, says 8BJE. 
These Guides enntain complete lists of all the cities 
and towns in the United States, together with the 
eounty in which each is located, 
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Danger!  Take Heed! 

ONCE again it becomes evident that some of 
us are riding for trouble.  The unfortunate 
thing about it is  that certain individuals are 
not only in for trouble personally.  They may 

bring the whole amateur fraternity in for a share 
of the unpleasantness and disrepute which are the 
consequences harvested when someone co ws  a crop 
of trouble.  While the circuit breakers haven't ac-
tually tripped out yet, the symptoms of high heat 
and meters oft-scale indicate sure trouble ahead un-
less some of us do some much needed tuning and 
readjusting of transmitters promptly on receipt of 
this issue of QST. 
No doubt, dear reader, you have a most excellent 

reputation in your local community based on char-
acter and everyday performance.  How would you 

HIS LICENSE REVOKED! 

feel if someone very close to you ran amuck and 
through pilfering and viblence brought your name 
into disrepute?  That's the way all good A.R.R.L. 
members must feel about the few rough-shod amateurs 
who persistently operate off-wave or adopt a defiant 
careless attitude coneerning any B.C.L.  ORM they 
may cause. 
Let's  change  the  scene  and  ea:insider  further. 

What if you either intentionally or unintentionally 
broke some law which brought disgrace and unde-
served punishment to your family and friends tic 
well  as. yourself?  It is not nice to contemplate 
your feelings under these circumstances is it?  The 
worst of lb is that you and 1 may actually he in a 
position similar to this one and not know about it. 
Trouble is brewing on two counts.  Here are the 

facts in brief,  (1) Complaints against more than 
thirty different U. S, amateur stations guilty of caus-
ing severe interference and interruptions in handling 
Naval traffic have been filed with the AR E L. by 
the Director of Naval Communications in just a few 
weeks.  Literally hundreds of our stations have been 
observed off-wave in the government point-to-point 
Public Tell Service band, 8000 to e050 ke .(87.48 to 
81.56 meters)  (1,-) The Federal  Radio Commission 
refer to the .B.C.L.  complaints of amateur radio 
station interference as numbering away up in the 
hundreds.  Literally docena of complaints roll in to 
the Conarabation daily right at a time when the Com-
mission is trying to do its utmost for the listening 
public in improving the conditions for clear broad-
cast reception.  The view that if the transmitting 
circuit complies with the general tenor of the license 
it is the listener's hard luck is corning to be shared 
but feebly by the Commission!  Kicks of amateur 
QRM are increasing at a terrifying rate.  The sit-
uation is  again very serious.  We are in danger 
unless we can show immediate improvement. 

It all means that it's time to take account of 
ourselves, time to heed the handwriting on the wall, 
time to cooperate by becoming a trouble-shooter for 
our own stations and others we can find out about. 
Public opinion is a powerful friend and also an 
equally powerful enemy.  The prestige and good-
will gained for the amateur when he renders in-
valuable and spectacular help in emergencies may be 
slowly undermined by the constant little irritations 
of daily code-interference.  Unless both situations 
we have pointed out can be cleared up at once 
it is almost certain that a drastic policy of license 
suspensions and cancellations must be invoked against 
offenders.  Attention may be called to the fact that 
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the Radio ,et of 1927 provides still heavier penal-
ties for malicious interference.  Quiet hours may be 
invoked "whenever interference exists."  From all 
accounts it would not be surprising to see the Fed-
eral Radio Commission change the present regula-
tions to read "six P. SI. until midnight" instead of 
"8.00 PM until 10.80 PM" as at present.  Ignorance 
of a condition is not taken into account by courts of 
law.  There is no excuse  for law-breaking that 
gets by.  Neither is there the break-down in regu-
lation that caused 80 much et-ailment a year ago 
The Federal Radio Commission is the supreme au-
thority in this country—an unquestioned authority 
empowered to set up suitable regulations and see 
that  they  are  enforced  "as  public  convenience, 
interest, or necessity requires."  The picture of what 
threatens is not at all pleasant to look at you will 
agree. 
In an indirect fashion we have been constitute c,f 

a situation that was becoming increasingly difficult 
at this desk.  Some amateurs have written for help 
in clearing up key clicks.  More frequently the wail 
comes from the amateur just after the Radio Super-
visor has shut down his station er made it observe 
quiet hours.  The OM now wants to know what he 
can do to fix his set so the trouble will he elimi-
nated and so he can get the restriction removed. We 
bad no idea that things were so bad until several 
departments in Washington told us the same story, 
Two local cases, one involving key-clicks and the 
other some non-selective B.C.L. tuners in a con-
gested 'locality were also called to our attention by 
the local, Broadcast Listeners' Association and that 
brought the situation home to us with a vengeance. 
Perhaps stone of the blame for the trouble may 

be given the set manufacturers.  Many of even the 
better class broadcast (voieei  receiving sets have 
an antenna connection directly to the grid or grid 
coil of the first r. f. tube or in some eases the 
detector tube.  While it could just as well have a 
loosely coupled magnetic pick-up from the antenna 
the quantity production saving of a few cents dic-
tates that a close coupled auto-transformer arrange-
ment shall be used despite the fact that such an 
arrangement is much more sensitive to power leaks, 
Malec, key thumps etc!.  Super-bets with high plate 
voltage on the oscillator get into trouble readily 
when the eseillator harmonics beat with our ehort 
wave signals. 'roo-long antennas make other good 
receivers non-selective.  The situation is one that 
must he faced just as it stands, however.  Fixing 
the blame does very little good.  There are two 
sides  to  almost every argument.  Sometimes  key 
clicks from the amateur station are at fault and 
ruin reception for a whole community.  In other 
eases proximity to a power line which supplies a 
ham  transmitter together  with  a whole  raft of 
B.C.L.'s causes high frequency energy to practically 
blanket reception in a given neighborhood through 
induction or conduction to the several installations. 
The worst of it is that the last person Mr. Average 

B.C.L. wants to complain to is you and I.  Human 
nature doesn't work that way.  Friend fi.C.L, may 
call on the local radio store from which he purchases 
his set, h,e may call on the local newspaper, maga-
vicies, radio service men, broadcasting stations, light 
and  power  companies,  telephone  companies,  the 
police department, munitiipal officials and so on down 
the list.  He seeks to locate the authority to "have 
this stopped."  He wants to 'know what rights he 
has and what rights the amateur station owner has 
but first of all he wants the trouble stopped regard. 
lees of whether he owns a blooping single ch-cuit, 
a hunk of galena, or a really good neutrodyne of 
the common  five-tube  variety.  If familiar  with 
radio matters,  friend  B.C.L. may write  A.R.R.L. 
Headquarters or the proper  Department of Com-
merce official (Radio Division).  We get many such 
letters.  More likely some letters may reach mem-
bers of the U. S. Senate.  It is most probable of 
all that he will write the Federal Radio Commis-
sion, known to him through numerous press releases. 
The Commission's most important function  or so 
the public thinks) is to improve conditions in broad-
cast  reception.  The  pressure  of  public  opinjon 
brought to hear on the Commission is bound to ce-
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suit in special attention being given this subject. 
If amateurs continue to cause interference complaints 
to reach  the Commission  (which prove in  most 
eases  investigated to be  authenticated  eode-inter-
ferene.e cases) we have not the slightest doubt as to 
the final outcome.  Regulations that clamp on the 
lid will be impartially issued to govern those who 
have the temerity to interfere. 
Our first duty to ourselves is to stop these com-

plaints to the Federal Radio Commission from in-
dividual broadcast listenere—fe keep well within the 
amateur bands so that interference with Naval traffic 
handling stations cannot occur and so that an official 
complaint by the Navy Department to the Federal 
Radio Commission will not be necessary.  Careless-
ness on the part of many, and wilful law-breaking 
on the part of a few men must not be allowed to 
jeopardize the  enjoyment of all amateurs.  Indi-
vidually we must accept responsibility in clearing 
up not only interference caused by our own sta-
tions but also in helping other amateurs to do the 
same with their local interference —notifying all off-
wave stations heard and asking them to get into 
the nearest amateur band, bringing pressure to bear 
on backward stations through organization.  As an 
organization we must tackle these problems by send-
ing notifications of off-wave operation out from the 
Official Observers in greater numbers.  Section Man-
agera should appoint an additional number of com-
petent Official Observers in each Section.  Affiliated 
clubs can help a great deal by local policing of the 
air to improve the off-wave situation.  Club inter-
ference committees containing representative mem-
bers front the ranks of amateurs. B.C.L.s and the 
local press can work to good advantage in taking 
care  of  code-interference  in  congested  localities. 
recommending the proper authority in any cases that 
turn out to he something besides code interference. 
Such committees will prevent complaints from go-
ing out of the local community by applying a remedy 
right at the source.  We earnestly request those of 
you in positions of responsibility to get this machinery 
to functioning in your clubs and in your Section 
A.R.R.L. organization. 
Making friends with our neighboring B. C. L.'s is 

a necessary and desirable first step in taking action 
individually.  Don't wait until complaints are be-
ing traced to you.  Make a canvass of your lin-
mediate neighborhood and inquire regarding receiv-
ing renditions.  Often as  not you can  give Mr. 
B.C.L. some dope on his outfit that is news to him 
and make a friend whether any code-interference is 
troubling him or not.  Cooperation pays big divi-
dends sometimes.  It is most convenient in really 
know the man next door.  He can often help you 
in checking for key-clicks or QRM when a new 
transmitter is built or something  is changed  in 
the present layout. 
Suppose trouble exista. If a key click bothers, a 

I'fe to 3-henry choke between the key and the set 
:key assumed to be in neg. ILV. or in center tap) 
with a couple of mikes across the key usually takes 
the t'ornera off the steep wave-front by applying 
the voltage gradually tine: the cushioning induc-
tance.  If the condenser makes the key spark time 
100 to 500 ohms resistance in series with it (or 
a variable resistance) adjusting to the optimum values 
of C, R, arid L.  Pages 136 to 189 of the Revised 
"Radio Amateur's Handbook" contain plenty of fur-
ther information on thump elimination,  September 
and November, 1927. QST also offer good suggestions 
on this business of curing key thumps,  '1'he writer 
has had excellent results with the simple thump 
filter described above.  If troubled with r.f. energy in 
addition to or instead of a key click it becomes our 
duty to build and place wavetraps in the antenna 
or ground  leads to B.C.L.  sets.  Such traps are 
simply condenser-coil combinations inserted in the 
lead  between  set  and  antenna  er  ground  of 
suitable  dimensions  to  tune  to  the  wavelength 
of  the  amateur  station.  Putting  r.f.  chokes 
in the power line leads at the transmitter in B-elimi-
eaters,  moving antennas  to  right-angle positions, 
loosening coupling to the antenna, and cleaning up 
noisy plate supplies may also prove neeeesary, inex-
pensive  wavetra.ps have proved  the  most helpful 
solution of  many  interference cases.  They have 
saved labor in re-constructing non-selective coupling 
arrangements in B.C.L. sets, aside from the fact 
that most B.C.L.'s object to having any changes 
made in the receiving tuner.  Full instructions on 
wave-trap eonstruction arid installation will be mailed 
gladly to anyone who eares to write for it and 
specify what wavelengths must he covered.  Quite 
aurprising results have been obtained with the use 
of a properly built wave-trap even with adjacent sets, 
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patallel antennas, single-circuit tuners etc. Remember 
—a key thump filter arrangement or a alight change 
in the keying circuit as it now is) plus a wavetrap 
fur such B.C.L. sets as need them will  do  the 
necessary in  almost every ease  unless  there are 
special cenditions, obsolete oscillating receivers and 
so On.  Get your dope today if you need it! 
Now to get hack to this off-wave business again. 

There is not the slightest excuse for anyone being 
caught out of the band.  Besides the standard fre-
quency transmissions there are plenty of good wave-
meters available.  If you haven't any you can easily 
borrow one or build it from Handbook specifications. 
Malta some coils to cover just the amateur bands 
on the useful part of the dial for greatest accuracy. 
Check any wavemeter you may have as frequently 
as possible for accuracy using the standard fre-
quency transmissions —it is liable to get knocked out 
of adjustment like any other measuring instrument. 
. If you just think your wave is O. K. nutice sure. 
'Be sure if you operate in our 7000-8000kc band that 
you are well on the right side of NAA and within 
the band. Use the fact that NAA is crystal-controlled 
and works on exactly 8080 k.c. (37.4 meters) for your 
guidance. 
When any of us operate below the band we are 

in danger of impairing the efficiency of Naval Com-
munications channels.  Put yourself in the position 
of a crystal-controlled station obliged to operate on 
a fixed frequency with thousands of words of im-
portant traffic to  be moved —obliged  to stand-by 
while some unworthy ham sends a long drawnout 
CQ DX.  There are no Naval stations working in our 
bands.  The Navy Department has been very friendly 
to us and as you will read elsewhere in this issue, 
very helpful in securing adequate privileges from the 
International Radiotelegraph Conference. The friend-
ship that has been so valuable and helpful surely 
must not be trampled upon by any inconsiderate 
amateur.  The Navy stations are entirely justified 
in objecting to any amateur operation in their bands. 
As we have said before, the A.R.R.L. is going to set 
for the good of the majority ansl  take suitable 
measures to bring recalcitrants into line if it be-
comes netessary.  If each and every one will cooperate 
as has been suggested it will not be necessary to 
consider further steps for self-government and pro-
tection of our privileges.  The folks who have been 
abusing their privileges are headed for certain trouble 
at no distant date.  Prompt action is required on 
all these matters,  it's up to each and every one of 
us to get busy collectively and individually —for after 
all it's a personal problem.  Every reader is asked 
to consider that he is being addressed personally and 
to put his shoulder to the wheel in making a general 
cheek-up of conditions.  After everything is absolutely 
100 % O.K. at your station see if you can't help 
someone else.  It's up to us to accept the facts as 
we find them and put our house in order at once with-
out any grumbling.  If Headquarters can help you 
in any way just drop us a line giving complete in-
formation on the nature of the difficulty. 

—1P. E. Handy. 

OFFICIAL BROADCASTING STATIONS 
Changes eit Additions 
(Local Standard Time) 

1.BZ 07.6) : 4CK (40) 7 pm. Mon. Fri.; 8CNC (40) 
daily except Sun. 7 pm., 2 pm Sat.; 9B WN (38.21 
Wed., 10:30 pm. 176.4) Wed. 10:45 pm.; 9DNG (88.3) 
'Mon. Wed. Fri., 10 pm. Sun. 6 pm., Sat. 6 am.; 9DUZ 
(95) 7 pm. Tues. Fri., (42.5) 12:30 pm. Tues Fri., 
9ZD 1,40.8) 7:15 pm, Tues. 

ARMY AMATEUR NOTES 

SECOND  CORPS AREA —In order  to test the 
proficiency of the A-A operators in  this area, a 
contest, open to all active A-A stations in the area 
will be held during january, 1928.  The eontest will 
consist of a series of transmissions from 2SC, the 
Co ma Area C,S., on 77.8 meters.  Three messages 
will be sent on three separate nights, and will be 
repeated at stated times during each night in order 
to give all participants an equal opportunity to eopy 
them.  The test messages will be both in eode and 
clear.  One of the code messages will require an 
enswer which shall be sent to the C.S. of the Net to 
which the A-A station is assigned.  Credit will be 
based on  a point system, and the operator with 
the greatest nr. or pointe will have first choice of 
the ten prizes it is hoped will be offered.  It ;8 
proposed to give 25 % of the total points as credit to 



the amateur writing the best essay on a subject to 
be announced in the test mugs.  Credit will also be 
given for keeping the weekly Net schedules. 
211P, the new N.O.S. of the N.J. auxiliary net 

has stirred things up, and most of his stations are 
keeping schedules.  2A0P and 2AAT are the most 
active.  2ALS, 311 W, 2AFV, 2APD, 2ARM, and 2PF 
are also active in the various Nets.  2EV would 
like to obtain more active stations for the Man-
hattan Net. 

FIFTH CORPS AREA —The old Net was re-or-
ganized, and a trial made on Nov. 18, but apparently 
without much success. SGZ, the NOS, was not on the 
air at the time. It is hoped that activities will go for-
ward with a bang with the coming of better radio 
ax and more tests.  All interested in the work 
should get in touch with Capt. Glessner, Signal Officer, 
5th Corps Area, Fort Hayes, Columbus, Ohio, or with 
8BYN.  QSO with the NOS, SGZ, will also help 
matters, 

EIGHTH CORPS AREA —The NOS, 5AIN, was on 
the air regularly during the month, and its signals 
appear to he getting out very well, since call cards 
were received from many distant points. 

BRASS POUNDERS' LEAGUE 
Call  Ong.  Del.  Rel,  Fetal 
8BA U  17  51  902  1010 
6AL11  422  307  101  930 
3CBT  122  101  166  789 
1FL  47  177  512  676 
iipIHR  139  121  244  504 
SETT  38  50  382  470 
8CYK  174  12  231  417 
8DBM  35  334  35  404 
613JX  110  263  22  395 
8.AVK  42  19  316  377 
1BBJ  201  158  12  371 
9B1CV  48  33  252  333 
1YD  278  36  4  318 
lACIT  86  92  139  317 
1 BEB  189  60  58  307 
11P  30  39  214  283 
8G1  2  19  256  277 
7$T  101  97  71  272 
1MK  102  S2  e2  266 
9LV  14  51  194  262 
9DXZ  14  67  180  261 
6FIVY  100  151.  —  251 
SolI WN  S  3  210  251 
31/1..1)  34  32  158  223 
9DTK  63  21  131  221 
2AFV  15  23  179  217 
2CP  51  11  120  .212 
9CZO,  3  13  194  210 
eAMIT  35  22  018  205 
3.A. WT  32  38  134  204 
9EAM  7  35  158  200 
1KY  32  61  79  175 
7ABB  79  91  4  174 
6.A.MM  60  76  12  148 
1UE  6  90  37  133 

8BAU takes the honor position this month 
by consistent relaying work —more power to 
him.  From fist place to 1st in one month is 
some accomplishment.  The whole list com-
prises the very cream of our traffic handlers, 
stations famous for emergency work, for con-
eietent schedule keeping.  1KY, 7ABB, 6.A.A1M, 
and  1.UE "make"  the B. P. L.  for some 
very worthwhile performance in making mes-
sage DELIVERIES. 
A total of 200 meesages—or just 50 deliveries 

will elect you to membership in the B.P.L., 
OM.  Why not keep some regular schedules 
and organize some traffic routes, or solicit 
good messages locally and through the sta-
tions you work to put you on this honor roll? 

Two stations have been licensed in the Virgin 
Islands.  These are op 4AAN and np 1AC.F.  Of 
these. 4ACF, who sends us this information, is the 
only active one at present. 

VI 

20-METERS 

SAYS (Fort Worth, 'retake), "5 W'e., and 5AVS are 
now on 20 and 40 with an 852.  Our best QS() an 
20 is  with fq001)L, Duala Radio Station, 'French 
Cameroons. West Africa.  We keep a schedule with 
him Thursdays and Saturdays at 6.15 pm CST.  He 
is on 20-meters Hat with a 500-cycle note.  It takes 
11/2 minutes Cor him to get his gasoline-driven gene-
rator started after one signs off.  This has caused 
some amateurs to lose a QS() with him as they 
become impatient and don't listen that long.  fq0CDL 
is the only African heard here on 20 and he is 
often 1171" 
SEA (Los Angeles, Calif.)  (reed via 1 ABA on 

20-meters), "Have had two-way communication on 
20-meters. with  egerV, oz2AC, oz2XA, xnu WNP, 
na7KN, oh6BDL, oh6CL,J,  nele0,  ne2CG,  ric3CS, 
nc4FA, nc4.10." 
8.A.YTI (Glen Falls, N. Y.), "Have worked 2nd. 

4th, 5th, 8th and 9th districts as well as the first 
Canadian district but have been unable to QS() the 
6th and 7th on 20 though 1 have heard and called 
them.  I only use 20 in the daytime but have worked 
ef8CT, ese5BY  and a4cB  with good  reports,  I 
find  it easier to QSY to 20 and get a decently 
steady sig. than to do the same on 40.  With my 
210's I could go down to 15 or even 10 meters just 
as  easily.  I don't have any trouble with parasitic 
oscillations with the two 210s in parallel since I 
shortened the leads 80  the grid leak and condenser 
and the plate blocking condenser hook direct to the 
tube socket connections.  The center tap  lead  is 
only 4"  long and the  tuning condenser leads in 
proportion.  For 20-meter work one certainly can-
not have his r.f. leads all over the shack.  I can 
duplicate my 20-meter daylight work with the game 
input (44 watts) on 80-meters before and after quiet 
hours at night, working 6's and 7's in, addition 
though no foreigners.  Re Mr. Redfern's report in 
lest QS7'—was OSO 2BY W Oct. 30 from 7.11 to 
7.30 pm.  His sigs were 118 with a decided ripple, 
nearly all the dots missing." 
9EF (Hammond, Ind.), "Of late 20-meters is dead 

after 7pm CST,  South American signals are getting 
weaker while European signals are increasing in 
intensity,  I wish more European stations would 
attempt 20-meter OSO with the U. S. A. around 1200 
or 1300 GOT (our early morning).  I should be glad 
to schedule any cg station for early morning 20-m 
reliability tests.  eg5ML is to be complimented on 
the wonderful consistency of eignals.  Can  work 
him from 6am until dark.  fok8Z Is great from 1600 
to 2130 GOT when he retires usually." 
15E (Hartford, Conn.), "Am now using UX-222 

with result that foreigners actually rattle the cane. 
Have heard no more DX with the addition but much 
easier to copy What I do hear.  Schedules at varions 
times of the month were kept with egiillS, eg5ML, 
x6DU, W NP, foA3Z, su2AK and old reliable 9EFH. 
Still keeping an eye out for ai2K.T and af1B on 
Sundays around 134)0 GOT with no results as yet. 
ai2KT has heard several "nu" stations on 20 from 
1200 until 1330 Sundays.  Signals do not 055 now 
as compared with summertime work on 20 but the 
hours have dropped until signals cannot be heard 
after Spm EST.  South American stations are slip-
ping off altogether, though Europe and Africa still 
come thru well.  .foASZ recently made first fo-oa 
contact on 20.  The "ea" and "oz" hams do not 
bother me a bit any more.  Irave given up listening 
every minute of the night for them.  They just do 
not break thru to my station.. When first eeo x6DTJ 
he was rounding Cape Horn hut at last QSO he was 
:safely in Buenos Aires after rough weather of it in 
which amateur radio on  20 meters was the only 
method of communication." 

Our apologies for omitting some of our usual C. D. 
subjeets this month.  The report on the International 
Radiotelegraph Conference together with the story 
of amateur work in the New England Flood made 
unusual demands on our space.  The list of R.M.'s, 
an announcement about Commander Dyett's Expedi-
tion IGIVID), our page of Section Managers, an ar-
ticle explaining how to get up a "real" harnfeet, 
a report on the Burgess Plane Tests, and a hunch 
of Traffic Briefs must he held until next month. 
A story of W NP work is coming that will be worth 
waiting for and items concerning VOQ and KELP' 
also may be looked forward to with interest, 
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DIVISIONAL REPORTS 

W ESTERN NE W YORK -SCM, C.  S. Taylor, 
8PJ - Western N. Y. put itself on the radio 
map  this month  by the efforts of several 

amateurs who handled  messages  during the Ver-
mont floods.  SUL got about the first news and 
notified the Red Cross in Boston through lYB and 
Western Union.  Many other amateurs handled press 
reports when all other communications failed.  The 
W.N.Y. bunch has handled more messages of value 
than ever before and schedules are on the increase. 
Mr. Crossley of 8XE desires to know just what 
dates will be convenient for all members who can 
attend the next A.R,.R.L. Atlantic Div. Convention 
next June.  Please write him, gang, 
SADE is working hard on schedules and handling 

traffic.  M FG is coming back on the air again and 
will be hot after schedules.  SA M  worked 4NP 
and ne-8 WG at Labrador.  SAIL can get traffic thru 
to England any time.  SAKC worked W NP, ef, and 
en.  SADG works 2's in daylight on 20, also Australia 
and New Zealand.  SANK is off the air due to heavy 
work.  SA WU  is a new arrival this month who 
handled traffic.  SAY7.1 handled flood traffic from Ver-
mont and has schedules with 1MK.  SBCM has many 
skeds.  Traffic is slight due to school and YLs.  SBFG 
works on 20, 40 and SO. 813QK handled traffic.  8BLP 
is away at school.  SBMS worked all districts and 
says he's got a couple of recruits lined up for traffic. 
SITUJ is rebuilding the station.  8BZP is off due to 
a broken arm an he can't pound brass.  Sorry to hear 
it. 0M.  SCAj wants an ORS, and he's a good 
brass pounder. SONT handled New England flood 
traffic.  8DML also handled traffic.  SONTI is chang-
ing to 20 meters.  SOYX handled heavy traffic with 
lots of schedules.  80VJ work ed 6YQ,  56:1G and 
4FT with 23 watts input.  8CDB handled traffic 
during the flood with his new transmitter. SUPO 
did work for individuals delayed by the flood. 8DDL 
handled flood  reports galore for Rochester news-
papers.  The  Rochester  Radio  Club  is humming 
again with a new President, SET, who is hot after 
the  'hams.-  8DME  worked  Iowa,  New  Orleans 
handling traffic.  OF11 is after schedules.  He has 
worked nc4CK. 
Traffic; SADE 46, 8A/10 98, SAKC 46, 8ADG 6, 

SA WU 6, SAY!). 91, 8130M 18, SBEG 11), 811QK 5, 
8BMJ 40, SBUJ 2, BOAS 8, SONT 30, BOYE 417, 
80VJ 11, 80DB 187, SOPO 25. 8DDL 56, 8DME 10, 
SKS 8, SPI 4, SPJ 7, SQB 2, 8SB 41, 8TH 11, 
8TTL 10. 
MD-DEL-D. of (1.---3ABM is off temporarily due 

to a fire burning up his entire outfit.  He will be on 
in a couple uf months with 2 50 watters in a self-
rect. circuit.  8BR W and  3110E have applied for 
an ORS and seem to be ready to do some good 
work.  811FX is hampered by not having a eked 
south.  (Get in touch with your RM, 0M). BASO 
operates day and night and says if 40 meters is 
taken away, he will QRT.  3PIT is hack on 40 and 
SO meters.  81161 got his commercial license and is 
very proud now.  He says he is not going to sea 
right away, tho.  80G0 was only on to keep his 
eked with  BOY.  3B WT is on whenever  possible 
but no regular skeds are kept.  3AED and 8ALQ 
are active and rarin' to go. 
Traffic:  30FX 87,  flASO  12,  3PU  4, 30E 3, 

3ICGO 88, 8B WT 8. 
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA -SCM, H. M. Wal-

leze, BBO -Our hew RM, 3OP is well under way 
in Phila., and turned in an excellent report. 

You Philly stations stay with Morgan and you will 
stay on top. SEU, our mighty W msport RM, leads 
the tfc pushers again.  A new one turned up in 
Scranton -BEMS. FB, OM.  3QM will get on 80 if he 
can clean up the ORM to Bel, up there.  INS has 
been DXing up cash for a new bug.  Hi!  DBMS 
can't hear Asia!  And 3RD thinks I am on 40 
wat next?  Every "three" on 40 expects to be the 
first "3" to WAC.  31111 is one of the many.  Hi! 
SWJ keeps tfe moving nicely.  The ole Xtal is blasting 
out for 3SM.  SBO'S YL ORM'S the works yet. 
30DS is on the job with early morning skeds. 3A WT 
knocked ont BPL honore, 3BQP doesn't have much 
time but heaves a mean DX dg out.  Late hours 
are kept by 8BIR.  Receiving conditions were punk 
for 8AV.  The ORII flops for 31/Y so an xtal is in 
order.  The new BPL limit let 3ADE out he did 
nice work  SETT has a full fledged power house be-
hind his sin Hi Low power and 20m, are busting 
out for BAK W.  3QP is busy on 80 but drops to 
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40 now and then.  3NE works skede on 80 now, 
3ZM promised me a bbl of eider for Xmas.  EB, in-
clude sum tfc. OM.  3NP still handles a few,  It's 
tough that the rest of the reports  were LATE. 
Therefore, they cannot be included.  Let it be a 
Icarien. The 26th is THE DATE. 
Traffic:  BELT 470; SAVK 377; aA w'r 204; SAKB 

102; M BE 141; 8QY 126; 3SM 116; 8C1GZ 86; SBQ 
84; 3QP 64; 3NE 60; SWJ 49i &AEA 46; 3AK W 36; 
3NJ 35; 3RD 31; 3BMS 28; 8BBS 27; 38QP 16: 
8BIR 15; 3BEL 14; 3L0 13; IVE 8; SODS 8; SAVL 
8; 8NP 7; 3ZM 4; 3(461 3; 31114 10. 
WESTERN PENNA -SCM, G. L. Crossley, SAE -

After the letter was sent to all the ORS in this sec-
tion during the month, the SOM actually expected 
that ail the ORS would send in their report this 
month.  There were 7 stations that did not report. 
80E0 auctioned off his sine and now has a 11X281 
with rectifiers. SAMU handled traffic but no time for 
DX.  SAKI has helped organize a radio club at 
Altoona.  SORE likes the lower 80 band for working. 
SBG W is QR W.  8AB W blew his 50 wetter experi-
menting but is on now with 15 watts.  SAGQ is in 
operation but at the time are training operators.  6CIK 
has a 20 meter Hertz but ND on 40 so he says. nemvi 
is on regularly for traffic.  SCES wants Schedules. 
Ask the RM, 0M.  8DFY is using fone now and Is 
helping to train ne* ops.  SGI had some BOL trouble 
but they found it was some OBAs and power leak. 
8VE Is inactive because of school.  SZD Is on 20 
and 40 with 260 watts xtal.  SCER says a BOL eut 
down his antenna but it is up and running again. 
8XE expects to remodel the sets both transmitters 
and receivers during Xmas vacation.  8DOQ's aerial 
came down. He is using a 203A now.  EM Anderson 
is doing his job fine and will try to arrange schedules 
for anyone wanting them.  Get QS0 him and see 
how good he can do it.  81311M has moved again but 
is back now. 
Traffic: SGI 277, 8AMU 206, 8CE0 187, SAKI 65, 

SD P/ 46, SDKS 24, 8CFR 14. 813G W 11, 80RK 10, 
SBRM 10, 8DIP 9, SGK 9, 81,TE 8, 8AGQ 7, 8ARC 2, 
SDOQ 54, 8/1E 184. 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

INDTANA-SCM,  D.  J.  Angus,  9CYQ -Much 
better reports this month helps the standing 
of Indiana and pleases your SOM.  SCSX moved 

from Akron, Ohio to Rockville, Ind., and is going 
again.  9ADJ is on with 2-112s and a B-eliminator 
on 40.  HEGE is getting plenty of traffic on 40. 
9BZZ says that he hopes Santa doesn't run out of 
852s.  90NC is e:xperimentIng on 20 with sortie suc-
cess.  9STJQ has moved from Anderson to Indian-
apolis. Ind.  9BKJ is putting in 21613 rectifier tubes 
as 91313J wanted his "S" tubes back before they 
blew,  9BYI is on both 41 and 79 meters.  9130M 
has a new set of Cardwell condensers and a 40-
meter Hertz and says it did wonders to his signals. 
9DDZ is going after a commercial ticket.  9AC,7, is 
back on the air on 40.  9DBA. has a crystal ordered 
and will have it going soon.  9CTZ is going strong 
on 40. SAXO is coining on with a new 50-watt 
station, completely rebuilt.  9AMZ is getting good 
results with voice on 20 meters.  9AVB is coming on 
with a new station and trying for an ORS.  OBIA 
is changing to  150 meters  for fon.e. 'MAI just 
had his MG repaired and is on again.  9AA1 and 
9BIU are conducting the code school for the Fort 
Wayne Radio Club.  !HMO and 9CRV are experi-
menting with master oscillator control.  9DUK has 
a beautiful new panel outfit.  9013B is a new ham 
in Munk* on 40 meters.  ODES is on 20 meters. 
Traffic; SAIN 113, 9EGE 52, 9BQH 14, 9DDZ 3. 

9130M 30, 9BYI 4. 91 MS 6. 90N0 25, 913ZZ 17, 9ASK 
26, 9F.AA 15, 91)13.1 17, 9EJIT 13, WEK W 20. SRS 
5, 9850 28. 9CRV 2, 9AXP1 2, 9CBT 1, SOLO 5, 
90YQ 84. SAXO 11, 9DBA 30. 
MICHIGAN -SOM,  Dallas  Wise,  80EP---9CSI is 

the new RM for the ti. P. Get in touch with him for 
schedules,  SNP is on regularly now and is looking 
for traffic.  SUED was rebuilding but turned in a 
fine total anyway.  He is still Michigan's star traffic 
man.  SKN. Lansing High School, wants schedules 
with other schools.  SORT please note. RASO works 
Miami College, Oxford, Ohio.  SOYM reports bad 
luck,  antenna  blown  down  and  blown  blocking 
condensers. 8BRS handled quite a bit of traffic for 
the Philippines. SAMS is lining up a Philippine route 
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aleo. Capt. Baldwin eDKK bandied a 264 word mes-
sage from W NP via 1FL and now has get perking on 
20, 20 and 80 meters crystal controlled.  9CE is oit 
regularly now and has daily schedule with 9AYR. 
eacu operates now and then* 9CM is QS0 both coaete 
on his crystal controlled outfit on  MS meters. 
eMle end SOY are too busy with BCI.3 for any Ham 
work.  8SY is now Radio trouble shooter for Dot. 
Edison Co.  Spb1.1 of Bay City reports loads of DX 
but no traffic.  8DIV ix having trouble finding an 
early hird for a morning schedule.  8AUB blew his 
big transformer and now is on with low power. The 
Grand Rapids gang are hard at work on the 192e 
Michigan State Convention which will he held dur-
ing April.  Save the penniee, fellows, they are going 
to put on a real time.  8ZZ's 80-foot steel mast 
developed fallen arches during the best big blow so 
now ZZ is going to put up a new low loss mast. 
The Southern Mich. gang will all be present at the 
Monroe Hamfest January 22nd.  Big feed and some 
real dope on "Hertz" antennas are the program so 
far.  8CWK is still rebuilding.  8ZF says the school 
ram:liege is keeping them busy. 
Traffic: 82F 34: 8AAF 8: 8NQ 8; 8KN 8; 8ASO 

11: 8CYM 2; 8BES 12; 8AMS 6: 1413KX 35; OCE 
18; 8ACU 4: 9Clit 8; 8ZZ 36; 8CEP 8; 8DED 97; 
RAUB 6; OCSI 15. 

OHIO—SCM. H. C. Storck, 8BYN—Well, Gang, it 
seems you are going to allow 8D13111 to cop the 
traffic prize without e struggle.  He leads OHIO 
again with 404. which sure le great business, but 
gosh—look at this boy 8BAU—WOW I He kicks 
in with more mesaagcs per month than have been 
reported since the old rubber stamp days —1010. 
9DBM may fall down next month —but if he doesn't 
—he gets the 882 as per his boast, for he has led 
two months in succession now. tho there has been 
no report yet from the RM.  8CFL, a wonderful 
traffic station, comes third this month with 113, fol-
lowed by the SC/d with 112.  eCQU conies thru with 
a few but had tough luck as the filament of his 
204-A had its filament broken in shipment.  SA UL 
eBAS and RA V X handled some. IODE, a non-ORS 
handled 34.  eALU wiotts all the ORS to come thru 
with information asked for.  8BAS Is on 80 nut and 
looking for ail the traffic he can get.  SAVE now 
has good location for set and hopes to get out. 
e mo, the OW op. is progressing nicely, but is 
rather discouraged.  Iiiiek up, ('NO, the beat la yet 
to come—you have the VI. field to yourself—don't get 
discouraged as ORS. 8(1M13 is trying 20 again. 80Q 
says more traffic work now that football is over. 
Hit  8313 has a new short wave receiver.  8AVB 
got all hie traffic on 20 and says it is getting better 
right along down there.  SAPZ is putting in a M. O. 
circuit. 8CQ will have DC plate supply soon. SAYO 
is getting traffic on 20.  8BNW reported a radio. 
What faith some people havel  I1DHS and others are 
"¡sere" about the Conference.  It', OK now, isn't 
It,  8AEU is putting in Xtal control  81)PF 
is in training for basket-ball and Can't stay up 
late.  Hi!  8GT, says he is the "Hard luck king 
of the world" but 803V rune a close race, still he 
says he is going to get the 852 from under 8DBM's 
nose yet.  FBI 81/SY has been trying fone on 150 
inx.  ePL has another crystal—Gee!  8GL is still 
without a plate transformer aitho has rebuilt his 
rectifier, and is living in hopes.  8DQZ is QRW 
school.  liGZ le back, with a meroury are.  RD111X 
is still on 20 and trying Pone. ODIA has been QRW. 
but will he on 80 mx soon.  8CLR is QRW school 
also.  SBEV Le back with the OHIO gang again. 
Welcome. OM.  etmot has been vacationing and 
vieited the Montreal hams. SHOP In on 20 and wants 
schedules.  SARIV has been "chief of staff" In build-
ing a new home and couldn't hammer brass after 
hours.  SAWX has been very QRW, but QS0'd 
the Burgess airplane.  SEQ I, using a "Zeee" an-
tenna now.  The SChf has been on 40 and 80 
and has enjoyed quite a few QS0e with the OHIO 
gang.  RM. SALU Its doing his beet to get things 
going—working hard. Give him a lift, OMs, and let's 
get more schedules going.  If you make your own, 
report to SALIS for hie information.  Don't forget 
to turn in your totals to gALU if eon are in the 
contest.  Let's hear a little more standard practice 
on the air, gang, and don't put in so many super-
fluous signals.  Another abomination le not keeping 
schedule. If you make one—kerp il to the minute. Is 
gnrim going to get the Grand Prize?  Next month 
will tell. Let's Got 
Traffic: M AU 1010: 8DBM 404: gCFL 118: 8BYN 

112; 8DTH 78: 8CQU 64: RALIY 88: gRAS  8AVX 
86: 9Chin Mt; MISR 64: '3CX W  8CMB 24: SOQ 

VIII 

23; 83B 20; 8AVB 16; 8APZ 14: 8CQ 14: SAYO 12; 
8BNW 9; 1301IS 9; 8AEU 8: 8DPF 7; SDJV 6: 8DSY 
5; 8PL 4; 8GL 4; 8DQZ 2; 8GZ 1. 

KENTUCKY-8CM,  D.  A.  Downard-9ARU-
9BWJ is working up in the mountains but manages 
to get home every week end to pound brew, for a 
few hours.  9CRD, 9CIS and 9CPAr each worked 
eg6YQ on 20 meters.  9(1.1 W forgot to throw his 
antenna switch but worked WNP and got 12-4 on hie 
sigs.  F. B., OM.  9BAN is making an old timer 
out of a little fellow in Henderson that has been 
confined to his bed paralysed for five years.  9BAZ 
is STILL having trouble with his mercury arc recti-
fier.  9WR-4/0X are getting out FS with their $52 
tube.  They report code via the ether te a couple 
of beginners.  9KZ had the Rood luck i ?) to burn 
ont his generator. PARU is on the air on 20, 10 
and 80 meters. 
Traffic: 9WR 140: 9CRD 47; 9BAN 40; 913AZ 29: 

9DWQ 11; 9MN 10; 9B1V3 2; 9KZ 1. 

ILLINOIS--SCM. W. E. Schweitzer, 9AA W— The 
SCM is happy to ase the way reports are still in-
creasing and the interest the gang are taking in 
the section's traffic report contest a% mentioned in 
last month's Illinois report.  It has been suggested 
that inasmuch as some sections have more stations 
than others, it would only be fair to theme sections 
to revise the reporting toilet; to be in Proportion. 
Let us work the contest out in this way, each 
section  receive  from  the supervisor of radio  a 
list of the number of stations in its section, then 
take the number of stations reporting, and the 
winner of the contest should be the section having 
the most stations report in proportion to the number 
of etations in its district,  This will afford an 
equal opportunity for each ¡section to see which see-
don has the most active supporters in the league. 
9AAW has been operating with AC supply.  The 
500 cycle and DC supplies are being repaired. 9ACU 
has been experimenting on 20 meters this month. 
PAPA worked  WNP consistently.  OAFS' reports 
that Army work will be starting soon.  9AGG re-
ports traffic picking up and expects 9CXA to operate 
on schedule with SCAR.  PALE is keeping schedules 
with 91311 Tuesdays and Thursdays. PAPY handled 
5 flood messages from  iBEB.  As Route Manager. 
he wants the gang to report their schedules to him 
so he can organize the section in the national hook-
up.  9AWX has eleven schedules and is operating 
regularly, even after a heavy Thanksgiving dinner. 
9AYB is operating 9CAR with a bunch of college 
hams.  913TH reports 9BAY moved to the sixth 
district with the call 6GN. and 913BU a new station 
operated  hy  an  old  ham,  9AZF.  9CEC  re-
ports ND this month.  9CIA worked op and fo last 
month.  9CKlid is a new op working in the 80 
meter band.  9CKZ is operating regularly.  9CN is 
having trouble keeping DC QSB as filter condenser* 
go south.  9CNI3, operating on 41 meters reports, 
his H tube gone weet.  SONY is keeping schedules 
with 9BLL and reports their traffic working with 
commercial precision.  9CSB has a brand new 204-A 
and top antenna.  9CIIII worked WNP and is keep-
ing eked! with 4VZ.  9CWC worked .12.  9CYN 
is using a 201A tube and worked «TIP with a 
report of R.S.  9CZL was QS° with England. The 
station is decorated with a new DC generator.  9BI 
is keeping a schedule with  9NV daily.  elSGA 
reports QR.111 bad in all bande. 900E has a schedule 
with illeLL.  9DSU is having QRM from school 
work but is keeping a daily schedule with 9BPX. 
9DWP Is QRW with railroad work.  9DXZ has five 
schedules and altho he changed his antenna to a 
new location, he didn't mica a one.  110YD worked 
hie station after the CRTA banquet.  9DXG was 
not very active this month.  OE M has »ix achedules, 
and will be operating on 80 meters with n 250 
wetter  soon.  9111AJ has been working his station 
with 7% and 50 wetter, to tickle the antenna.  9EDS 
was eet.W with hiteket-hall and other things.  HI. 
9EGX ia planning to QRO seen.  PERK is crystal 
controlled now.  9F1.10 has been working na'a and 
rtp's with a 210.  9ELR is operating in the morn-
ing hours.  PENT, is u.  new ham.  9EPG. another 
new ham. has worked some sixty stations since 
he gut his lieenee a month ago.  11ERH is a new 
station or an old ham who used to work 9DZ in 
1921.  9GE is operating on 80 with spasms of 20 
and 40 meters.  91E Is using a 210 and a Hertz. 
PEA is having interference trouble. 9NV is using an 
ancient 204 in hopes that its feeble efforts will put 
strong signals  into the ether.  egn in operating 
on 20 metere.  9V0 was thrilled on Thanksgivine 
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Day by hearing fo-A3Z about 116 ou 20 meters at 
2 pm. 
The Chicago  Radio Traffic  Association held its 

,second annual banquet at the City Club, Chicago, 
Nov. 5, 1927.  This feature has now become a reeog-
nized  annual  Chicago  affair.  Supervisor  Beane 
acted as toastmaster for the 147 speakers.  Director 
Clyde Darr, 8ZZ, came all the way from Detroit, 
a gang came from Wisconsin, Indiana, Iowa, Illinois, 
all with the same old A.R.R.L. spirit.  With musical 
selections rendered on the piano and violin by the 
Siebens, the many stunts of the evening were enjoyed 
by all.  Howard Thomas,  9LY  and Harry irons, 

deserve to be complimented for the way they 
put on the affair. 
Traffic:  9DXZ 201, 9A WX 147, 9BPX 144, 9NV 

91, 9AFA 86, 9APY 79. 90E 68, 9EAJ 62, 90011 60. 
9.AMO 58, 9.ACU 59, IICINY 57, 9BLL 52, 9BTX 46, 
9EDS 44, 9ASE 39, 9DBI 39, 9DOX 39, 9CZL 35, 
9IZ 34, 9CZL 34, 9DSU $2, 9CN 30. 9AFF 22, IfEj0 
24, 9DYD 23, 90U11 22. 9AQA 21, 9BL 20, 913 WL 
18, 9CSB 16, SEAT 14, 9AA W 15, 9AEG 11. 9DGA 
11, frALK 10, 9BXB 10, 91311M 8, 9EGX 8, WELIt 8. 
9C1A It, 9UX 8. 9AHJ 7. 9CYN 7, 9AGG 6, 91)1P0 
5, 9BNI 5, 9C WC 5, 9BHT 4, 9EIIK 4, 9QD 8, 9DXG 
2, 9E1NL 2, 9KA 1. 

WISCONSIN -SCM, C. N. Crapo, eVD -The Past 
month has been an eventful one for the SCM.  Nov. 
22 brought a 01s, pound baby girl, Jewell Audrey. 
9LV  is  one  of  our  best  stations  for  contact 
in Milwaukee and you will find him always on the 
job and always ready to QRS.  9DLD is sending 
sehedule charts to all stations with whom he has 
schedules.  9DTK  is  trying  out  an  interlocking 
schedule list with all stations he has skeds with. 
9DLQ's skeds are working fine and he can QSR to 
any part of the state now.  9X11-EK heard .PCLIi, 
Kootwyck, Holland, on 20 meters and the next day 
worked it.  9,50 is on both 20 and 40 meters now. 
DX was good this month.  9BJY's ehem rectifier 
is on the bum so he is thinking of changing to 
henotrons.  913P W worked a Calif. Station for the 
first time.  9BIT has schedules with 9VL and 9DLCI. 
He is Q:R W at St. Norbert's College and operating 
W H.BY.  9BIB has a little more life as his total 
shows.  Also has a new Ford (1915).  Hi.  IIABM 
says the two R. F. wires that run out around the 
porch, light the porch  light dome every time he 
presses the key.  Hi.  OXEN has schedules with 
91)TK Mon.  Wed.  and Fri. at 5:30 pm and is 
arranging schedules with 8ARC on 78 meters.  91)1FC 
has worked all U, S. and Canadian districts but 
outside of hearing a lot of foreigners, hasn't been 
able to OSO any yet.  IIEHD's total this month 
is pretty small but that is on account of having 
so  many exams.  9B WO bas been trying 20 meter 
lone but so far, the results are rather poor.  911A W 
has a low total because he hasn't been on due to 
experimenting  with  eat  control.  9AF7, reporte 
nothing new or exciting.  9ARE is on both 40 and 
171.5 meters.  9E0 W operates on 20 without sehed-
oles.  900I operates on 39.5 when he can find time. 
9CIVI is back on the air after an absence of several 
years.  (Welcome. OB, perhaps we'll see you at the 
club occasionally now, SCM). 
Traffic:  9LV 262, 9DLD 222, 1:IDTK 221, 9DLQ 

120. 9XII 72, 950 70, 9BJY 63. 913P W 57, OBIT 57. 
913113 41, IIABM 39, 9AZN 27, 9EFC 23, 9EHD 12, 
9B WO 16, 9BA W 15, 9AEZ 9, 9ARE 5, 9EG W 5, 
9001 2, 9CVI t. 

DAKOTA DIVISION 

SO. MINN. --SCM, D. F. Cottam, 9BYA -Through 
the persistent efforts of a few hard working 
amateurs, there is a new radio club in Min-

neapolis.  The  "West  High  School  Radio  Club," 
operating under the call 9ERT.  There is some real 
ham spirit in this new organization and a good deal 
of thanks is due 9DHP for the fine way the new, 
well-organized club is functioning.  A number of 
students are learning the code and also the deeper 
mysteries connected with a junk pile, that they may 
be ops and help put 9ERT on the map.  There have 
been 5 cancellations this month.  More traffic is 
highly desired so  get all skedee up and handle more 
traffic in an hour than you can in a week without 
sheds.  IIBT W, a new ham in the section, is high 
traffic man this month.  He is on 20 and 40 and his 
best DX was "XEN-OSQ."  9XI has a good staff 
of ops and is W O the world.  91/HP has one sked 
and has boosted his traffic a lot.  His 01111 is 20.4 
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and he wants another sked with Oregon or California, 
to handle his west traffic.  Oh yes! He has an 852 
on the air and he is working it overtime too.  Hi! Hi! 
91311Z praises his new mercury arc.  He tez it is the 
best rectifier yet and that he gets d.e. reports. FB, 
OM,  aOIX has a new 250 wetter in a Hartley circuit. 
9AIR sec, he blows up too many stopping condensers 
with 500-cycle current  He lost an antenna in a 
silent storm but is gg again now.  9BYA has a 
new branch of work and has been very busy during 
the last two months.  9AIVID is off the air while he 
is attending the "U" but he tips at 9X1.  Be sure 
and listen for 9ERT.  With tneir staff of ups the 
station should be heard often.  9DEQ is back on 40 
and he expects to be on the air more.  9DB W has 
been making various changes and has been busy 
broadcasting the news received from Headquarters. 
Traffic:  IIBT W 48; 9XI 45; 9DHP 29; 9BHZ 23; 

11CIX 20; 9EFO 15; 9COS 13; 9EFK 12; 9DBC 10; 
9.BKX 8; PELA 6; 9AIR 4; 91)110 4; 9DB W 2. 

NC) RTHERN MINNESOTA -SCM, C.  L. Barker, 
9EGU -This Northern Minn. Section has an ORS 
membership of 29 stations now.  Last month, we 
brought up the subject of cancellations in this Sec-
tion and we are going to live up to those state-
ments.  Out of the 29 ORS, there are 9 stations who 
are going to lose their ORS appointments because 
some have gone 11 months without reporting. Some 
of these will be cancelled honorably if they have 
legitimate excuses.  The SCM believes it is much 
better to have a small membership of ACTIVE sta-
tions than a large organization of DEAD stock. 9BVII 
has gotten 9A1B's crystal set on the air and is 
rebuilding his own rectifier, getting ready to be on 
the air regularly for the winter.  9KV has not had 
time to operate much so far this winter but is now 
on for good.  9A0K, the traffic wizard of this Sec-
tion, sure steps out this month, leading the works. He 
shows us very definitely that good traffic totals can 
be built up, working good DX at the same time. He 
is in line for :WAC.  9CKI is busy with school but has 
a new 11X852 and has it on the air.  9EGU is at 
last on the air but just temporarily with the old 
chemical rectifier.  A new  complete mercury are 
outfit has been ordered from 8ML and as soon as it 
arrives, there will be nothing temporary about 9EGU. 
9QT, the 'Minn. Nat'l Guard station has been moved 
9E110 received  a Burgess flashlight for the best 
report on work with 9X11.  PB.  9CIY put up a 130 
foot tower and rebuilt and found that he couldn't get 
out at all but eeerns to be overcoming the jinx at 
last.  90S1J, the other station (sister slat to 901Y) 
is to be an A-A station soon.  Ryder owns and op-
erates both 9CIY and 9CSU,  90 WA works at 9CSU-
CIY and does most of his operating there. 9B;ITI has 
a new voltage-feed Hertz working FB and gets out 
fine.  9AKM found out that he was lighting base-
ment lights but he shunted the lights with condensers 
and found that his wave steadied up a lot and gets 
out much better. 
Traffic: 9.AOK 107, 9CKI 43, 9QT 40, 9BBT 37, 

9DPB 24, 9ABV 23, 9CT W 13, 9EGF 13, 9EHO 11, 
90 WA 10, 9BJD 6, aCIY 5, 9AKM 4. 

SOUTH DAKOTA -SCM,  .T. Beck, 9DB -Traffic 
dropped off somewhat this month, which is rather 
unusual.  The Y.M.C.A. Radio Club of Sioux Falls, 
has received a number of prizes for the convention 
and have the program nicely arranged so everything 
is set for our 7th annual convention.  9DGR's beau-
tiful note and the fine operating plus a few skeds 
turned him in high traffic man this month.  9D WN 
was very QRW work and says tic not so good. 
IIBKB at School of Mines handled a fine bunch of 
messages in spite of 00 sheds and QRM studies. 
He reports 9DBZ and 9DZI are coming on the air 
again soon, 91:1B will be glad when summer comes 
and the BOL work lets up so he can run the xmitter 
at least once a week.  OHM Says  30  and 80 bands 
are the bunk from OEM but is on SO working tic. 
9DLY is on 20 and 80 and wants skeds.  91313F is 
back with us again  and on with  15 watts and 
lining up a bunch of new stns in Watertown, FB, 
UM.  90JS says it takes too much juice to run a 50 
and is fixing up a low power set.  9BO W gets out FB 
and is looking for skeds.  9EY: has been appointed an 
ORS.  9AJP, 9.DNS and 9DES are active but no 
traffic report.  ND is the call of Nick Jensen (Ex-
DEMI Sioux Falls. 

Traffic: 9D0R 127, 9D W 64, 9BKB 32, 9DB 14, 
IINM 9. 

IX 



DELTA DIVISION 

ENNESSEE-SCM, L. 11, Rush, 4KM -Activities 
in this section have improved considerably in 
the last month.  Quite a number of new sta-

tions are on the air and there is room for several 
new ORS in this state.  Quite a bit of activity has 
been going on in Knoxville where they have formed 
the Knoxville Amateur Radio Club and have quite 
a large membership.  4F1 craves a record of your 
schedules as he is the Route Manager and still con-
tinues to handle lumps of traffic.  4CIT is using a 
204-A and teasing the plate with 3000 l.c. fra 
mercury arc tithe,  4BU is still "messing around." 
4RP uses a 250 veatter and has a very neat station. 
4ABZ is getting out fine with his 852 and is on the 
air regularly handling traffic.  IRK is a new station 
and with the help of the gang will be on soon. 4FX, 
40G, 4GL and 4SP are all an the air looking for 
traffic,  41s0 is at UT and took his transmitter with 
him.  4ABD is going strong and is getting good re-
sults  a "fiver."  4E31 and 4KX are still hanging 
away on 20 working Wit, sa, ah, os and ox's regularly. 
Traffic: 4F1 160; 4OU 24; 

ARKANSAS -SCM, W.  E,. Clippard, jr.,  5AIP-
5ACA -Amateur activities in Arkansas the past month 
were almost nil, but we can always depend upon a 
few old timers to keep the ball rolling. SSS received 
a had gash on the head when a pole which he was 
putting up for a BCL fell on him.  Better leave the 
BOLs alone, 0M.  Hi.  Has anyone finished that 
coffin for the PB gang? We are about to forget there 
ever was a 'PB amateur.  5A1P is on with a 60.  Hi. 
Our old friends, 5ANN and 6HN are on again, 5ZAA 
promises to be back soon.  We certainly hate to lose 
5SY who is leaving for Texas.  Let's all get to-
gether, fellows, and see if we can't beat all our 
previous records this next month.  All Arkansas ama-
teurs who have not communicated with the RM or 
SCM, please do so. 

Traffic: 5ABI 14, 5A.V.4 6, 5SS 2, 5JK 2. 

MISSISSIPPI -SCM, J. W. Gullett, 5A HP -Reports 
were light this month.  5Asfj, if you want to keep the 
ORS, you will have to report every month.  5FQ is 
working lots of stations on 40 meters and is getting so 
he can handle messages right along.  6QZ leaves next 
week for Calif. and is carrying his 250 scatter along. 
5YD reports copying an important message from 1YD 
during the flood in Vermont.  He was Norwich's first 
contact after the flood.  The message was delivered 
from 5YD by telegraph to the Dept. of Justice, Wash-
ington, D. C. TB, OM.  5AKP blew another UX210 
but is back no with a new one.  5AYB who was an 
instructor at the Harvard Univ. Radio School during 
the early part of the world war, exIATV, has been 
appointed an ORS.  His operation is unexcelled in 
this neck of the woods as he receives and transmits at 
30 per without any trouble. 

Traffic: 6AKP 56, 5API 12, 5TCS 12, 5YD 6, 5AYB 
38, 

LOUISIANA-6'CM, C. A. Freitag, SUE - The mes-
sage total has dropped somewhat this month, but 
is still a. little above the general average.  Route 
Manager Swamson, 5PM, reports that message de-
livery is improving and that he hopes to soon have 
a network if stations all over the state.  5IE is not 
very enthusiastic about the "20" band.  He hears 
the same stations every day and most of his traffic 
is on 40. SACIE shows the right spirit.  Although 
his ORS  application was rejected.  he writes,  "I 
am very sorry to hear that I did not pass my ORS 
examination but I suppose it is for the best as I am 
very unfamiliar with the theoretical points of radio 
but as a message handler, 1 am going to show you." 
SEC reports he was ()50 cf-8CP on the "40" band. 
All the boys in this section want to thank Head-
quarters for their efforts at the Intetrnational Radio 
Conference and to congratulate them for the results 
obtained.  Although our bands were somewhat cut, 
we should be very thankful that we were not en-
tirely eliminated. 

Traffic: 5Pial 105, fiTIK 38, 5163 26, 6EB 21, 5A0Z 
18, INS 18. 

HUDSON DIVISION 

NEW YORK  CITY  az LONG  ISLAND -SCM. 
F. H. Marcion,  2CWR--Manhattan:  2ANX 
hopes to be hack on the air soon.  2BCB is 

on 20 meters during the day and 80 alter mid-

X 

night.  2BNI, is on 40 and 80 meters now.  2EV 
has been appointed Asst, to the Section Manager and 
is making this his first report to Ha. 
Bronx: 2BBX is doing good work on 20.8 meter 

lone now.  20YX operated 8WK for a while but is 
back to stay. 
Brooklyn:  2AVR has a mercury arc now and says 

it is the berries.  2BAZ changed from LCH to TPTG 
and is working foreigners now.  2I3DM has schedule 
with 8CE0 and wants others.  2BRB working lone 
TB with his xtai on all waves.  2CRB is on 37.7 
meters.  '2CTY is on 20 meters or below most of the 
time and expects to put in a 250 wittier soon.  2PF 
is putting in UX-281 tubes for rectifying in place of 
his 4 year old slop jars.  21VZ has been 8A00 at 
Princeton, N. :r. while at school there.  2AIZ is 
going to put in kenotrons when his slop jars freeze. 
2ALS is now in Long Island City and is going again 
on 40 and 80 meters . 2A WQ is atilt at it but noth-
ing new to report.  2BSL is now using TPTG in 
place of Hartley and says the Queens Radio Club 
Station 2ATT is now on the air. 
Richmond: 2ATV is handling some Aussie tfc now 

and is on regularly on 20, 40 and 80 meters.  2AKE 
reports two new hams, 2WT in New Brighton and 
M T in West Brighton.  2AKK is operating the 
sag Gulf Oil now and away most of the time. 
Traffic:  Manhattan: 2BC 13, 2BNL 8, 2EV 7a. 

Bronx:  2AET 5, 2s'a WIT 62, IBEX 97, 2CYX 52, 
Brooklyn:  2AVR 22, 2BAZ 7, 2BDM 22, 2BRB 6, 
2CRB 42, 2CTY 3, 2PF 10, 21,VZ 28, Long Island: 
2AIZ 41, 2A WQ 8, 2BSL 1.  Richmond: 2ATV 217, 
2AKR 24. 

NORTHERN NE W JERSEY -SCM, A. G. Wester, 
2WR -A large -number of ORS reported this month 
and the Section is coming back into its own once 
again.  2CP, one of our RMs, is having fine success 
in gathering traffic from scheduled points but has 
a hard job getting the ORS in Monmouth, Union and 
Middlesex Counties to get lined up for local traffic 
distribution.  Two jobs for RMs are still vacant 
and refer to Dee. 081 for the territories.  2CPD and 
20YV have resigned from amateur radio and have 
given up their ORS certificates.  20.70 of jersey City 
has been appointed an ORS and is a fine station for 
traffic.  2AT is away on another trip which keeps 
that station silent.  2CP takes honora for traffic, 
making the Bpi,.  2C W pounds out on 20 with his 
210.  2EY seems very much put teat by the new 
regulations l'or 1929 but let's not kick until the 
time comes.  2.10 is on every night with a. different 
operator and wants some schedules on 38 meters. 
210 reported by ship off Hong Kong, China on 
37 meters.  2K.A finds it hard to get time to operate 
but  wants to  get  in  on  some  schedules.  IIS 
very QR W in a BC station.  2AVK asks that I 
correct the fact that he did not blow his 60 cycle 
transformer on 500 cycles but that 21E was respon-
sible for the act.  2QI is off due to blown filter con-
densers.  2ADL worried over what they did to us at 
the I.iattle of amateurs in Washington.  2JX also 
has too much BOL work.  2,.a0P maintains schedule 
with 2CP for all Newark work.  2GX has been ap-
pointed an Ensign in the USNR and is now helping 
build a new transmitter tif 250 watts for NRRC. 
Our YL station, 2BY, has installed a 210 and was 
QS° the 9th district for the first station worked 
with the new high power.  2AAT is very badly in 
need of schedules and hopes some of the amateurs 
will get in touch with him.  2WR will be on the 
air Jan. 1 and thereafter. 
Traffic: 2-4T 6, 2CP 212, 2C W 7. 2EY 5, 2,TC 7, 

210 2, 214A 2. 2ASZ 4, 2AL/d 6, 2AGN 2, 2CTQ 4. 
2CJX 22, 2..47,1K 17, 2ADL 39, 2AOP 36, 20E 81. 

EASTERN NE W YORK -2E0 W is now an aviator 
in spare time.  He was GS0 cf-81F who was using 
phone on 800 watts. 

MID WEST DIVISION 

N EBRASKA-SCM, C.  B.  Diehl, 9BYG -Route 
Manager's Report: Everybody has been QRX on 
account of bad weather conditions and also the 

Radio Commission but expect more activities from 
now on. 
It is with regret that we learn that 9.CNN is forced 

to resign his radio work and retire from his position 
on account mil ill health.  We hope for your speedy 
recovery.  9QY is having another stroke of work on 
hie farm but says it can't last always. laTE W is also 
having a stroke of good work on his railroad and 
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between that and "observing", he is a busy man. 
991BL  is  rebuilding  with  Xtal.  9CJI  missed 
traffic this month on account of QIR W the new printers 
in the A. P. office where he works.  9CDB turns in 
an excellent total this time and also inquires about 
an ORS. 9ANZ also feels that he can handle an ORS 
appointment now.  The SCM is busy with Army 
work and hasn't much time to be on the air. 
Traffic: 9QY 6, 9FIE W 2, 9BYG 5, 9BOQ 7, 9BQR 3, 

90DB 14. 

IO WA--SCM, A. W. Kruse, 9BKV--Only half of 
the ORS reported this month.  All ORS who have 
failed to report during the last few months will be 
cancelled by the time this appears in QST unless 
they get busy and handle traffic and report same to 
the SCM on the 26th.  We have a good bunch of non. 
ORS who are doing excellent work and credit is given 
them for helping to keep the section on top.  Thanks 
for your fine work, OMs.  9BKV is using a battery 
operated transmitter and leads the Section in traffic. 
OB WN comes second and he reports some new hams 
in Des Moines.  He is going to try and reorganize the 
Capitol City Radio Club. FB. 9C,ZC had bad QRM 
from the Telephone Company's Motor but he man-
ages to keep a good bunch of skeds.  Watch 9DG W's 
smoke next month!  He has applied for ORS. 9EJQ 
is lining up some schedules and will soon be set to 
go.  The YL'a QRM 9EHN a lot but he keeps the 
traffic moving just the same.  9DZ W turned in his 
usual fine report by radio.  9BAT's total dropped this 
month due to a death in the family.  Sorry, 0M. 
9DEA spent a couple of weeks in Chicago and his 
total looks like it, too.  1).(1JL reports a eked with 
60UX but says traffic is stow.  9AMG says everything 
is perking FB. 90AC hopes to get going good soon. 
Traffic: 9BKV 233, oB wiq 251, 9CZC 210, 9DG W 

137, 9EHR 53, 9911IN 51, 99.1JQ 50, 9DZ W 40, 9BAT 
25, 9DEA 18, 90JL 16, 9AMG 3, 9CAC 3. 

MISSOURI -13CM. L. B. Laizure, 9RR -Director 
Quinby reports that he was out of town most all 
month a-nd only on the air twice.  Something is 
radically wrong when only four reports come in from 
a city like St. Louis.  The following stations reported, 
9BEQ, 9DXY. 9DLB and 9BEU.  9BEQ almost hit 
the GPL.  9LI is the latest addition to the ORS 
list.  911KG is still tied up with school QRM.  9DAE 
is battling the eked proposition on 80 meters, and 
reports a failure to cooperate with RMs in adjoin-
ing states poor with the exception of Iowa. • A eked 
has been made with 90ZO for RM QS0.  9BQS and 
9DAE handled a football game report eked during 
the month.  9DMT kept a eked with 7AIL nightly 
when possible.  90RM worked 103 different stations, 
kept skein with 5 stations, and relayed one govern-
ment mmg ek 255 words.  9DAE complains of trouble 
with a well known Chicago mail order house ad-
vertising  i,xtenBively  in  popular BOL magazines. 
9ZD or ORE will be glad to order ham stuff for you 
and no doubt, someone in St. L ouis  will,  too. 

9BICK, the seagoing brass pounder of KC, came near 
the BPL this time and takes the prize in KC.  PZI) 
was out of town a good bit and was not able to 
operate as often as usual.  IIRR is coming back 

9DQN had a fair month but was handi-
capped by being obliged to work a split trick at, 
the Western 'Union.  M CA, 9EMH and 9DLL were 
„on occasionally and handled a few rosgs but the 
-bum: was unable to get the reports.  9BSB is back 
on the air after a long absence.  9.WV is keeping 
on the air and gets  quite a few cards. ORME 
is running the ham column in the K.C. Post Sets. 
with the help of 9ACA and 97,D.  'Watch out for 
it in the radio section,  gang.  9.DQN sends the 
A.R.R.L. broadcast per his skeds in December QST. 

Traffic;  9BEQ 9.2,  9DXY 11,  9BETJ  17.  9DLB 
18, 9LI 34, 9DKG 15, 91DAE 54, 9BQS 5, 9BUL 22, 
9f.)MT I. 90RM 76, 9BKK 93, 9DQN 15, 97,1) 5, 
91111 8, 9DLL 2. 

KANSAS -SOM, F. S. McKeever, 9DNG -Hear ye! 
Hear ye! The honorable 9.17T of Independence, Kans. 
offer., s traffic trophy to the Kemeas ham who has 
the largest message total between dates of Jan. let and 
April 1st, 1928.  The SCM will be the judge. Who 
will win this Trophy?  Now is the time to make 
preparations and schedules, fellows! 
9811 is jumping forward with leaps and bounds. 

913ET. 9BUY and 9CNT are active in traffic handling. 
9CET has been away two weeks but handled some 
traffic.  (ARK and MITI promise more activity in 
the future.  9CV says he will soon have a new 

FB low-loss transmitter going.  He does not need 
it as he worked cg, oa, cf, oz and cd this month. 
9JU has been appointed Asst. .RM.  9BGX has been 
off all month but you can't keep a good ham down 
long.  As usual, 9CFN turned in plenty of traffic. 
He and 9HL are always on the job.  9C W W., SOCS 
and 9DNG are all at college but the latter is on 
occasionally anyway.  9CKV is still having trouble 
finding schedules.  How about it, fellows? 
Traffic: 9LN 22, 9DNG 32, 9CET 32, 9CKV 45, 

9CFW 6, 911TJY 15, SONT 20, 9CV 26, 91IL 51, SAKE 
1, 9BET 20, 9CFN 20, OEBM 12, SOLE 7. 

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION 

ERMONT-SCM, C. T. Kerr. LAJG -To have the 
honor to chronical the most important feat ever 
accomplished by Vermont amateurs is indeed a 

pleasant one.  And to these earnest young men who 
filled the gap and bridged the rushing waters we 
simply say, "Well done, Hams."  Few people in the 
stricken towns knew that the amateur could connect 
them with the outside world but when they did 
get wise to the fact the boys were doing SOME busi-
ness.  I think that the remark 'You spoiled. my 
program last night' will not be heard for a long 
time.  IB M handled 371 rnsgs comprising all phases 
of relief work and to him goas the honor of high 
traffic man.  Think of it men I He delivered 158 mags. 
Great work, OM.  1BEB also of Montpelier was 
right at the key doing his bit too.  He handled 307 
mage. Kept 12 schedules. and for 7 days was at the 
key from 7:00 a. m. to 8:00 p. m.  His traffic 
also comprised all phases of relief work such as Red 
Crone, Signal Corps, AP, and etc.  SOME service, 
OM.  Our tireless CRM HT at North Troy was also 
the only source of communication in his Town for 
four days and cleared 124 mage. He w as  the con-
necting link between RR op and his dispatches.  lIT 
pwr has a spark coil  xmttr.  1BEH used 18 11 
Batteries.  IBBJ sounded like spit coil too.  LYD at 
Northfield slammed out 318 using a motorcycle belted 
to an a.c, generator and Gray "the ham wat am" 
handled real stuff too, including U. S. wx Bureau 
rots etc.  1BJP had 79 mage, used B Battery pwr. 
His work was handling snags for Canadian Pacific 
es B&M RR as railway telegraph ng.  They were 
important and a compliment to our boy's reliability. 
Nice work. 0M.  lEZ was slamming them out with 
a 301-a and sok coil pwr total 74 mage. 113DX 
was doing a land office business in Barre but no 
mails so didn't get his report.  Got a clipping out 
of the Barre Times alit him and they say in a 
column and a half that George sure ripped the stuff 
out. Congrats, OM.  1.ATZ was on the air with Press 
a week, hrs were 9 a. m. to 3 a. m.  That's REAL 
HAM Stuff!  IFN had sold most of his stuff so he 
couldn't do all he wanted to. TAC handled press 
thru to Boston from Rutland,  lAJG had 35 msgs 
and called 1B133 every time he hit the sur and 
couldn't raise him.  1NII is on the air most every 
night between 7 and 11 p. m, using a 71Ái watter. 
To the HAMS who copied our weak and sputtery 
signals we are more than grateful and all sure helped 
us bridge the gap,  Let me repeat again Boys, WELL 
DONE.  IAJG. 
Traffic: .IATZ 8; LEZ 74; 1BJP 79: 1AC 38; 1AJG 
a5; 1YD 318; HT 124; 1BEB 307; 1BBJ 37: 1NH 20. 
MAINE-,SCM, Fred Best, 1BIG -Several of the 

Maine  gang  handled  Vermont  flood  traffic  end 
did a good job of it.  Such emergencies give us the 
chance to prove our worth, gang,  therefore,  we 
should be prepared at all times.  1BEZ handled 
his usual good total and as traffic was low over 
his way,' failed to make the T3PL for the first time 
in months.  1.QY handled Vermont flood traffic.  He 
seemed to have about as good luck tying up with 
1.BEB as OM 1BIG did.  Hi.  lAQL sent in his 
usual string to add to the Maine total.  He reports 
that 1AUC of Bar Harbor is in the hospital re-
covering from an operation.  We hope that OM 
Sprague will be back with the gang us soon as his 
condition permits.  lATV has acquired a 250 wat-
ter and is sure kicking out a mean signal.  10FP 
has installed a new 75 watt jug with which he is 
proceeding to get out in great shape.  1AUF is on 
more or less on both 40 and 80 meters.  He has been 
ill according to 1BMS but manages to get on the 
air real often just the same.  1113, OH.  1BTQ has 
started up again in Skowhegan.  He has a very 
neat  looking layout.  lICL is still operating at 
WCSH.  lABV is building a new receiver and con-
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tinues to get out in the usuai good fashion.  11-5 B3 
lost his good note, but found it again.  Hi. 

Traffic:  113IG 135, 1BEZ 72, 1Q.Y 66, 1AQL 43, 
lANH 18, IAIT 11, 1ASj 5. 

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS-SCM, El, L. Bat-
tey, IUE - Well, gang, there was plenty of aztivity 
this month, much uf which was aroused by the 
flood disaster in Vermont and Western Mass.  The 
following stations did valuable work during the same: 
IFL, IACH, 1KY, 1SL, IASI, [AXA, lUE. 1.A.PK, 
UN, 18514, ILM, JAGS. 1AA W, 1GP, IRY, IABA, 
IWV.  The space does not permit us to go into 
detail about the work, but will say that 1FL and 
1ACH kept about the most consistent communica-
tion with the flood areas.  [FL stood 120-hour con-
tinuous watch from Nov. 4 to 9, 
1K.Y has been appointed RAI and sent in a good 

report right .iff the bat.  FE.  Traffic figures were 
quite high this month with four stations in the 
II-PL.  1WV and 1AKS are new ORS and lAYX has 
resigned as he is QR W at W.U. at Rahway, N. J. 
IABA is still in the DX group but handles some 
traffic.  IA WE has a temporary set on 80 meters 
using 201A with B hatts.  LAKS uses remote con-
trol with separate xmitters for 20, 40 and 80. 11-IKV 
sticks to 20.  lACA is again handling traffic. Things 
are picking up at 1GP in both traffic and DX. 
1RY werked  fo-A7N two afternoons in succession. 
1AA W is lining up some akede and will be an ORS 
soon.  10G has been QR W at the Y.M.C.A. and 
with  Radio  Service  work.  ILM  can  be  found 
handling traffic most any night.  The 15)1 meter 
hand is being revived by 113VL who has a schedule 
with rui3GG.  A 'bunch of the fellows went to the 
Worcester Convention and had a fine time.  IAXA, 
is at -1,713Z.  IASI expects to have schedules soon. 
1NK likes his new TP-TG circuit.  [Ai-'K kept some 
Skedg  diming the flood.  1.8L, at request of Signal 
Officer. established message center between Wash-
ington, D. C. and N.E. flood area for traffic.  IIN. 
although non-ORS, sent in a FE report.  IBDV par-
tieipated in Navy Day copying but achool keeps him 
quite ttecupied.  The 60 ft. meet at lADM came 
down which handicapped activity.  1BZQ says, "Let's 
hope fer snore traffic and less floods next month." 
Hi.  'LAGS works Europe every night and Calif. 
every morning but he says no one has any traffic. 
Why not originate some, OB?  [EMS passed his 
rommercial license. 
Traffic: LACS 317, lAKS 183. 1LM 176, 1.11Y 175, 

1-1-IE 133, IBZQ 120. 1ACA 90, lAXA 64, 1AA W 58, 
1SL 52, IAPK 50, IGP 44, IASI 44, IADM 36, 1IN 
Ms, 1RY 27, 1KH 25, IABA 22, 1WV 20, lAGS 15. 
INK 9, IBDV 5, I.Y0 4, lA WB 4, 10G 1, ION 1, 
113VL I, IBMS 19. 

CONNECTICUT--SOM, H. E. Nichols, 113M -This 
month records another chapter in the history of 
our worth to the general public as amateurs in the 
calamity  that  occurred  to our neighbors  to  the 
north in Vermont.  Everyone who took part must 
have sensed the fact that they were doing some-
thing more than just playing with a wireless set 
and also realized the valued service they could render 
in  times of an emergency.  May we always  be 
on the alert to perform our duty in such times as 
this and in that way, show that we have a real 
reason for existence other than our own pleasure, 
1MK leads the list this month for traffic handled 
and reports having 17 different stations lined up 
for schedule work.  :1..A.TG worked W TI on 20 re-
cently and was surprised to think he could work at 
such a short distance on this wave.  IBFIM reports 
that  the 'talions in  New  Haven  handled  quite 
a little of the Vermont traffic from the flooded area 
and we are very glad to commend them for It. 
IMY says he is on the job most of the time but 
doesn't seem to hear the SCM.  Well, 0M, be patient. 
105 reporta things very FE at Danbury and turned 
in a nice report.  IAD W is hoping to get all fixed 
up and ready to go soon as he has been moving 
things a bit due to cold weather.  UV and 1ZL 
have been an busy at WIC° that they have been un-
table to get on the air but hope to soon.  1CTI and 
113 WM have been keeping  the ether in working 
condition at Norwalk and have maintained schedules 
in fine shape and things are working very sm oothly 
in this meetein of the state.  :1V13, W E, HIE in their 
resPeetive eities have adopted and arranged schedules 
with their nearest neighbor and in this way are 
covering their  locations very  effiriently.  This  is 
very encouraging to see the stations take the in-
itiative in this way and we thank you fellows for 

Tfl 

doing it. IVE is handling quite a bit of the local 
traffic when the SCM is out for the evening and is 
very prompt in delivery to him.  He will be an ORS 
very seen and has ambitions for an A-A appoint-
ment.  Clifford Fraser handled 79 flood relief mes. 
sages this month. 
Traffic: lACD 2, IBLF 4, lASD :3, lAD W 7, 1TD 

10, IAMC 18, lATG 18, 1BM 20, 113JK 22„ 1ALF 
132, 11311M 26, 1MY 27, 1B WM 42, IOS 47, 1AFB 
50 1401 63, 1VB 68, 1CTI 163, 1MK 266, 1NE 11, 
IVE 14, LAMO 16, LENS 35, [PE 68. 

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS--SCM, A. H. Carr, 
1BD-.1AAC is on regularly on 88  and 76 meters 
and handled several of the flood messages.  IAAL, 
our former EM, has moved to 53 Calder St.. Paw-
tucket, R. I,  SCM Faneher will be fortunate to 
have Brownie as an ORS in his Section.  All lAAL'a 
friends around here will be able to work him from 
his new QRA as he is on the air already on the :30 
band.  We all wish you the best td luck, Brownie. 
Al Hyde, 1GR, 19 Caro St., Worcester will act as 
Chief EM until another PM is appointed.  We hope 
you all got the kick out of the Worcester haanfeat 
that we did.  'l'he Worcester Radio .Assn. appreciates 
the wonderful support that all gave to the time and 
undoubtedly  we'll have another  sometime.  1AJK 
says  be on for the rest of the -winter now. 
He stood 12th in the Navy Day broadcast reception. 
lAJ M says that now tone is on 20, he'll sell out for a 
nickel.  wonder if more of you don't feel the same. 
IAKZ is working on all three bande now end is 1450 
about all the rs with one 210.  lAMZ got a few 
of the flood mega but says he w as  too late for the 
bulk of traffic when he got home.  LANI says tough 
that they raised the BPL requirements.  He got 
it good total for a new ORS.  IANI, IAJK, 1110E. 
and 1.13KQ made the honor list in the Navy Day 
contest,  lADO, a non-ORS,  helped us along by 
sending in a report.  It would be fine if all of you 
did that.  IAOF says he had a fine trip to N.B. as 
guest of ne-1DU and get lots of big trout and 
plenty of game.  He will be on the air from 41)14 
as he is in Florida now for the winter.  LAPL lee 
about eq.50 worth of radio stuff in the recent floods 
but saved enough to rig up again. FB. lAQF 
and IWQ handled some flood m ust.  We wish you 
all a Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year. 
Traffic:  IAAC 48, lAAL 86, LaijK 26, lAJM 43, 

1AKZ 20, IAMS 1, 1 AMZ 18, 1.,ANI 137. [ADO 17, 
1A0le 4, -1.A.PL 76, 1AQF 20, 1AQM 44, lA W W 30, 
7.13SJ 6, .1D13 22, 1WQ 11. 

NE W HAMPSHIRE:  V. W. Hodge, SCM, lATJ. 
More reports were ialeeived this month than ever 
before;  1.2  stations  reporting.  Practically  every 
station handled urgent traffic with stations in the 
Vermont flooded area.  Our Section proved  itself 
equal to the emergency.  New Hampshire also W as 
well represented on the Navy Day Honor 1-aoll by 
HP. -MET, and IAT,T.  1IP succeeded in making the 
EPL in spite of the snore rigid requirements.  He is 
keeping TEN skeds daily.  St. Paul's School, LASE. 
is on again.  and LA W are on daily.  IA0V has 
been away.  A good report was sent in by 1Y13. 1AOQ 
and lANS are doing their share.  113FT claims the 
low power record for N. H. by working lATV in 
Skowhegan, Me., with 2 watts input.  20 meters ac-
counted for 6 of 1AEF's tubes.  Hi! ITA and 'BET 
relayed the score of the Concord-Nashua football 
game and beat W.U. by 20 minutes.  iTA also re-
layed score of the Meriden game with ITV.  The 
SCM is now a member of the U. S. N. R. and wel-
com.es inquiries about joining the Naval Reserve. 
Traffic: 1IP 283: IATJ 149; -IAEF 90; IYT3 92: 

.IANS 67; 1AOQ 65: 1BET 54: IASR 34; M N 19; 
ITA 16; IAVJ 15; 1A0V 6. 

RHODE ISLAND -SCM, D. E. Faucher, 113VB-. 
110000RAY11111  A 10(3% eePtirt again this month. 
Every ORS got in his report and got it in osi time! 
That is not all either. There are two stations that 

are becoming ORS and their reporta will be included 
next  month.  And  one more  thing.  1CKE  and 
I AMU are back on the active list again. 
1 El is experimenting with antennas.  Get a good 

one, OM, and let's go.  1CKB has been to see with 
2CEP.  He handled sonie flood traffic and teRed 
some of it via Western Union. FB, OB.  IAQP is 
keeping some schedules as well as  doing some good 
DX.  1140 is held down by business and can't keep 
schedules.  IBIL is doing :antenna experimenting 
also.  113QD's xmitter t.vent ten the bum for a short 
while this month and held him bark.  He is all set 
now, tho.  'A WE, our star DXer is still rapping 
the phones of the foreigners on 20 and gets traffic 
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besides.  IAMU is going strong again and handled 
some flood traffic.  1BAT handled a 900-word flood 
report for the National Guard of Mass, and also 
a W NP message.  Good work, OM.  Ufa B is getting 
along fine now.  Good DX and plenty of traffic. 
Traffic: IBVB 76; 1BAT 73; 1AMU 39; IA WE 34; 

IBQD 25; 1BIL 18; IMO 16; lAQP 15; ICKB 6; 
1EI 5. 

NORTH WESTERN DIVISION 

REGON -R. H. Wright, SCM, 7PP -7E0 has 
been working on 80 meters lately and says 
that there are plenty of rag chews there for 

those who want them.  7ABH reports taking 2 msgs 
from nnlnic and one from oz.  9GQ's crystal con-
trol is coming slowly on account of a night job 
which keeps him busy elsewhere.  7.10 and 7ACQ 
are torn between love and duty -yls and school work. 
7.1C has  been experimenting and is consequently 
minus a few tubes.  7BX is fighting chirps.  7AKK 
has a regular eked with 7TZ and 7AIX.  ex7TO one 
of the real oldtimers, has at last exposed himself 
to the radio bug again.  He will be on with the 
call 7AKQ.  7AEF and 7AJM are new hams in town 
and are promising traffic stations.  ex9DDV now 
resides in Portland and will soon be on with a 
seven call,  7NP, 7AJN, and 7PF are on regularly. 
7MU is a new ham, using two 216-B tubes, one 
711 w. tube in TGTP ckt. with plug in coils for all 
bands. 

Traffic: 7J0 49; 7.10 35: 7GQ 14; 7ABII 13; 7AEF 
11; 7AKK 6; 7E0 4; 7FS 3; 7AJN 1; 7PF 1; TNP 1. 

IDAHO -SCM,  H.  H.  Fletcher,  1ST- Traffic  is 
coming up, fellows.  Let's have a big total next 
month and more reporting stations than ever before. 
1ST and 7ABB came to the top by keeping skeds. 
They both made the BPL.  Why can't more Idaho 
fellows do it?  Schools closed in Boise and Nampa 
and cancelled 7YA and 7HK skeds, hence the low 
traffic totals.  Things look good up 7JF's way now 
but he has a bad power leak.  7ACN cps at 7HK 
and keeps his station on the air some.  7QC still 
works hard in his power house.  7QA-IY says QRM 
from YL, but it's all over now so he is a brass 
pounder again.  7Ej is on occasionally.  Sorry to 
announce that MacLafferty of 744 W has moved to 
Walla Walla.  We surely hate to lose you, Mae. He 
will have 7G W on the air this month, Cho. 7AJQ 
is a new stn at Sandpoint.  7ACL is a new station 
at Mt. Home.  7AJA is knocking holes in the ether 
with a 0X852.  7FB and 710 are on once in a while. 
Many reports were received by radio this month. 
Traffic: 1ST 272, 7ABB 174, 711K 88, 7JF 35, 7ACN 

16, 7Q0 16, 7YA 16, 7QA 4, 7E3 2. 

MONTANA-SCM, O. W. Viers, 7AAT -Things are 
slowly picking up during the Fall and Winter season. 
7DD has been waiting for a new quartz crystal and 
says things won't be very lively until it comes.  7ZU 
reports that he is  so busy at college, he has no 
time for radio at present.  7FL reports hearing W NP 
but he says he couldn't make W NP hear him. Hi. 
7EL is using a 201A on 20 with 2.2 watts input 

and works lots of good DX.  FM  7AFP is getting 
ready for winter work.  7AHG has his station built in 
Red Lodge now and wants the gang to QS0.  7AFM 
will soon be ready to go again after his misfortune 
with a fire destroying his home and station.  7AAT-
AKF blew a flock of tubes but will install two large 
transmitters the first of the year.  With a UX210 
and no antenna system on the transmitter, he worked 
several eastern stations and received R5 to 6 reports. 

Traffic: 7AAT-AKF 81, 7DD 18, 7FL 14. 

PACIFIC DIVISION 

ANTA CLARA VALLEY--SCM, F. J. Quement, 
6NX -6B17Y and 6AMM kept the P. I. route 
hot this month.  6BVY with 251 msgs led the 

section but reports with regret that oplAD is  leav-
ing in December, leaving him without a sked.  6AMM 
is clearing his PI traffic daily thru several U. S. sta-
tions.  6A MM also instructs code classes at SCCARA. 
6BM W, the 00 and EM, was laid up all month. Glad 
to know you are better, OM.  6ACQ has just been 
appointed additional 00 for the section.  6C,JD re-
ports that he may leave any time for South America. 
The section will be minus a good station when he 

leaves.  6AZS hooked ARCY off the coast of Africa. 
6BCH will soon have his 1000 wetter going.  6MP 
and 6BYH hope to be back on the air soon.  All ORS 
should keep an eye on the active stations in their 
vicinity and recommend ORS appointment on all 
worthy ones. 

Traffic: 6Bv-y. 251, 6AMM 148, 6BM W 32, 6ACQ 25, 
60jD 2. 

SAN FRANCISCO -SCM, J. W. Patterson, 6VR -
600R has rebuilt his TPTG and is at last getting the 
DC sigs he has been wishing for.  6P W with two 
UX210s  is making a lot of the 50 watt station 
step  to  duplicate  his  work.  6PN  is  now 
the proud  possessor of a pair of healthy  852s, 
his  7.5  watt set has some excellent DX to  its 
credit.  6K-W, a real old timer, is still with us.  We 
wonder if he misses the old rock crusher. 6DDN once 
had four 210s but their spirits have since departed 
from this life but RCA still has plenty more.  Hi. 
60XI is getting tired of patting pins in his world 
map -that explains the shortage of map pins.  6BUF 
is making a 7.5 wetter strut its stuff these days. 
6BIA has been QIII W with the XL.  6WS has college 
to worry about these days, the gang is never for-
gotten when he does get on.  6G W is hot over 20 
meters now -has worked WNP several times and has 
completely changed his mind about that wave.  6ASI 
gets a good note from his xmitter and works the DX 
at the same time.  6131aS has mastered the bug, we 
wondered who the new commercial station was In 
our bands.  6VR has his new TPTG set perking. 
Traffic: fiCCR 105, 6VR 85, 8G W 48, 6DFS 48, 6ASI 

46, 6P W 40, 6K W 34, 60.EI 12, 6.BUF 1.0, 6PN 6, 
6WS 6, fiDDN 2. 

ARIZONA -SCM, D. C. Lamb, 6ANO -6DRH is a 
new station located at Grand Canyon, Ariz. 6DRI1 was 
formerly a 5 but has joined the 6th district. Very 
glad to have you with us, OM.  6DCQ is troubled 
with a power leak so finds it difficult to work thru it. 
6CBJ reports YL QRM but will be back on the air 
soon with an 852.  6ews burned out a 7Va wetter. 
The 12 keeps him broke so has to use a 201A with 
AC.  He says "Don't fall into the fifth stage of ham 
radio".  Hi.  6DLE is doing good work now. 6S W, 
ex6CU W, is back after vacation, using TPTG.  a/ UM 
likes MOP.A fine.  6CAP is using TPTG arid 852 tube 
on 20 quite a bit.  6GS will be on soon with low 
power.  613HC is on regularly and doing good work. 
Traffic: 6AZM 3, 6DRH 14, 6CAP 21, 6CDU 23, 

6I3J-F IS, 6B WS 2, 6ANO 16, 6DCQ 12. 

PHILIPPINES -Acting SCM, J. E. jimenz, oplAT 
--This  report received by radio from oplAT and 
nuSBJX -opIHR  again  easily  leads  the  Seetion. 
Skeds were; kept with op, ac, oh, nu. opiDR made 
good traffic with the SS Satrarter, plying interisland 
ports in southern waters.  op:I.DL also made a good 
showing by making the BPL for the first time, 
oplAT hands in a fair report but is QR W college and 
business.  op1GZ didn't get started until late with a. 
50 wetter.  Traffic will no doubt increase with the 
approach of the holidays. 
Traffic: opl.HR 504, op1DR 170, oplDL 84, oplAT 

22, opIGZ 2. 

HAWAII -SCM, T. A. Lucas, oh6BDL -This report 
received by radio from oh6BDL and riti6AD--Our 
annual dead-air season between Hawaii and the coast 
is with us again.  Few stations are report and traffic 
totals are light. 

Traffic: 6AVL 49, 6CFQ 38, 6BDL 15; 6DCU 14, 
6DPC4 8. 

LOS ANGELES -SCM, D. C. Wallace, 6AM -Traffic 
totals are not so good this month, only three stations 
make the BPL.  6BJX says that conditions have been 
generaly favorable and traffic good.  6ZBJ handled a 
death message from eg-5ML to Australia and keeps 
some good schedules.  61)KX received his ORS cer-
tificate this month and gave good assistance in broad-
casting the progress of the Radio Conference. 6AM 
handled some foreign business for the National Com-
pany and worked all continents.  liCQM sends in a 
good total and has been bothered with QRN.  6CIIII 
handled some messages to the Federal Telegraph -Co. 
614TS  says  "new  TP  and  TG  circuit  sure FB 
for  DX  combined  with  Zepp  antenna."  6CMY 
thinks if more fellows would get down on 20, it 
would make U. S. traffic duck soup.  kifIVT sends 
in his first report altho he has been on the air over a 
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year. Says he is going to report every month now. 
6BVM handled a "touch" message from A0. 6:1D tried 
to usa OEF's dope in  Split Hartley for 20 but couldn't 
make a go of it.  60S W got tired of .10 after two 
years of it and is down on 20 now.  0IH is on 20 
permanently now and is getting out Eft.  6CZT has 
two kinds of power now, 900 cycle and RAC, both 
F13.  6DGT had his Hertz going one night when 
9DZX saw the light and dropped in, thereby proving 
that a Hertz is good for more purposes than just an 

6DEG has a fine antenna at his new QRA 
put up by SQ0,  et4 W sends  in a good report. 
GANN says 20 traffic is picking up.  6AK W finds 
wx very poor for hearing DX on 30 and lower hands 
there on the desert.  6DGT is keeping some good 
sheds.  6CNT is very enthusiastic about his trans-
mitter which he has rebuilt.  SOLE reports that the 
Whittier Radio Club has three « new members, 6SJ, 
7AEJ and ex9AA W.  t3PY. 6DDO, 61311E, 6DPY and 
OSE also report.  6SK sends in a good report.  His 
airplane QRM makes him too busy to handle traffic 
but hopes to give us some dope later on the test which 
they are making.  6011Y gays he is going to come 
back with two 50's soon.  6TS is back for the east 
but not on.  6BHA is still operating at KEVD.  6BE0 
is doing experimental work around Bakersfield. OBRE 
got married and has a sked for a while.  '(Lo have 
captured 6AQP.  6BJX had his 21st birthday Nov. 5 
and his YL, 613XA, gave him a party.  Don't for-
get the next banquet of the Los Angeles Section 
Friday, Dee. ao, 

Traffic: 6BJX 3(45, 6ZBJ  149, 61)KX 101, 6AM 91, 
6AHS 65, 60QM. 65, &AID. 49, 6BZR 47, 613FP 44, 
6013T 41, 6BZC 43, 6CMQ 40, 6COT 37, SALE 35, 
6AGR. 34, 6DCH 32, IlETS 31, 60MY $0, 6BVT 25, 
tifiVM 25, 6ID 20, 60S W 19, 611I 18, 6CZT 18, 6DGT 
is, 6DEG 14, 6NW 12, 6ANN 7, 6AK W 10, 6DGT 10, 
6CNJ 7, 6CLK 4, OBRO 2, 60AG 1. 

SAN DIEGO -SCM, G. A. Sears, 611Q -6B WI leads 
in traffic this month.  6AJM has rebuilt and is now 
using TPTG.  6BAM blew another 50 and is now on 
with a 7314 wetter.  6DGY, a new ORS, sends in his 
first report,  ii0X is anxious for more skeds north 
and east.  6BQ reports 80 meters fine for traffic. 
(WAU maintains :3 skeds.  60NK reports hearing 
ek51)BA at 10 pm Nov,  fiSB is still Q.11 W school. 
6BEE is now on with 50 watts.  6Sj has moved 
to Whittier and will  have an  ORS in the  Los 
Angeles Section.  Sorry to lose you, OM.  60QT now 
pounds brass on the SS Yee.  6BYZ is again ap-
pointed RAI and ORS. 
Traffic: 613 WI 125, flAJM 81, 6BAM 55, 6DGY 32, 

60X 25, 6BQ 20, 6DAU 20, 6DCT 9, 6CNK 8, 6SB 8, 
6B1FE 4. 6S,1 1, 

NEVADA -SCM,  C.  B.  Newcombe,  6U0 -6BTJ 
worked VIO off the coast of Newfoundland on 80 
meters.  6LB, the new station at Ma Montgomery, is 
now a full-fledged ORS.  He says his Xmater is one 
- mouse power but will have higher power soon.  His 
daily reports on road conditions are greatly appre-
ciated by the travelling public.  This information 
is furnished to the Automobile Assn. of Nevada and 
also Ir, the Auto Club of Southern Calif. 

6ABM 83, 6I3T4 20, 6LB 4, 61I0 26. 

SACRAMENTO  VALLEY -SCM,  C.  F. Maison, 
fiCBS -Activities are picking up. .A new relay sta-
tion is coming on.  The Radio Club is going strong. 
Traffic: 6013K 25, olER 28, 6GR 18, 6AYI 10. 

ROANOKE DIVISION 

V IRGINIA -SCM -J, E.  Wohlford, 30A.  31(1J 
works on 20  and 40 meters mostly.  3WM. 
worked shlA W.  130KK reports trouble getting 

smitter to work on proper waves.  Don't let it flop 
over in the other fellow's territory, OM.  aSR says 
the 80-meter set is perking, and the 40-meter set under 
construction,  aNM also has QRM from school but ex-
pects to get on after Xmas.  SAG has too much 
school QRM for skeds but handles some traffic at 
other times and seems to QS0 some excellent DX. 
313GS has, gotten up to 80 meters and is perking along 
fine.  3KG drops in at 51405 and helps out some, 
W EB, 3SR, 3CKL and 3131)Z visited the SCM on 
Thanksgiving Day.  Sorry more of you could not 
got here.  Come again fellows. 

Traffic: 31110 57; 3N11.4 1; SAG 32; BRCS 13; 8CA 

XIV 

NORTH CAROLINA-SCM, R. S. Morris. 4JR----
4EC is moving. ,43/R has been appointed ORS. 4SJ 
is moving to the country.  ITS is building a 15 watt 
push-pull  low  impedance, set.  4,IR  has  at  laist 
struck a lucky combination with his crystal-oscillat-
ing amplifier.  4011 says  YLs are RO. 4.511 as 
giving crystal another try lint is holding his MO-PA 
set in  reserve.  IOC handled some New England 
flood traffic.  ¿PR and  413X are QR W business. 
4ADK is beginning to get out now.  ¿ADO is now 
in his new shack and going strong with two 201s. 
¿NH has rebuilt his set and is now using tube 
rectification throughout. 
Traffic: 4VH 38, IJR 24, ¿MI 15, 4E0 8, 400 6, 

4N11 4, 4SJ 3. 

W EST  VIRGINIA-XSCM,  C.  111.  Hoffman,  Jr., 
8BSII-813D -The curtain seems to have go-ne up for 
the fall season, with the old spirit if activity in 
traffic.  8VZ had schedules with OTITE and 130I, 
handling 256 m ass.  81/0M has schedules with 20XL. 
2011M.. and KOXZ.  8(3NZ had schedules with 1PE 
and 2LZ.  SOON has schedules with 4A0T.  8DCM 
and 80K are putting in new equipment..  There has 
been a lot of activity in 'Wheeling with SAUL, SADI. 
aBUB, 8BSU. SOPO and 8BPA on.  80DV is QR W 
school, 8BUB  uses 20, 40 and  80  bands.  aADI 
handled a death message,  al.)-P0 is putting in 2-852s. 
Clad to hear from  SCLQ.  The  SCM wishes  to 
thank SAUL, 8E013, 8ACZ for their special effort 
in broadcasting the A,R.R.L. msgs relative to the 
Conference and to SA WM for his personal efforts. 
It is hoped that the future will bring in as good a 
number of reports and amounts of traffic handled as 
the past month. 

Traffic: a VE 256, 8(3NZ 79, 8ACZ 19, SBUB 14, 
SCLQ 13, 8DCM 10, SDP() 7, 8AGI 2, 8BSTJ 2, 8DNN 
1, 8ADI 1. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION 

OLORADO -SCM,  C.  A.  Stedman,  9CAA -
Traffic seems to be picking up in the state 
if the fellows only want it,  The traffic men 

are handling them in gobs now while others that 
have less time are doing more DX than anything. 
SEAM broke loose this month and put himself in 
the lead of the section as well as in the BPL.  He 
adds that a higher total is due this coming month. 
PH 0M.  90AA followed a close second but he 
couldn't quite make the grade.  Schedules did the 
trick in both cases, as usual.  90A.A is using remote 
control and is working on an idea to control the trans-
mitter byline lone from across town if he wants to. 
9ENal at Pueblo is very active on 40 meters and 
says he will be ,in 80 soon.  He has applied for 
ORS.  The Associated Radio Operators of Denver 
held a joint meeting with the San Isabel Radio Assn, 
at Pueblo this month.  The Denver gang certainly 
appreciate the courtesies shown, and the SCM wants 
to say that Pueblo is full of ham activity as well 
as other activity.  SCAT is on 40 and working 
out well.  9DILV and 9EE0 are eoming up.  913Y0 
and 9DGJ aren't doing much due to school QRM. 
90CM, the YL of Denver, is very active and can 
be heard most every night kidding the 0Ms along, 
but handling traffic, also,  9DQD at Grand junction 
has applied for ORS and has a couple of skeds. 
also.  9834 W is.. on a transcontinental route.  OQL 
reports ND much.  To  the stations who are not 
reporting, this is a last warning.  If you don't 
come thru, there is going to be some cancellations. 

Traffic:  9EAM 200. 9CAA 185. 9ENM 18, 9BYC 
4, 913G.1 3, 90CM 8, 9EJ W 31. 

UTAH- WYOMING---SCM,  D.  C.  McRae,  OEM -
This month has been one of the best we have had 
for some time and let's keep it growing, gang.  With 
the Christmas season about on us, we should put 
thru a good traffic total for December.  Several new 
stations have made application for ons and will 
probably  be going  strong by the time this gets 
in print.  6ATIC still continues to hold down the 
Ogden end of the game and has been doing some 
good work.  8DP.T and 6DPO, Provo, Utah, have 
both  applied for ORS. FB. as  we have needed 
some stations down that way for a long time. 6DBS 
has also made application for ORS.  tiRV has set 
remote controlled now and reports it EH  6BTX 
still continues regularly on the air and keeps skeds 
with  9ENIVI  and  operates  4 days  a week  with 
him.  6141111 manages  to get on  the  air  some 
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and  keeps  things  going  altho  he  is  tied  up 
most  of  the  time.  6CNX of Ephraim.  Utah, 
came thru with a report for a change. Fil. 7DA 
of -Wyo. is still in Nebr. and at present, no reports 
are being received from active stations  in Wyo. 
What's the matter, gang, let's see some reports from 
„you.  The SCM feels that it. will be necessary for 
.sorne one else to take over his job as he doesn't have 
time to do the thing right. 

Traffic:  6CNX 55, 6AIK 10, 6DPJ 22, 6RV 24, 
613A.1  40.  5BTX .64, SCOL 2,  6RM I, 641UH 6, 
i-f/BS 3, 

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION 

F
LO.RIDA-43CM, C. E. Ffou1kes, 4LK -The Con-
vention will be held at the Alcazar Hotel, jan. 
13 and 14.  I hope as many of you fellows as 

possible will attend as the Miami Radio Club is work-
ing hard to put this over in a big way so boost them 
all that you can.  The SCM was very glad to wel-
come to our fair state this month, 2KH from N. Y. C. 
40Y from Spartanburg, S. C. and 4EG from S. C. 
Traffic was not very heavy this month but Xmas 
should help things quite a bit.  40K leads us again 
this month.  He reports by W U. 400 handled some 
flood traffic from Vermont.  4AA0 says business cuts 
into his skeds and will have to QRT business.  Hi. 
IRK has moved his shack.  RL of 4LK has been 
QR W football.  4ACZ is an old ham with a new call. 
4TR is  on 20 and 80.  413N has been testing with 
4KY in regard to fading.  4MS's ear got out of 
synchronism and jumped on him.  That sure is  too 
bad, 0M.  40B has an Aussie for breakfast every 
morning.  411Y says MO is sure fine business.  My 
Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean as revised by 4TK -
Bring Back, Oh, Bring Back My DX To Me.  The 
SCM would appreciate hearing from any active non-
ORS, so send in your reports, OMs. 

Traffic: 4CK al, 400 24, 4AA0 24, IRK 16, 4LK 
13. 4ACZ 12, 4TR 11, ,4BN 10, ¿MS 6, 40E 4, 4HY 
4, 4TK 4. 

ALABAMA -SCM, A. I). Trum, I MP -A most 
pleasant visit from our Radio Inspector seemed to 
have stimulated interest and activity this month al-
though very few reports reached the SCM's office. 
SAYL has started quite a bit of enthusiasm in 
-Huntsville on amateur radio by putting an 852 on the 
air with a ehem rect.  SASS reports a little slack-
ness in his part but promises better next month. 
r,yB writes that the station has been having plenty 
of trouble with the note, however, its R8 sig can be 
heard 'most everywhere.  Birmingham reports a new 
ham in SAS who cornea into the fold with a great 
big fifty and a good fist.  Welcome, OM.  Montgomery 
boasts of most consistent activity.  53Y is on prac-
tieally all the time with a good note and fist and 
challenges all corners for traffic.  S.ADA has put away 
his dynamotor and gone back to the old reliable 
chem.  SAPS, Montgomery's latest ham, boasts of 
fine  DX,- having worked  OA. and  OZ,  with  RS 
report.  Robert Troy, an amateur enthusiast of long 
standing, is now on at SATJ and with his trusty 
71,,ft watter, is doing  nicely.  5A.IP was on very 
little on account of pressing business. 
Traffic:  SAT.). 2, SAPS 9, SAPA 8, 5.3Y  114, 

SAS 9, 5YE 54, 5ABS 14, SAYL 23, SAJP 10, 

GA. -S.  C.----CUBA -SCM,  H.  L.  Reid,  4KU -
Georgia: 4GY is doing nice work but has been too 
busy this month to carry on.  4RN hasn't missed out 
on  eked with se-3AG since  Aug.  ‘HIO went to 
Birmingham Thanksgiving Day and visited a few 
of the 5's.  South Carolina: IKZ at Greenville, turns 
in the only report for this state this month. 
Traffic: 41.1.0 20, 4RN 18, 4KZ 2. 

WEST GULF DIVISION 

NEW MEXICO -SCM, L. -E. Radka, ITT -Four 
stations reported this month and traffic is pick-
ing up. SAPB is troubled with a bad power leak 

but managed to be high man this month in traffic 
handling. He hopes to tear holes in the ether with a 
new 75  watter.  5TV  is a new station at Des 
Moines and reports for the first time this month. 
F13, OM, as we need more stations to keep things 
moving in this section.  fiBH is the second to re-
ceive an ORS certificate.  5R0 has a schedule with 
SZD and  is handling league traffic for him.  A 
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schedule is also being arranged with 9EEA.  ITT 
and 5LG will have the college station on the air 
before the Christmas holidays. 
Traffic:  5.APB 17, 5TV 13, SB11 12, IRO 7. 

SOUTHERN TEXAS -SCM, E. A. Sahm, 5YK -
Activity does not seem to be as great as could be 
expected this time of the year or at least the reports 
do not show it. SALA has changed his QRA back to 
Mirando and says that he will be going full blast 
at that place in a few weeks.  5AHP turns in a good 
report as usual.  5MS has shipped out to sea for 
the winter and hopes to be on again in a few months. 
Our proximity to the Gulf causes a large number 
of our hams to become commercial taps.  But they 
always remain faithful amateurs.  SPK is another 
one of our boys that has gone to sea.  He will be 
on the Bessemer City, taking a trip around the 
world.  SE W will report what 5PK is doing from 
time to time.  FR, OMs.  IRK also writes that he 
is shipping out to Mexican ports.  SE W has had 
trouble getting equipment for his set after burning 
some of it but he will be on strong again in a few 
weeks.  The Bexar County Radio Club  is rigging 
up a transmitter.  They have it almost eompleted. 
This report wan sent in by Fred Kush, the President. 
Traffic: SALA 5, 5AIIP 7. 

OKLAHOMA -SCM.  K.  e. Ehret,  riAPG-.The 
West Gulf Division is at last to have a Convention 
of its own.  On Feb. 10 and 11th. the first West Gulf 
Div. Convention will be held with a full program 
of lectures, prize contests, discussions and stunts. 
Plan to be there, fellows.  Any information regard-
ing this may be obtained by addressing the Con-
vention Committee in care of your Section Com-
munications Manager, who will see that your in-
quiry reaches the Committee promptly.  Traffic in-
terest is picking up with the return of IAMO, 5FJ 
and SADE. A piece of glass the size of a quarter 
jumped out of 5DQ'a 50-watter and he is too sick 
to report. SAPO has never been right since he 
returned  from  Burger.  SANL  has  rebuilt  his 
xmitter commercial  style  using two  7Y2 wattera 
and is keeping most of his schedules in fine style. 
SABO still working I80-meter fone and keeping skeds 
with SARX and 9BZL.  5V1-1 keeps skeds with 5FJ 
and 5.ANT and expects to have competition from a 
new ham soon.  SAIR reports tic total coming no 
keeping skeds with IFS. SABO and INC.  IARX 
is back on the air and 5AXG has increased his 

firT is going strong on traffic, operating 
every afternoon and keeping skeds with SANT. SOD, 
8AMD, 5AIR and SOIL  SANT is doing his stuff on 
skeds and also DX.  SARA has been messing with 
BCL  sets  in  Tulsa  but promises  to corne home 
like a good boy and pound brass -again.  SQL has 
at last become infected with the crystalitis germ 
and handled some traffic when it was pushed on 
him.  IS W works periodically. SAYO is a new addi-
tion to the traffic gang this month. SADE reports 
considerable  operation  during  day  time  and  re-
flects in his message report.  -5ADE has been having 
tough luck but we hope he will be back on the 
air soon with a free mind.  SAAV has been col-
lecting quartz specimens and SAPG. 
Traffic:  SAPG 9, 5ANL 20, 5A0B 12, 5E3. 178, 

5ATR 26, SAMO 6, W TI 28, 5ANT 66, SAYO 7, SOL 
15, SS W 6, SADE 168. 

CANADA 

MARITIME DIVISION 

RINCE ED WARD ISLAND -SCM, F. W.. Ilynd-
man,  IBZ -1.AP  has  changed  his ORA to 
Summerside, P.E.I.  IAA in Charlottetown is 

on the air again now.  iliZ will he active during 
December.  1ClO is moving to the third district. 
Traffic:  1AP 31, ICO 17. 

NE W BRUNS WICK -SCM,  T.  B. Lacey, 1E1 -
There has  been considerable stir in  amateur ac-
tivities  in  this province the past month.  Many 
stations which were more or less idle during the 
stammer months are blossoming out again.  Recep-
tion is improving and all  looks well for a busy 
winter season.  The first radio show to be held in 
New Brunswick was held in St. John on Nov, 27, 
28, and 29 and a short-wave transmitter and re-
ceiver were installed and considerable traffic handled. 
There are three new amateur licenses issued for 
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stations in SL John but all are now building and 
not on the air yet.  IAD has just got back from 
New York and Montreal -we learn that his financial 
wave was absorbed by some friendly DX hound and 
he returned on  low power.  lEI has moved in 
from the bush to St. John city and is erecting a 
new antenna system and hopes to be on the air 
soon,  ICE1 says his siga don't seem to get out of 
his back yard and finds it hard to QSO anybody, 
even locale.  He is putting in some new additional 
equipment in hopes that he will be able to get out 
better.  I AK is on every day and has handled (mite 
a number of messages this month and has been 
Q$0 a few foreigners on 40.  1AX had a lot of 
schedules this month but didn't finish them up on 
account of blowing his tube while working nc-lAbi 
who pretty near lives next door.  Hi. 
Traffic: lAX 42. IAK 40. 

QUEBEC DIVISION 

UEBEC-SCM. Alex Reid, 20E-There have 
been more stations on in this division than 
ever before and it is very encouraging to see 

the boys showing such pep: there are a number of 
eked& being kept and traffic totals are jumping. 
2BR and 2BB are our star stations in this line. 
Constable Timbury, ne5AO. of the R.C.M.P. who 

was stationed in the Areic for two years. la visit-
ing in Montreal.  He says 213E's silo were R6-g 
nearly every night last winter.  2FIT is on the air 
again with a beautiful new transmitter, it is the 
hest job we ever looked at: he can QSY to all 
wavebands and also use (one on 176.  2E1G, 2CW 
and 211E from the South Shore are on every night. 
2AL. 2CG and 2AX are doing a good job in Montreal. 
2BR, 2141t and W O are sure keeping things going on 
the Lakeshore.  In fact, the Lakeshore gang are 
the real traffic men. 2AL and 28E did good working 
during the Vermont flood. 

Trafile: 2812 43, 21111 42, 213(1 8, 2AL 9. 213E 6, 
2CW 6, 

ONTARIO DIVISION 

ONTARIO-SCR, W. Y. Sloan. 903-There in 
a slight increase in activity, especially on 02.5 
meters on Prayer Meeting nights. Central Dist: 

3C.3 has been  forced to keep rather late hours 
lately owing to the ardent activities of his RCL 
friend, but he has managed to do some wonderful 
work with hie fiver, having worked all U. S. districts. 
fiED, the station of the Toronto Central Tech. School. 
is on the air again and operates regularly during 
Noon hours from 12 to 1 o'clock daily on 40 meters. 
31iK has been on the air regularly keeping e schedule 
with 25E at Montreal. 3AZ keeps a sked with 4FV 
at Winnipeg on 62.5 meters.  ON has been in active 
operation this month mainly on 52.6 meters where 
the station gets out In fine shape.  A schedule is 
being kept with 2AL in Montreal on that wavelength. 
PAL is heard pounding away on 42.5 meters crystal-
controlled and also on 40 and 30.  3FC has done 
very little in the way of operation as he gets enough 
brass-pounding at 9Al. 3Dli bee been on occasional-
le, mostly weekends.  3C W has been playing with 
antennas and has decided that he prefers the antenna 
and counterpoise.  3MIQ reports that he is beginning 
to reach out using 2 201A tubes on 80 meters. Keep 
at it. OM.  3EG is also on the air on 40 meters 
and is looking for contacts.  3DV has rebuilt and 
is getting good remits on 40 meters.  Southern 
Dist:  3C$ has a new third harmonic antenna, and 
is very pleased with it, having worked much good 
DX since its erection.  3IA has completed his re-
building program and is all set now for some DX. 
fiC14 ha* been trying to persuade his set to work 
on 52,5 and is staying with it until it does. 311.1 and 
81:111 have left the district. 
Eastern Dist: 3MP is our only reporting station in 

the East and he is doing very tine work on 29 
meters.  He is also interested in 52.5 meters and 
says that he will he on regularly on that wave. 
Northern Dist: SEP has been active as usual 

on 20, 40 and 52.5.  He says that of late. DX has 
been very good and he has been getting many 
English reports. 

Traffic: 9AL 27, 3C.1 32. 3CS 26. 9BJ 20. SOY 
19. 3FC 17, 3BK 14. 3HP 94, SAZ 6, SCR 6. 30L S. 
liGN 4, :MC 3, MIST 2. 30V 1, SEL I. 

VANALTA DIVISION 

BRITISH COLUMBIA-SCM, E. S. Brooks, 513J -
5AL takes the cake this month with a traffic 
total of 46, all done on 80. He keens two skeds 

and uses an ancient VT2.  5G0 has been appointed 
OBS for this section and will broadcast on 40.2 
until further notice.  5BR has quit 40 and is now 
using 80 exclusively.  5CT tries all bands and keeps 
skeds with SAL on 80.  lie worked 1AP on 62. 
51)14 sends in a good report and more its to be 
heard frein him this winter.  9A.1 is making im-
provements around the shack. 
Traffic: SAL 46, fiG0 20, 6BR 12, SDN 9, 6CT 8. 

ALBERTA--SCM, A. H. Ainnuesen. 4GT--Three 
newcomers were anceesaiul with  their exams in 
Calgary and will be on soon.  4CC is on consistently 
despite the YL QRM.  410 is on 20 with a quart 
bottle.  4BZ has a new outfit with more power. 
4GL is doing nice work and may be our beat traffic 
station.  431 is contemplating a big JUG, more 
power to you. OM.  4AL has moved his xmitter 
to  the  University.  4HA  has  a 70-foot  stick 
up and now gela R9 reporta. 4CU also put up 
a big stick and says there is nothing like  it. 
IFF has a new antenna system and gets FB re-
ports. 4Ali has a new outfit and gets out FB now. 
4CL is QRW.  The R. I. at Calgary may be on 
soon.  4BV gets out with 46 volts on the plate. 411C 
is on 20.  4GT only on weekends but works good 
DX with his hay-wire antenna. 

Traffic: 4AF 9, 4GL 7, 4HA 2, 41,1, 2. ifIT 

PRAIRIE DIVISION 

SASKATCHEWAN -SCM, W. J. Pickering, 41,C-
K. Fischman at Bateman is now working a 
d.c. fed 210 on 40 meters under the call of 

4111.  4Cla reports rotten wx on 52.6.  4FC has put 
in remote control on his transmitter thereby saving 
on coal-oil consumption.  4CP is atilt going strong 
on 20 meters.  4HS is getting out good on both 
20 and 40, and has 2000 volts on his UX-352.  4111 
4.AQ and 4FIS had great rag-chewing party at O W 
shack in Oct.  4GB has been QRW selling sets 
hut is always on Wed, nights on 62.e meters.  4AS 
is kicking out FR and 4A0 is so busy trying to find 
a good QRA, he can't get on as he would like to. 
Traffic: 411S 25, 4CP 7, 4C111 4, 4FC 4. 

MANITOBA-SCM, Acting. D. B. Sinclair, 41,V 
--DX seems to be the most important activity in 
the  province  lately.  4DU's  260  is perking  F13. 
4DW was QSO WNP and nr-CTO, 4BP and 4CT are 
new hams and get out well.  4EH has rebuilt arid 
runs his set by remote control.  4DP also runa his 
set by remote control and has worked WNP and 
nz-SEO.  4EK has moved and seems to get rot. 
much better.  4DY is on again, though on the road 
much of the time.  AFT says too QRW to start up 
again.  -WE is married.  Another good ham gone 
wrong,  Hi.  Congests and best wiehee from the 
gang. 0M.  41,S. 4AR and 4DB are new hams out-
side Winnipeg. Get in touch with the SCM, OMs and 
let us have the dope.  4FV's 210 is still bearing up 
bravely having been QSO 26 countries since last 

4C.11 is on again with a TP-TG which will 
not perk, as yet. Several new hams are only await-
ing their calls to get going with a bang.  41)P 
and 41,V handled traffic with WNP. V DE, KFLF. 
VOQ. ss2BN and other expeditions.  4BT is away at 
Shattuck School at present learning to be a hard-
boiled top-sergeant.  Fli. 
Traffic: 4EY S. 4EK 3, 4BP 3. 4CT 7. W V S. 

- 

The first licensed station in Japan is ajJXAX. which 
uses 10 watts antenna input on 38 meters,  Mr. 
Kaiuthara, who sends this information. tells us that 
up to the time JXAX was licensed, all amateur calls 
in Japan were boot-leg.  lie also saya that J11211 
and JMPFI are the calls of the Inspector's watch 
outfit, and is not a true amateur station. 

By radio from 1FW-  -an• d 1BDI comes the news 
that "DX" of Mexico fame has been in Bridgeport. 
Conn., for some time, using the call 1BIK.  At the 
present time he is on a tour to Florida. carrying 
a portable outfit under the call 1ZZA.  Daily at 5 
and 10 PM EST, he sends a TR (position report) 
back to Bridgeport.  He uses the upper end of tit., 
forty meter band. 
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